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PREFACE 

 This study examines how the United States Air Force (USAF) can sustain 

sufficient nuclear skills and experience within the Air Force Nuclear Enterprise.  The 

research specifically examines the overall officer nuclear workforce’s accumulated 

nuclear experience and determines where skill gaps exist based on the competencies 

required for nuclear-related jobs.  Nuclear personnel without sufficient nuclear skill are 

less likely to adequately perform their nuclear-oriented jobs and their decreased job 

performance likely impairs or at least creates inefficient operations for the USAF’s 

nuclear deterrence capability.  Assuming that human capital development is one relevant 

factor that helps produce effective nuclear operations, this dissertation investigates how 

nuclear workforce policies might properly develop and sustain useful and effective human 

capital that consequently provides the USAF with safe, secure, and credible nuclear 

operations.  These workforce policies will examine ways to improve the development and 

utilization of officer personnel within the new Air Force Global Strike Command 

(AFGSC) and identify viable policy alternatives that allow Nuclear Enterprise 

policymakers to shape the career fields in preferred ways.   

 This research was conducted within the Manpower, Personnel, and Training 

Program of the RAND Corporation’s Project AIR FORCE (PAF).  The analysis is part of 

the Organizational and Manpower Impacts of the New Global Strike Command project 

sponsored by Major General C. Donald Alston (AF/A10) and Mr. William H. Booth, Sr. 

(AF/DPM).  The project’s objective is to assist the Air Force Office of Strategic 

Deterrence and Nuclear Integration (AF/A10), the Air Force office of Manpower, 

Personnel, and Services (AF/A1), and AFGSC in implementing an organizational 

structure with appropriate manpower resources and a personnel management system to 

help reinvigorate the Air Force Nuclear Enterprise.  The findings should be of interest to 

policy planners at AF/A10, AF/A1, AFGSC, and workforce management analysts.  The 

views expressed in this research are solely those of the author and do not reflect the 
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official policy or position of the United States Air Force, Department of Defense, or the 

US Government.  

RAND Project AIR FORCE 

 RAND Project Air Force, a division of the RAND Corporation, is the U.S Air 

Force’s federally funded research and development center for studies and analysis.  PAF 

provides the Air Force with independent analysis of policy alternatives affecting the 

development, employment, combat-readiness, and support of current and future 

aerospace forces.  Research is performed in four programs: Aerospace Force 

Development; Manpower, Personnel, and Training; Resource Management; and Strategy 

and Doctrine.  

 Additional information about PAF is available on RAND’s web site at 

http://www.rand.org/paf/.  

http://www.rand.org/paf/
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SUMMARY 

 While highly proficient and vigilant through the Cold War, two prominent United 

States Air Force (USAF) nuclear-related accidents highlighted the steady erosion of 

credible United States (US) nuclear deterrence since the end of the Cold War.  In 2006, 

classified nuclear-related Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) components, labeled 

as helicopter batteries, were shipped to Taiwan in an arms sale.  In 2007, a B-52 

Stratofortress crew mistakenly flew six nuclear warheads from Minot Air Force Base 

(AFB), North Dakota, to Barksdale AFB, Louisiana, and left the missiles sitting relatively 

unsecured for nearly 10 hours.  These incidents alerted the US Department of Defense 

(DoD) to even broader problems within USAF nuclear operations.   

   Several ensuing independent investigations revealed the serious erosion of 

nuclear mission readiness, resources, a vigilant nuclear culture, and expertise within the 

USAF Nuclear Enterprise.  After reviewing and consolidating the myriad of 

recommendations designed to remediate these broad problems, the USAF established a 

strategic plan in 2008, titled “Reinvigorating the Air Force Nuclear Enterprise,” to restore 

high-quality USAF nuclear operations.  But, the USAF does not know how or if 

personnel initiatives will sustain nuclear expertise.  Specifically, USAF leaders do not 

know whether officers in nuclear-focused career fields are adequately prepared for their 

jobs.  Assuming that human capital development is one relevant factor that helps produce 

effective nuclear operations, this dissertation supports the US national security and USAF 

objective of credible nuclear deterrence by capturing the benefits of properly developing 

officers in nuclear-oriented career fields.  Specifically, this dissertation investigates how 

nuclear workforce policies might properly develop and sustain useful and effective human 

capital that provides the USAF with safe, secure, and credible nuclear operations. 

 Using competency-based workforce planning methods to examine the 

sustainability of the overall assignment and development of nuclear-oriented officer 

career fields, this dissertation concentrates on nuclear-oriented bomber pilots (i.e., 
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11BX), bomber combat systems officers (i.e., 12BX) and missile combat crew officers 

(i.e., 13SXC).1   This research  

 Identifies the competencies – education, training, and work experience – that are 

necessary for officers to satisfactorily perform in a variety of jobs in nuclear-

focused officer career fields (i.e., demand).  

 Assesses the competencies the Fiscal Year (FY) 2009 officer workforce 

accumulated over their careers (i.e., supply). 

 Measures and identifies the gaps between the demand and supply. 

 Models status-quo officer assignment and development patterns in a variety of 

scenarios via simulation to determine how the competency gaps might change in 

the near future. 

The results of the analyses are described below.     

COMPETENCIES REQUIRED FOR NUCLEAR-RELATED JOBS  

 Using competency models, this dissertation shows that nuclear-oriented, 

individual-level competencies can be systematically identified and linked to 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC nuclear-related jobs.  This research used focus groups with Air Force 

Personnel Center (AFPC) assignment managers to rate the importance of at least 80 

specific competencies required to adequately perform approximately 2,500 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC jobs in officer grades O-1 through O-6.  The competencies are sorted in 

seven categories: 

 Operational experience: tactical application of B-2, B-52, or space and missile 

systems.  

 Specialty experience: identified according to the Air Force Specialty Code 

(AFSC) prefix structure.  

 Organizational experience: group, wing, numbered air force, combatant 

command, and others related to specific organizations or organizational 

hierarchy.  
                                                 
1 Each of these career fields occupy most of the critical nuclear jobs and are likely to become the Nuclear 
Enterprise’s future leaders.  Because these career fields are inherently different in size, function, and 
development patterns, each had to be analyzed in slightly different manners to account for the inherent 
differences.  Note that a total of five different career field specialties are analyzed in this analysis: B-2 and 
B-52 pilots, B-52 electronic warfare officers and B-52 navigators, and missile combat crew officers. 
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 Functional experience: functional duty such as acquisitions, standardization 

and evaluation, operations, operational requirements, plans, test, or nuclear 

operations. 

 Nuclear Special Experience Identifier (SEI) experience: all nuclear-related 

SEIs to identify specific nuclear skills.   

 Command experience: including flight, squadron, group, wing, or center 

command.  

 AFSC-specific SEI experience: any SEI eligible for the officers in the career 

field to acquire and related to nuclear operations.   

Because some jobs inherently require similar competencies, each of the 2,500 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC jobs were categorized into nearly 200 job-groups using subject matter experts 

and the AFPC assignment managers to refine the groups based on the job’s function and 

placement within organization hierarchy.  AFPC assignment managers then rated each 

competency as critical, important, or not needed to achieve sufficient job performance in 

each of the 200 job-groups.2  Because the 11B and 12B officers occupy similar jobs and 

utilize similar competencies, one competency model reflects the rated job-groups and 

competencies while another links the competencies with ICBM job-groups. 

 Although the USAF does not heavily rely on individual competencies listed 

within its career field classification structure to deliberately plan the development of its 

officers, the USAF may utilize this information to proactively match officers to nearly 

200 job-groups.  Lower echelon jobs typically require fundamental nuclear experience 

relevant to each career field and higher-echelon jobs require more specific competencies 

that supplement the fundamental competencies.  While the average number of required 

competencies generally increases across grades, different competency types may be 

required more often in different officer grades.  AFSC prefixes, command, and 

organizational competencies are required more often in higher grades whereas functional, 

operational, and SEIs are required more often in early grades.  Beyond knowing the 

number and general type of jobs requiring each specific competency, understanding the 
                                                 
2 The competency models reflect how fundamental experts (i.e., AFPC assignment managers) understand 
the skill demands for jobs now, but competency requirements will likely change as the USAF adapts its 
nuclear deterrence mission to a dynamic security environment.  If the USAF intends to utilize this 
integrated competency framework to develop its nuclear cadre, the USAF should continue to refine the 
competency models as the nuclear mission changes. 
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combinations of competencies for these jobs is even more important.  Using hierarchical 

cluster analysis, the resulting clusters appear to characterize jobs according to three 

factors: 1. command or staff jobs, 2. organization level, and 3. nuclear-related or not.

 Approximately half of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC O-4 and O-5 jobs merely require 

nuclear operations experience coupled with some other functional or AFSC prefix 

competency.  Beyond these two competency types, the other half of O-4 and O-5 jobs 

require several more specific functional, command, or nuclear SEI competencies.  Most 

of these jobs require at least four competencies and exist in higher-echelon staff and 

command billets such as 8th and 20th Air Force, Air Force Global Strike Command, or US 

Strategic Command.  Most 11B, 12B, and 13SXC O-6 jobs require four or more 

competencies in combination with nearly all requiring nuclear operations experience, 

above squadron-level staff experience, specific functional experience (e.g., 

standardization and evaluation), and AFSC prefix.  When matching officers to jobs, the 

USAF should recognize these groups of competencies relevant to certain clusters of jobs 

instead of attempting to match officers to jobs based on solitary competencies.  

Understanding jobs according to their broad requirement trends provides greater insight 

into job requirements while also allowing the USAF assignment process to more easily 

find suitable officers to occupy a job.  

COMPETENCIES ACQUIRED FOR NUCLEAR-RELATED JOBS 

 Using historical personnel records from AFPC at Randolph AFB, Texas, this 

research examined over 4,800 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers’ accumulated education, 

training, and experience according to the same nuclear competencies used to characterize 

nuclear-related job requirements.3  Officers in all three career fields acquire a large 

number of new competencies in each officer grade, but the number of competencies 

typically varies according to the career field.  Officers likely acquire a large number of 

competencies due to frequently changing jobs4 as only 20 percent of officers across all 

                                                 
3 Officers included in the sample satisfied three criteria: 1. the officer had at least one tour in an 11B, 12B, 
or 13SXC job at any time since 1975, 2. the officer was on active duty in FY2009, and 3. the officer was in 
grades O-1 to O-6 in 2009.     
4 The high turnover rate provides officers plenty of opportunities to acquire new competencies, but 
simultaneously may encourage competency mismatches as officers may not occupy a job long enough to 
fully acquire some competencies.  The USAF should monitor this turnover rate and assess whether the 
trend accurately reflects the desired career paths and patterns for officers in each career field. 
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five career field specialties held the same job in FY2008 and FY2009.  Additionally, 

these career fields utilize officers from other career fields to either help with manning 

gaps or allow non-nuclear officers to acquire nuclear-related experience.  The 11B career 

field more readily utilizes officers from other pilot career fields as compared to the 12B 

and 13SXC career fields and the 13SXC career field rarely utilizes officers outside of the 

13S functional area except to occupy more technical jobs related to acquisition or 

engineering. 

 Although undergraduate education is not deemed critical to current or future job 

performance in these three career fields, most officers match the USAF-recommended 

academic backgrounds for each career field.  However, a decreasing proportion of recent 

cohorts in several nuclear-oriented career fields meet these academic recommendations 

which may become problematic, particularly for these nuclear career fields, if this trend 

continues.  Consistent with the view that undergraduate education is not critical for job 

performance in these nuclear career fields, the AFPC assignment managers did not 

identify academic education as a pertinent for sufficient performance in any job.  

However, academic education likely enhances an officer’s job performance in certain 

jobs and these career fields should reexamine if nuclear-related jobs require specific 

academic education.    

 Officers from each functional area acquire a significant amount of nuclear 

operational experience from both staff and command jobs.  When compared to their 

junior counterparts, the 11B and 12B senior officers acquired more operational 

experience with the B-1on average as officers occupied bomber jobs for the B-1, B-2, or 

B-52 due to the B-1 being dedicated to the nuclear mission prior to 1997.  Given that 

today’s strategic bombing mission is dedicated to the B-52 and B-2, 11B and 12B junior 

officers are more likely to solely gain B-2 and/or B-52 operational experience and future 

11B and 12B senior officer cohorts should be expected to have less B-1 experience.  

Similarly, prior to 2008, all 13SXC officers left the career field to gain space-related 

experience after serving in 13SXC fundamental jobs, but current policy directs a 

proportion will be retained to develop greater nuclear-related depth in the 13SXC career 

field.5  Assuming the policy remains across several future 13SXC officer cohorts, a 

                                                 
5 The proportion has typically ranged between 25 and 35 percent. 
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higher proportion of the future, senior-level 13SXC officers will only have missile 

experience.  

 As a method to track the overall level of nuclear expertise in nuclear-oriented 

career fields, the USAF added several nuclear-oriented SEIs to its officer career field 

classification structure.  These SEIs track an officer’s accumulated time in operational 

and general nuclear-related jobs.  However, the criteria for the operational-oriented SEIs 

incorrectly track how officers acquire nuclear operational experience.  Because an 

incorrect SEI coding definition prevents officer records from accurately reflecting an 

officer’s accumulated nuclear experience, the nuclear SEIs significantly underestimate 

the amount of nuclear operations experience in each officer career field.6  These officers 

will simultaneously appear to lack sufficient nuclear experience for some jobs.  

Therefore, USAF nuclear-oriented officer career fields will not be capable of accurately 

monitoring aggregate nuclear operations experience and future officer development 

policies could be based on incorrect analysis unless the SEI criteria are refined.    

 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers acquire nuclear experience from both staff and 

command positions, but a larger share of 11B officer occupy command positions 

compared to 12B and 13SXC officers.  As of FY2009, senior 12B officers do not appear 

as competitive for nuclear command positions since a greater proportion of 11B officers 

acquire flight command and nuclear operational squadron command jobs compared to 

12B officers.  Note that 13SXC officers do not compete with officers from other career 

fields for operational command jobs and most receive command experience from ICBM 

flight or squadron command.  

  Because the nuclear deterrence mission is no longer the “tip of the spear” in 

USAF operations and because of the strict operational environment where one mistake 

could cost an officer their career, the USAF may not be able to attract officers with the 

inherent personal characteristics that the nuclear deterrence mission requires.  As of 

FY2009, only two and four percent of all 12BXD (Electronic Warfare Officers) and 

12BXE (Navigators) officers attained distinguished graduate (DG)-status from their 

commissioning source and approximately six percent of all 13SXC officers are DGs as of 

                                                 
6 Although officers may be actively acquiring nuclear mission operations experience in nuclear operational 
jobs, the SEI coding definitions prevent an officer from acquiring the SEI competency until the officer 
occupies a non-nuclear job.  
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FY2009.7  Note that B-2 and B-52 pilots contain 23 and 12 percent DGs respectively.  

The overall decline in the proportion of DG-status officers may be attributed to fewer DG 

officers entering the career fields.  For example, fewer than five percent of each 12B and 

13SXC accessing cohort were DGs from FY1998 to FY2009 (bomber pilots averaged 10 

percent during the same time period).  Although the respective collegiate order of merit is 

not known for non-DG officers within the Nuclear Enterprise, this pattern suggests these 

career fields are acquiring fewer top-quality officers compared to other, non-nuclear 

career fields.  While officers can be trained to sufficiently perform their duties regardless 

of DG-status, the nuclear-related 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields will be at a 

disadvantage if relatively fewer top-quality officers enter these nuclear career fields 

compared to the USAF’s other career fields.   

GAPS BETWEEN DEMAND AND SUPPLY 

 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers accumulate a large number of competencies by 

serving in a variety of jobs, but officers do not possess all the necessary competencies to 

sufficiently match nuclear-related job requirements.  Certain competency types tend to 

match job requirements far more on average, however.  The best matches for 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC officers were for nuclear SEIs, operations, and career-field specific 

experience.  The poorest matches came from AFSC prefixes, organizational, and 

command experience.  Many of these matches are likely the result of poor assignment 

matches, but career development patterns also prevent enough officers from acquiring the 

competencies needed for certain nuclear-related jobs.  Note that the incorrect criterion in 

the nuclear operations SEIs indicates significant competency gaps exist, but assuming the 

USAF revises the criterion, nearly all competency gaps no longer exist for the nuclear 

operations SEI competencies.  Additionally, because most field grade officers within the 

rated career field acquire more than five years of nuclear operations experience, the 

USAF should add a third nuclear missions operations SEI to classify nine or more years 

of nuclear mission operational experience to further differentiate the amount of nuclear 

experience within the nuclear workforce.  The additional nuclear SEI provides the 

                                                 
7 DG status is normally restricted to the top 10 percent. 
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additional benefit of tracking more specific aggregate and singular officer nuclear 

experience at the relatively low cost adding a solitary SEI to the 572 other SEIs.  

 Analyzing competency gaps in aggregate form is useful, but this research 

categorized each nuclear-related job into five different groups based on the job’s overall 

function within the Nuclear Enterprise to determine the effect of competency gaps on the 

nuclear deterrence mission capability:  

 Tactical Employment: fundamental jobs responsible for tactically employing 

nuclear weapons. 

 Primary Oversight: jobs responsible for training and monitoring tactical 

operational performance.  

 Auxiliary Support: staff jobs within nuclear operational units that support the 

operational commander’s directives and bolsters tactical operations via planning, 

scheduling, and overseeing operations.     

 Operational Command: command jobs within the nuclear operational units. 

 Strategic Guidance: non-AFGSC nuclear jobs providing strategic nuclear 

guidance and non-operational support for the nuclear operational units. 

Significant competency gaps exist across the four operational and strategic job categories.  

Many of the competency mismatches in auxiliary support staff jobs result from nuclear 

inexperience and lack of specific functional expertise.  Particularly within the B-2 

community, large shares of FY2009 B-2 officers in auxiliary support staff jobs 

transferred to the B-2 career field from a non-nuclear career field and therefore lack any 

nuclear operational experience.  This trend is further problematic when officers without 

nuclear experience serve as the primary instructors for officers in nuclear tactical 

employment jobs.  A large share of officers serving in primary oversight staff jobs also 

lacks functional experience related to the job’s primary oversight function.  Some 

competency gaps exist for leadership positions, but the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career field 

appear to select the best officers for command and thereby typically meet the competency 

demands for the command billets.  Lastly, broad, strategic functional expertise is often 

missing when officers serve in strategic nuclear jobs across all three career fields.  Many 

of these gaps exist at the O-6 level where an insufficient number of officers acquired the 
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required functional experience to meet the overall job demands which thereby indicates 

problems with officer career development patterns.   

Although a solitary job-category’s competency gaps has not been shown to 

significantly contribute to the type of nuclear accidents the USAF seeks to prevent, the 

current competency gaps within the primary oversight jobs appear explicitly important.  

Because primary oversight jobs are responsible for training and guiding tactical 

employment jobs to adhere to strict operational standards, poor primary oversight job 

performance will likely be magnified in the tactical employment jobs as officers could be 

either trained incorrectly or remain unaware of certain critical operational standards.  

Note that competency gaps across the job categories could collectively contribute to a 

nuclear accident, but the abundant competency gaps within primary oversight jobs in 

FY2009 appear the most problematic to achieve safe, secure, and credible nuclear 

operations in the near future.       

 Career development patterns appear to prevent enough officers from acquiring 

necessary experience because of on-the-job-training style jobs.  Officers must first serve 

in several strategic guidance-category jobs to acquire the competencies required for those 

jobs.  Because officers cannot acquire the necessary competencies from any other job, 

officers do not match the competency requirements during their first job, but 

subsequently acquire and better match those requirements after serving in that on-the-job-

training style job.  Additionally, the USAF process of assigning personnel to jobs may 

also contribute to competency mismatches.  Only 9.1, 8.8, and 12.5 percent of officers in 

the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields perfectly matched the job requirements in 

FY2009.  Despite the USAF’s proactive steps to monitor nuclear expertise within the 

nuclear workforce, the USAF assignment process does not typically utilize SEIs to match 

personnel to jobs.  If the USAF intends to effectively monitor nuclear experience within 

the nuclear workforce, the USAF must integrate the nuclear SEIs into the assignment 

process. 

 Besides career development and assignment problems, manning imbalances may 

be hindering the competency match.  Several of the officer career fields addressed within 

this analysis are either undermanned entirely or sufficiently manned albeit with manning 

imbalances within the officer grades.  Under-manning creates two competency-related 
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problems: 1. Too few officers may acquire competencies and 2. Officers may be assigned 

to critical, under-manned jobs contrary to anticipated jobs within normal career 

development patterns.  Although the second aspect potentially ensures immediate, viable 

mission capability within the career field, officers assigned to these jobs do not typically 

match the required competencies very well.  These poor competency matches result from 

officers assigned to these jobs as either 1. Officers from other, non-nuclear-oriented 

career fields or 2.  Nuclear-oriented officers in the correct career field, but assigned to a 

job designated for a higher-ranking officer.  While key nuclear jobs can be manned with 

an unqualified officer at minimum, the added strain of insufficient personnel or an excess 

number of unskilled personnel places unneeded strain on senior, skilled personnel and 

likely inhibits the unit’s overall nuclear operational capability and performance.   

IMPROVING NUCLEAR-ORIENTED OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS AND 

DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS 

 The FY2009 competency match snapshot is likely to change and this dissertation 

used a finite-horizon, discrete-event, stochastic simulation model to project future 

competency matches.  Several macro policy factors such as promotion, retention, and 

accession rates significantly affect a career field’s ability to adequately develop its 

personnel and changes to any of these factors could either exacerbate or potentially 

improve the FY2009 competency gap snapshot. This analysis examined eight scenarios 

that reflect both peace- and war-time promotion, retention, and accession rates to 

determine how competency gaps might change in anticipated, future scenarios.   

 The baseline simulation results show similar competency gaps exist across officer 

grades, nuclear job categories, and career fields as found in the FY2009 competency gap 

snapshot.  The simulation model demonstrates that if the officer assignment process 

would more clearly match jobs requiring specific competencies to officers possessing 

those specific competencies, then the results show the mean competency match for 

several nuclear job categories improves compared to the FY2009 values.  The simulation 

results indicate each career field can adequately man and achieve fairly high competency 

matches in primary oversight and auxiliary support jobs, but 11B career fields continue to 

lack adequate competency matches for strategic guidance jobs since an insufficient 
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number of officers acquire the necessary competencies for those jobs.  The baseline 

competency matches could be improved further with enhanced officer-to-job assignment 

matches.   

Although changes to promotion, accession, and retention rates do not appear to 

substantially change competency matches, reducing the values of any of these macro 

policy levers significantly affects a career field’s ability to man its jobs.  Because under-

manning leads to poor competency matches, lower retention, accessions, or promotions 

quantitatively induce dramatic competency match changes as too few personnel acquire 

the skills necessary for nuclear-oriented jobs.  Specifically, retention rates exhibited 

during Major Combat Operations (MCO) dramatically affect the ICBM and 11B 

communities by decreasing overall manning levels and interrupting stable and proper 

officer development patterns.  Low retention occurs because large shares of ICBM and 

11B officers separate at their first retention point leaving relatively few officers to 

promote to subsequent grades.  The B-52 pilot community also suffers competency gaps 

as a consequence from poor retention exhibited during Peacetime Contingency 

Operations (PCO) scenarios.  Fortunately, command jobs for every career field appear 

resilient to changes in the wartime environment.   

Two scenarios examined how quickly under-strength career fields could rebuild 

via expected schoolhouse rates when subjected to either PCO or MCO promotion and 

retention rates.  Obviously, the Nuclear Enterprise could man these career fields with 

officers from other career fields as observed in practice, but borrowing from other career 

fields is neither a long-term solution nor likely effective to achieve error-free nuclear 

operations in the short-term.  Already under-manned in FY2009, both 11B career fields 

will remain under-strength when facing MCO retention rates whereas the B-2 career field 

can solve under-strength manning problems with expected schoolhouse rates over several 

years with PCO retention rates.  

As an alternative to using macro policy levers such as retention, accession, or 

promotion rates, two policies should significantly improve the critical competency match 

for most nuclear-oriented jobs: 1. Reducing the number of non-nuclear jobs required of 

11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers or 2. Reducing the time-in-job (TIJ) for certain nuclear-

oriented jobs such as primary oversight.  Reducing the number of non-nuclear jobs 
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required of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers allows those officers to acquire and refine 

their nuclear expertise by comparatively serving in more nuclear-oriented jobs.  Reducing 

the TIJ for primary oversight jobs allows more officers within the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

career fields to acquire limited competencies and thereby broaden their set of acquired 

competencies.  Although several potential limitations exist with these policies, both 

represent viable alternatives to improve the competency matches beyond the FY2009 

snapshot.  

If the USAF instituted a personnel policy to assign officers to jobs based on 

competencies such as the simulation demonstrates, the policy effort would require 

additional data collection and personnel analysis.  AFPC would develop competency 

profiles for each officer and develop accurate competency models similar to those shown 

in this analysis.  Even if the USAF observed the advertised competency matches, the 

USAF should ensure those improved competency matches result in improved job 

performance.  Because the relationship between competency matches and job 

performance is not well understood, the USAF will need to collect further, accurate job 

performance data and analyze that relationship empirically.   

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Although a satisfactory amount of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers possessed most 

of the required competencies in FY2009, many officers either lacked the backgrounds 

needed for their jobs or occupied jobs that did not effectively utilize the officer’s skill-set.  

The overall match between job requirements and officer skills could be substantially 

improved by assigning officers to jobs utilizing their backgrounds more effectively and 

by emphasizing the deliberate development of several competency combinations.  

Additionally, the Nuclear Enterprise should account for exogenous factors such as 

retention rates when planning future officer development as these factors significantly 

alter the competency matches for several nuclear job categories and officer career fields.  

 The Nuclear Enterprise could achieve even better results beyond the 

recommendations in this dissertation with a few extra steps.  Because the overall results 

of competency-based analysis are only as valid as the underlying competency model, 

refining and verifying the competencies for each career field would substantially increase 
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the accuracy of this analysis.  Additionally, nuclear-related career fields could also 

benefit from more precise planning and definitive career guidance.  Specific, immediate 

steps to achieve both these goals include the following:  

 The Nuclear Enterprise Advisory Panel (NEAP)8 and Air Force Career Field 

Managers (AFCFMs) should refine the competency model in coordination 

with AFPC by reviewing the competencies with senior, expert field-grade 

officers within each of these career fields.  If the competencies are to be 

refined, these offices should utilize focus groups rather than surveys to 

achieve efficiency, consistency, and accuracy for the competency models.   

 The USAF Office of Manpower and Personnel (AF/A1) and AFPC should 

review the fundamental nuclear competencies within the competency model 

and add more relevant competencies for rated career fields.  Ensure the 

criteria accurately allow the competency to reflect its intended purpose and 

ultimately allow the USAF to track nuclear experience. 

 Senior leadership involved in the NEAP and AFCFMs should develop specific 

targets for competency combinations within each career field and officer 

grade.  These offices should work with AF/A1 to ensure enough officers 

acquire skills to adequately man jobs that require more rare competencies. 

 The NEAP and AFCFMs should update and publish specific career guidance 

for the nuclear-focused career fields.  Prior guidance adequately reflects an 

officer’s expected career field path, but the guidance does not include officer 

development related to the nuclear mission.   

 AF/A1, in coordination with the NEAP, should eliminate the manning 

shortages within the understrength career fields to prevent improper career 

development patterns and potential poor job performance due to unqualified 

personnel assigned to demanding jobs. 

 AF/A1 and AFPC should review and improve the job-assignment process 

based on optimizing competency matches across the career field when 

accounting for constraints such as available jobs and career paths.  

                                                 
8 The NEAP provides force development oversight for officers, enlisted, and civilian personnel in nuclear-
oriented career fields.   
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 Whereas the above policy recommendations provide added benefits for the USAF 

beyond the recommendations in this dissertation, the methods employed in this analysis 

are equally pertinent for other officer and enlisted career fields.  Using a competency-

based personnel management system may be applied within, and, as demonstrated with 

this dissertation, across career fields.  To employ this method for other career fields and 

mission areas, the USAF personnel system should consider the following recommended 

further analyses:  

 AF/A1 and AFPC should carefully examine the methods employed in this 

analysis and identify, develop, and evaluate possible extensions to enhance 

this analysis for the USAF.  Combining simulation with optimization methods 

will likely prove beneficial to achieve specific Nuclear Enterprise goals 

amidst a variety of anticipated future scenarios.  

 AF/A1, the USAF Office of Strategic Deterrence and Nuclear Integration 

(AF/A10), and the NEAP, in coordination with AFPC, could determine which 

career field “health” statistics accurately indicate the capability of each career 

field to contribute to the respective mission area beyond those addressed in 

this analysis.  

 The NEAP, AF/A1, and AFPC could expand the competency-based analysis 

to address the other nuclear-related officer and enlisted career fields.  These 

personnel deserve similar consideration and policies should be developed to 

specifically guide their development and utilization.   

 The NEAP, and AFCFMs, in coordination with AF/A1, AF/A10, and AFPC 

could analyze other potentially effective policy levers besides reducing the 

number of non-nuclear jobs to improve the competency match within each 

career field.  For example, senior leadership could evaluate if accessing 

personnel with specific academic backgrounds or instituting retention 

incentives for officers with more rare skillsets might improve the competency 

matches and resulting job performance.  These offices should address whether 

the policy solution is robust by accounting for possible, future scenarios such 

as consistent manning shortages when using more career-field specific data 

such as promotion rates.  If these offices implement a potentially beneficial 
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policy, these offices may also prefer to have additional information (i.e., via 

data collection) to follow the officers affected by such a change.  The resulting 

data could be analyzed to reveal subsequent retention, job satisfaction, 

performance, or other effects.    

 AFPC and AFCFMs should better understand the relationship between officer 

job performance and competency matches.  Officer performance should be 

further integrated into simulation analysis to examine how career field policy 

levers simultaneously affect competency matches and officer job performance 

in the future.
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

 The objective of this research is to help improve safety, security, and credibility 

within the Nuclear Enterprise by determining what United States Air Force (USAF) 

officer workforce development policies sustain sufficient nuclear experience for effective 

USAF Nuclear Operations.  USAF human capital policies guide officers into career fields 

where nuclear operations skills are deliberately shaped through education, training, and 

experience opportunities to meet current and future USAF mission requirements.9  

Properly developing officer human capital can significantly improve nuclear operations 

but it requires a holistic approach that accounts for significant uncertainty such as shifting 

missions, adjusted manpower levels, and constraining workforce policies.  This is 

particularly important for the USAF’s closed, hierarchical, military personnel system.10  

Insufficient skill levels of officer human capital or too few of the right personnel can 

unfortunately decrease organizational performance and lead to costly consequences or at 

least inefficient operations.  Once the USAF places enough of the right people in the right 

jobs, retaining excess human capital or overdeveloping nuclear skills can likewise be 

unproductive and wasteful.  Obtaining an efficient level of officer human capital can 

augment effective USAF operations across career fields, but it is particularly important 

for safety and security in nuclear operations.11 

                                                 
9 This effort is called “Force Development.” See AFI 36-2640, “Executing Total Force Development,” 
2008, p. 4.  
10 The USAF’s personnel system specifically prohibits lateral personnel entry for most career fields and the 
USAF must therefore develop lower-echelon, accessing personnel over time to meet future human capital 
demands.  This sequential, multi-year aspect complicates USAF force management policies and introduces 
a latency problem: the result of current human capital policy efforts will be visible in future years, not 
weeks.  See, for example, Galway et al. (2005) or Asch and Warner (1994). 
11 Although an efficient level of officer human capital can augment USAF nuclear operations, the USAF’s 
nuclear-related problems likely cannot be solved by solely improving the officer corps as problems may 
persist beyond the officer-related issues.  For example, USAF leadership may not inherently value the 
nuclear force compared to other USAF operations.  Additionally, significant problems may exist within the 
nuclear enlisted force as those personnel could be inadequately trained for their jobs or even fail to see the 
importance of the nuclear mission.  Despite current policy changes, significant problems might persist 
within the officer corps that cannot be solved by training, accession, retention, or promotion policies as the 
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  The primary purpose of nuclear forces is to deter a potential adversary from 

attacking the United States (US) and its allies.  US nuclear deterrence has successfully 

prevented a nuclear attack for nearly 65 years.  But, that success and its importance has 

been obscured by the decreased threat of nuclear war since the end of the Cold War and 

the prominent changes to the global security environment following terrorist attacks on 

the US on Sept. 11, 2001.  Despite recent, prominent examples of counterinsurgency 

warfare, such as the US invasion of Iraq in 2003, nuclear deterrence remains relevant for 

US national security.12   

 Unfortunately, the USAF’s credibility in the nuclear mission must rebound from 

several visible nuclear-related mistakes.  As a consequence, the USAF is rebuilding its 

Nuclear Enterprise13 (i.e., nuclear operations) to restore that credibility.  The USAF 

recognizes credible nuclear deterrence as vital to America’s security,14 and, as of 2008, 

the Chief of Staff of the Air Force (CSAF), General Norton A. Schwartz, upholds 

reinvigorating the Nuclear Enterprise as one of his stated top priorities.15  Assuming that 

human capital development is one relevant and cost-effective factor that helps produce 

effective nuclear operations, this dissertation supports the USAF objective of credible 

nuclear deterrence by capturing the potentially cost-effective benefits of properly 

developing officers in nuclear-focused career fields.  Specifically, this dissertation 

investigates how nuclear workforce policies might properly develop and sustain useful 

and effective human capital that provides the USAF with safe, secure, and credible 

nuclear operations.  

                                                                                                                                                 
Nuclear Enterprise may not attract enough officers with the right characteristics to ensure safe, secure, and 
credible nuclear operations.  Hence, this research aims to improve nuclear operations but cannot guarantee 
that better trained nuclear officers will significantly improve the USAF’s collective nuclear performance. 
12 As the US leads a global network of allies, the security of the US and its 28 NATO and other allies 
depends upon credible nuclear deterrence in the 21st century, specifically those states without nuclear 
weapons.  Unless some of the world’s current major disputes are resolved (e.g., the Korean Peninsula, the 
Persian Gulf), the US could face nuclear-armed adversaries in conventional or non-conventional wars while 
also facing the threat of nuclear terrorism.  See Lieber and Press, 2009, p. 39. 
13 The USAF Nuclear Enterprise represents a large USAF organizational effort to provide credible nuclear 
deterrence for the security of the United States. 
14 Alston et al., 2008. 
15 The USAF’s Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 budget appears to support the CSAF’s priority.  For example, the 
USAF allocated $295 million (FY2011 dollars) to modernize out-dated Intercontinental Ballistic Missile 
(ICBM) Minuteman III fusing mechanisms and to sustain ICBM test equipment.  Additionally, although 
less fiscally impressive, the USAF allocated $0.1 million (FY2011 dollars) to add nuclear-focused 
education to preexisting Professional Military Education (PME) courses.  See Department of the Air Force 
(DAF), 2010b & d.   
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1.2 BACKGROUND: REBUILDING THE USAF NUCLEAR ENTERPRISE 

 While highly proficient and vigilant through the Cold War, two prominent USAF 

nuclear-related mistakes highlighted the steady erosion of credible US nuclear deterrence 

since the end of the Cold War.  In 2006, classified nuclear-related Intercontinental 

Ballistic Missile (ICBM) components, labeled as helicopter batteries, were shipped to 

Taiwan in an arms sale.  In 2007, a B-52 Stratofortress crew mistakenly flew six nuclear 

warheads from Minot Air Force Base (AFB), North Dakota, to Barksdale AFB, 

Louisiana, and left the missiles sitting relatively unsecured for nearly 10 hours.16  These 

incidents alerted the US Department of Defense (DoD) to the USAF’s mishandling of 

nuclear weapons and nuclear-related material and signaled broad problems within USAF 

nuclear operations.   

   Several ensuing independent investigations argued that nuclear mission 

readiness, resources, a vigilant nuclear culture, and expertise within the USAF Nuclear 

Enterprise had seriously eroded in recent years.17  After reviewing and consolidating the 

myriad of recommendations designed to remediate these broad problems, the USAF 

established a strategic plan in 2008, “Reinvigorating the Air Force Nuclear Enterprise,” 

to restore high-quality USAF nuclear operations.  The USAF has already implemented 

many policies to rebuild and restore confidence in the Nuclear Enterprise.  Specifically, 

the USAF activated a new major command to consolidate all nuclear-related bomber and 

ICBM nuclear components beneath a single command in 2009, Air Force Global Strike 

Command (AFGSC),18 established an Air Force directorate (AF/A10) in 2008,19 

                                                 
16 See Hoffmann (2008) for more detail. 
17 Since the end of the Cold War, significant changes to the global security environment prompted USAF 
leadership to restructure the USAF.  Due to severe resource constraints and less national emphasis on 
nuclear deterrence, organizational changes, such as the 1995 Base Realignment and Closure process, 
fragmented the overarching nuclear organizational hierarchy and overall nuclear responsibility.  Nuclear 
organizations became embedded in non-nuclear-focused organizations and no single command could 
therefore advocate for resources to adequately support nuclear capabilities.  The Global War on Terror 
(GWOT) and Operations Enduring Freedom (OEF) and Iraqi Freedom (OIF) further shifted the USAF’s 
operational focus and priorities away from the nuclear mission.  As a result, USAF leadership failed to 
advocate and properly fund nuclear mission areas.  With conventional operations overwhelmingly 
emphasized, nuclear personnel were devalued and the overall pool of nuclear expertise eroded as units did 
not allot enough training time to maintain nuclear proficiency.  See, for example, the Schlesinger Report 
(2008), Blue Ribbon Review (2008), and the Nuclear Roadmap (2008).  Also, see Appendix A for more 
supporting information.  
18 See Lyle, 2009.  
19 AF/A10 is the USAF office of Strategic Deterrence and Nuclear Integration.  The Nuclear Roadmap, 
2008, p. 6.  
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consolidated all nuclear sustainment functions under the Air Force Nuclear Weapons 

Center in 2009,20 and established the Nuclear Enterprise Advisory Panel (NEAP).21  The 

USAF combined these overarching changes with hundreds of other initiatives to 

transform USAF nuclear organizations, operations, and culture to achieve this goal.22   

 Despite the significant progress, the USAF still faces several remaining 

challenges.  Among these challenges is whether nuclear-related personnel properly 

develop appropriate nuclear experience throughout their careers. Hence, Nuclear 

Enterprise policymakers are concerned whether nuclear-oriented personnel are 

adequately prepared for their jobs.  Independent evaluations of USAF nuclear operations 

argued that nuclear-related expertise has eroded since the end of the Cold War due to 

severe resource constraints in both funding and skilled manpower.23  Combined with the 

dramatic drop in the size of the nuclear force since 1992, funding for nuclear operations 

is a much smaller part of the DoD’s budget compared to Cold War-era funding levels: 
Figure 1.1  
DoD Funding for Strategic Forces from FY1962 to FY2010 

 
SOURCE: DoD Green Book, FY2011, Table 6-5 (TOA), p. 74. 

                                                 
20 The Nuclear Roadmap, 2008, p. 5. 
21 The NEAP provides force development oversight for officers, enlisted, and civilian personnel in nuclear-
oriented career fields.   
22 Sirak, 2009.  
23 The Schlesinger Report, 2008; Blue Ribbon Review, 2008. 
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Figure 1.1 displays the DoD budget and the funds allocated to nuclear operations, called 

Strategic Forces, from FY1962 to FY2010.24  Note that the DoD Strategic Forces Nuclear 

Arsenal has historically consisted of land-based missiles (Air Force), strategic bombers 

(Air Force), and ballistic missile submarines (Navy).  The DoD thus appropriates funds to 

the Air Force and Navy for their respective roles in nuclear operations.  Although the 

DoD budget has risen and fallen from FY1962 to FY2010, the funding for nuclear 

operations has generally fallen.  This trend is particularly noticeable when examining the 

Strategic Forces budget as a fraction of the overall DoD budget.  After comprising greater 

than 6% of the DoD budget through the end of the Cold War, funds for strategic forces 

have generally comprised less than 2.5% since FY1998.  As the FY2010 DoD budget 

allocation of 1.9% to Strategic Forces is projected to decrease to an average of 1.8% 

through FY2015,25 the USAF must make many difficult choices in the near future to 

allocate a relatively constant or decreasing budget among many competing problems.  

 As Figure 1.2 suggests, one complicating problem is that USAF nuclear unit 

performance has become erratic.   
Figure 1.2  
USAF Nuclear Surety Inspection Performance and Quantity from FY1988 to FY2008 

 
SOURCE: Data derived from the Schlesinger Report, 2008, p. 36. 
                                                 
24 Note that the Strategic Forces budget shown in Figure 1.1 includes all appropriation funding to include 
operations, research and development, and acquisition funding among others.  See the Green Book, 2010, 
p. 61 for a complete list of these categories.  Hence, Figure 1.1 does not display just the cost of nuclear 
operations, but many auxiliary costs as well.  Calculating a more thorough and complete history of USAF 
nuclear spending is beyond the scope of this dissertation and the Green Book data is publically available.  
See, for example, Schwartz and Choubey, 2009, for a more thorough examination of nuclear spending. 
25 The overall amount of money allocated to the Strategic Forces budget does not substantially increase 
either as the projected budget through FY2015 remains near the FY2009 value. See the Green Book, Table 
6-4, p. 73. 
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Figure 1.2 displays both USAF Nuclear Surety Inspection26  (NSI) performance and the 

corresponding number of NSIs performed from FY1988 to FY2008.27  Inspections 

provide a measure to assess and validate an organization’s mission and from FY1988 to 

FY1998, the USAF nuclear community maintained a relatively high and consistent NSI 

pass rate with an 11-year average of 85%.  However, NSI pass rates were highly erratic 

from FY1999 to FY2008 with an overall, lower 10-year average pass rate of 79%.  The 

increased variance in NSI pass rates from FY1999 to FY2008 could be attributed to some 

combination of the following three possibilities: 1. lack of sufficient skill in the nuclear 

workforce, 2. inaccurate and inconsistent standards applied by nuclear inspection teams, 

or 3. fewer NSIs which increases the overall NSI score yearly variance.  Several 

independent reports28 identified inconsistent and inexperienced nuclear inspectors as a 

problem, but after ensuring reliable and consistent inspections, the USAF must ensure 

yearly NSI pass rates increase to a consistently high-enough level that indicates the 

nuclear force is capable of safe, secure, reliable nuclear operations.29  Unfortunately, 

solving this problem is likely more complex than simply ensuring nuclear inspectors 

consistently and accurately enforce the inspection standards.    

 The USAF recognized the mismatch between job requirements and personnel 

skills within nuclear-related career fields as another important factor contributing to a 

decrease in nuclear mission performance.  For example, in 2006, most bomber crews 

were solely certified to employ conventional weapons and therefore unqualified for 

nuclear missions.30  Given such mismatches, the USAF plans to restore an effective 

nuclear-personnel development system (i.e., a system that assigns the right airman with 

the right skills to the right job at the right time) to restore useful nuclear experience.31  

The USAF specifically sought to repair this mismatch through three efforts:  

1. Increase nuclear education via Professional Military Education (PME).  

                                                 
26 Nuclear Surety Inspections are “designed to evaluate a unit’s capability to manage nuclear resources 
while complying with all nuclear surety standards.” See AFI 90-201, 2004, p. 21.  
27 The number of NSIs is the total number of NSIs across all nuclear operational wings within the USAF. 
28 The Schlesinger Report, 2008, p. 36; The Welch Report, 2008, p. 10; Blue Ribbon Review, 2008, p. 1. 
29 The often amorphous “acceptable” level of NSI performance across nuclear operational wings ultimately 
resides with Nuclear Enterprise policymakers. 
30 The Schlesinger Report, 2008, p. 23.  
31 The Nuclear Roadmap, 2008, p. 29.  
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2. Identify key nuclear experience via Special Experience Identifiers (SEIs)32 within 

the USAF specialty classification structure. 

3. Establish senior leadership force-development oversight for nuclear-related USAF 

career fields.33   

These policies enhance the USAF’s ability to effectively rebuild and manage nuclear 

skills, but these policies may not account for exogenous shocks such as lower retention or 

insufficient manning in nuclear-related jobs.   

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 This analysis examines how/if USAF personnel initiatives can meet and sustain 

nuclear expertise requirements for effective nuclear operations.  The following research 

questions will be addressed: 

1 What experiences, education, and training are needed for current nuclear specialty 

jobs?  

2 What experiences, education, and training do officers acquire toward meeting these 

current jobs’ needs? When and how do officers acquire these skills? Is the USAF 

properly tracking them?  

3 What gaps exist between current officer skills and job requirements?  

4 Do current nuclear workforce policies adequately develop officer skills to mend 

current gaps? What workforce policies minimize current gaps between officer skill 

and job requirements? Which are robust to exogenous shocks like reduced retention 

rates?  

While evaluating the current USAF personnel policies described above, this dissertation 

will evaluate alternative workforce policies such as altering accession levels or adjusting 

retention and promotion rates to determine if improvements to the nuclear workforce can 

enhance the safety and security of nuclear operations.  These workforce policies will 

examine ways to improve the development and utilization of officer personnel within 

AFGSC and identify viable policy alternatives that allow Nuclear Enterprise 

policymakers to shape the career fields in preferred ways. 

                                                 
32 SEIs identify specific competencies an officer acquired beyond certain fundamental competencies central 
to the USAF and an officer’s career field.  Note that these are discussed at length in Chapter 2.  
33 The Nuclear Roadmap, 2008, pp. 29-30.  
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 Although the USAF Nuclear Enterprise utilizes the efforts of many officer and 

enlisted personnel in a variety of USAF career fields, 34 this analysis addresses only three 

officer career fields.  Specifically, 11B (B-52 and B-2 pilots), 12B (B-52 bomber combat 

systems officers), and 13SXC (missile combat crew officers) officers comprise more than 

half of the AFGSC officer force and typically occupy the critical jobs that either directly 

or indirectly can cause the launch of a nuclear weapon as shown in Figure 1.3:   
Figure 1.3  
AFGSC Officer Career Field Composition, by Grade35 
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SOURCE: AFPC Interactive Demographic Analysis System (IDEAS) FY2010 file. 

                                                 
34 As of May 2010, AFGSC comprises 79 different career fields for 2,857 officer personnel. See Appendix 
A for details regarding the distribution of officers by career field.  
35 Figure 1.3 shows the AFGSC officer composition by career field and officer grade as of May 2010.  Out 
of the 79 career fields comprising 2,857 officer personnel within AFGSC, only the top 10 ranked by 
proportion are shown in Figure 1.3 to include the grouped 31 medical career fields and 38 other, 
proportionally-small career fields.  13SXC officers comprise approximately 33 percent of all officers, 12B 
officers comprise approximately 11 percent, and 11B officers comprise approximately 10 percent.  
Combined, these three career fields encompass nearly 55 percent of all officers within AFGSC.  Note that 
11B, 12B, 13SXC, and 21MX (Munitions and Missile Maintenance officers) career fields mainly occupy 
positions allowing those officers to either directly or indirectly cause the launch of a nuclear weapon.  The 
other career fields primarily occupy jobs that support these critical positions.  These controlled positions 
have access to areas with nuclear weapons, but do not possess the technical knowledge to employ a nuclear 
weapon.  For example, Security Forces officers (AFSC 31PX) mainly serve in Personal Reliability Program 
(PRP) designated controlled positions and thus guard nuclear weapons.  While 21MX officers occupy 
critical nuclear maintenance positions, officers in the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields typically occupy 
jobs that are responsible for employing nuclear weapons. 
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Because officers in these three career fields comprise the majority of AFGSC officers and 

are likely to become the future leaders of AFGSC, this dissertation analyzes the 11B, 

12B, and 13SXC officers36 within officer grades O-1 through O-6 to develop workforce 

management (WM) policies for the career fields most critical to employing nuclear 

weapons and consequently achieving effective nuclear deterrence.  

1.4 ANALYTICAL APPROACH 

 The USAF can use competency-based analysis to determine how best to “grow” 

its workforce with the right skills to meet the needs for nuclear deterrence over time.  

This dissertation utilizes competency-based analysis in a common four step approach37:  

1. Determine the competencies demanded of the workforce.  

2. Determine the competencies the workforce has acquired. 

3. Compare the demand and supply. 

4. Implement solutions to mend competency gaps between demand and supply.   

This process is depicted in Figure 1.4:   
Figure 1.4  
Overview of Career Field Analytical Approach 

2. Determine the Supply
• Historical military personnel records
• Officers’ actual accumulation of 
experience, education, training

1. Determine the Demand
• Manpower authorizations
• Job requirements for prior 
experience, education, training

3. Identify Gaps
• By grade, AFSC, and organization
• Excess or missing competencies

4. Implement Solutions
• Alternative workforce policies
• Policy simulations within scenarios  

SOURCE: Adapted from Brauner et al., 2009. 

                                                 
36 To concisely refer to these three career fields, this thesis will refer to the B-52 and B-2 bomber pilots as 
11B officers, the B-52 electronic warfare officers and navigators as 12B officers, and the missile combat 
crew officers as 13SXC officers.  As discussed in Chapter 2, these designations are derived from the 
USAF’s alphanumeric career field classification structure.  Note that this analysis addresses five career 
field specialties but the five are classified in three overarching career fields.  
37 This approach has been applied to military career fields. Specifically, Vernez et al. (2006) and Brauner et 
al. (2007) used similar workforce management methods to analyze the 13S (Space and Missile) and 14N 
(Intelligence) career fields respectively.  
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This dissertation uses a military competency model to analyze the first three steps and 

determine where competency gaps exist within the nuclear-related 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

officer career fields.  The nuclear competency model links 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

competencies to nuclear-related jobs and ultimately links officer development to USAF 

Nuclear Enterprise objectives.  To identify potential solutions (i.e., the fourth step), this 

study analyzes current USAF Nuclear Enterprise WM policies and several alternative 

WM policies via a simulation model.  Given the significant uncertainty involved when 

developing workforce policies, this analysis additionally examines how certain workforce 

policies perform in a variety of scenarios.  Note that this research does not address the 

qualitative question of whether officers sufficiently perform their jobs. 

 This approach can be applied both within and across career fields.  By 

concentrating the analysis on three career fields contributing to a broad mission area, this 

dissertation applies the methodology across career fields.  Officers do not therefore 

solely occupy jobs within their solitary career fields, but may occupy a variety of nuclear-

related jobs for which the officer is qualified and authorized to occupy.  

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THIS DISSERTATION 

 This dissertation’s framework consists of two parts.  The first part documents the 

theoretical and historical evidence that provide support and context for the analysis and 

the current “health” of AFGSC’s officer human capital.  Specifically, Chapter 2 describes 

human capital management research and its theoretical importance for military 

organizations, Chapter 3 answers the first research question by documenting the 

experiences, education, and training that officers need for current nuclear specialty jobs, 

and Chapter 4 answers the second research question by analyzing the experiences, 

education and training that officers have acquired toward meeting current nuclear-related 

jobs’ needs.  Chapter 5 answers the third research question by examining where 

competency gaps exist between the competencies officers have acquired and the 

competencies required to effectively perform nuclear jobs.   

 The second part documents the potential impact of human capital management 

policies on AFGSC officers.  Chapter 6 introduces a simulation model and illustrates 

how/if current USAF Nuclear Enterprise personnel policies and alternative workforce 
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policies mend competency gaps between officer skills and the skills required by jobs.  

Chapter 7 provides policy recommendations and conclusions.  All supporting information 

is contained in several appendices which are referenced within relevant text.  
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CHAPTER 2:  HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT: THEORY AND 

COMPETENCY-BASED ANALYSIS 

 This chapter outlines the underlying theory for competency model methods and 

introduces the competency model that links officer skills to USAF jobs.  The first section 

provides general background theory on human capital management and the second 

section focuses on competency model methodology to validate the competency model 

used in this research.  The third section discusses competency modeling methods and the 

fourth section outlines military competency models.  The fifth section summarizes how 

the USAF tracks competencies within its human capital management system and 

identifies the competencies relevant to the Nuclear Enterprise.  The sixth section displays 

the nuclear-focused competency models used in this research.  

2.1 HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT THEORY 

 Today’s global and volatile business environment requires organizations to seek a 

competitive advantage amongst their competitors via dynamic business plans to 

effectively achieve organizational missions and goals.  Typically, an organization 

possesses a competitive advantage when that organization implements a value-enhancing 

strategy that its competitors are incapable or reluctant to implement.38  This competitive 

advantage produces positive returns for the organization39 and thus enhances the 

organization’s ability to achieve its mission and goals in comparison to competitors.  An 

organization’s resources and capabilities are linked to its competitive success and 

according to the resource-based view theory of the firm, organizations with the most 

valuable and unique (i.e., non-substitutable and imperfectly imitable) resources gain a 

                                                 
38 Barney, 1991, p. 102. 
39 Peteraf, 1993.  
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competitive advantage.40  If an organization seeks to sustain that competitive advantage, 

those unique resources must be managed strategically.41   

 Organizations employ both tangible (e.g., infrastructure, financial capital, 

technology) and intangible (e.g., organizational culture, business networks, knowledge) 

resources to implement value-enhancing strategies.42  Today’s complex and knowledge-

driven economy prevents organizations from primarily rooting a strategy in physical 

(e.g., infrastructure, technology) and financial capital as more complex intangible 

resources are more likely to produce a competitive advantage.43  Organizations thereby 

leverage intellectual capital (i.e., the sum knowledge within an organization) by 

efficiently and effectively exchanging knowledge throughout the organization to gain a 

competitive advantage44 as knowledge is broadly viewed as a critical asset for superior 

organizational performance.45 

 Knowledge may be classified in two categories: 1. articulable, and 2. tacit.46  

Articulable knowledge is gained through formal education and is codified (i.e., written) 

and thus easily transferable.  Tacit knowledge, however, is not articulable and often 

embedded in unsystematic routines such as an organization’s social context.  Tacit 

knowledge is specifically embedded within an organization’s human capital47 and is often 

unique, difficult to imitate, and cannot be easily transferred.48  Constituting a unique 

organizational resource and representing an organization’s knowledge, human capital has 

a high probability of contributing to a competitive advantage49 and therefore becomes 

vital to organizational performance.50 Other factors may significantly affect 

organizational performance such as an organization’s culture or espoused values, but 

human capital is one of the most important factors.   
                                                 
40 Hitt and Ireland, 2002, p. 3; Halawi et al., 2005, p. 78; Hitt et al., 2001, p. 13.  
41 Hitt et al., 2001, p. 13.  
42 Barney, 1991; Hitt et al., 2001.  
43 Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993.  
44 Halawi et al., 2005, p. 75; Quinn et al., 1996; Youndt et al., 2004, p. 337.  
45 Grant, 1996; McEvily and Chakravarthy, 2002.  
46 Lane and Lubatkin, 1998.  
47 Human capital consists of employee levels of knowledge, skills, and abilities which are developed 
through training, education, and other professional initiatives.  These identifiable employee attributes are 
collectively known as employee competencies.  An organization’s human capital therefore encompasses an 
organization’s accumulated intellectual capital.  See Marimuthu (2009) or Hitt and Ireland (2002).   
48 Hitt and Ireland, 2002; Mowery et al., 1996.  
49 Lane and Lubatkin, 1998.  
50 Youndt et al., 1996; Becker et al., 2001, p. 18; Hitt and Ireland, 2002, p. 4.  
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 An organization cannot sustain the positive benefits gained from a competitive 

advantage unless human capital is effectively managed via strategic human capital 

practices.  Many different types of organizations contend with the omnipresent problem 

of assigning workers with diverse skill-sets to jobs now while predicting which skill-sets 

are needed to meet work demand over time.51  Organizations thus strategically align their 

human capital with both current and anticipated missions and goals to maximize 

performance and to ensure the organization’s long-term survival.52  Simply stated, 

organizations accomplish strategic human capital management by recruiting, developing, 

and placing the right person in the right job with the right skills at the right time.53  This 

task is difficult as temporal constraints force organizations to plan to fulfill predicted 

work demand.  To match anticipated work demand, employees must precisely develop 

human capital competencies (i.e., any measurable knowledge,54 skill,55 or abilities56 that 

are required for effective work performance) now that will be useful for tomorrow.  

 Once initially developed, employees may continuously enhance such 

competencies and thereby represent a flexible organizational resource that can quickly 

adapt to meet changing organizational needs.57  Employees consequently constitute an 

appreciating resource for an organization,58 but strategically managing their competencies 

requires training costs.  Firms must invest resources to develop the workforce’s 

competencies to ensure the workforce is continually productive in a complex and rapidly 

changing environment.59  The expected benefit of improved organizational performance 

typically outweighs the relative sunk-cost of training.  Several positive by-products 

include:  

                                                 
51 Tanomaru, 1996, p. 1553.  
52 Marimuthu, 2009, p. 270.  
53 An et al., 2007, p. 2187.  
54 Knowledge is information or an understanding about facts, rules, and principles to perform a task 
successfully. For example, an individual demonstrates knowledge of genetic algorithms to choose the best 
population size for a problem.  See Marrelli, 1998.  
55 Skill is a learned capacity to successfully perform a mental or physical task with a specified outcome.  
For example, an individual demonstrates a skill by using statistical software to calculate a propensity score.  
See Marrelli, 1998.  
56 Ability is a cognitive or physical aptitude to successfully perform a task with a wide range of possible 
outcomes.  For example, an individual illustrates an ability when evaluating the utility of policy 
recommendations.  See Marrelli, 1998.  
57 Garavan et al., 2001. 
58 Rastogi, 2000.  
59 Marimuthu et al., 2009, p. 265.  
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 Increased employee commitment to the organization60 

 Increased organizational longevity61 

 Increased employee retention62 

Overall, when an organization properly develops these employee competencies, 

employees are more productive (i.e., individual job performance increases across the 

organization) and thereby improve the organization’s long-term performance.63   

 The DoD 64 specifically recognizes human capital as a critical organizational asset 

that must be effectively managed within all DoD components to support the changing 

needs within the overall US military strategy.65  The USAF is no exception as the USAF 

heavily depends on human capital programs, practices, and policies to successfully utilize 

workforce competencies.66  In support of the US military strategy, the USAF deliberately 

plans the development of its officers through education, training, and experience 

opportunities to meet current and future USAF mission requirements.  This effort, called 

“Force Development,”67 provides strategic guidance to solve and prevent human capital 

problems to ultimately deter any consequential decrease in USAF performance.68  

Military regulations make this effort different and more difficult to accomplish compared 

to the private sector69 as the USAF manages a closed, hierarchical personnel system that 

prohibits lateral entry for most officer ranks70 (i.e., the USAF must develop human capital 

                                                 
60 Agarwala, 2003. 
61 Marimuthu, 2009. 
62 Combs et al., 2006.  
63 Hitt and Ireland, 2002, p. 4; Halawi et al., 2005, p. 76.  
64 Note that the merits of human capital management are widely recognized as both public and private 
organizations.  Government organizations, such as the USAF, may be categorized as public organizations.  
All for-profit organizations may be classified as private.  See Henry, 2002, p. 3. 
65 DoD, 2010, p. 55. 
66 Conley et al., 2006, p. 7.  
67 See AFI 36-2640, “Executing Total Force Development,” 2008, p. 4.  
68 Human capital problems have occurred within the USAF.  In 1998, the USAF recognized that officers 
developed a small range of competencies specifically related to their respective career field that were too 
narrowly focused to satisfy a wider range of competencies required as a general officer (GO).  The USAF 
senior leaders therefore lacked necessary competencies for their jobs.  In order to assuage this problem, the 
USAF’s Force-Development initiative concentrates first on the development of officers below the rank of 
colonel to develop the correct mix of competencies that are useful for GO positions.  See Moore and 
Brauner (2007) for a more thorough overview of this process.     
69 Galway et al., 2005, p. 3.  
70 USAF officers typically enter the USAF into the lowest officer rank (i.e., second lieutenant) and are 
promoted over time.  Unlike the private sector, officers cannot enter the USAF in higher ranks to fill jobs.  
The one exception are medical doctors who commission as captains (i.e., the 3rd of 10 total officer ranks), 
but then flow through the closed, hierarchical system governing the rest of the officer workforce.  The 
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over time and cannot buy it for immediate use).  As little lateral entry exists, the shape of 

career fields is largely shaped by the composition of new personnel accessions.71  The 

USAF matches available personnel to jobs by developing officers over time in each 

career field subject to accession, retention, and promotion policies.  This sequential, 

multi-year aspect complicates the USAF force management policies where latent 

problems may exist.  For example, several years of high attrition within a career field 

may cause manpower deficits that could persist for a decade or more.72  Given that all 

USAF career fields could benefit from force-development analysis,73 improved human 

capital management may be a cost-effective method to help the USAF to achieve its 

mission74 and goals such as reinvigorating the USAF Nuclear Enterprise.75  

2.2 COMPETENCY MODELING THEORY 

 Competency models are descriptive tools such as a matrix that identify the 

competencies needed to effectively perform a job within an organization and are designed 

to help organizations accomplish missions and goals by strategically developing human 

capital.76  Competency models fundamentally link an organization’s identifiable 

competencies to jobs, missions, and goals by providing a common language, such as a set 

of competencies, to describe employee capabilities and performance.  By building an 

integrated framework to develop an organization’s human resources, competency models 

can help organizations develop future leaders, identify career paths, and communicate 

with its employees regarding the behavior necessary for success.77  

 Before developing a competency model, organizations must understand what 

constitutes human competence.78  Organizations cannot be effective without such an 

                                                                                                                                                 
USAF must therefore retain enough officers in each rank to occupy jobs and replace any separated or 
retired officers with officers from the prior rank respectively.  
71 Galway et al., 2003, p. 17. 
72 Such problems may exist due to a variety of factors such as “up or out” promotion policies, accession 
levels, retention rates, or retirement compensation.  For a more thorough discussion and analysis of these 
issues, see Asch et al. (2008), Dahlman (2007), or Elliott et al. (2004). 
73 Moore and Brauner, 2007, p. 30.  
74 The mission of the USAF is to “fly, fight, and win… in air, space, and cyberspace.”  See Air Force Link, 
the official USAF website, at www.af.mil.    
75 Reinvigorating the Nuclear Enterprise is only one of several priorities for the USAF.  For a complete list, 
see Donley and Schwartz, 2008.  
76 Lucia and Lepsinger, 1999; Marrelli et al., 2005, p. 537. 
77 Chung-Herrera et al., 2003.  
78 Sandberg, 2000, p. 9.  

http://www.af.mil
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understanding.  Because most competency models express competencies in behavior 

terms, organizations must identify track-able competencies that distinguish superior from 

poor performance to build an effective competency model.  These identifiable 

competencies typically exist in three different categories: 1. Competencies possessed by 

the individual, 2. Collective competence acquired by a group of individuals, and 3. Core 

competence central to the organization and all its operations.79  For example, an 

individual competency could be identified by completing a training program whereas a 

collective competency could be identified as proficiency with operating the B-52 aircraft 

for officers within B-52 organizational units.  A core competency can be easily 

represented as an organizational value, such as integrity for the USAF.  Both the core and 

collective competencies broadly match the requirements to successfully perform most 

jobs within the organization, but the individual competencies are more specific in nature 

and therefore require greater rigor to accurately define and match with jobs.  Note that 

organizations should maintain a set of all three competency types which are linked to 

organizational objectives.80 

 Competency-based WM (CBWM) adds flexibility to human capital development 

as competency models can affect all three organizational levels: tactical, operational, and 

strategic.  For example, competencies are required to achieve strategic objectives (e.g., 

training personnel according to certain strategies) while also affecting operational (e.g., 

personnel reallocation when missing staff) and tactical tasks (e.g., deciding which 

personnel to train).81  An organization must engage in three competency processes to 

effectively link CBWM to organizational objectives82: 1. identification,83 2. assessment,84 

and 3. utilization.85  These processes constitute the broad task of competency modeling 

                                                 
79 Core competencies integrate and bind the diverse parts of an organization and an organization can 
leverage these competencies across a wide variety of products and markets such as the USAF utilizing a 
diverse aircraft inventory to a variety of mission areas.  Core competencies are difficult for competitors to 
imitate and represent the fundamental basis to achieve a distinct competitive advantage.  See Prahalad and 
Hamel, 1990.   
80 Harzallah et al., 2006, p. 187.  
81 Harzallah et al., 2006, p. 188. 
82 Sandberg, 2000, p. 10; Garavan and McGuire, 2001, p. 153.  
83 How to identify the competency required for adequate performance. 
84 How to decide whether an employee acquires a competency.  
85 How to use information about the competencies produced from the identification and assessment 
processes. 
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and three main approaches are used: 1. worker-oriented,86 2. work-oriented,87 and 

multidimensional.88  Note that most of the US competency research applies the worker-

oriented approach.89   

 Organizations must consider several pertinent factors regardless of competency 

analysis perspective: efficiency (i.e., time and human resources required), organizational 

buy-in (i.e., if employees broadly accept the competencies as accurate), and validity (i.e., 

the competencies truly reflect the competencies required for effective performance).  The 

validity aspect is typically the most contentious factor as certain competency 

identification methods rely on assumptions often subject to criticism.90  Specifically, 

competency identification assumes a causal relationship between the identified 

competencies and superior performance: the competencies identified yield effective 

employee performance.91  Two problems likely exist with this assumption: 1. the 

competencies identified may not be valid, and 2. valid competencies may only be 

correlated with superior performance.92  Given that a competency model’s accuracy 

heavily depends upon the accuracy of the competency data collected, these criticisms are 

extremely relevant for CBWM.  For example, an organization’s ability to successfully 

defend any specific employment decisions (e.g., promotion, hiring, termination, 

certifying performance) depends on a valid and reliable competency model.  The 

competencies identified for superior performance within the organization therefore must 

be rigorously defined.93  For example, when using the required competencies for the job 

as the selection criteria, the candidate selected for the job must clearly meet those 

requirements.  Exceptions do exist as less precision is required when competency models 

are used for broad employee development, strategic workforce planning, or career 

planning.94  Ultimately, the level of rigor applied to the competency model will be 

determined by its importance to the organization.  

                                                 
86 Competence represented as knowledge, skills, and attributes by the worker. 
87 Competence represented as work activities transformed into personal attributes. 
88 A hybrid of the worker- or work-oriented approaches.  See Veres et al. (1990) for an example. 
89 Garavan and McGuire, 2001.  
90 Garavan and McGuire, 2001, p. 156. 
91 Garavan and McGuire, 2001, p. 156. 
92 See Jubb and Robotham (1997) for a discussion.  
93 Marrelli et al., 2005, p. 538.  
94 Marrelli et al., 2005, p. 538.  
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2.3 COMPETENCY MODELING METHODS 

 No one competency model is best.  Rather, much like the level of rigor to define 

competencies, organizational needs will determine the optimal competency framework.95   

A variety of methods exist for each of the competency modeling processes (e.g., 

competency identification) and each method exhibits unique attributes.      

2.3.1 Competency Identification Methods 

 Well known competency identification techniques are direct observation, expert 

panels or focus groups, critical incident interviews, surveys, and the job competency 

assessment method.96  A common method is critical incident interviews97 where 

competencies for high performance are discovered via employee interviews regarding 

critical situations for the organization.  This method is especially useful for identifying 

management-level competencies, but is not cost effective as substantial time and labor 

are required to analyze only a few jobs.  Critical incident interviews are furthermore 

problematic as the method relies on the inherent quality of the respective incident and the 

employee’s subjective appraisal of his or her performance during the critical situation.  

Regardless of these shortcomings, critical incident interviews are a prime example of 

organizational needs driving the choice of competency framework as the critical incident 

method is highly recommended for medical settings.98 

 Surveys provide a more objective approach that rapidly collects considerable 

competency data.  Once adequately developed, surveys quickly examine a variety jobs 

and competencies from a variety of organizational members.  Compared to interviews, 

the competencies identified in surveys may be more valid due to survey anonymity.99  

Additionally, the quantitative nature the survey’s questions can be quickly analyzed.  

Despite these advantages, surveys are prone to low response rates and the data collected 

is limited to the survey content: additional, potentially useful information cannot be 

easily gathered from survey respondents.  Many recent military competency studies 
                                                 
95 Marrelli et al., 2005, p. 537; Marrelli, 1998, p. 15. 
96 Harzallah et al., 2006, p. 189; Garavan and McGuire, 2001, p. 156; Marrelli, 1998, p. 15.  
97 Garavan and McGuire, 2001. 
98 See, for example, Patterson et al., 2000. 
99 Interview participants maybe influenced from a variety of sources to hide pertinent and valuable 
information due to potential personal consequences.  Anonymous surveys should, in theory, allow 
participants to provide that pertinent information without reprisal.  
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found this method useful, however, by using structured surveys to identify 

competencies.100 

 Expert panels utilize a knowledgeable group of experts to generate the best ideas 

regarding the jobs’ competency requirements.  By conducting focus groups with 

individuals considered highly knowledgeable about the jobs and the jobs’ requirements 

for successful performance, the method provides a large amount of competency data with 

relatively little cost.  Compared to other methods, expert panels are more likely to 

generate the best understanding of the competency requirements as the experts focus 

solely on the competency requirements.101  Additionally, the method inherently adds 

credibility to the identified competencies by allowing experts to collectively identify 

competencies after several revisions.  Unfortunately, this credibility may be impaired by 

social psychological interactions such as group-think and the data gathered is heavily 

dependent on the group members’ depth of experience.102  Another potential drawback is 

that expert panels tend to produce competencies that may be socially desired (i.e., the 

competencies are embedded within the organizational culture) and ultimately irrelevant to 

performance.103  In order to produce greater validity, expert panel results should be 

reviewed by other, senior level leaders within the organization.   

 As a very cost-effective method, expert panels may be preferable for a military 

setting as opposed to online or mailed surveys.104  While surveys are considered highly 

rigorous when identifying competencies, expert panels generally fall within the medium 

to high rigor range.105  Regardless of either method used, additional methods should be 

used to corroborate and refine the results.  For example, when developing a survey, focus 

groups could be used to refine the questions and content of the survey.  Additionally, 

after using expert panels to identify competencies, other senior-level personnel could 

                                                 
100 See, for example, Hanser et al. (2008), Vernez et al. (2006), and Masi et al. (2009).  
101 Expert panels ultimately rely on subject matter expert consensus to derive the best understood 
competency requirements, but the resulting competencies may be inherently flawed.  The experts may not 
truly understand what competencies are required either because they never acquired or understood the 
necessary competencies or because competency requirements dramatically changed since the experts 
occupied the respective jobs.  The former may be especially relevant when examining competencies for 
organizations in trouble.    
102 Marrelli et al., 2005, p. 546. 
103 Boyatzis, 2006.  
104 Vernez et al., 2007, p. 18; Conley et al., 2008.  
105 Marrelli et al., 2005.  See Shippmann et al. for a description of competency methods and their level of 
rigor.  
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review those competencies in a structured setting.  Utilizing additional methods to 

corroborate initial competency requirements depends on available time and resources, 

however.  The overall goal for competency modeling is to identify the most critical 

competencies that can be practically applied to jobs; an exhaustive list of competencies 

often requires more resources than are available.  In most cases, the total number of 

competencies should be limited to 20 or fewer.106  Note that the competency research 

should achieve a sufficient precision to guarantee the accuracy of the competency data.  

2.3.2 Competency Assessment Methods 

 After identifying the competencies employees should possess within 

organizational levels and jobs, organizations must assess whether employees possess 

those competencies before occupying jobs.  Common competency assessment methods 

are tests, interviews, and evaluation by the hierarchy.107  For example, a job-related test 

would identify an employee’s qualification level for the job.  Although such tests are 

informative, testing likely cannot be applied to across jobs within a large organization as 

an excessive amount of time and resources are required to continually develop valid tests 

for each job.108   

 Both interviews and evaluations are commonly used within the public and private 

sectors.  Given constraints on employee time and company resources, however, these 

assessment methods are often reserved to evaluate personnel for more critical and higher 

echelon jobs.  Assuming a typical organization’s hierarchy resembles a pyramid, the 

more fundamental jobs exist in greater quantities and often require similar competencies.  

Whereas greater resources may be employed to identify whether employees possess the 

necessary competencies for more critical positions organizations may employ more 

pragmatic methods to conserve resources when identifying skills required for 

fundamental jobs. 

 Although the above methods are useful, military competency research often uses a 

more pragmatic assessment approach from an overarching workforce perspective.  After 

identifying relevant competencies that military jobs provide via experience and training, 

                                                 
106 Marrelli et al., 2005, p. 555.  
107 Harzallah et al., 2006, p. 189.  
108 Note that tests are useful, however, for groups of similar jobs such as training programs. 
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recent military competency research assumes that an individual acquires a competency 

after completing a job.  This assumption is, however, not entirely valid as merely 

completing a job or training assignment does not guarantee an individual adequately 

develops the respective competency.109  Several obvious problems exist with this 

assumption.  First, job length varies by individual and thus the experience gained in a job 

held less than a year is unlikely to be as valuable as the experience gained from a job held 

over a longer period.110  Second, the quality of the competency gained by the individual 

likely varies due to an individual’s underlying ability (i.e., intelligence quotient).  Finally, 

an individual will only acquire a competency through the exercise of the respective 

competency.  Although an organization may expect an individual to acquire certain 

competencies from a specific job, the individual may not acquire the necessary 

competencies because a cohesive learning outcome cannot be achieved within the job.111  

Several other factors could prevent an officer from acquiring competencies such as 

failing to acquire fundamental competencies that are necessary to learn more advanced 

competencies or even lacking proper mentorship from a supervisor.   

 Despite these limitations, this assumption may be appropriate and useful if the 

competencies are valid.  Organizations should assume that, ceteris paribus, higher 

performing individuals are more likely to be promoted to higher organizational levels 

compared to their lower-performing counterparts.  The variance in the quality of 

competencies is thus inversely proportional to military ranks: senior ranking military 

officers represent a comparatively precise interval of high quality competencies.  When 

comparing the competencies acquired by senior ranking individuals to the competencies 

required for senior-level jobs, the organization is therefore likely comparing high-quality 

competencies to required job competencies.  Given that the USAF’s Force Development 

Initiative aims to develop enough officers to have the correct competencies by the rank of 

                                                 
109 Individuals may also gain different proficiency levels beyond the minimum standard for the competency 
after occupying a job. 
110 Vernez et al., 2006, p. 37.  
111 A cohesive learning environment may not exist for an individual for several reasons.  First, an officer 
may lack certain fundamental skills that are necessary to learn more advanced competencies.  This may 
occur for any of the reasons discussed above to include the possibility that a supervisor may lack the 
pertinent competencies.  Hence, the supervisor cannot mentor and coach the less experienced officer 
effectively.  This scenario could easily occur if the supervisor is from another career field.  While these and 
other factors relate to a single job  
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colonel in order to match senior leader job requirements,112 this assumption allows the 

military to accurately assess whether its competency model achieves that goal without 

introducing additional and complex variation to a competency model.   

2.3.3 Competency Utilization Methods 

 After identifying and linking competencies to organizational jobs to create a 

competency model, the competency utilization process provides the last and critical step 

to assess the effectiveness of the competency model.  Several analytical tools can link 

competencies to organizational objectives to evaluate workforce competency levels such 

as 1. simulation models to determine how the current workforce’s competencies change 

over time, 2. training and development curricula linked to competencies, or 3. feedback 

instruments to identify critical competency gaps in subsequent employee cohorts.113  

These assessment tools may be applied in various roles according to organizational 

priorities and consequently provide an effective measurement of an organization’s human 

capital management “health.”   

 Competency modeling is a continuous process and competencies must be revised 

to fit changing organizational needs.  Regardless of the assessment tools employed, 

competency models and the corresponding utilization methods only provide useful 

CBWM feedback when the underlying organizational competencies remain valid for 

effective job and organizational performance.  A competency model’s longevity is a 

function of organizational discipline and the respective business environment’s rate of 

change, and the model should be routinely updated as organizational strategies, 

regulations, or professional practices change.114  Considering that the longevity of each 

respective competency type independently varies, an organization should independently 

consider the validity of each competency type before fully modifying a competency 

model.   

 An organization may utilize two methods to account for these temporal validity 

differences: 1. Periodically assess and update the competency model or 2. Update the 

competency model according to new needs or circumstances such as changes to 

                                                 
112 Moore and Brauner, 2007, p. 19.  
113 Marrelli et al., 2005, pp. 557-558.  
114 Marrelli et al., 2005, p. 558; Harzallah et al., 2006, p. 193.  
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organizational structure or jobs.115  If no significant changes have occurred to 

competency model jobs or the organization, the organization may utilize focus groups, 

subject matter experts, or surveys to update the model.116  If the organization has changed 

significantly, however, the organizations should develop a new competency model.  

Assessing whether an organization has changed enough to merit a new competency 

model is difficult to determine and organizations should therefore match the frequency of 

competency model updates with the rate of changing organizational needs.   

2.4 MILITARY COMPETENCY MODELS 

 Military competency models have been applied to a variety of military career 

fields to include USAF space and missile officers, USAF intelligence officers, US Army 

tactical leaders, US Army information operations, the management of general and flag 

officers, and developing officers with joint experience across the DoD.  Because the core 

and collective competencies are often already firmly established, the majority of these 

competency models identify individual-level competencies based on the education, 

training, and work experience that are important to perform the military jobs of interest.  

These observable experiences therefore serve as proxies for the inherent competencies 

officers acquire over time.  The approach offers several benefits: 1. Competency 

categories are easier to rate according to their respective importance for job performance, 

2. Competencies are observable in officers’ personnel records, and 3. Competencies can 

be used for career-path management.117  As discussed above, competencies acquired via 

experience represent tacit knowledge, are more important for current and future job 

performance, and more likely to be valid.  Military competency models typically group 

these experiences into several categories:118  

 Operational experience (i.e., task related experience such as missile combat 

crew119)  

 Organizational experience (i.e., job related experience at certain organizations 

within the USAF such as AFGSC) 

                                                 
115 Harzallah et al., 2006, p. 194. 
116 Marrelli et al., 2005, p. 559.  
117 Vernez et al., 2006, p. xviii.  
118 For example, see Brauner et al. (2009) or Vernez et al. (2006). 
119 Note that Air Force Special Code (AFSC) suffixes are often used to represent operational experience. 
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 Functional experience (i.e., job assignments for a specific function such as 

acquisitions or reconnaissance) 

 Leadership experience (e.g., command of a maintenance squadron) 

 Specialty experience (e.g., Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC) prefix) 

 Training (e.g., PME) 

 Academic education (e.g., undergraduate degree) 

 Officer grade (i.e., whether an officer of a specific grade should hold the job) 

The above categories represent a wide range of job-related competencies, but other 

military competency models utilized more categories to capture other significant 

competencies.  For example, Brauner et al. (2009) used the above categories alongside a 

“language” category for USAF intelligence officers.  Note that the competency categories 

become more generic as the organizational level of the job increases.  For example, 

Hanser et al. (2008) tied experience for US Navy flag officers to areas of domain 

expertise roughly represented by officer designator codes for entire career fields such as 

“Surface Warfare.”120  The breadth of competency categories thus depends on the 

military grades analyzed.   

 While military competency models differ according to the officer grades studied, 

military CBWM research emphasizes the use of additional methods to substantiate any 

competency results.  For example, Robbert et al. (2005) used two sets of job incumbents 

to rate job competencies and then calculated the inter-rater agreement for all 

competencies.121  The methods employed to corroborate initial competency results may 

differ,122 but multiple sources, specifically experts within the organization, further 

validate the competency results.  

 Regardless of the type of competencies used, current military competency models 

typically utilize a rating system to distinguish the importance of a particular competency 

                                                 
120 Additionally, Robbert et al. (2005) used a similar approach by categorizing competencies as functional 
or occupational experience.  For example, “fighter” or “mobility operations” are two of the occupational 
competencies potentially required for general and senior executive service members.  See Robbert et al., 
2004, p. 13, for a list of occupational competencies used in the study. 
121 Masi et al. (2009) use a similar approach by calculating an internal reliability measure for its survey 
results.  Like the other studies using multiple methods, Masi et al. (2009) use interviews and surveys to 
measure the studies’ competencies.  
122 Instead of using two surveys, Vernez et al. (2006) and Brauner et al. (2009) used senior officers to 
examine and corroborate the initial competency results.  
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for a job.  For example, both Vernez et al. (2006) and Brauner et al. (2009) used three 

experience ratings: 1. Critical,123 2. Important,124 and 3. Useful.125  Note that Hanser et al. 

(2009) used similar categories: 1. Primary (i.e., the critical experiences), 2. Sufficient 

(i.e., sufficient experience to perform many of the tasks associated with the domain), and 

3. Familiarity (i.e., an informed consumer within the domain).126  These categories not 

only distinguish the importance between competencies for certain jobs, but also provide a 

more accurate quantitative assessment of how well an individual matches the competency 

requirements for a job.  For example, Vernez et al. (2006) assigned weights to each level 

of importance when calculating the overall match between an officer’s acquired 

competencies and the competencies required for the job.127  Note that the method used to 

calculate a match score should fit the respective problem.  

While the above studies utilized more mathematically rigorous competency 

analysis, less quantitative methods have proven useful for military competency research.  

Conley et al. (2008) used a series of interviews and focus groups to identify the joint-

related competencies needed to improve senior DoD civilian executives, Reserve general 

and flag officers, and senior non-commissioned officers.  While Conley et al. (2008) do 

not rate the competencies by importance, the competencies could still be quantitatively 

assessed to enhance the joint-related performance of the DoD personnel in question.  The 

less quantitative approach provides useful knowledge regarding the underlying 

competencies, but rating competencies by importance level to the respective job provides 

additional detail that should be included if quantitative results are required when 

analyzing the workforce.    

 Despite providing useful CBWM policy recommendations, prior military 

competency models are limited in two aspects.  First, most military competency research 

                                                 
123 An experience, training, or education is critical when it “is absolutely essential to effective performance 
of the job. Without this background, the officer cannot perform the job.” See Brauner et al., 2009, p. 9.  
124 An experience, training, or education is important when it “is helpful but not essential to effective 
performance of the job. Without this background, the officer can still perform the job, although the job will 
be much more difficult and time-consuming.” See Brauner et al., 2009, p. 9. 
125 An experience, training, or education is useful when it “is good but not necessary to perform the job. 
Without this background, the officer can perform the job, but with occasional difficulty.” See Brauner et 
al., 2009, p. 9.  
126 See Hanser et al., 2008, pp. 21-23, for a detailed discussion.  
127 Vernez et al. (2006) weighted the competencies with values 0,1,2, and 3 for the irrelevant, useful, 
important, and critical competencies respectively. See Ch. 5 for a more thorough discussion.  
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focuses on either field grade (i.e., major, lieutenant colonel, and colonel) or general 

officers.  Addressing these officer grades is easily justified: company grade officers 

(second and first lieutenant, captain) tend to follow preset training and experience 

pipelines with fewer competency requirements and the field grade experiences become 

very important to develop the right mix of experience to meet senior level job 

requirements.  Including company grade officers in the analysis may provide additional, 

useful information when analyzing career fields, however.  Second, military competency 

models only consider jobs within a solitary career field such as USAF space and missile 

officers.  Although solitary career field analysis can improve an entire military career 

field, the CBWM analytical approach could be expanded.  Instead of studying a career 

field in isolation, a military competency model could assess how well career fields 

develop company and field grade officers when interacting with other career fields to 

support an overarching USAF mission such as nuclear deterrence.   

2.5 USAF HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT 

 Similar to the other US military services, the USAF manages its human capital 

system via three subsystems: 1. Manpower (i.e., determining the demand for personnel), 

2. Personnel (i.e., managing the supply of personnel), and 3. Training (i.e., developing 

skills and capabilities for mission requirements).128  The manpower subsystem uses a 

variety of tools (e.g., crew ratios) to specify the “minimum essential manpower required 

for the most effective and economical accomplishment of approved missions and 

functions….”129  This task specifically determines the required quantity and experience 

levels (e.g., skill, grade) of personnel in each AFSC which ultimately conforms to 

congressionally-approved USAF manpower end-strength limits.  After determining the 

overall manpower authorizations (i.e., the authorized quantity of personnel), the USAF 

uses a centralized personnel system to assign personnel to job billets according to USAF 

unit needs.  In compliance with laws and personnel management directives, the USAF 

ensures those job assignments are fair, equitable, and cost effective to maintain personnel 

accountability.130  Specifically, after receiving policy guidance for personnel assignments 

                                                 
128 See Ch. 2 of Conley et al. (2006) for a thorough discussion of these subsystems.   
129 DAF, 2003b, p. 5.  
130 DAF, 2009, p. 5.  
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from the USAF Office of Manpower and Personnel (AF/A1), the Air Force Personnel 

Center131 (AFPC) projects losses and rotations from each unit, adjusts for changes in 

manpower authorizations, and then assigns personnel to jobs.  AFPC seeks to equitably 

provide unit commanders with the right number of personnel with the right skills and 

proper grade to meet mission needs.132  The training subsystem acts to supplement this 

process by providing mission-ready personnel.  While a large portion of the training 

subsystem focuses on training officer and enlisted accessions, officers are required to 

complete subsequent training as defined in USAF directives (e.g., AFI-36-2201, AFPC’s 

Air Force Officer Classification Directory, Career Field Education Training Plan).133   

 The USAF specialty classification structure operates among all three subsystems 

to track officer and enlisted experience, training, and education.134  The structure 

facilitates these subsystems by informing the USAF on the development of its human 

capital.135  This process is completed by logically and functionally grouping jobs based 

on the job’s overarching function and the knowledge, education, training, and experience 

required for the job.136  The USAF specialty structure thus maintains a list of defined and 

observable competencies relevant for sufficient job performance in all USAF career 

fields.  Given the USAF’s dynamically changing missions, weapon systems, equipment, 

and technology, the structure often changes these competencies to adequately reflect the 

shifting requirements for war and the system subsequently identifies the personnel 

needed to fill jobs reflecting those requirements.137  The USAF specialty classification 

structure particularly consists of short-hand notation for AFSCs, prefixes, suffixes (i.e., 

shredouts), special-duty identifiers (SDIs), reporting identifiers (RIs), and SEIs.138  The 

                                                 
131 AFPC is a field operating agency within the Office of the Deputy USAF Chief of Staff for Manpower 
and Personnel within AF/A1.  The center is responsible for managing USAF personnel programs and 
ensuring the USAF maintains enough skilled personnel in the proper grades and AFSCs to complete the 
USAF mission.  The center utilizes a staff of 2,200 to ensure personnel operations meet commanders’ 
needs.  See “Headquarters US Air Force Personnel Center” for more information.  
132 Conley et al., 2006, p. 16.  
133 See AFI 36-2201, p. 4 for a short discussion of the overall training requirements for officers.  
134 The classification structure was established to identify the requirements for jobs and to identify the 
personnel qualified to fill those requirements. See DAF, 2006, p. 6. 
135 Conley and Robbert, 2009, p. 3. 
136 DAF, 2006, p. 6.  
137 The purpose of the classification system and also one of the AFSC tenets is to ensure that any changes to 
classification are rigorously examined by other USAF manpower agencies. See Conley and Robbert, 2009, 
pp. 4-5.  
138 DAF, 2006, pp. 11-12.  
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four alphanumeric digits constituting the AFSC are the core of the classification139 and 

each AFSC may include an alpha digit prefix or shredout to identify additional 

experience.  For example, Figure 2.1 shows the classification for a fighter pilot with both 

an alpha prefix and shredout: 
Figure 2.1  
Example AFSC for an Air Force Fighter Pilot 

W11F3J

AFSC (11F3)

Career group (Operations)

Utilization field (Pilot)

Functional area (Fighter Pilot)

Qualification level 
(qualified)

Prefix SuffixW11F3J

AFSC (11F3)

Career group (Operations)

Utilization field (Pilot)

Functional area (Fighter Pilot)

Qualification level 
(qualified)

Prefix Suffix

 
SOURCE: Adapted from Conley and Robbert, 2009, p. 6. 

This AFSC represents a qualified (qualification level 3) fighter pilot officer (functional 

area 11F) that successfully completed the USAF Weapons School Weapons Instructor 

course (prefix W) and currently pilots the F-22 (suffix J).  This AFSC shows a common 

attribute: an AFSC augmented with a prefix and suffix.  A prefix is used to identify an 

ability, skill, special qualification, or system designator not restricted to a single AFSC.140  

Note that a prefix can be limited to a group of AFSCs as the prefix W only applies to 

select functional areas within the utilization fields 11X, 12X, 13X, and 14X.  A suffix 

identifies positions associated with particular equipment or functions within a single 

specialty.  For example, the suffix J indicates the pilot primarily operates the F-22, but 

within the 11F functional area there are 10 other suffixes (e.g., B = A-10 pilot).  As of 

January 2010, USAF AFSCs consisted of 7 primary officer career groups141 with 117 

functional areas, excluding the 11 SDIs and 25 RIs.  Note that the medical career group 

comprises 62 of these 117 functional areas and the remaining 55 are split unevenly across 

the 6 other career groups. See Appendix C for more information on how the USAF 

organizes AFSCs.  

                                                 
139 DAF, 2006, p. 9.  
140 DAF, 2006, p. 12. 
141 These are operations, logistics, support, medical, professional, acquisitions and financial management, 
and special investigations. 
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 The AFSC classification structure maintains added flexibility through the use of 

SDIs and RIs which identify special job requirements and positions.142  SDIs specifically 

identify jobs and personnel performing tasks that are unrelated to any utilization field.143  

Consistent with the other 10 SDIs, the SDI outlines the duties, responsibilities, and 

qualifications for a job.144  RIs145 otherwise identify jobs and personnel where a specialty 

description is not practical146 and not identifiable in the classification structure (e.g., 

medical patient, prisoner).147  RIs are awarded the same way as AFSCs and each RI 

outlines the criteria for the respective RI.  For example, the RI “92T0” is assigned to 

officers selected for pilot training.    

 SEIs provide additional classification flexibility to the system.  In particular, SEIs 

identify special experience and training that is critical for the job and personnel 

assignment match not otherwise identified or appropriate within the classification 

structure.148  Given that experience and training identification gaps exist within the 

classification structure, SEIs can rapidly identify personnel “to meet unique 

circumstances, contingency requirements, or management needs.”149  Within the 

classification structure, SEIs are a three digit alphanumeric code where the first digit 

represents an activity code and the remaining two digits represent an experience set.  The 

activity code identifies activities performed in a variety of utilization fields while the 

experience set identifies a particular level or type of experience.150  For example, the SEI 

code “OWD” contains the activity code “O” which denotes officers directly involved in 

the employment of weapon and supporting systems to accomplish the primary 

operational mission of the USAF.  The experience set “WD” denotes officers certified to 

perform aircrew duties related to employing nuclear weapons.  Given that the 17 activity 

codes can be combined with any of the 572 experience sets, over 9,700 possible codes 

                                                 
142 DAF, 2006, p. 6.  
143 Note that SDIs have the same format as an AFSC, but the first numeric digit (i.e., the career group) is an 
eight.  For example, the SDI code “80C0” identifies the commander of a cadet squadron at the USAF 
Academy.  See DAF, 2010a, p. 210.  
144 See DAF, 2010a, p. 211 for a description of these duties, responsibilities, and qualifications for SDI 
code 80C0.  
145 Note that the first numeric digit is a nine.  
146 DAF, 2006, p. 18.  
147 Conley and Robbert, 2009, p. 11.  
148 DAF, 2006, p. 26. 
149 DAF, 2006, p. 26. 
150 DAF, 2010a, p. 228.  
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exist in the current officer SEI program.151  See Appendix D for a list of the activity 

codes and experience sets defined by the USAF as of January 2010.  While these SEIs 

provide a useful means to track individuals and positions requiring or providing unique 

experience or training, SEIs complement the assignment process and do not substitute for 

AFSCs, prefixes, suffixes, SDIs, or RIs.152  

 Each AFSC (i.e., functional area) has an Air Force Career Field Manager 

(AFCFM) and Major Command (MAJCOM) Functional Manager (MFM) to develop 

career field structures and identifiers and to ensure the overall “health” of the career 

field.153  The MFM reviews manpower authorizations to assess whether jobs provide 

personnel with an SEI (i.e., the job provides the experience, training, or education for an 

officer to meet an SEI’s qualifications) while AFPC assignment managers may award or 

withdraw SEIs when an officer meets the requirements or an SEI was erroneously 

awarded respectively. 154  These responsibilities ensure the SEI program is reliable by 

appropriately identifying and designating SEIs to personnel in jobs that qualify personnel 

for those SEIs.  AFPC establishes, revises, and deletes SEIs when requested by AFCFMs 

and assignment managers while also periodically reviewing SEIs to assess their validity 

and usefulness.155  While major changes have been rare, the specialty structure codes are 

continually updated on a quarterly cycle to reflect changing missions and needs.156  The 

USAF thus attempts to strategically develop its human capital by continually modifying 

and consequently linking individual, collective, and core competencies to its missions 

and goals to reap the above-cited organizational performance benefits.  

2.6 NUCLEAR ENTERPRISE COMPETENCIES 

 The USAF recently updated its SEI codes to track relevant nuclear experience the 

USAF deems necessary to rebuild nuclear expertise within the USAF Nuclear Enterprise.   

Alongside previously established prefixes and suffixes, these new experience sets 

                                                 
151 Note that over 46,000 SEI codes can exist if the USAF needs to define that many unique experience 
categories. Given 26 alpha characters and 10 numeric digits, 36 different alphanumeric digits could be 
placed in each of the SEI code digits. Hence, 656,46363636 .  
152 DAF, 2006, p. 26.  
153 DAF, 2006, p. 9.  
154 DAF, 2006, p. 27.  
155 DAF, 2006, p. 125.  
156 Conley and Robbert, 2009, p. 14.  
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represent nuclear-focused competencies that are linked to the USAF’s Nuclear Enterprise 

mission and goals.  Most of the 24 new experience sets apply to specific career fields 

within the Nuclear Enterprise including 11BX, 11FX, 11HX, 11MX, 12BX, 12FX, 

13SXC, 21MX, and 31PX while a few nuclear experience sets apply to all AFSCs.  For 

example, the experience set WD (Nuclear Strike Certification) can be acquired by 11B, 

11F, 12B, and 12F officers after spending 12 months in a job performing aircrew duties 

related to employing nuclear weapons.  Conversely, any officer can acquire experience 

set WG (Nuclear Mission Operations or Support – Level I) given two criteria: 1. Specific 

Personnel Reliability Program (PRP)157 and Nuclear Experience Identifier (NEI)158 codes 

and 2. A minimum of 12 months performing or supporting nuclear activities. Note that 

11B and 12B officers are only eligible to acquire 3 (1 unique) of the 24 nuclear 

experience sets whereas 13SXC officers are eligible to acquire 12 (10 unique) of the 24 

nuclear experience sets.159   

 In addition to using the AFSC structure as identifiable individual nuclear 

competencies, other specific competencies not tied to the AFSC structure are still useful 

and can be tracked by AFPC personnel with additional analysis.  For example, the AFSC 

structure tracks specific skills and skill-levels related to career fields such as the 

experience level of a B-52 pilot. But, the AFSC does not track organizational-specific 

experience or organizational-level experience.  Experience gained via a group-level staff 

job can be tracked while also identifying the respective organization providing that 

group-level experience.  These additional competencies are important as they allow a 

competency model to more precisely identify the competencies required for and acquired 

from jobs.160  For example, group commanders should generally occupy staff positions 

above the squadron organizational level before occupying a group commander job.  The 

AFSC structure cannot identify this competency, but an officer’s job record indicates this 

                                                 
157 The Personnel Reliability Program ensures each person performing duties involving nuclear weapons is 
emotionally stable, physically capable, and demonstrates reliable and professional competence.  Individuals 
are continually evaluated and must report any behavior or circumstance that may degrade job performance 
or potentially contribute to unsafe or insecure circumstances regarding nuclear weapons. See DoD, 2009. 
158 Nuclear Experience Identifiers are codes attached to personnel records to track categorical amounts of 
nuclear experience for USAF personnel.  
159 The remaining 11 unique nuclear experience sets may be acquired by officers with AFSCs 11H, 11M, 
12M, 21M, 31P, or 86P.  
160 These additional competencies are specifically linked to job codes in USAF personnel records and have 
been applied in CBWM in both Vernez et al. (2006) and Brauner et al. (2009).  
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organization-level experience.  These extra competencies add validity to the competency 

model, but must be properly identified to be pertinent to the USAF’s Nuclear Enterprise 

goals.  

Nuclear-focused SEIs share a common assessment theme: the USAF uses time as 

a competency assessment method to identify when officers are eligible to acquire certain 

nuclear SEI experience sets.  For example, experience set WS (Nuclear Enterprise 

Experience – Level 3) requires more than nine years of experience for 13SXC officers in 

the USAF Nuclear Enterprise.  As time served in nuclear-related jobs is the fundamental 

requirement to acquire most nuclear experience competencies, most officers serving in 

nuclear-related jobs may likely acquire these nuclear competencies.  Hence, many 

nuclear experience sets are surrogates for years of nuclear-related experience and do not 

indicate specific or functional nuclear-related experience.  Whereas some of the nuclear 

experience sets require additional criteria such as PRP or NEI codes,161 these additional 

criteria do not necessarily distinguish officers as having acquired distinct nuclear 

competencies beyond indicating the amount of time served in nuclear-oriented jobs.  If 

the USAF intends to differentiate its officers based on time of service in nuclear-oriented 

jobs with these SEIs, the USAF must utilize other competencies to precisely understand 

the respective quality of its nuclear force.  Although further research would be beneficial 

to identify additional nuclear-related competencies beyond the time-based nuclear SEIs, 

that task is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

 Regardless of the requirements, these nuclear experience sets reflect individual-

level competencies the USAF identified as relevant and capable of rebuilding nuclear 

expertise within the USAF Nuclear Enterprise.  Moreover, other experience sets linked to 

the respective career fields studied within this research (i.e., 11BX, 12BX, and 13SXC) 

represent potentially useful competencies to develop and utilize officers within the 

Nuclear Enterprise.  Hence, the USAF assumes these competencies are valid and will 

consequently lead to effective nuclear performance.  These prefixes, suffixes, and SEI 

codes constitute identifiable competencies within the AFSC structure and therefore serve 

as the individual competencies to develop a nuclear competency model.  Additionally, the 

USAF already established core and collective competencies related to the USAF Nuclear 

                                                 
161 For example, see the description for experience set WG above.   
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Enterprise.  The USAF maintains three core competencies that are at the heart of the 

USAF’s contribution to the US military: 1. Developing Airmen,162 2. Technology-to-

Warfighting,163 and 3. Integrating Operations.164  These core competencies represent the 

USAF’s essential ability to develop and deliver air and space power and are further 

described by the USAF’s distinctive capabilities such as “air and space superiority.”165 

Additionally, the USAF espoused several collective competencies for the USAF Nuclear 

Enterprise.  For example, several competency attributes linked to a “successful Air Force 

Nuclear Enterprise” are meticulous operational safety, strict adherence to standards, 

rigorous self-assessment, and nuclear proficiency.166   These collective competencies are 

specifically designed to foster a “zero defect” culture.   

 The USAF already completed part of the first step of the competency modeling 

process (i.e., competency identification).  Although the USAF established both core and 

collective competencies for the USAF Nuclear Enterprise, both the core and nuclear 

collective competencies apply to all nuclear-related jobs for effective performance and 

are embedded within the individual level competencies.167  This research therefore solely 

addresses the individual nuclear competencies to rebuild nuclear expertise.168   

2.7 THE NUCLEAR ENTERPRISE COMPETENCY MODEL 

 This dissertation uses a military competency model to analyze the competencies 

of company and field grade USAF officers in three career fields that support the USAF 

Nuclear Enterprise: 1. 11B, 2. 12B, and 3. 13SXC.  Although many USAF enlisted 

personnel and other USAF officers play important roles within the Nuclear Enterprise, 

                                                 
162 Provide education, training, and professional development necessary to fully develop Airmen as they 
represent the ultimate source of the USAF’s combat capability. See DAF, 2003a, p. 74.  
163 The USAF is a leader in the military application of air, space, and intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance technology and promotes its ability to translate that technology into operational capabilities. 
See DAF, 2003a, p. 74-75.  
164 The USAF intends to effectively integrate its capabilities with the diverse capabilities of the other three 
US military services to ensure maximum flexibility across conflict scenarios. See DAF, 2003a, p. 75.  
165 The USAF maintains six distinctive capabilities that represent the collective air and space power 
expertise and technological affluence to produce superior military capabilities. The six are 1. Air and Space 
Superiority, 2. Information Superiority, 3. Global Attack, 4. Precision Engagement, 5. Rapid Global 
Mobility, and 6. Agile Combat Support.  See DAF, 2003a, pp. 76-82. 
166 See Chapters 2 and 3 of the Nuclear Roadmap, 2008.  
167 Cardy and Selvarajan, 2006.  
168 See Appendix E for a list of the prefixes, suffixes, and SEI codes that serve as nuclear-related individual 
competencies for this research. 
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this research is limited to the above three officer career fields as discussed in section 1.3.  

The nuclear competency model incorporates USAF predefined prefixes, suffixes, and SEI 

codes that represent the types of experience needed for nuclear-related jobs by 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC officers within AFGSC.  Ultimately, the nuclear competency model links 

11B, 12B, and 13SXC officer development to USAF Nuclear Enterprise objectives and 

goals.  

 The USAF already defined the competencies reflective of useful nuclear-related 

experience, education, and training, but jobs must be defined for the competency model.  

AFGSC consists of two Numbered Air Forces (NAFs)169 with three bomber wings, three 

missile wings, and additional direct reporting units such as the 576th Flight Test 

Squadron.170  The number of individual jobs within this large organization is unwieldy171 

and this research categorized jobs by similar function and organization.  Competency 

models can encompass groups of jobs172 and because several jobs have similar 

competency requirements, the nuclear competency model grouped rated officer (11B and 

12B) jobs into 192 job categories and the 13SXC jobs into 180 job categories to represent 

the many unique groups of jobs that 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers may occupy.173  For 

example, instead of classifying a unique job for a squadron commander in charge of the 

11th, 20th, 96th, 23rd, and 69th B-52 Bomb squadrons, the rated competency model 

categorizes these jobs as job “B-52 Squadron Commander.”  Similarly, 13SXC officers 

occupying squadron jobs related to a “Standardization and Evaluation” functional role are 

categorized as “ICBM Squadron Standardization and Evaluation.”  These jobs are 

grouped174 throughout several organizational levels such as flight, squadron, group, or 

wing.  

 The resulting competency model is a matrix organized with jobs (organized by 

AFGSC organizational level) and the individual competencies (organized by prefix, 

                                                 
169 A NAF consists of  two or more wings. 
170 Please see  G for an organization chart of AFGSC.  
171 As shown in section 3.1.1, over 2,000 officer jobs currently exist within AFGSC.  
172 Chung-Herrera et al., 2003.  
173 The number of job-groups differ between the rated and 13SXC jobs as the job-groups represent 
historical jobs occupied by officers across many years.  Given many historical organizational changes and 
the distinct nature of the career fields, the number and type of job-groups should be fairly dissimilar.  
174 Grouping these jobs is consistent with competency modeling methodology as the goal is to describe the 
jobs and competencies without creating an exhaustive list or redundancy. See Marrelli et al., 2005.  
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suffix, SEI codes, and Experience Indicators175).  The overall competency model matrix 

is shown below in Figure 2.2:  
Figure 2.2  
Nuclear Competency Model Structure 

Jobs
Flight
Squadron
Group
Wing
Above Wing
Other

Experience Indicators
AFSC-structure Trackable Competencies

Prefixes Suffixes SEI Codes

 
Using focus-groups with AFPC 11B, 12B, and 13SXC personnel experts,176 two 

competency models were created for both the rated officers (i.e., 11B and 12B) and the 

ICBM officers (i.e., 13SXC): 1. Job-demand competency model and 2. Officer-acquired 

competency model.177  The Job-demand competency model linked competencies to a job 

group to identify the competencies required for effective performance in that job group.  

Conversely, the Officer-acquired competency model linked competencies to the same set 

of job groups178 in the respective career field to identify the competencies an officer 

acquires by serving in that job group.  Note that these competency models reflect the 

competencies needed as of today rather than some time in the future.  Similar to previous 

military competency models, the Officer-acquired competency model assumes that 

officers acquire each competency specified for the respective job and that the quality of 

the competency does not vary across officers.179  These competency models categorize 

the job-groups in 6 different organizational levels: 1. Flight, 2. Squadron, 3. Group, 4. 

Wing, 5. Above Wing, and 6. Other.  The first five categories use nuclear-related job-

                                                 
175 The non-AFSC competencies are grouped within the “experience indicators” section. 
176 Due to time constraints, the competency model was not reviewed by a senior-level personnel expert to 
corroborate the AFPC focus group results.  The resulting competency model therefore reflects the 
personnel assignment process utilized by assignment officers currently matching officers to nuclear-related 
jobs.  This potentially limits the validity of the competency model and is a specific limitation of this 
research.  
177 Due to similarities between jobs and career paths, one competency model was created to account for 
11B and 12B officers.  
178 Both the Job-demand and Officer-acquired competency models used the same sets of predefined job 
groups and competencies for the respective career field (rated and ICBM officers) to link the competency 
demand and supply models. 
179 Several problematic aspects exist with this assumption.  Refer to Section 2.3 for a thorough review. 
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groups typically occupied along the career paths of the rated and ICBM officers.  The 

“other” category comprises unique job groups that do not commonly align with the first 

five organizational levels, but may be occupied by nuclear-related officers.  For example, 

one job category within the “other” category represents the many jobs available for 

officer Intermediate Developmental Education (i.e., PME for majors).  These six 

categories comprise a number of different job groups as shown in Table 2.1: 
Table 2.1  
Number of Job-groups Categorized in Each Organization Level, by Competency Model 

Competency 
Model 

Flight/ 
Squadron Group Wing Above 

Wing Other 

Rated 56 26 24 26 60 

ICBM 45 22 21 27 65 
SOURCE: AFGSC Competency Models.  

The number of job-groups is inversely proportional to the organizational level except for 

the above-wing jobs.  Whereas leadership, staff, and operational jobs exist in lower 

organization levels, fewer staff and leadership jobs exist in higher organizational levels.  

Hence, fewer job-groups are required to characterize the smaller set of jobs.  Conversely, 

a small increase in staff and leadership jobs exist above the wing-level as officers may 

occupy jobs in a variety of organizations outside the primary units aligned with their 

career field such as NAFs or Combatant Commands (COCOMs180).  Additionally, the 

other category indicates that 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers may occupy a large number 

of assignments not aligned within the AFGSC hierarchy.  For example, B-52 pilots may 

attend the USAF Weapons School to receive advanced training in B-52 weapons and 

tactics employment.  

2.7.1 The Competency Rating Process and Limitations 

 When projecting how well the USAF systematically develops nuclear-related 

human capital, several limitations should be noted.  The competency model specifies how 

USAF experts (i.e., assignment managers) understand the competency needs for nuclear-

                                                 
180 A Unified Combatant Command (COCOM) is a joint military command composed of forces from two 
or more US military services.  As of FY2010, 10 COCOMs exist and are organized by either 1. geographic 
responsibility or 2. functional responsibility.  Six of the COCOMs are responsible for geographic areas 
covering the Earth’s surface whereas the remaining four COCOMs are responsible for specific functions.  
Specifically nuclear-related, United States Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) is responsible for 
strategic deterrence and combating nuclear weapons. 
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related jobs in these career fields now.  If certain decision making criteria used to assign 

officers to jobs change across AFPC assignment managers when assigning personnel to 

jobs, the competencies described in the interviews may not remain valid to analyze how 

well AFGSC sustains nuclear competence.  As discussed above, competency 

requirements will change as the nuclear deterrence mission adapts to the overarching 

security environment over time and the USAF should continually update the competency 

requirements to reflect these shifts.  Any analysis projecting how human capital is 

developed and utilized in future years thus provides a measure for the “health” of AFGSC 

human capital using the status quo assignment process.  Assuming that the USAF 

classification structure and components (i.e., prefixes, suffixes, SEI codes) do not change, 

these competencies will provide the basis to determine whether human capital will be 

effectively developed within AFGSC to sustain sufficient nuclear experience within the 

Nuclear Enterprise workforce. 

 Although AFPC assignment managers identified relevant critical and important 

competencies for nuclear-related jobs, other officers may disagree as to the required 

competencies.181  Assignment managers are typically O-4 officers and may not possess 

the necessary experience and knowledge about the career field to fully identify the 

requirements for the nuclear-related jobs.  As discussed above, the resulting competency 

model could reflect faulty perceptions regarding the human capital needs for the Nuclear 

Enterprise.  The assignment managers utilize 1. Personal knowledge and training 

regarding the career field and 2. Job requisitions sent by nuclear-related units to request 

personnel with certain competencies to understand the competency requirements for 

nuclear-related jobs.  Most job requisitions provide detailed job descriptions,182 but few 

include any specific competency requirements.  Despite those limitations, AFPC 

assignment managers identified the general competency requirement trends as reflected 

across nuclear-related jobs.  Further review of the initial competency model could 

corroborate and potentially correct the results identified by the AFPC assignment 
                                                 
181 Vernez et al. (2006) used AFPC assignment managers to identify the initial set of competency 
requirements and USAF colonels in the 13S career field reviewed and revised the competency 
requirements.  When comparing the competency requirements identified by the two groups, AFPC 
assignment managers were half as likely to rate a competency as critical or important compared to reviews 
by the O-6 experts. As discussed above, the resulting competency model could reflect faulty perceptions 
regarding the human capital needs for the Nuclear Enterprise.      
182 The descriptions vary from minimal to elaborate.  
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mangers, but additional review via surveys or more senior officers was beyond the 

resources of this research.  Hence, the competency model reflects how the fundamental 

USAF experts (i.e., assignment managers) understand the competency requirements.  

More importantly, the resulting analysis demonstrates competency patterns resulting from 

regular USAF assignment and human capital development practices.   

2.7.2 The Rated Officer Competency Model 

  Similar to prior military competency models discussed above, both the Rated and 

ICBM Job-demand competency models link a set of competencies to a job-group in two 

weighted-levels183: critical and important.  In the Job-demand model, critical indicated 

that the competency is absolutely essential to effectively perform the job whereas 

important indicated that the competency is helpful but not essential to effective 

performance of the job.184  Resembling the USAF competency classification structure, 

the Officer-acquired competency model indicates when an officer acquires a competency 

but does not assume the quality of the respective competency.185  These models provide a 

link to compare an officer’s acquired competencies to the competencies required for a 

job-group.  As shown in Figure 2.3, Rated officers acquire many fundamental 

competencies in lower echelon organizational jobs whereas most of the higher-echelon 

jobs require more “critical” competencies: 

                                                 
183 This research uses a competency rating system similar to the rating system used in Vernez et al. (2006) 
and Brauner et al. (2009). Instead of classifying competencies as “useful,” this category is ignored to 
identify only the critical and important competencies needed to perform a job. This research thus assumes 
that an officer may adequately perform a job if that officer’s critical and important competencies match the 
critical and important competencies needed for the job.  
184 If the officer did not possess an “important” competency for a job, the officer could still perform the 
job’s duties, but the job would be much more difficult and time-consuming for the officer. 
185 Although officers acquire different degrees of competence from jobs, the Officer-acquired competency 
model reflects how the USAF sees acquired competencies and merely indicates an officer acquired a 
competency after completing the job.  Hence, no weighted scale is used to distinguish the quality of the 
acquired competency. 
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Figure 2.3  
Rated Competency Model Trends, by Organization Level 
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SOURCE: Rated Competency Model.  

Figure 2.3 shows the overall percentage of job-groups by organization level that 1. 

Supply one to four competencies, 2. Supply five or more competencies, 3. Require at 

least one critical competency, and 4. Require at least one important competency for the 

Rated officer competency model.  For example, 43 percent of the 56 squadron level jobs 

(24) supply 1 to 4 competencies whereas 57 percent of the squadron jobs (32) require at 

least one critical-level competency.  Weighted by the number of jobs at each 

organizational-level, officers acquire more competencies in lower-echelon jobs on 

average.  For example, nearly 1 in 3 squadron level jobs provides 5 or more competencies 

whereas none of the 26 above-wing level jobs supplies 5 or more competencies.  This 

trend is particularly evident when examining the number of competencies provided in 

each job: 
Figure 2.4  
Distribution of Jobs Supplying Competencies for Rated Officers, by Organization Level 
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SOURCE: Rated Competency Model.  

Figure 2.4 shows the average number and distribution of competencies supplied by jobs 

for Rated officers at each organizational level.  Similar to the supply trend in Figure 2.3, 
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jobs supply most of the critical and important competencies in lower organizational levels 

(e.g., squadron, group).  Officers typically acquire the majority of fundamental career 

field experience in the early stages of their career and the competency model reflects that 

development process.  For example, Rated officers acquire 4.1 critical competencies on 

average from jobs at the squadron level and over 30 percent of those jobs provide at least 

6 critical competencies.  Although both group and wing level jobs supply a large number 

of competencies, many of these are similar to those competencies supplied at the 

squadron level and thereby either supplement a previously acquired competency or 

provide the respective competency at a different organizational level.  Hence, Rated 

officers become especially proficient when conducting operations specifically for their 

major weapon system and then acquire supplemental expertise when occupying higher 

echelon staff and command jobs.  Other conclusions may likely be drawn, but this may 

indicate that the USAF should focus its human capital efforts to effectively develop a 

Rated officer’s initial competence in nuclear operations.  Conversely, assuming that the 

USAF cannot significantly modify how Rated officers develop their initial competence 

due to mission requirements, the USAF should concentrate its human capital efforts to 

provide the correct supplemental competencies for Rated officers when occupying higher 

organizational grades.  

 The opposite trend is evident when examining the types of competencies required 

by organizational level: a higher percentage of jobs at higher organizational levels require 

“critical” and “important” level competencies.  For example, 60 percent of squadron level 

jobs require critical competencies whereas at least 88 percent of group, wing, and above-

wing jobs require critical competencies as shown in Figure 2.3.  Moreover, higher-

echelon jobs require more competencies when compared to lower-echelon jobs:  
Figure 2.5  
Distribution of Jobs Requiring Competencies from Rated Officers, by Organization Level 
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SOURCE: Rated Competency Model.  
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Figure 2.5 shows the average number and distribution of competencies required by jobs 

for Rated officers at each organizational level.  Up to wing-level jobs, Rated officers 

require more critical competencies as the organizational level increases as jobs require 

2.7 critical competencies at the wing level compared to only 1.3 competencies on average 

at the squadron level.  Nearly half of the wing level jobs require at least three critical 

competencies, but approximately a quarter of the above-wing jobs require at least three 

critical competencies.  Although more jobs at the above-wing level require important 

competencies when compared to wing-level jobs, the decrease in critical competencies 

required at the above-wing level may be attributed to above-wing level jobs not requiring 

specific functional experience.  Wing-level jobs are still linked to major weapons systems 

(e.g., B-52, B-2) and often require experience related to the respective aircraft whereas 

above-wing level jobs utilize more comprehensive competencies that are useful for 

strategic-level management.  As discussed above, very few other-level jobs require many 

competencies as only 25 percent of other-level jobs require three or more critical 

competencies.  These more-demanding jobs are specifically nuclear-related and require a 

significant amount of nuclear experience.  For example, a job within AF/A10 requires 

five nuclear-related critical competencies.   

 Important competencies appear to supplement the critical competencies at all 

organizational levels.  Contrary to the other organizational levels, the group and wing 

levels require more critical competencies than important competencies.  This difference 

may be attributed to these organizational level jobs being more demanding of officers 

where specific functional and comprehensive competencies are absolutely essential to 

accomplish the challenges associated with the job.  Despite this difference at the wing 

and above-wing levels, jobs at all levels approximately require at least one important 

competency on average.   

 Each organizational level typically requires different competencies.  Most of the 

60 percent of the squadron level jobs that require critical and important level 

competencies are linked to a specific function within the career field.  For example, 

occupying the B-2 squadron commander job group requires the SEI experience set “BA” 

which requires 12 months of experience with the B-2.  Jobs at higher organizational 

levels conversely require more broad competencies such as the AFSC prefixes.  The 
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competency requirements for the “other” category suggest that many of the jobs do not 

require competencies and officers do not necessarily acquire competencies related to 

nuclear expertise.  Hence, many of the jobs within the “other” category may serve as 

temporary jobs within an officer’s overall career development that do not necessarily 

provide the officer additional nuclear-related competencies, but other non-nuclear 

expertise.  These jobs may, however, reflect the limits the competency model: 

competencies acquired in these jobs may not be included within the competency model. 

2.7.3 The ICBM Competency Model 

 The ICBM competency model shows fairly different trends across the 

organizational levels.  Contrary to rated officers, shows that ICBM officers can acquire a 

large number of competencies across organizational levels:  
Figure 2.6  
ICBM Competency Model Trends, by Organization Level 
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SOURCE: ICBM Competency Model.  

Figure 2.6 shows the overall percentage of job-groups by organization level that 1. 

Supply one to five competencies, 2. Supply six or more competencies, 3. Require at least 

one “critical” competency, and 4. Require at least one “important” competency.  For 

example, 68 percent of the 44 squadron level jobs (30) supply one to five competencies 

whereas 56 percent of the squadron jobs (25) require at least one critical-level 

competency.  Weighted by the number of jobs at each organizational-level, ICBM 
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officers can acquire a large number of competencies through the wing organizational 

level as approximately 43 percent wing-level jobs supply six or more competencies.  

Contrary to the Rated competency model, the ICBM competency model shows that a 

greater proportion of jobs supply more competencies as the organizational level increases 

up through the wing-level.  This trend may be attributed to the extra time-based SEI 

codes available for 13SXC officers to acquire in higher organizational levels.  

Specifically, ICBM officers may acquire at least five time-based nuclear SEI experience 

sets compared to Rated officers acquiring only two time-based nuclear SEI experience 

sets.  Additionally, the time-based SEI experience sets for ICBM officers require more 

years of nuclear-related experience that are typically acquired as an officer occupies jobs 

in higher organizational levels.  For example, ICBM officers can acquire the experience 

set WS (Nuclear Enterprise Level 3) after acquiring more than nine years of experience in 

the Nuclear Enterprise whereas the maximum time-based SEI experience set for Rated 

officers is five years for experience set WH.  Hence, Rated officers are more likely to 

acquire their nuclear SEI experience sets in lower organizational grades186 as Rated 

officer career paths allow those officers to typically acquire five or more nuclear 

experience years by the time officers occupy group-level jobs.  Once Rated officers reach 

wing and above-wing jobs, Rated officers will likely acquire experience set WH and 

therefore be ineligible to acquire any other nuclear SEI experience sets.  

 ICBM officers can acquire several critical competencies in each organizational 

level.  Contrary to Rated officers, more than a third of jobs in the group and wing 

organization levels supply six or more competencies:  
Figure 2.7  
Distribution of Jobs Supplying Competencies for ICBM Officers, by Organization Level 
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SOURCE: ICBM Competency Model.  

                                                 
186 Rated officers are also consequently less likely to acquire a nuclear SEI experience in higher 
organizational grades. 
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Figure 2.7 shows the average number and distribution of competencies supplied by jobs 

for ICBM officers at each organizational level.  Similar to Rated officers, ICBM officers 

acquire many competencies in squadron level jobs: an ICBM officer acquires 4.7 critical 

competencies from each squadron level job on average.  ICBM officers acquire even 

more competencies from group and wing level jobs (5.5 competencies on average) likely 

due to the time-based SEIs being obtained in these organizational levels. Similar to the 

Rated officer competency model, ICBM officers gain fewer, but more strategic 

competencies in organizations above the wing-level.  

 ICBM jobs require more competence as the organizational level increases.  As 

shown in Figure 2.6, 56% of squadron-level jobs require at least one critical competency 

whereas 71% of wing-level jobs require at least one critical competency.  ICBM officers 

do not necessarily require many competencies to occupy other-level jobs, however.  Like 

Rated officers, ICBM officers generally require important-level experience when 

occupying approximately half of the other-level jobs.  This suggests that most other-level 

jobs require some competence, but are not high-demand jobs as only 18 percent of other-

level jobs require at least one critical competency:  
Figure 2.8  
Distribution of Jobs Requiring Competencies from ICBM Officers, by Organization Level 
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SOURCE: ICBM Competency Model.  

Figure 2.8 shows the average number and distribution of competencies required by jobs 

for ICBM officers at each organizational level.  Both the group and wing level jobs 

appear to be the most demanding as approximately one in three jobs require four or more 

critical competencies.  Jobs at the above-wing level require fewer overall and critical 

competencies as the jobs need less functional experience and more strategic 

competencies for management and leadership purposes.    
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2.8 SUMMARY 

 Organizations seek to develop and sustain a competitive advantage among their 

peers and can do so by aligning the organization’s human capital with the organization’s 

missions and goals.  An organization’s human capital harbors the organization’s most 

unique and imperfectly imitable resource: knowledge.  By strategically planning the 

development of employee competencies, an organization may utilize that knowledge to 

meet current and future missions and goals.  The USAF already plans the development of 

its officers through the Force-Development initiative, but the USAF does not utilize a 

specific, integrated framework to develop those officers.  Competency models provide 

such a framework to help organizations develop future leaders, identify career paths, and 

communicate with its employees regarding the behavior necessary for success. When 

applied to the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers addressed in this study, competency models 

can help the USAF place the right officer in the right job with the right skills at the right 

time to help achieve effective nuclear operations. 

 Using focus groups with AFPC assignment managers, this research developed 

two competency models to effectively link relevant nuclear-related competencies to 

nuclear-related jobs.  The resulting competency models show that more competencies are 

demanded as the organizational level increases for all three career fields addressed in this 

research.  Both Rated and ICBM officers acquire the many fundamental competencies in 

lower organizational levels to help meet the demand for competencies in higher echelon 

jobs, but ICBM officers can acquire more nuclear-related competencies in higher 

organizational levels.  Chapters 3 and 4 provide more detail regarding these trends.  
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CHAPTER 3:  DEMAND: COMPETENCIES REQUIRED FOR NUCLEAR-

RELATED JOBS 

 This chapter describes the various competencies required for nearly 2,500 11B, 

12B, and 13SXC jobs.  The first section describes the methods used to link the 

competency models to 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs and the second section illustrates the 

range of competencies that are required for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs.  The final section 

illuminates how jobs can be grouped according to similar competency requirements via 

cluster analysis and thereby shows the jobs in each officer grade requiring similar 

competency combinations.  

3.1 IDENTIFYING REQUIRED COMPETENCIES FOR 11B, 12B, AND 

13SXC OFFICER JOBS 

3.1.1 USAF Manpower Data 

 This analysis uses the Consolidated Manpower Database (CMDB) to identity the 

number of authorized jobs for each career field within specific USAF organizations.  The 

database contains a collection of manpower documents from each USAF unit and is 

managed by the Division of Data Systems within the Directorate of Manpower and 

Organization for the USAF Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.  In order to identify the 

relevant jobs authorized for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers, jobs were extracted from the 

FY2010 manpower database when satisfying any of the following three criteria: 1. The 

Duty AFSC (DAFSC)187 of the job was assigned to 11B, 12B, or 13SXC officers in 

nuclear-related career fields (e.g., B-52 units), 2. The respective unit’s primary function 

was nuclear-related such as AFGSC, and 3.  The respective unit is nuclear-related and the 

DAFSC is not 11B, 12B, or 13SXC (such as the unit commander or executive officer), 

                                                 
187 Officers receive a Primary AFSC (PAFSC) and a duty AFSC (DAFSC).  The PAFSC usually represents 
the officer’s highest level of skill qualification in an AFSC whereas the DAFSC reflects the AFSC needed 
via manpower requirements for the job the officer occupies.  See DAF, 2010a, pp. 19-20.   
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but the incumbents normally have those primary AFSCs (PAFSC).188  This analysis 

specifically utilized manpower records from March 2010 to reflect the jobs authorized 

within AFGSC.189  Although the authorized jobs within AFGSC may change in coming 

years, CMDB authorized jobs listed as of March 2010 accurately reflect how 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC officers are allotted to jobs within AFGSC and other nuclear-related units.  

The jobs utilized for the analysis include all AFGSC jobs for the nuclear-related career 

fields addressed in this study and the non-nuclear jobs those officers historically occupy.  

Table 3.1 displays the resulting number of O-1 through O-6 jobs authorized for all USAF 

nuclear-related organizations:  
Table 3.1  
11B, 12B, and 13SXC Nuclear-Related Jobs, by Organization190 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data. 

Out of the nearly 65,756 officer jobs available in the USAF as of March 2010, 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC officers are authorized to serve in nearly 2,100 nuclear-related jobs within 

AFGSC.  The jobs in these organizations include 2,026 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs with 

52 jobs allocated to DAFSCs 10C, 87G, 91C, 91W, and 97E.  Note that several jobs are 

assigned a generic DAFSC for the career field and are included as potential jobs for 

                                                 
188 The DAFSCs included for this criteria include 1. 10C0 (Operations Commander), 2. 87G0 (Installation 
Inspector General), 3. 91C0 (Commander), 4. 91W0 (Wing Commander), and 5. 97E (Executive Officer).   
189 Established in October 2008, AFGSC did not acquire all its designated nuclear-capable units from prior 
organizations until Feb 2010.  See Lyle (2010) for more information.  
190 The jobs in these organizations include 2,026 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs with 52 associated 10C, 87G, 
91C, 91W, and 97E DAFSC jobs.  Note that several jobs are assigned a generic DAFSC for the career field 
and are included as potential jobs for officers.  For example, 20 13S jobs at 20th Air Force are assigned a 
“13S4” DAFSC.   
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officers.  For example, 20 13S jobs at 20th Air Force (AF) are assigned a “13S4” duty 

AFSC.   

 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers do occupy jobs outside the nuclear-related 

organizations listed above, however, as there are 413 additional non-nuclear-related jobs 

authorized for these officers.191  Most of these jobs are staff related as over 93% are 

allocated to various higher-echelon organizations such as United States Northern 

Command (USNORTHCOM) or AFPC.  These extra, non-nuclear-related jobs are shown 

by organization in Table 3.2:  
Table 3.2  
11B, 12B, and 13SXC Non-Nuclear Jobs in FY2010, by Organization192 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data. 

Nearly half of the various non-nuclear related jobs authorized for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

officers are within Air Combat Command (ACC) to include nearly a quarter of all non-

nuclear jobs being at units within the USAF Warfare Center (USAFWC) at Nellis AFB, 

                                                 
191 Note that Appendix F shows these and the above nuclear-related jobs by organization and the required 
officer grade for each respective job. 
192 This list does not include the non-11B, 12B, and 13SXC DAFSCs included for Table 3.1 (e.g., 10C, 
97E) as the officers of interest are unlikely to serve in those positions outside of their primary nuclear-
related units. 
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Nevada.  The USAFWC provides advanced training, operational testing, and tactics 

development for the USAF and although the USAFWC does not primarily provide 

nuclear training, the USAFWC allows officers to improve and perfect their respective 

nuclear skills.  Hence, some of the extraneous jobs allotted to 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

officers supplement their respective nuclear skills such as jobs at the DTRA, AIA, or the 

USAF Technical Applications Center.  While small quantities of these jobs exist, these 

jobs require specific nuclear-related skills beyond typical nuclear operational experience.  

 The various non-nuclear related jobs are typically authorized for certain career 

fields.  These job authorizations reflect the potential career paths that officers within each 

respective career field follow.  For example, 11B and 12B officers are authorized jobs at 

AFPC whereas the 13SXC career field is solely authorized for jobs at the Air Force 

Research Lab.  Additionally, 11B and 12B officers are the only career fields out of the 

five eligible for jobs at non-nuclear COCOMs.  These include COCOMs responsible for 

both geographic regions and functional aspects such as USNORTHCOM, US Special 

Operations Command (USSOCOM), US Pacific Command (USPACOM), US European 

Command (USEUCOM), and US Central Command (USCENTCOM).  Despite being 

focused on the nuclear mission, the Rated career fields have greater opportunity to 

acquire and develop non-nuclear competencies from these jobs.  

3.1.2 Job Groups 

 As discussed in Section 2.7, each of the 2,491 jobs were assigned to one of 204 

unique job categories that are distinguished by organizational hierarchy, function, and in 

some cases, by career field.  The number of jobs per category varies as some categories 

contain many jobs whereas others included very few.  For example, the ICBM Combat 

Crew category distinguishes jobs for 13SXC officers assigned as combat crew staff 

members and the category includes 197 jobs primarily for Lieutenants whereas the “Test 

and Evaluation (non-Nuclear)” category comprises 40 jobs.  Over 95 percent of the 

FY2010 jobs are contained in 70 unique categories, but the remaining portion require 

more specific competencies and exist in one of 134 other job categories.  For example, 

jobs at USAF direct reporting units (DRU) such as the USAF Academy were assigned to 
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the “DRU” category whereas jobs at AFOTEC193 are categorized in the “AFOTEC” 

group as shown above in Table 3.2.   

 Table 3.3 lists the 35 largest job categories194 based on the number of jobs 

identified in each job category.  Note that some of these categories have been 

consolidated across career fields.  For example, instead of showing the “B-52 Pilot” and 

“B-2 Pilot” job categories that reflect operational flying duty for bomber pilots, Table 

3.3 shows the consolidated category “Bomber Pilot.”  The remaining job categories are 

assigned to the “Miscellaneous Job Categories” at the bottom of the table.  As expected, 

many of the jobs exist within the company-grade and O-4 levels for both operational jobs 

within the career field’s primary units and wide-ranging staff jobs.   
Table 3.3  
11B, 12B, and 13SXC Jobs by Category, Grades O-1 through O-6195 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data. 
                                                 
193 The Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center is a DRU for USAF headquarters. 
194 Although 204 unique job categories exist, not all of the categories were used for the FY2010 jobs.  As 
job categories are used for both the supply and demand competency models, some of the job categories 
reflect historical job categories that classified an officer’s job during certain pre-FY2010 time periods for 
the historical officer personnel records.  Hence, not all of the job categories are eligible to apply for 
FY2010 jobs as mission requirements have changed for some jobs.  
195 Some of these categories can be further separated into each of the respective career fields.  For example, 
the category “Squadron/Unit CC, DO (nuclear units)” can be further divided to indicate the number of 
squadron leadership positions available for each career field.  
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3.1.3 Experts Identified Competency Requirements for Jobs 

 This analysis used focus groups with AFPC career field assignment managers to 

determine the competencies required for each of the above job categories.  Assignment 

managers were asked to identify 1. The typical competencies used to match an officer to 

a job requisition196 and 2. The typical competencies requested for each of the job 

categories via job requisitions according to the following competency categories:  

 Academics: undergraduate or graduate education by academic area.  

 PME: all forms of USAF and joint PME. 

 Work experience credit was awarded in seven categories: 

1. Operational experience: tactical application of B-2, B-52, or space and 

missile systems.  

2. Specialty experience: identified according to the AFSC prefix structure.  

3. Organizational experience: group, wing, NAF, or COCOM, and others 

related to specific organizations or organizational hierarchy.  

4. Functional experience: functional duty such as acquisitions, 

standardization and evaluation, operations, operational requirements, 

plans, test, or nuclear operations. 

5. Nuclear SEI experience: including all nuclear-related SEIs to identify 

specific nuclear skills.   

6. Command experience: including flight, squadron, group, wing, or center 

command.  

7. AFSC-specific SEI experience: any SEI eligible for the officers in the 

career field to acquire and related to nuclear operations.   

 The assignment managers did not identify any education requirements for jobs in 

the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields as the requisite training initially received within 

the career field is assumed to sufficiently train officers for baseline jobs.  Hence, prior 

academic education is not viewed as a necessary competency for effective job 

performance within the career fields.  The Air Force Officer Classification Directory 

                                                 
196 USAF units request AFPC fill a job by sending AFPC a “job requisition” that describes the job’s 
functions and qualifications a candidate officers should possess to occupy the job.  The qualifications 
description can range from a minimal to a very specific list.    
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(AFOCD)197 confirms this as the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields prefer certain 

academic backgrounds, but the only strict educational requirement to assess into these 

career fields is a bachelor’s degree of any kind.  Section 4.2.1 addresses how officer 

cohorts within these career fields currently meet each career field’s academic background 

preferences.   

 The assignment managers also did not link any job categories to specific PME 

requirements.  USAF officers complete PME at specific stages in their careers which 

serve to enhance an officer’s previous knowledge and experience while equipping an 

officer with new, advanced knowledge and education for subsequent jobs.  For example, 

nearly all newly commissioned USAF lieutenants attend the Air and Space Basic Course 

(ASBC) at Maxwell AFB, Alabama, to develop fundamental knowledge and experience 

regarding basic airpower warfighting doctrine.  Most USAF officers continue PME at 

various phase points, but an officer’s PME experience may slightly differ in higher 

officer grades where officers may attend a variety of schools to complete their PME 

requirements.198  For example, most USAF lieutenant colonels and colonels attend the 

USAF Air War College to complete Senior Service School (SSS) requirements but a few 

officers also attend the RAND Corporation through an Air Force Fellowship to complete 

the SSS requirement.  Given that PME is mandatory for all officers to complete at certain 

career phases and PME experiences do not typically distinguish officers with certain 

competencies, the assignment managers did not link PME to any job categories except to 

distinguish that job category as being occupied by officers with a minimum level of 

PME.  Because PME is not specifically linked to either nuclear or non-nuclear jobs for 

these nuclear-focused career fields, the USAF’s recent policy initiative to further educate 

officers in nuclear operations may have little effect on the job performance of 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC officers.199  

                                                 
197 Published by AFPC. The AFOCD outlines the structure and classification of the USAF officer force 
while also listing the duties, responsibilities, and qualifications necessary for each AFSC. See DAF 
(2002a). 
198 The USAF lists the institutions that serve to satisfy certain PME requirements throughout officer grades 
in DAF (2002b).  
199 Further educating non-nuclear and nuclear-focused career fields in nuclear operations via PME may 
change how officers understand and inherently value nuclear operations.  But, the lack of a direct link 
between PME and nuclear job requirements suggests that PME is irrelevant for sufficient job performance 
except as a fundamental competency acquired by all USAF officers.  
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 Contrary to academic education and PME, the assignment managers specifically 

identified the types of work experience typically demanded for these jobs.  Many of the 

required competencies easily fit within each work experience category, but linking SEIs 

to jobs was more challenging.  The assignment managers specifically noted that SEIs are 

not commonly used in job requisitions when requesting officers with certain skills nor 

used to match officer skills to job requirements.200  SEIs may not be included in these 

processes because SEIs may not adequately describe required competencies.  The USAF 

recently created nuclear-related SEIs to better track nuclear experience201 but USAF units 

and AFPC assignment managers have had limited exposure to these nuclear SEIs due to 

their recent development.  This analysis sought to link the nuclear SEIs to jobs and used 

the assignment manager’s descriptions of required competencies for that purpose.  Most 

of the job categories were linked to the nuclear SEIs, but some nuclear SEIs did not 

match any of the competency descriptions provided by the AFPC assignment managers.  

3.1.4 Assessment of the Rating Process and Limitations of This Approach 

Several limitations exist with this demand analysis.  First, expert panels such as 

the focus groups with the AFPC assignment managers ultimately rely on subject matter 

expert consensus to derive the best understood competency requirements, but the 

resulting competencies may be inherently flawed despite the best efforts of those experts.  

While the AFPC assignment managers identified competencies required for nuclear jobs 

which reflect how the USAF understands nuclear-oriented job requirements, the 

assignment managers may not truly understand what competencies are required.  The 

assignment managers may misidentify the true competencies either because they never 

acquired or understood the necessary competencies or because competency requirements 

dramatically changed since they occupied the respective jobs.  Both aspects appear 

especially important in this analysis for a seemingly troubled organization such as the 

                                                 
200 Nuclear SEIs used to track nuclear experience did not exist prior to FY2009.  Thus SEIs may not be a 
part of the job requisitions or the assignment match process because they did not adequately describe 
needed nuclear experience prior to the USAF creating the nuclear SEIs. 
201 The USAF sought to better track nuclear experience to ultimately improve the nuclear workforce’s 
overall nuclear expertise.  See the Nuclear Roadmap (2008) for more information.  
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Nuclear Enterprise as the role of nuclear deterrence shifts in a dynamic global security 

environment.202   

Grouping 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs is consistent with competency modeling 

methodology as the goal is to describe the jobs and competencies without creating an 

exhaustive list.203  Although the large number of job categories does not appear to 

suppress any unique aspects of certain USAF jobs used in this analysis, a second 

limitation is that the job categories could be more accurately grouped by using surveys to 

identify the competencies for each nuclear-related job.204  Certain jobs can be deduced to 

require similar competencies a priori, however, and this research alternatively 

categorizes jobs according to the job’s respective overarching function within the nuclear 

deterrence mission.  Some specific competencies may not be identified as requirements 

for some jobs with this approach, but this analysis likely provides similar results at the 

aggregate level.  

 The USAF specifically tracks each job within all organizational units via identical 

codes in both the CMDB and historical officer personnel data.  The job’s primary 

function can be inferred from organizational codes and the respective unit’s mission, the 

position number, and more importantly, the job’s duty title.  As the duty title describes 

the job’s specific function, the other job codes supplement the duty title to confirm the 

job’s primary function within the organization.  Without the duty title, a job’s function 

may not be easily inferred.  While most of uniform officer personnel data lists a duty title, 

a third limitation is that the CMDB data does not provide a clear description of the job’s 

function except for command-related positions.  For example, no duty title is listed for 

many of the ICBM combat crew jobs except those jobs reserved for a flight or squadron 

commander job as the duty title lists these command positions.  This problem could be 

easily overcome by linking the duty titles via position number codes, but organizational 

changes related to restructuring nuclear units under AFGSC changed these position 

numbers to reflect current nuclear jobs.  Hence, the jobs listed as of March 2010 do not 

match with the historical officer personnel data which was last published in September 
                                                 
202 It is plausible that the experts within an organization in trouble may be wrong about what is needed to 
adequately perform jobs within that organization.   
203 See Marrelli et al., 2005. 
204 Brauner et al. (2009) used surveys from senior officers to identify the competencies required for each 
job in a career field and then grouped these jobs based their similarities as revealed via cluster analysis. 
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2009.   Some judgment was therefore used to ascertain the proper job category for each 

job with the provided job codes as the duty titles were not listed for many jobs. 

 Although the USAF realigned several nuclear-oriented organizations beneath 

AFGSC, the primary function of many jobs at the NAF-organizational level and below 

did not change.  Despite the CMDB data lacking the duty title for many jobs, the jobs 

were nonetheless classified consistently by comparing provided job codes between the 

CMDB and officer historical records.  As a fourth limitation, the lack of duty title likely 

prevented some jobs from being specifically classified, however.  For example, if an 

ICBM combat crew job’s duty title could indicate a specific job within the unit, the other 

job codes (e.g., duty prefix, organization within unit) cannot ultimately portray that 

function without the duty title.  The job would therefore be classified according to the 

most identifiable elements and consequently categorized as an ICBM combat crew job.  

This limitation suggests the competency-demand analysis may underestimate the demand 

for some competencies that are linked to more specific job categories that would 

otherwise be included if a duty title existed within the CMDB data.205 

3.2 COMPETENCIES REQUIRED FOR 11B, 12B, AND 13SXC JOBS 

 This section outlines the backgrounds needed for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs in 

FY2010.  The first part discusses the how frequently each competency is required in each 

officer career field.  Although jobs require different quantities and types of competencies 

across career fields, 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs can be grouped into relatively few groups 

that require similar competencies for each officer grade.  Clustering jobs by their 

respective competency requirements can aid AFPC’s management of the 11B, 12B, and 

13SXC career fields by simplifying the Nuclear Enterprise’s complex nuclear-related 

competency requirements.  The second section describes those clustered jobs and the 

respective competency requirements.      

                                                 
205 As discussed in Chapter 5, competency gaps are examined for officers when serving in their FY2009 
jobs.  The resulting FY2009 jobs were classified in a similar manner and the resulting supply vs. demand 
competency assessment will accurately depict the FY2009 competency gaps.  The demand analysis using 
FY2010 jobs therefore provides an assessment of the skills required according to the AFGSC 
organizational structure, not the organizational structure deemed inadequate in FY2009.  
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3.2.1 Competencies Demanded 

 Jobs at higher grades typically require more competencies.  This pattern is typical 

for each competency category (e.g., AFSC specialty, nuclear SEIs) as Figure 3.1 shows 

the average number of competencies required by jobs increases with officer grades O-3 

through O-6: 
Figure 3.1  
Growth of Required Competencies Across 11B, 12B, and 13SXC Officer Grades 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data and Competency Models. 

The average number of competencies required generally increases for each of the seven 

competency categories as the officer grade increases. For instance, 11B colonel jobs 

require 3.6 functional competencies whereas 11B lieutenant colonel jobs require 3.3 

functional competencies on average.  While the average number of competencies 

generally increases across grades, different competency types may be required more often 

in different officer grades.  For example, 13SXC O-3 jobs appear to require the majority 

of nuclear SEIs as two nuclear SEIs are required on average and the average number of 

required nuclear SEIs only grows approximately 10 percent in each subsequent officer 

grade to a total of 2.7 required nuclear SEIs in officer grade O-6.  Conversely, command 

competencies are typically required for only senior officer grades and the demand 

increases quickly.  Despite the relatively small number of command competencies 
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required, the average number of required command competencies doubles for each career 

field from officer grade O-5 to O-6.  Officers begin to occupy key command jobs in these 

grades and accordingly utilize initial command experience to enhance subsequent 

command billets.  The rapid growth in demand for command competence is therefore not 

unexpected.  

 Jobs in higher officer grades across all three career fields require specific 

operational experience and do not appear to require operational breadth.  Officers 

typically acquire operational experience generic to their respective career field (e.g., B-52 

operational experience) in company and field grade jobs and subsequently need that 

operational experience for both staff- and command-type jobs.  For example, a B-52 

squadron commander job requires B-52 operational experience.  The organizational 

competencies also resemble this trend.  11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs do not require 

experience from multiple organizations as jobs throughout grades O-3 to O-6 require 

approximately one organizational competency on average.  Officers serve in a variety of 

organizational levels and units and therefore acquire several types of organizational 

experiences, but most FY2010 jobs requiring organizational experience only need generic 

organizational experience from the prior lower organizational level in the USAF 

organizational structure.  For example, a wing-level job typically requires group-level 

experience.  Not all jobs require organizational experience from the immediate lower 

organization level, however, as higher echelon jobs such as 8th AF jobs instead require 

any nuclear-related staff experience above the squadron organization level.  

 While the number of required competencies increases with officer grade, the 

number of required competencies in lower officer grades does not considerably vary 

across jobs within the respective officer grade.  As shown in Table 3.4, most jobs in 

lower officer grades require a similar number of competencies.  For example, at least 70 

percent of O-3 11B jobs require two or less competencies as most are fundamental 

operational jobs such as pilot positions.206  13SXC jobs require more competencies on 

average in both O-3 and O-4 officer grades, but jobs in those grades commonly need a 

precise number of competencies.  For instance, at least 70 percent of 13SXC O-3 jobs 

                                                 
206 A pilot job does not typically require more competencies other than UPT and training on the respective 
Major Weapon System (MWS) such as the B-52.  
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require 7 competencies. The majority of jobs requiring higher numbers of competencies 

exist outside of squadron-level jobs.  These positions require more unique competencies 

beyond the fundamental experiences gained in primary organizational units within the 

respective career field.  The increasing variance in the number of required competencies 

per officer grade reflects this pattern.   
Table 3.4  
Distribution of Required Competencies for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC FY2010 Jobs 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data and competency models.  

 Little variation unexpectedly exists in the types of competencies required for jobs 

across officer grades.  As Tables 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 suggest, 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs 

require competencies from specific sources.  For example, 13SXC jobs require “group,” 

“wing,” or “joint,” organizational experience, but none else.  The small variety of 

required organizational experience is also common for 11B and 12B jobs.  The seemingly 

small number of competency types required for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs may indicate 

that these few competencies serve as useful proxies for more specific competencies that 

are more difficult to track when AFPC assignment managers determine the competencies 

demanded of certain jobs.  This may also be evident on job requisition forms received at 

AFPC as the requesting organization may not fully understand the type of competency 

required for a job and therefore requests a more familiar competency that is likely 

required for effective performance in the job. 

Most competency categories resemble this pattern for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs 

except for the functional and nuclear SEI competencies.  Many of the lower-echelon jobs 

require specific functional experience related to the job’s primary function such as 

weapons and tactics.  Higher echelon jobs require greater functional breadth, however, as 

nearly three functional experiences are required for O-6 jobs in each career field on 

average.  When compared to the percentage of jobs requiring certain functional  
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Table 3.5  
11B Required Competencies, by Grade (percent) 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data & “Rated” competency model.  
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Table 3.6  
12B Required Competencies, by Grade (percent) 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data & “Rated” competency model.  
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Table 3.7  
13SXC Required Competencies, by Grade (percent) 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data & “ICBM” competency model.  
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Table 3.7 - continued 

  
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data & “ICBM” competency model.  

experiences in lower officer grades, a greater proportion of senior-level jobs require those 

functional experiences.  For example, more than half of 11B O-6 jobs require 

standardization and evaluation experience whereas about 1 in 10 O-3 jobs require similar 

functional competence.  Nuclear SEIs also reflect that pattern, but nuclear SEIs requiring 

greater amounts of time to acquire are highly correlated with officer grade.  Jobs in lower 

officer grades require nuclear SEIs that officers may acquire with relatively short 

amounts of nuclear-related service whereas the jobs in higher officer grades need the 

nuclear SEIs necessitating far more nuclear-related experience.  This is especially evident 

for any time-based nuclear SEI in all three career fields.  

3.2.2 Combinations of Competencies Demanded by Grade 

 Beyond knowing the number of jobs requiring each specific competency, 

understanding the combinations of competencies for these jobs is even more important.  

The 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs can be aggregated into groups that require similar sets of 

competencies using hierarchical cluster analysis.  Cluster analysis explicitly evaluates the 

natural groupings or clusters of observations based on two or more variables (i.e., 

competencies).207  When applied to required competencies (as variables) for the already 

clustered job groups (observations), cluster analysis should categorize the job-groups into 

meaningful groups according to their respective competency requirements.208  Grouping 

                                                 
207 Romesburg, 2004; Finch, 2005. 
208 See Appendix H for a short description of the analytical methods used for cluster analysis.  
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the job-groups should facilitate the USAF’s proactive management of the three career 

fields as the USAF will better understand the types of skills required for certain jobs.  

 Using the average linkage hierarchical agglomerative method209 and the Jaccard 

similarity coefficient210 for cluster analysis on the competency requirements for all 

unique job-groups within the demand competency model, the job-groups are categorized 

into clusters with similar competency requirements.  The 11B, 12B, and 13SXC FY2010 

jobs211 are matched to their respective job-groups.  Note that the job-groups fall into 11 

main groups212 and the groups appear to characterize jobs according to three factors: 1. 

Command or staff jobs, 2. Organization level, and 3. Nuclear-related or not.  For 

example, 11B staff jobs fall into a different category compared to the 11B and 12B 

command jobs and the non-nuclear staff-oriented jobs assigned to any of the three career 

fields are distinguished as a different category entirely.  The competency combination 

requirements reflect these categories and not surprisingly, the number of competencies in 

each combination increases with each officer grade.   

3.2.2.1 Competencies Needed for O-4 (Major) Jobs 

 Table 3.8 shows how the 177 11B, 187 12B, and 241 13SXC jobs fall into eight 

different groups.  The largest 11B and 12B group includes 181 11B and 12B jobs (49 

percent) that typically require no more competencies beyond operations and weapons and 

tactics experience.  These jobs are distributed across a variety organizations in both 

nuclear and non-nuclear related jobs to include unified commands (e.g., USCENTCOM), 

various air and space operations centers (AOCs) such as the 617th AOC, 8th AF units, and 

ACC.  Conversely, most of the 13SXC O-4 jobs are located at the NAF organization 

level and above.  Alongside several specialized jobs located within the USAF Nuclear 

                                                 
209 The average linkage agglomerative algorithm is reasonably robust and works well for this cluster 
analysis setup. See Kaufman and Rousseeuw (2005).  
210 The Jaccard coefficient is a common similarity measure for cluster analysis for binary data. The measure 
assumes that the similarity between job-groups should only be derived as a function of the matches in 
competency requirements and not as a function of the matches when competencies are unneeded.  
Assuming that an unrequired competency does not provide valuable information to differentiate job-groups, 
only matches between competency requirements should be used to measure the similarity between job-
groups.  See Appendix H for further discussion regarding this issue.  
211 Shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. 
212 The 11 groups represent the most meaningful groups as shown by the dendrogram in Figure H.2.  Note 
that jobs within these groups may not need some of the competencies that characterize the group and 
perhaps need competencies in addition to those listed.  
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Weapons Center and 20th AF squadrons, these 163 13SXC jobs (65 percent) fall into one 

group that requires specific competencies beyond fundamental operations and Nuclear 

Enterprise expertise. USSTRATCOM employs the greatest number of 13SXC majors as 

90 jobs (36 percent) exist for 13SXC O-4s at the unified command.  These jobs require 

fundamental nuclear mission operations experience within the Nuclear Enterprise.  

 In addition to nuclear mission operations experience, two groups of 11B and 12B 

jobs need one or more types of supplemental experience.  The second largest group 

includes 89 jobs (25 percent) mostly at the higher organizational levels within AFGSC 

(e.g., 8th AF, AFGSC Headquarters, 608th AOC) and USSTRATCOM.  These jobs call 

for experience in weapons and tactics instruction (W prefix), joint, and plans experience.  

Several jobs in the AFGSC inspector general’s (IG) office or 8th AF standardization and 

evaluation jobs require prior standardization evaluation experience in addition to above-

squadron level staff experience and nuclear operations.  
Table 3.8  
11B, 12B, and 13SXC O-4 Jobs Needing Specific Competency Combinations 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower data authorizations and competency models.  
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The remaining 94 11B and 12B jobs (26 percent) are distributed across the bomber 

wings.  Nearly half (45 jobs) are jobs for primary operations (e.g., B-52 pilot) and require 

only experience related to weapons and tactics.  In addition to weapons and tactics, 

generic staff jobs across the bomber wings and groups typically require operations and 

prior staff experience.  The last 36 11B/12B jobs are for specific functions such as 

squadron weapons or group standardization or evaluation.  These positions need nuclear 

operations and staff experience along with prior experience related to the job’s specific 

function.    

 Whereas 13SXC O-4 jobs at higher organization levels require a greater number 

of combined competencies, 13SXC O-4 jobs at the squadron level require fewer 

competencies.  13SXC O-4 officers serve in numerous flight command leadership 

positions (57) across squadrons within 20th AF, and these require fundamental missile, 

combat crew, nuclear operations, and some staff and education and training experience. 

Positions with missile operational support squadrons (OSS) also resemble these 

requirements.  Jobs within 576th Flight Test Squadron (FTS) and 625th Strategic 

Operations Squadron (STOS) require fewer mission-oriented competencies as both 

require specific function competencies.  These competencies are electronic Warfare 

Officer (EWO) experience coupled with either codes or plans experience respectively.  

 Table 3.8 suggests that 11B and 12B majors’ jobs typically require more 

competency combinations compared to 13SXC O-4 positions.  Compared to 13SXC O-4 

billets, more rated O-4 jobs (nearly 41 percent) fall outside the AFGSC hierarchy as most 

13SXC O-4 jobs are nuclear-related (95 percent).  11B and 12B O-4 non-nuclear-related 

jobs are typically at ACC, various AOCs, several unified commands (e.g., 

USCENTCOM), and numerous USAFWC squadron billets.  The increased breadth of 

non-nuclear jobs provides additional competency combinations for 11B and 12B jobs.  

3.2.2.2 Competencies Needed for O-5 (Lieutenant Colonel) Jobs 

 Approximately half of the 221 11B and 12B O-5 jobs require little more than 

experience related to bomber operations as shown in Table 3.9.  These jobs are 

distributed across various USAF centers (e.g., AFOTEC, USAFWC), B-1 organizations, 

AOCs within non-nuclear related NAFs, and other higher-echelon organizations such as 
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the unified commands.  Because most of these jobs reside in organizations without a 

nuclear-related mission, most do not specifically require nuclear-focused competencies.  

 The remaining 110 11B and 12B jobs are split between staff and command jobs in 

nuclear units.  As expected, the 18 command jobs require more competencies in 

combination.  Squadron commander billets require significant nuclear operational 

experience, weapons and tactics experience (preferably including the W prefix), and prior 

command experience such as a flight commander.  Deputy operational group 

commanders require similar operational and weapons experience to include prior 

leadership experience as a squadron commander.  

 The remaining 92 O-5 11B and 12B staff jobs reside in a solitary group that 

requires nuclear operations and weapons and tactics experience in conjunction with 

specific experience.  For example, rated NAF standardization and evaluation jobs require 

prior standardization and evaluation experience.  The 11B and 12B AFGSC common 

staff jobs only require additional staff experience, however.  
Table 3.9  
11B, 12B, and 13SXC O-5 Jobs Needing Specific Competency Combinations 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower data authorizations and competency models.  
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 Like the 11B and 12B command positions, 13SXC O-5 command positions 

require more competencies in combination compared to other O-5 staff jobs.  Besides 

combat crew, nuclear operations experience, and general missile experience, 13SXC 

deputy operational group commanders, squadron commanders, and squadron operations 

officers require prior command experience.  The additional O-5 jobs predominantly 

reside in the J3 (Global Operations), J5 (Plans and Policy), and J8 (Capability and 

Resource Integration) parts of USSTRATCOM and all require Nuclear Enterprise 

operations experience, instructor (K prefix), and preferably plans experience.  Other 20th 

AF and AFGSC staff jobs require similar competencies except for those within AFGSC 

inspection and safety-oriented jobs.  These require prior safety or standardization and 

evaluation experience.  The remaining 14 jobs (within the smallest group) reside at lower 

organizational levels and require similar expertise: missile and nuclear operations 

coupled with specific functional experience associated with the job’s primary function.  

3.2.2.3 Competencies Needed for O-6 (Colonel) Jobs 

 The 45 11B and 12B and the 28 13SXC jobs fall into four groups respectively as 

shown in Table 3.10.  Of the 73 total O-6 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs, 23 are command-

related in operational groups and wings within AFGSC.  All require significant nuclear 

experience, prior command experience in lower organizational levels, plans, and weapons 

and tactics functional experience.  Additionally, O-6 officers from all three career fields 

may occupy various command-related jobs within the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center 

(AFNWC) and these jobs require similar experience alongside operational experience.  

Note that 11B and 12B O-6 officers may also command the 608th AOC. 

 Similar to the O-5 jobs, the O-6 jobs occupying various staff roles across all three 

career fields require significant nuclear experience, prior staff, operations, and specific 

functional support.  11B and 12B standardization and evaluation and safety jobs the 8th 

AF specifically need similar prior functional experience.  11B and 12B O-6 jobs do exist 

outside of the nuclear mission as 14 jobs (31 percent) exist in various AOCs, the Office 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (OJCS) and the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), or 

ACC.  Similar to non-nuclear jobs in other officer grades, these jobs do not require a 
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significant number of competencies related to nuclear operations, but instead require 

more general functional experience.  

 13SXC O-6 jobs follow similar patterns as most 13SXC O-6 jobs are nuclear-

related.  Only one 13SXC job exists outside of AFGSC or USSTRATCOM within 14th 

AF while another 14 jobs exist within AFGSC and 20th AF.  These jobs need specific 

functional experience such as standardization and evaluation experience along with 

missile and nuclear operations experience.  
Table 3.10  
11B, 12B, and 13SXC O-6 Jobs Needing Specific Competency Combinations 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower data authorizations and competency models.  

3.3 SUMMARY 

 Competencies can be systematically identified for all 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs 

to determine the overarching requirements for this important subset of the nuclear-related 

officer workforce.  The competency requirement information gained from focus groups 

with AFPC assignment managers reflects the USAF’s understanding of the required 

skills, education, and training for nuclear jobs within the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career 

fields.  This information will be used to determine if 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers are 
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adequately prepared for their respective jobs.  Additionally, the USAF may utilize this 

information to more proactively match officers to jobs as the approximately 2,500 11B, 

12B, and 13SXC jobs may be aggregated into a relatively small number of groups based 

on similar competency requirements. 

 Whereas most 13SXC jobs reside within nuclear-oriented organizations, many of 

the 11B and 12B jobs are independent of the nuclear mission.  Approximately four of 

every nine 11B and 12B jobs reside outside of the AFGSC or USSTRATCOM hierarchy 

and these jobs do not require substantial nuclear experience.  The non-nuclear jobs 

typically utilize fundamental operations and staff experience.  The small number of 

13SXC O-4 and O-5 jobs (1 in 25) existing apart from the nuclear mission require similar 

competencies. 

 Approximately half of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC O-4 and O-5 jobs merely require 

nuclear operations experience coupled with some other functional or AFSC prefix 

competency.  Beyond these two competency types, the other half of O-4 and O-5 jobs 

require several more specific functional, command, or nuclear SEI competencies.  Most 

of these jobs require at least four or more competencies and exist in higher-echelon staff 

and command billets such as 8th  and 20th AF, AFGSC, or USSTRATCOM.   

 Most 11B, 12B, and 13SXC O-6 jobs require four or more competencies in 

combination with nuclear operations experience, above squadron-level staff experience, 

specific functional experience (e.g., standardization and evaluation), and AFSC prefix.  

Command O-6 jobs specifically require (at a minimum) squadron command alongside 

plans and programs experience and often utilize weapons and tactics competencies.  

Other O-6 staff jobs utilize instructor (AFSC prefix K) and other various functional 

competencies.  
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CHAPTER 4:  SUPPLY: COMPETENCIES ACQUIRED IN NUCLEAR 

RELATED JOBS 

 This chapter describes the training and experience bomber pilots, bomber combat 

system officers, and missile combat crew officers acquire at various stages in their 

careers.  The first section of this chapter outlines the methods used to analyze officer 

career histories and the second section illustrates the range of competencies that 11B, 

12B, and 13SXC officers accrued as of FY2009.  The third section identifies important 

trends within the accumulated competencies.  

4.1 IDENTIFYING OFFICERS’ BACKGROUNDS: METHODS 

11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers’ accumulated education, training, and experience 

can be tracked and identified according to the same nuclear competencies used to 

characterize nuclear-related job requirements.  Each officer’s longitudinal record of 

acquired competencies can be used to assess competency trends in 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

officer development.  Additionally, competency gaps can be subsequently assessed by 

comparing the officer’s acquired competencies in Chapter 4 with those demanded by jobs 

as shown in Chapter 3.  

4.1.1 AFPC Historical Officer Data 

 This analysis uses historical personnel records from AFPC at Randolph AFB, 

Texas, to identify the education, training, and experience acquired by 11B, 12B, and 

13SXC officers as of the end of each fiscal year213 from 1975 to 2009.  Officer yearly 

records were extracted from the records of all Air Force officers on record since 1975 

according to three criteria: 1. The officer had at least one tour in an 11B, 12B, or 13SXC-

DAFSC214 at any time since 1975 (regardless of their PAFSC),215 2. The officer was on 

                                                 
213 The end of the fiscal year is typically September 30th.  
214 Given that the PAFSC and DAFSC may not match, this analysis focuses on the officers who have 
occupied nuclear-related jobs within the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career field.  
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active duty (AD) in FY2009, and 3. The officer was in grades O-1 to O-6 in FY2009.  

Over 4,800 officer records met these criteria as shown in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1  
11B, 12B, and 13SXC Officers in AFPC Data, by Grade 
Current Grade O-1 O-2 O-3 O-4 O-5 O-6 Total Percent
11B 0 20 214 160 131 84 609 13%
12B 11 69 262 127 208 99 776 16%
13SXC 195 356 965 890 854 197 3,457 71%
Total 206 445 1,441 1,177 1,193 380 4,842
Percent 4% 9% 30% 24% 25% 8%  
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

Each officer’s yearly record contains a variety of information to include the officer’s 

current grade, primary and duty AFSCs, position held,216 PRP status, NEI codes, and 

PME.  The record also includes several pertinent dates useful for longitudinal tracking 

purposes such as the date the officer entered AD service, date of separation (if 

applicable), and the date of promotion to the officer’s rank.   

4.1.2 Officers Acquiring 11B, 12B, and 13SXC Nuclear-Related Experience 

 Of the approximate 4,900 officers with at least one DAFSC as 11B, 12B, or 

13SXC that are currently on AD in FY2009, most (71 percent) have 13SXC experience.  

Due to the larger force structure, the 13SXC career field requires more personnel and 

more officers will comparatively acquire 13SXC experience.  Not all of these officers are 

currently classified with a PAFSC of 11B, 12B, or 13SXC, however, as about 46 percent 

of the 4,842 officers had a PAFSC of 11BX(B or C), 12BX(D or E), 217 or 13SXC in 

FY2009 as shown in Table 4.2:  
Table 4.2  
Officers with 11B, 12B, or 13SXC Experience with an 11B, 12B, or 13SXC PAFSC in FY2009 
Current Grade O-1 O-2 O-3 O-4 O-5 O-6 Total Percent
11BX(B|C) 0 10 138 120 68 19 355 16%
12BX(D|E) 0 40 189 82 41 8 360 16%
13SXC 195 354 704 158 111 20 1,542 68%
Total 195 404 1,031 360 220 47 2,257
Percent 9% 18% 46% 16% 10% 2%  
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

                                                                                                                                                 
215 The 11B and 12B DAFSCs were limited to experience with the B-52 and B-2 aircrafts to extract only 
those officers with a DAFSC associated with a nuclear-related aircraft.  
216 Each position was characterized by the duty AFSC, specialty code, job title, unit, command level, 
organization type and name, unit location, functional category, Functional Account Codes, PRP status, and 
NEI codes. 
217 The 11B suffix B indicates B-2 experience and C indicates B-52 experience.  The 12B suffixes D and E 
indicate B-52 experience.  The X indicates any that any qualification level applies.  
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Roughly 58 percent of 11B officers with B-52 or B-2 experience are currently classified 

as B-52 or B-2 bomber pilots (i.e., PAFSC = 11BXB or 11BXC), a little more than 46 

percent of 12B officers with B-52 experience are currently B-52 combat system officers, 

and approximately 45 percent of officers with 13SXC experience are Missile Combat 

Crew officers.  These results indicate that officers with experience in these career fields 

may transfer to or from another PAFSC into one of these three career fields or officers 

from other career fields may occupy 11B, 12B, or 13SXC jobs.218   

 When examining whether officers from other career fields occupy 11BX(B or C), 

12BX(D or E), or 13SXC jobs, the results indicate that a small percentage of officers 

with a PAFSC other than 11BX(B or C), 12BX(D or E), and 13SXC had a DAFSC for 

those respective career fields.  For example, officers with a 13SXC PAFSC occupied 95 

percent of the jobs with a 13SXC DAFSC in FY2009.  Of the remaining 5 percent of 

13SXC DAFSC jobs, more than 80 percent of the jobs were occupied by officers from 

the 13S utilization field.  Non-space and missile officers therefore occupied less than one 

percent of jobs with a 13SXC DAFSC in FY2009.  Assuming that a high match 

percentage between PAFSC and DAFSC is typically beneficial for job performance, 

Figure 4.1 indicates that job performance may have suffered in recent years due to 

decreases in the overall PAFSC and DAFSC match percentage: 
Figure 4.1  
PAFSC/DAFSC Percent Match for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC Nuclear-related jobs, 1994-2009 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

                                                 
218 The officer’s PAFSC will not match the DAFSC.  
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Figure 4.1 shows the percentage of officer PAFSCs that matched the DAFSC listed for 

the nuclear-related job the officer occupied.  For example, 88% of officers with a 

11BX(B or C) PAFSC occupied jobs with a 11BX(B or C) DAFSC in FY2007.  From 

FY1994 to FY2009, jobs with a B-52 or B-2 pilot DAFSC appear to be occupied by 

officers with the same PAFSC at a lower percentage when compared in a similar manner 

to jobs with a 12B or 13SXC DAFSC.  When examining the 95 percent confidence 

intervals, 13SXC jobs are the most consistently filled between the three career fields as 

Table 4.3 indicates the respective percent of nuclear jobs occupied by non-nuclear 

officers from FY1994 to FY2009:  
Table 4.3  
95% Confidence Intervals for PAFSC & DAFSC Percent Mismatch 

Career 
Field

95% Confidence 
Interval

11B 13.3% ± 2.5%
12B 10.2% ± 1.8%
13SXC 7.8% ± 1.2%  

SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

Some overlap exists between the intervals and a t-test of the yearly samples indicates that 

the mean percent match of each career field is statistically significant from the other two 

career fields.219  This indicates that each career field is statistically different when 

matching an officer’s PAFSC with the job’s DAFSC.  Overarching policy or career flow 

patterns may account for these differences, but each career field relies on statistically 

different proportions of officers from outside the career field to occupy jobs within the 

career field. 

 In FY2000 through FY2002, B-52 and B-2 jobs were occupied by more than 19 

percent non-B-52 and B-2 pilots as shown in Figure 4.1.220  These percentages appear 

abnormally high when compared to the overall 11B trend.  When accounting for officers 

within the same utilization field (i.e., bomber pilots) and officers still listed as in 

Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT),221 however, less than 10 percent of the bomber pilot 

                                                 
219 A t-test assesses whether the means of two groups are statistically different from one another.  Using a t-
test at the 05.0 level of significance, the mean percent match of each career field was statistically 
different from mean of the other two career fields.  
220 Officers primarily came from the fighter and tanker pilot communities.  
221 PAFSC = 92T0. 
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jobs were occupied by non-bomber pilots in those years.222  Most of the remaining jobs 

with a B-52 or B-2 DAFSC from FY1994 through FY2009 are occupied by pilots with a 

PAFSC for another aircraft or combat systems officers.  Fighter pilots (26 percent), 

reconnaissance pilots (17 percent), and trainer pilots (12 percent) occupied nearly 56 

percent of these jobs over the 16 year time period.  Bomber pilot jobs are occasionally 

occupied by officers from non-operational PAFSCs, such as developmental engineers, 

aircraft maintenance, or communications officers, but this is an exception and occurred 

for less than 0.5 percent of bomber pilot jobs during that 16 year period.    

 B-52 combat system and 13SXC jobs rely less on officers from outside the 12B or 

13S utilization field to occupy the jobs allocated to 12BX(D or E) and 13SXC officers.  

From FY1994 through FY2009, 96 and 98 percent of 12BX(D or E) and 13SXC jobs 

were respectively occupied by officers within the 12B and 13S utilization fields.  The 

remaining B-52 combat system officer jobs are mostly occupied by bomber pilots or 

other combat system officers, but the jobs were infrequently occupied by officers with 

non-operational AFSCs.  Whereas 13SXC jobs are more consistently occupied by 13SXC 

or other 13S officers, approximately two percent of 13SXC jobs per year from FY1994 

through FY2009 were mostly occupied by officers from some of the following utilization 

fields: 

 16G (Air Force Operations Staff officers) 

 33S (Communications and Information officers) 

 62E (Developmental Engineers) 

 63A (Acquisitions Managers).  

Despite the smaller proportion of 13SXC jobs being occupied by non-nuclear officers, 

the total number of jobs occupied by non-nuclear officers in the three career fields in 

FY2009 is comparable.  Specifically 41, 63, and 41 jobs were occupied by non-nuclear 

officers in the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields respectively in FY2009.223  Prior to 

FY2009, however, the number of non-nuclear officers occupying jobs in both the 11B 

                                                 
222 Even when accounting for officers from the same utilization field and training programs from which 
officers flow directly into the career field (e.g., UNT), the resulting percent match mean is still statistically 
significant between each of the three career fields at the 05.0 level of significance.  
223 These numbers are derived from comparing the DAFSC of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC nuclear-oriented jobs 
to the PAFSC of the officer occupying the job in FY2009.  
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and 12B career fields is similar whereas the number of non-nuclear officers in 13SXC 

jobs often exceeded two times the 11B and 12B numbers.  Hence, although the 13SXC 

career field often contains more non-nuclear officers because of its size, the 13SXC 

career field typically utilizes a much smaller proportion of non-nuclear officers compared 

to the 11B and 12B career fields.  

 While most of the 498 11B, 654 12B, and 2,929 13SXC officers occupied 

nuclear-related jobs within their respective career field, a small percentage of those 

officers possessed DAFSCs in more than one of the three nuclear-related career fields 

studied in this dissertation.  Approximately 0.3 percent of the officers (14 total) had 

switched from jobs in the 11B, 12B, or 13SXC career fields to one of the other two 

nuclear-related career fields.  This small number of officers not only cross between career 

fields and utilization fields to occupy jobs (as shown above), but also change their 

PAFSC entirely.  Five officers were commissioned as either a 12B or 13SXC officer and 

then went to UPT after several years of service, six officers were commissioned as 

13SXC officers but went to Undergraduate Navigator Training (UNT) after several years 

of service, and the remaining three officers occupied various positions with B-52 

organizations with either an 11B or 12B DAFSC.224   

 The USAF is a very large organization and officers from different, albeit very 

similar, career fields may occupy jobs authorized for 11BX(B or C), 12BX(D or E), or 

13SXC officers.  Each career field relies on a different proportion of these officers to 

occupy jobs within the career field and this difference may be attributed to differing 

manpower planning, overarching policy to build career broadening experience for 

officers, or career field flow patterns.  Given these trends, the USAF Nuclear Enterprise 

should expect officers with a primary skill that is non-nuclear to occupy a small 

proportion of 11BX(B or C), 12BX(D or E), or 13SXC jobs.  Regardless, Nuclear 

Enterprise policymakers should be aware that only 1 of the 145 non-nuclear officers 

occupying critical 11B, 12B, and 13SXC nuclear jobs could be the source of a major 

                                                 
224 These officers did not change their PAFSC, but appear to have occupied a job requiring an 11B/12B job 
when the officer had a PAFSC of 12B/11B respectively.  Although these jobs may have exposed an officer 
to the nuances of another career field, the basic nuclear-operations were very similar and likely did not 
require a great adjustment.  
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nuclear accident.225  Hence, these non-nuclear officers should be selected for nuclear jobs 

with care.    

4.1.3 Translating Jobs Held Into Acquired Competence 

 After compiling a number of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officer longitudinal records, 

the jobs held by officers were translated into acquired experience using the officer-

acquired competency model by using the same competencies defined in the job-demand 

competency model.  Using the officer historical records, officers with 11B, 12B, or 

13SXC experience served in over 41,000 unique nuclear-related and non-nuclear jobs 

across their careers.  These jobs were then categorized according to their similarities by 

mission, organizational level, duties, and career field into the 229 different job groups 

specified by organizational level in the job-demand and officer-acquired competency 

models.  Due to the many changes in military organizations over the career histories of 

these officers, this analysis used historical information to identify organizational and 

mission changes and thereby properly group jobs despite changes over time.  Personnel 

accounting symbol codes link each unit to higher-echelon organizational segments within 

the organizational structure and, along with historical USAF unit histories, thereby 

allowed historical units in prior years to be linked with the experiences identified for 

current units.  For each job held, the officer was credited with the appropriate experience 

according to the officer-acquired competency model in the following categories: 

 Academics: credit awarded according to academic codes. 

 PME: credit awarded according to PME codes. 

 Work experience credit was awarded in seven categories: 

1. Operational experience (e.g., B-2, B-52, space, missile) was awarded 

according to the operational AFSCs and/or assignment to operational units 

at the wing level or below. 

2. Specialty experience was identified according to the AFSC prefixes.  

3. Organizational experience was identified from organizational and 

command codes of an officer’s assignments. 

                                                 
225 This does not remove the possibility of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers causing a major nuclear accident.  
Given a non-nuclear officer’s lack of nuclear-focused training, however, that non-nuclear officer may be 
much more likely to exhibit lower nuclear-job performance.  
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4. Functional experience was bestowed according to an assignment with 

responsibilities related to a functional duty such as acquisitions, 

standardization and evaluation, or nuclear operations. 

5. Nuclear SEI experience was assigned according to nuclear SEI criteria.  

6. Command experience was awarded if the officer had an AFSC C-prefix, 

an AFSC of 91W0 (Wing Commander), 91C0 (Commander),10C0 

(Operations Commander), 80C0 (USAFA Cadet Squadron Commander) 

or the officer occupied a command position.  

7. AFSC-specific SEI experience was assigned according to the criteria for 

the SEIs related to each career field.  

Within each of these broad experience categories, officers acquired experience according 

to several criteria depending on the type of experience.  For example, an officer was 

awarded the functional experience “Standardization and Evaluation” if the officer’s prior 

duty assignments met any of the following criteria: 

 Duty functional account codes (FACs)226 associated with aircrew and general 

standardization and evaluation experience 

 Duty title text includes “Standardization and Evaluation”  

 Duty job within a job-group labeled as standardization and evaluation. 

Other types of experience such as Nuclear SEI experience had explicit requirements as 

defined by the USAF and therefore were not as strongly linked to the job occupied.  

Algorithms tracked an officer’s accumulated education, training, and experience over the 

course of the officer’s career and consequently awarded such competencies once the 

officer met the explicit requirements.  

4.1.4 Illustration of Officer Competency Career History 

 Table 4.4 illustrates the result of this process for an 11B officer.  The left-hand 

side of the table shows the characteristics of the job the officer held in each fiscal year 

and the corresponding translated competencies the officer acquired are shown on the 

right-hand side of the table by category.  The officer’s record shows the officer 

commissioned in FY1990 and attended UPT at Vance AFB, Oklahoma, from FY1990 to 

                                                 
226 FACs identify skills and knowledge an officer should acquire after serving in a job.   
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FY1991.  After graduating from UPT, the 11B officer became a B-1 pilot and occupied 

various B-1 pilot and staff jobs before occupying several B-2 staff jobs at Whiteman 

AFB, Missouri, starting in FY1999.  After attending the Army’s Command and General 

Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and completing a follow-on PME assignment 

at the School of Advanced Air and Space Studies (SAASS) at Maxwell AFB, Alabama, 

the officer occupied two squadron leadership positions: 1. Squadron director of 

operations and 2. Squadron commander in a B-2 squadron at Whiteman AFB.   

 This officer’s career history displays the effects of the organizational realignment 

of the USAF nuclear mission on bomber units.  Following the end of the Cold War, the 

USAF reorganized its MAJCOMs and consequently dissolved Strategic Air Command 

(SAC) as the operational establishment in charge of the USAF’s strategic bombers and 

ICBM nuclear arsenal.  The strategic bombers and nuclear arsenal were reassigned to the 

newly established ACC and remained there until the USAF again realigned the nuclear 

deterrence mission underneath AFGSC in 2009.227  Although initially designed as a long-

range strategic bomber, the B-1 transitioned to the conventional bombing mission as part 

of the major USAF realignment in 1992.228  The B-1 last operated on nuclear alert in 

1997229 and was soon used in conventional combat to support Operational Allied Force in 

1999 in Kosovo.230  The example officer’s career history shows the officer acquiring 

nuclear experience when piloting the B-1 prior to and during this realignment period and 

occupying B-1 staff jobs during the transition period.   

4.1.5 Limitations of this Approach 

 The officer career histories used in this analysis are limited in several notable 

aspects despite the care taken to identify the appropriate officer competency profiles.  

First, the AFPC data only identifies the jobs held by officers at the end of each fiscal 

year.  Hence, an officer occupying two or more jobs in one fiscal year would only be 

credited with the experience of the job the officer held at the end of the fiscal year. 

                                                 
227 The USAF officially activated AFGSC on Aug. 7, 2009, and AFGSC officially assumed responsibility 
of the ICBM and nuclear-capable bomber force (B-52s and B-2s) as of Feb. 2010. See Lyle (2009).  
228 SAC was specifically dissolved as of June 1, 1992 and the nuclear deterrence mission was transferred to 
and currently resides with USSTRATCOM.  
229 This analysis assumes all officers occupying B-1 jobs in and prior to 1997 acquired nuclear experience.  
230 Sanford and Lesser, 2010.  
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Table 4.4  
An Officer's Career History: Example of the Types of Experiences Acquired by an 11BX lieutenant colonel 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
NOTE: This table is figurative and only shows a subset of the competencies used in this analysis 
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Although problematic for tracking officer experience via jobs, the yearly job data is likely 

not a major limitation as officers typically hold jobs for a year or more.  Furthermore, the 

experience gained in a job held for less than a year is unlikely to be as valuable as the 

experience gained over a longer period.  

 Second, an officer may not acquire the pertinent competencies from each 

respective job regardless of whether the officer attains sufficient job performance.  As 

discussed in Chapter 2, officers may not acquire necessary competencies for a variety of 

reasons to include the officer’s underlying ability, whether a knowledgeable supervisor 

adequately mentors the officer,231 and most importantly, whether the officer actually 

employs and practices the necessary skills within the job.  By assuming an officer 

acquires all the necessary competencies from a job, any resulting competency gaps 

indicate the problem at a minimum with the possibility that competency gaps are much 

worse if any of the above factors are prevalent within the workforce. 

 Third, the many organizational and coding changes since 1975 create a more 

important limitation.  Considerable time was spent reconstructing the organizational 

history of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC units to properly link current competencies to historical 

units, but this research cannot assume all relevant units and jobs were perfectly identified.  

Officer records in the analysis with such jobs could therefore not gain the experience that 

is otherwise due and vice versa. For example, the large-scale USAF organizational 

change in 1992 ultimately assigned nuclear operations to USSTRATCOM, but linking 

jobs to relevant nuclear-experience during this period proved difficult.  Some judgment 

was ultimately used to associate specific nuclear experience with certain nuclear-related 

jobs.  

 A fourth limitation, albeit inherent to all data analysis, was the accuracy of the 

historical officer records.  Some officer records contained erroneous data throughout the 

longitudinal data and some officers were not consistently tracked throughout their 

careers.  These officers appeared to separate from USAF service only to reappear in later 

officer grades.  For example, an officer accessing in 1984 appeared to leave the USAF in 
                                                 
231 An officer could easily lack a sufficient mentor to oversee the officer’s respective job performance if the 
mentor is from a non-nuclear career field or the mentor failed to acquire the pertinent competencies during 
his/her career.  Hence, the supervisor will not be able to sufficiently mentor or coach the younger officer in 
an effective way and could perhaps teach the junior officer the wrong skills due to the mentor’s lack of 
sufficient competencies.   
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1998 and then resurfaced in 2005.  Such officer records were consequently not utilized 

for the analysis.232  This limitation can be remedied by more accurately recording the data 

relevant to jobs that officers hold in the future. 

 Lastly, the fifth limitation to this approach is that the analysis does not address 

whether officers sufficiently perform their jobs.  Using the overall match between the 

officer’s acquired competencies and the job’s demanded competencies as a surrogate for 

job performance as shown in Chapter 5, this analysis shows how prepared officers are for 

their jobs but cannot make any quantitative claims regarding their resulting job 

performance because job performance data was unavailable.  Officers who possess the 

competencies required for a job should be expected to adequately perform the respective 

job, but the relationship between competencies and job performance is not explored nor 

assumed to be understood within this analysis.  The Nuclear Enterprise should ultimately 

prioritize job performance that better reflects the health of its nuclear operations.  Given 

the lack of available job performance data within the officer records, this analysis 

consequently assesses whether the Nuclear Enterprise can adequately prepare its officers 

for nuclear jobs given its stated officer development policies.     

4.2  OFFICERS’ BACKGROUNDS: ACRUED COMPETENCIES 

 Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 show the proportion of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers 

with each of the specified competencies by grade.  Not surprisingly, the proportion of 

11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers accumulating each of the specified competencies typically 

grows as the officers progress from officer grade O-1 to O-6.  This pattern holds for 

nearly all competencies within each category, but some exceptions do exist.  11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC officers in grade O-6 accumulated fewer experiences in some AFSC prefix, 

command, nuclear SEI, and functional competencies as compared to officers in grades O-

4 and O-5 respectively.  The trend of officers acquiring specific undergraduate education 

backgrounds also appears somewhat inconsistent for officers in all three career fields.  As 

explained in further detail later in this chapter, differences exist between officer cohorts 

when acquiring these competencies.   

                                                 
232 These erroneous records constituted less than 5% of the total number of longitudinal records for officers 
on AD in FY2009.  Given the small proportion, removing these faulty officer records will not likely affect 
the overall results.  
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Table 4.5  
11B Officers with Specified Competencies, by Grade (percent) 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
NOTE: A dash indicates no officer within the specified grade acquired the specific background.  All data as 
of FY2009.  
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Table 4.6  
12B Officers with Specified Competencies, by Grade (percent) 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
NOTE: A dash indicates no officer within the specified grade acquired the specific background.  All data as 
of FY2009.  
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Table 4.7  
13SXC Officer with Specified Competencies, by Grade (percent) 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
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Table 4.7 - continued 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
NOTE: A dash indicates no officer within the specified grade acquired the specific background.  All data as 
of FY2009.  

Several competencies were acquired by more than half of the 11B, 12B, and 

13SXC officers in relatively lower officer grades.  For example, approximately 61 

percent of 11B officers in grade O-4 acquired the instructor AFSC prefix as of FY2009.  

Whereas the majority of O-4 11B officers acquired an additional AFSC prefix, the 

majority of O-4 officers in all three career fields acquired AETC organizational 

experience, several nuclear SEI and command competencies, and Squadron Officer 

School (SOS) PME.  By grade O-5, more than half of 12B and 13SXC officers acquired 

higher-echelon organizational experience such as USSTRATCOM or SAC alongside 

plans and standardization and evaluation experience (11B and 12B officers), joint 

experience (12B officers only), and MAJCOM and additional nuclear SEI experience 

(13SXC officers only).  By grade O-6, at least 81 percent of officers across all three 

career fields had command experience below the group level.  The officers without 

command experience in operational squadrons, support squadrons, or detachments 

occupied various staff positions in higher-echelon organizations such as USAF 

Headquarters (HAF), OSD, the Officer of the Secretary of the Air Force, various 

MAJCOMs, COCOMs (e.g., ACC, USSTRATCOM),  DoD Agencies (e.g., DTRA), or 

USAF centers (e.g., AFOTEC).  Most of the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers with below-

group level command experience served as non-nuclear squadron commanders during 

grades O-5 or O-6.  Note that a higher proportion of 11B officers acquired nuclear 

squadron commander experience compared to 12B and 13SXC officers.  This pattern and 

other relevant command patterns will be addressed later in this chapter. 

While many competencies are acquired in specific officer grades, some 

competencies are fundamental to the career field.  For example, approximately 96 percent 
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of O-2 13SXC officers acquired combat-crew experience and at least 90 percent of 

13SXC officers in all other grades accumulated combat-crew experience.  Likewise, 

nearly all 11B and 12B officers accumulated weapons and tactics functional experience.  

Given the mission and corresponding operations that officers in these career fields 

respectively work towards, these competencies appear to be critical for all other career 

field jobs.  Officers acquire these competencies in initial jobs and are thereby retained for 

officers to either use or supplement other competencies to effectively perform other, 

higher-level jobs.  Similar competency patterns exist in other grades across the three 

career fields and will be addressed later in this chapter.  As the proportion of officers 

acquiring competencies typically increases by grade, the total number of competencies 

acquired by officers also increases from grades O-1 through O-6.  Out of more than 80 

and 90 competencies available for 11B/12B and 13SXC officers respectively, officers in 

each career field typically acquire the same overall number of competencies as they 

progress through each grade.  11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers currently in grade O-2 

acquire approximately 10 different competencies on average and officers steadily 

increase their competency total to approximately 35 on average when in grade O-6.  As 

shown in Figure 4.2, officers acquire competencies from different categories at distinct 

rates: 
Figure 4.2  
Increase In Competencies Across Officer Grades, by Functional Area, Grade, and 
Competency Category 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
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Figure 4.2 shows the average number of competencies acquired by 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

officers in officer grades O-2 through O-6 by competency category.  Whereas 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC officers acquire most of their operational experience in grades O-2 and O-3, 

these officers acquire substantially more competencies in the other six categories as these 

officers advance through grades O-2 to O-6.  The increase in acquired competencies may 

be due to officers frequently changing jobs as approximately 20 percent of 11B, 12B, and 

13SXC officers held the same job in both FY2008 and FY2009.233  New jobs provide 

additional opportunities for officers to acquire new competencies and although officers in 

grade O-6 most often occupy the same job in subsequent years,234 the pattern in Figure 

4.2 indicates that officers can and do acquire new competencies across all officer grades.  

As indicated by officers acquiring operational experience, the type of competency 

acquired is correlated to officer grades.  Not surprisingly, command competencies grow 

by the greatest percentage between grades O-5 and O-6 as officers begin to assume more 

leadership positions during these grades.   

 While officers can acquire more competencies as they progress through the 

officer grades, the distribution of the number of competencies acquired somewhat varies 

across the career fields in higher officer grades.  Whereas 60 percent of all 12B officers 

in grade O-6 in FY2009 acquired 34 or fewer competencies, 60 percent of 11B and 

13SXC officers in grade O-6 in FY2009 acquired 37 and 38 or fewer competencies 

respectively.  Although 11B and 13SXC O-6 officers acquired on average approximately 

35.5 competencies, 13SXC O-6 officers appear to experience more variation in the 

number of acquired competencies across their careers as shown in Table 4.8.  Eighty 

percent of 11B O-6 officers acquired 30 to 41 competencies, but the same proportion of 

13SXC officers acquired 28 to 45 competencies.   

                                                 
233 Assuming that the rate which current 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers switched jobs throughout their 
career is reflective of the job turnover rate in each career field, officers only occupied the same job the 
following year approximately 16 percent of the time.  Note that frequently changing jobs may induce 
problems where an officer’s record shows multiple, interrupted experiences that, when combined, do not 
create a cohesive learning outcome.  Alternately, rapidly rotating officers among jobs may allow officers to 
never account for nor learn from mistakes.    
234 Approximately 35 to 40 percent of officers in all three career fields in grade O-6 occupied the same job 
in FY2008 and FY2009.  The reduced job turnover rate may be due to either a reduced number of jobs 
available in higher officer grades or officer career progression patterns. 
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Table 4.8  
Distribution of the Number of Acquired Competencies for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC Officers 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

4.2.1 Undergraduate Education 

 While not linked to specific jobs, the AFOCD specifically records the 

undergraduate degrees desirable for each AFSC.  Currently, a bachelor’s degree of any 

kind is the only undergraduate education required to enter the 11B, 12B, or 13S career 

fields as the desired undergraduate education is not mandatory and does not guarantee 

exceptional performance.  Both the 11B and 12B career fields ask for officers with 

undergraduate degrees specializing in physical sciences,235 mathematics, administration, 

or management.236  Figure 4.3 indicates that most of the FY2009 11B officer force 

possesses these undergraduate degrees:  
Figure 4.3  
Percentage of 11B Officers by Type of Desired Undergraduate Education, FY2009 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

                                                 
235 Chemistry, physics, astronomy, earth sciences (e.g., geology), or environmental science.  
236 AFOCD, 2010, p. 24. 
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Figure 4.3 shows the percentage of 11B officers in each officer grade with the desired 

undergraduate background for the respective career field.  More than half of all AD 11B 

officers possess the desired undergraduate education noted in the AFOCD.  Engineering 

is the most common undergraduate degree as approximately two in five 11B officers held 

an engineering degree in FY2009.  Roughly 1 in 9 officers possesses a management 

degree and about 1 in 14 obtained a degree in physical sciences.  The 11B career field 

appears to attract officers with other technical degrees as nearly one in seven 11B officers 

holds a technical degree other than those listed above.  

 Contrary to the 11B career field, a significantly smaller proportion of 12B officers 

in all grades had the desired academic backgrounds in FY2009 as shown in Figure 4.4. 
Figure 4.4  
Percentage of 12B Officers by Type of Desired Undergraduate Education, FY2009 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

Whereas the proportion of management and physical science academic backgrounds were 

fairly similar to the proportion of 11B officers with those degrees, considerably fewer 

12B officers in grades O-2 and O-3 have the desired technical academic background.  

Only 36 and 27 percent of O-2 and O-3 12B officers respectively have a technical 

academic background compared to 60 and 48 percent of O-2 and O-3 11B officers.  The 

lower share of 12B officers with technical education suggests that either the retention rate 

for those officers in those grades is lower or smaller portions of officers with technical 

degrees access into the 12B community.  A common perception is that attractive 

employment opportunities in the private business sector for officers with technical 

degrees may entice these officers to separate from the USAF and thereby explain the 
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decrease in the share of 12B company grade officers with technical backgrounds.  While 

some 12B officers may have separated for these employment opportunities, the notably 

lower share of officers with a technical background in grade O-6 can likely be attributed 

to USAF personnel drawdowns in the early 1990s.237  Many 12B officers from the officer 

cohorts that currently constitute FY2009 colonels reached the end of their first service 

commitment and at least a quarter of 12B officers with a technical education in the 1985, 

1986, and 1987 accession cohorts separated from the USAF during this drawdown 

period.  FY2009’s cohorts therefore contain a much smaller share of 12B officers with 

technical education.238  Given comparatively steady retention rates from FY1994 through 

FY2009, the small share of officers from these cohorts with a technical background 

occupied jobs in both the O-5 and O-6 officer grades in FY2009 and thereby left 12B 

colonels with a small share of technical academic education.    

 The seemingly low proportion of technical academic backgrounds in grade O-3 in 

FY2009 appears to be due to greater variation within the types of academic backgrounds 

officers possess within this grade.  Whereas approximately 10 to 15 unique academic 

backgrounds exist in other 12B grades, the FY2009 12B Captains held 31 unique 

academic backgrounds.  Greater academic education diversity may prove to be beneficial 

for the 12B career field, but 12B officers with technical backgrounds will further 

decrease as these cohorts progress through subsequent officer grades even with average 

retention and promotion rates.  The 12B career field should therefore expect much fewer 

of its colonels and lieutenant colonels in 10 to 15 years to possess a technical 

                                                 
237 The DoD began drawing down the size of the US military active force from approximately 2.2 million 
in FY1987 to 1.6 million by FY1997 with nearly three-fourths of the drawdown to be completed by 
FY1993.  The DoD reduced the number of entrants into the armed forces but also offered a financial 
incentive for mid-career officers to separate from their respective service.  See Chapter Two of Asch and 
Warner (2001) for more information regarding the Voluntary Separation Incentive and Special Separation 
Benefit program. 
238 See Appendix I for more detailed analysis showing the survival trends for officers in these cohorts 
remaining in the USAF. Note that all the 11B FY2009 cohorts initially accessed similar proportions of 
officers with technical backgrounds and those proportions have not substantially decreased over time.  This 
may suggest that 11B officers prefer the viable career opportunities within their career field when 
compared to civilian jobs.  Conversely, this may not be the case as the number of available civilian airline 
jobs dramatically decreased in the years following Sept. 11, 2001.  Hence, the average 11B officer may 
prefer to leave the USAF but cannot financially justify leaving the security of a military job to compete for 
few civilian pilot jobs.  These explanations are merely speculation and further research should examine this 
possibility.  See Maue (2007) for further discussion and research.  Regardless of an average 11B officer’s 
decision to remain or separate, the 11B career field has not witnessed the substantial loss of senior officers 
with technical backgrounds like the 12B career field.  
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background.  Although these officer cohorts’ future job performance may not be affected, 

their lack of a technical education could further stress these non-technical officers when 

placed in technical-related jobs and consequently make sufficient job performance much 

more difficult to attain.  

 The academic backgrounds239 of current 13SXC officers reflect the opposite trend 

of 12B officers.  As shown in Figure 4.5, at least 80 percent of the 13SXC field grade 

officers possess one of the several preferred academic backgrounds, but a little more than 

70 percent of 13SXC lieutenants hold preferable academic degrees.240   
Figure 4.5  
Percentage of 13SXC Officers by Type of Undergrad Education, FY2009 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

The 13SXC career field has simply not accessed similar numbers of officers with a 

management or mathematics education, but instead accessed a greater share of officers 

with a liberal arts education.  For example, approximately 1 in 10 lieutenants acquired 

political science degrees and 1 in 15 have history academic backgrounds.  Although the 

most of academic backgrounds of 13SXC field grade officers match the AFOCD 

                                                 
239 The AFOCD recommends a greater number of academic degrees for the 13SXC career field when 
compared to the 11B and 12B career fields.  These academic backgrounds include management, business 
administration, economics, mathematics, science (any), engineering, computer science, space operations, or 
liberal arts.  See AFOCD, 2010, p. 59.  
240 The seemingly increasing trend of the total percentage of officers with preferred academic backgrounds 
in grades O-1 to O-6 in Figure 4.5 only reflects a greater percentage of the more junior cohorts acquiring 
non-preferred academic degrees compared to the senior cohorts.  But, the overall proportion of officers 
with preferred academic backgrounds remains relatively high when compared to the 11B and 12B career 
fields.  Note that it is unknown what proportion of officers with preferred academic backgrounds is 
sufficient to maintain effective nuclear operations.  
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preferred education, the 13SXC career should expect the match to decrease over time as 

company grade officers progress through subsequent officer grades and current field 

grade officers separate from the USAF or leave the 13SXC career field.  

4.2.2 Operational Experience 

 Today’s senior 11B and 12B officers (grades O-5 and O-6) are much more likely 

than today’s midcareer and younger 11B and 12B officers to gain operational experience 

outside of the typical B-52 and B-2 operational experience.  As shown in Figures 4.6 and 

4.7, senior 11B and 12B officers acquired more operational experience with different 

Major Weapon Systems (MWSs) as compared to their junior counterparts: 
Figure 4.6  
Distribution of 11B Operational Experience, by Type and Grade in FY2009 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

 
Figure 4.7  
Distribution of 12B Officer Operational Experience, by Type and Grade in FY2009 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
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Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the distribution of operational experience acquired by 11B and 

12B officers at the time of promotion to the officer’s FY2009 current grade.  For 

example, approximately one in four 11B FY2009 lieutenant colonels experienced at least 

one duty tour in both nuclear bomber operations (i.e., B-52 or B-2) and non-bomber pilot 

operations (e.g., a fighter unit).   

 As discussed previously, the B-1 conducted nuclear operations through 1997 and 

thereby provided valuable nuclear experience for many of the 11B and 12B senior 

officers.  When compared to their junior counterparts, the 11B and 12B senior officers 

acquired more operational experience with the B-1 as officers occupied bomber jobs for 

the B-1, B-2, or B-52 due to similar mission requirements.  Given that the B-52 and B-2 

are dedicated to today’s strategic bombing mission, 11B and 12B junior officers are more 

likely to gain more B-2 and/or B-52 operational experience as they progress through 

subsequent officer grades compared to their senior counterparts.  These career fields 

should not therefore expect a large portion of future 11B and 12B senior officers to have 

B-1 experience like FY2009’s 11B and 12B senior officers. 

 11B officers appear to gain at least one duty tour of non-bomber operational 

experience as the officers progress through the officer grades.  For example, one in five 

of FY2009’s 11B majors occupied at least one non-bomber pilot job by their respective 

time of promotion to major.  This does not indicate that these bomber pilots acquire 

piloting experience with another MWS, but more likely occupy staff jobs outside bomber 

organizations during alpha tours.241  Although a smaller portion of 12B officers appear to 

leave for these outside staff jobs, 11B and 12B officers will likely serve in these alfa 

tours as senior-level captains.   

 A similar pattern emerges at later grades for non-bomber pilots and navigators.  A 

small percentage of pilots and navigators primarily assigned to another MWS occupy 

various staff jobs within B-52 and B-2 organizations as shown by the small portion of 

officers with only pilot and navigator experience as shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.  These 

officers are completing alfa tours for their respective career field and therefore occupy a 

DAFSC related to the 11B and 12B career field as discussed in section 4.1.2. 

                                                 
241 11B and 12B officers complete “alfa” tours in various organizations to fill staff jobs after being assigned 
several flying duty tours. See the Air Force Officer Career Path Guide (AFOCPG), p. 8 & 32.  
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 Operational experience gained by 13SXC officers reflects the growing number 

and complexity of USAF space systems.  During the 1970s and early 1980s, new 13S 

officers had little opportunity to gain operational space experience.  After the USAF 

space systems expanded rapidly in the late 1980s, however, 13S officers were thereby 

provided considerable more opportunities to acquire operational experience in space 

missions.242  13SXC colonels who joined the USAF prior to about 1985 are therefore 

much less likely to gain additional space operational experience as compared to younger 

officers.  This pattern is shown in Figure 4.8. 
Figure 4.8  
Distribution of 13SXC by Operational Experience, by Type and Grade in FY2009 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

Similar to Figures 4.6 and 4.7, Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of acquired operational 

experience for 13SXC officers by the time of promotion to their FY2009 grade.  Only 42 

percent of these senior 13SXC officers gained both missile and space systems by time of 

promotion to colonel whereas more than 55 percent of officers in grades O-4 and O-5 

gained both space and missile operational experience.  Officers currently in grade O-3 

acquired missile experience to become proficient at their primary jobs up to time of 

promotion to grade O-3.  These officers are now occupying various staff jobs, but a 

smaller proportion should acquire both missile and space operational experience.  Prior to 

2008, all 13SXC officers left the 13SXC career field to gain space-related experience 

after serving in the 13SXC fundamental jobs, but a small proportion will be retained to 

develop additional experience depth in the 13SXC career field.  Assuming the policy 

                                                 
242 Vernez et al., 2006, p. 42.  
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remains across several future 13SXC officer cohorts, a higher proportion of the future, 

senior-level 13SXC officers might only have missile experience.  While this policy might 

develop a set of highly experienced nuclear cadre in the 13SXC career field for achieve 

several Nuclear Enterprise goals, the loss of a broadening tour to gain space-related 

experience may ultimately affect retention, promotion, and even morale.  Whereas 11B 

and 12B officers gain a broadening tour via alpha tours, Nuclear Enterprise policymakers 

must assess whether additional tours in nuclear jobs potentially increases a nuclear-

oriented officer’s job performance enough to offset the costs associated with losing 

broadening experience.     

4.2.3 Nuclear SEIs 

 Nuclear SEIs exist to sufficiently track and monitor the nuclear workforce’s 

expertise, but two nuclear SEIs, WG and WH (i.e., Nuclear Mission Operations Levels I 

and II), that apply to all three career fields243 are not accurate measures of an officer’s 

nuclear mission operations experience.244  An officer acquires these SEIs when certain 

PRP and NEI codes apply alongside serving a minimum amount of time in units 

primarily performing or supporting nuclear operations.245  Specifically, 11B, 12B, and 

13SXC officers must have either code D (i.e., certified control job) or J (i.e., certified 

PRP transfer to a non-PRP job).246  Because 11B, 12B, and 13SXC primarily occupy the 

critical PRP jobs, the D PRP code is not often relevant.  But, the J indicates a previously 

PRP certified officer has been decertified.247  Although officers may be actively acquiring 

nuclear mission operations experience, Figure 4.9 shows how some officers will not 

acquire the WG or WH nuclear SEI until those officers are decertified from a certified 

PRP status.   

                                                 
243 These SEIs are authorized for any AFSC.  
244 This presumption assumes these SEIs’ purpose is actively to monitor nuclear experience and categorize 
officers based on their levels of expertise.  
245 Level I requires at least 12 months and Level II requires at least 5 years.  Both requirements are the 
minimum standard.  See Appendix E for the complete requirements. 
246 See Table 2, p. 63, in DAF, 2006.  
247 The PRP status code J does not indicate the officer has been permanently decertified from critical or 
controlled PRP status, but instead indicates an officer who was previously certified critical or control is 
decertified in the current job.  
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Figure 4.9  
Incorrect Nuclear Operations SEI Criteria Example 
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1996 O-1  62E1A  62E1A COMBAT EFFECT ANAL 0000 NAI CE
1997 O-1  62E1A  62E1A COMBAT EFFECT ANAL 0000 NAI CE
1998 O-2  92T0  92T0 ST CRS P-V4A-A CL99-11 0008 FTA SQ
1999 O-2  92T0  92T0 ST P-V4A-A CL99-11 0032 FTA SQ B
2000 O-3  11B2C  11B2C B52-H PILOT 0023 BMB SQ A 1
2001 O-3  11B2C  11B2C STAN/EVAL PILOT, B-52H 0023 BMB SQ A 2
2002 O-3 T 11B3N  11B3C STAN/EVAL, PILOT, B-52H 0394 CTT SQ 3
2003 O-3 T 11B3N  11B3C B-2 IQT STUDENT 0394 CTT SQ J 4
2004 O-3  11B3B T 11B3N CHF, SHORT RANGE SCHED B-2/T-38 0393 BMB SQ A 5
2005 O-3 K 11B3B T 11B3N FLT CC/B-2 IP/T-38 PILOT 0393 BMB SQ A 6
2006 O-4 K 11B3B T 11B3N ADO 0393 BMB SQ A 7
2007 O-4 K 11B3B T 11B3N ADO 0509 OPS GP A 8
2008 O-4  11B4Y T 11B3N CHF WG STAND EVAL/B2 EP/T38 PLT 0000 CMB CM 8 X
2009 O-4  11B4Y T 11B3Z CH, B-2 WEAPONS SYS TEAM 0000 CMB CM 8 X  

NOTE: Acq. SEI WH indicates whether the officer acquired SEI WH and Req. Nuc Ops Lvl 2 SEI indicates 
the job which required SEI WH. 

The officer record shown in Figure 4.9 shows a B-2 pilot occupying nuclear operational 

jobs from FY2000 through FY2009 without leaving the AFGSC hierarchy.248  Although 

the officer should have acquired SEI WH in 2004 when reaching five years of nuclear 

operations experience, the officer’s PRP code was A, indicating the officer was on critical 

PRP status.  Clearly, the officer possesses sufficient nuclear operations experience to 

acquire SEI WH, but because of the incorrect PRP code criteria, the officer appears to 

lack the SEI when required for two nuclear-oriented staff jobs in ACC in FY2008 and 

FY2009.  Similar issues occur for SEI WG and Table 4.9 indicates the current PRP 

definitions significantly underestimate the true nuclear SEI experience within the 

workforce. 
Table 4.9  
Underestimating Nuclear Operations SEIs in Workforce in FY2009 

Career Fields WG (Level 1) WG (Level 2)
11B 59 (100) 15 (68)
12B 52 (100) 22 (79)
13SXC 351 (98) 19 (26)

Nuclear SEI

 
NOTE: The values indicate the number of officers that would acquire the SEI if the PRP 
code criteria were to change to include A and thereby match the SEI requirement for a 
FY2009 job.  The format in Table 4.9 shows the total number of officers (Percentage of 
officers without the respective Nuclear Operations SEI when required for a job). 

                                                 
248 The officer did not leave the prior nuclear operations organizational structure as reflected by the current 
AFGSC organizational structure.  
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Nearly every officer requiring the level 1 SEI did not previously acquire the SEI 

according to the current criteria249 whereas more than 2 in 3 rated officers lacked the 

level 2 SEI.  The nuclear operations SEIs are particularly important to the nuclear-

oriented rated officer communities because rated officers are only eligible for three 

nuclear SEIs to include these two nuclear operations SEIs.  Most importantly, the 

majority of rated officers appear to lack the SEIs due to the current criteria as of FY2009.  

If Nuclear Enterprise policymakers do not revise the current criteria, both the rated and 

missile combat crew officer workforce will continue to appear as though they lack 

nuclear operations experience.  Hence, the career field “health” variables such as the 

average competency match will be skewed.  

4.2.4 Depth of Operational Experience 

 Although depth in operational and tactical experience is regarded as important for 

effective job performance and officer career development, the USAF has not specified 

the recommended length of operational or nuclear experience in various career fields.  

Across the three career fields, the amount of operational experience gained by officers 

varies by mission area.  Officers from all three career fields gain a significant amount of 

nuclear operational experience which is supplemented by operational experience from 

career field-specific mission areas, but 11B officers typically acquire more nuclear 

experience when reaching senior officer grades (O-5 and O-6).  The comparatively higher 

amount of nuclear operational experience can be attributed to the 144 months of flying 

duty 11B officers typically complete before occupying higher-echelon staff jobs.250  This 

pattern is shown in Figures 4.10 through 4.12.  Figure 4.10 shows the percentage of 11B 

officers with operational experience in the respective mission area, the average number of 

years of operational experience acquired, and the distribution of operational experience 

by officer grade.251  While nearly all 11B officers (97 percent) acquired nuclear 

experience by time of promotion to officer grade O-4, most 11B officers appear to 

                                                 
249 Nuclear-related officers in these career fields often enter the fundamental, operational jobs and remain 
several years before leaving to acquire depth.  Hence, a high misclassification for the level 1 SEI is 
expected.  To see each career field job pyramid and the general flow patterns for each career field, see 
Figures J.17, J.18, and J.19 in  J.   
250 AFOCPG, p. 8.  
251 The data are calculated as of time of promotion to next grade.  
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Figure 4.10  
Percentage of 11B Officers with Specified Length of Experience, by Type and Grade 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

acquire that nuclear experience via B-52 operational experience.  Whereas only a third of 

11B officers spent 2.9 years on average with B-2 units by time of promotion to major, 78 

percent of 11B officers acquired 4.5 years on average with B-52 units.  This is likely due 

to the disparity in the number of aircraft available for training and consequential crew 

ratios for these units.252   

 12B officers acquire nuclear experience mostly from B-52 units as well, but more 

12B officers acquired nuclear experience in earlier grades compared to 11B officers.  

Nearly 90 percent of 12B officers had 2.3 years of nuclear experience on average by time 

of promotion to grade O-3 compared to only 68 percent of 11B officers with 1.8 years of 

experience on average.  This may indicate that junior 12B officer cohorts completed UNT 

and accessed into the 12B career field earlier than when their corresponding 11B cohorts 

completed UPT and accessed into the 11B career field.  12B officers still acquire B-1 

experience via staff, navigator, or EWO jobs and a small portion of future 12B cohorts 

will likely acquire some B-1 experience.  For example, Figure 4.11 shows that 

approximately 1 in 4 12B officers currently in grade O-4 acquired 4.3 years of B-1 

experience on average by time of promotion to grade O-4.  These officer cohorts likely 

served in B-1 jobs when the B-1 conducted only conventional operations due to their 

accession years and 12B career path progressions.  Hence, some cross-flow will exist 

                                                 
252 As of FY2010, the USAF’s active duty bomber inventory for the nuclear deterrence mission consists of 
85 B-52s and 20 B-2s.  
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between the B-1 and B-52 units for 12B officers despite those units being dedicated to 

different missions.  
Figure 4.11  
Percentage of 12B Officers with Specified Length of Experience, by Type and Grade 

SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

 Similar to 12B officers, 13SXC officers quickly acquire nuclear experience in 

early grades, but 13SXC officers do not acquire as much operational experience when 

compared to 11B officers as shown in Figure 4.12.   
Figure 4.12  
Percentage of 13SXC Officers with Specified Length of Experience, by Type and Grade 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

Eighty-six percent of FY2009 13SXC captains acquired 3.3 years of nuclear operational 

experience on average by time of promotion to captain.  The comparatively higher 

number of nuclear operational experience acquired by 13SXC officers is likely due to 

shorter training times required for officers to access into the 13SXC career field.253  

13SXC officers acquire most of their nuclear operational experience from missile 

operations but senior 13SXC officers (grades O-5 and O-6) acquire more nuclear 

                                                 
253 UPT and UNT typically require 55 weeks of training and are typically followed with supplemental 
training programs.  Undergraduate Space and Missile Training (USMT) typically lasts 26 weeks.  

SOSSOSOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOURURUUUUUUURURURURUUUURURRRRRRRRRRUUUURRCCECECCCCCCCCCECCCCEEEEEEEEECCCEEEE: AFAAAAFAAAAAAAAAAAFAAAAAAAA PCCCCPCCCCCPCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhisisistototot ririricacacal l l offfofffoffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffififfffifffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff cececer r r pepepersrsrssonononnenenenennneneneneeneneneenneneneeneeenenneenennnnneeeeeeeeeennnneeeennnneeeeeenneneeeneennnnnennn l l l dadaaaaaaaaaaaadaaaaaaaatatatatatatatata......
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operational experience from subsequent staff jobs in more senior officer grades.  This 

trend is evident for all three career fields.   

4.2.5 Command Experience 

 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers acquire nuclear leadership and administration 

experience from both staff and command positions, but a larger share of 11B officer 

occupy command positions compared to 12B and 13SXC officers.  As shown in Figure 

4.13, approximately three in five FY2009 11B lieutenant colonels occupied at least one 

command position in their career history.254  Nearly 90 percent of these lieutenant 

colonels gained nuclear command experience via a flight commander job with little over 

seven percent occupying a squadron commander billet as their first respective nuclear 

command job.  Conversely, nearly one in three 11B colonels acquired their first nuclear 

command experience via squadron commander jobs.  Assuming that 11B officers in 

grades O-2 through O-4 follow a command experience pattern resembling FY2009 O-5 

officers, the 11B career field should anticipate that most of its future officer force will 

acquire some nuclear command experience prior to occupying key command billets such 

as a squadron commander job.  
Figure 4.13  
Senior 11B Officers' Nuclear Experience in Staff or Command Jobs, FY2009 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

 12B officers also resemble this pattern, but far fewer senior 12B officers acquired 

nuclear command experience.  As shown in Figure 4.14, only 17 percent of FY2009 12B 

colonels had at least one duty assignment in a nuclear command billet whereas a little 

over 23 percent of FY2009 12B lieutenant colonels previously acquired nuclear 

command experience.  Nearly all 12B lieutenant colonels gained nuclear command 

                                                 
254 This analysis considered command positions as those responsible for the overall unit direction, planning 
staff supervision, or management of a squadron level or above in the fulfillment of prescribed missions.  
Note that most of the leadership positions were actual commander jobs but the category does include other 
command-related jobs such as Director of Staff or Chief of a Commander’s Action Group alongside several 
below-squadron level leadership jobs such as flight commander, ICBM combat crew commander, or 
aircraft commander.   
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experience via B-52 flight commander jobs and half of the FY2009 12B colonels first 

acquired nuclear command experience in squadron commander jobs.   
Figure 4.14  
Senior 12B Officers' Nuclear Experience in Staff or Command Jobs, FY2009 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

Again assuming that subsequent 12B cohorts progress through the 12B career field in 

manners resembling current 12B lieutenant colonels, future senior 12B officer cohorts 

appear more likely to possess nuclear command experience prior to occupying a key 

nuclear command job such as squadron commander.  Unfortunately, 12B officers do not 

appear to be as likely to occupy these nuclear squadron commander jobs as indicated by 

the comparatively smaller portion of senior 12B officers with command experience.  As 

shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, nearly one third of FY2009 11B O-6 officers occupied a 

nuclear squadron commander job whereas approximately eleven percent of 12B O-6 

officers occupied similar jobs.  One possible reason for this discrepancy is that 11B 

officers may have more opportunities to compete for a nuclear squadron commander job 

as they are eligible for both B-52 and B-2 units and 12B officers will likely compete only 

for B-52 squadron commander jobs.  Regardless, FY2009 senior 12B officers do not 

appear as competitive for nuclear command positions compared to 11B officers as far 

fewer senior 12B officers occupied nuclear squadron commander jobs.  

 Senior missile combat crew officers appear to acquire nuclear command 

experience in grades O-5 and O-6.  As shown in Figure 4.15, approximately one of three 

O-5 officers acquired nuclear command experience whereas more than half of 13SXC 

officers had prior nuclear command experience.  
Figure 4.15  
Senior 13SXC Officers' Nuclear Experience in Staff or Command Jobs, FY2009 

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
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This pattern can be attributed to many current O-6 officers first acquiring nuclear 

command experience via ICBM squadron commander jobs in grades O-5 and O-6 as 

nearly one in four O-6 officers did not have nuclear command experience prior to serving 

as squadron commander in a nuclear-related unit.  Most (approximately 66 percent) of the 

O-5 officers, however, acquired nuclear command experience from ICBM flight 

commander jobs, but many O-5 officers lacking nuclear command experience could 

follow the precedent set by O-6 officers and acquire nuclear command experience in 

squadron commander jobs.    

4.2.6 Distinguished Graduates as Representative of Career Field Quality 

 The USAF recognizes the top performers in certain educational programs and an 

officer’s source of commission (SOC).255  These officers achieve distinguished graduate 

(DG) status at these schools and meet highly selective criteria to distinguish themselves 

as top performers.  For example, the United States Air Force Academy (USAFA) 

recognizes a cadet as a DG if the cadet’s combined academic, military, and physical 

performance ranks within the top 10 percent of the graduating class.256  The DG award 

therefore signals superior performance at the respective program, but DG also indicates 

an officer is likely, but not guaranteed, to perform other, future jobs effectively.257  The 

proportion of DGs in each career field therefore indicates which career fields are likely to 

receive superior performance from officers.  Given the importance of nuclear deterrence, 

the USAF Nuclear Enterprise should hope to have a high proportion of DG-status 

officers, but Figure 4.16 shows that the proportion of officers with DG-status from 

commissioning sources in the 11B, 12B, and 13S functional areas decreased in recent 

years.  

                                                 
255 As of FY2010, an officer may commission through three sources: 1. USAFA, 2. the Reserve Officer 
Training Corps (ROTC), and 3. Officer Training School (OTS).  
256 This is the same requirement for ROTC and OTS commissioning classes.  
257 The relationship between DG and future job performance is not causal but DG-status does predict 
above-average future job performance.  Non-DG officers may still be superior performers and DG officers 
may display subpar performance as DG status indicates past excellence performance and is only correlated 
with future superior performance. The USAF uses this and similar performance indicators to identify the 
high-performing officers.  
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Figure 4.16  
Percent of Officers with DG Status from Source of Commissioning, FY1994-FY2009 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

Figure 4.16 shows the percentage of officers with a PAFSC in the 11B, 12B, and 13S 

functional areas that were DGs from any SOC alongside the average proportion of 

officers that were DGs from any SOC in all other functional areas.258  As of FY2009, 

nearly 1 in 7 11B officers (15 percent), 1 in 13 12B officers (6.5 percent), and 1 in 12 13S 

officers (8 percent) were DGs.  Both the 12B and 13S functional areas have a smaller 

proportion of DG-status officers compared to the average proportion for all other 

functional areas, and except for FY2002 and FY2003, both functional areas faired worse 

than the average of all other combined career fields.   

 When compared to proportion of DGs in the other functional areas, only the 11B 

functional area ranks in the top 30.  Out of the 141 functional areas in the USAF in 

FY2009, the 11B, 12B, and 13S functional areas ranked 28th, 74th, and 64th respectively.  

Although the 13S functional area ranked in the top half of all functional areas in FY2009, 

Figure 4.17 shows that the decrease in the proportion of DGs in the 13S functional area 

has dramatically decreased the 13S rank compared to other functional areas from FY1994 

through FY2009.  

                                                 
258 These percentages show the overall proportion of DGs compared to the max officer strength.  The 
percentage therefore shows the proportion of DGs for all officers serving during the respective fiscal year.  
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Figure 4.17  
11B, 12B, and 13S Functional Area Rank by Proportion of DG-Status Officers 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

Figure 4.17 shows the rank of each nuclear-related functional area compared to all USAF 

functional areas by the proportion of DG-status officers in the respective functional area 

from FY1994 through FY2009.  A lower rank indicates a higher comparative proportion 

of DGs within the career field.  The 11B functional area consistently remained in the top 

40 with an average rank of 28.8, but the trend for the 12B and 13S functional areas 

indicates that both decreased in rank compared to other functional areas.  As the past four 

years show fairly stagnant ranks for all three functional areas, these functional areas 

therefore appear likely to draw a similar proportion of DGs when compared to all other 

functional areas in the near future.   

 Although the average proportion of DGs in all other career fields typically 

decreased from FY1994 through FY2009,259 both the 12B and 13S functional areas 

unfortunately matched the decreasing trend.  Except for FY2002 and FY2003, the 13S 

functional area possessed a smaller proportion of DGs when compared to the average 

proportion of other career fields.  The 12B functional area appears to likewise suffer from 

a dearth of DGs as the proportion has remained at least two percentage points below the 

non-USAF Nuclear Enterprise proportion average during the 16-year time period.  The 

smaller proportion of DGs in these functional areas may indicate that DG-status officers 

                                                 
259 The decreasing proportion of DGs across the USAF may reflect higher attrition due to attractive civilian 
employment.  The link between a recession and increased military retention is well documented and US 
economic recession from Dec. 2007 through July 2009 may have increased retention as reflected in the 
slightly increased proportion of DGs. 
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are not as likely to select these career fields or upon entering these functional areas, DG-

status officers quickly transfer to other functional areas or leave the USAF entirely.  

Conversely, the 11B utilization field has remained well above (at least 2.5 percentage 

points) the non-USAF Nuclear Enterprise proportion average.  The difference in 

proportions may indicate that more DG-status officers select into the pilot career field.  

Over the last 16 years, the pilot functional area averaged a proportion of nearly 15 

percent DG-status whereas the rest of the functional areas averaged a proportion of only 

9.1 percent.260  The difference in proportion may only reflect that the pilot career field 

inherently has more DG-status officers due to its more stringent and selective criteria for 

accessions.  The pool of officers meeting these criteria may contain a higher initial 

portion of DG-status officers when compared to the pool of officers accessing into other 

career fields. 

 The pilot career field may inherently draw more officers with DG-status, but B-2 

pilots are the only nuclear-related career field to have a higher proportion of DG-status 

officers compared to other bomber pilot career fields.  As shown in Figure 4.18, the other 

career fields examined in this research do not possess a high proportion of DGs when 

compared to the average proportion of all other career fields within the respective 

functional area.  Figure 4.18 shows the proportion of DG-status officers by suffix for the 

11B, 12B, and 13S functional areas.  As of FY2009, nearly 1 in 4 B-2 pilots were DGs 

from their SOC whereas approximately 1 in 9 B-52 pilots achieved DG-status.  Although 

the proportion of DG-status B-52 pilots is nearly equal to the average DG proportion of 

non-B-52 and B-2 pilots in FY2009, the B-52 pilot career field held a much smaller 

proportion of DGs when compared to both the average proportion in other bomber pilot 

career fields and the overall pilot utilization field.  B-52 EWOs, B-52 Navigators, and 

13SXC officers reflect a similar pattern as the proportion of DGs in all three career fields 

is well below the average proportion for all other career fields within the functional area.  

As of FY2009, only 1 in 45 B-52 EWOs and 1 in 24 B-52 navigators are DGs whereas 

the 13SXC career field is a slight improvement with approximately 1 in 15 officers being 

DGs from their respective SOC.  These three career fields have not typically contained a 

                                                 
260 The pilot functional area was at least four percentage points greater than the other combined career 
fields for every year from FY1994 through FY2009.  
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Figure 4.18  
Proportion of Officers with DG Status from SOC, by Suffix 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

high percentage of DGs in the last 16 years and unfortunately do not appear to be 

significantly increasing the proportion of DGs as very few new accessions have DG-

status.261   

                                                 
261 From FY1998-FY2009, less than five percent of officers entering the 12B and 13SXC career fields were 
DGs.  Although the percentage of DGs entering the B-52 and B-2 career fields varied somewhat 
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 When considering both the lower than average proportion of DGs in the 12B and 

13S functional areas and all three career fields contain well-below the average proportion 

of DGs within the respective functional area, DG-status officers do not appear to be 

attracted to the 12B or 13SXC career fields.  Although the B-52 pilot career field contains 

a smaller proportion of DGs than the average for other bomber pilot career fields, the B-

52 and B-2 pilot career fields appear to be increasing the proportion of DGs within each 

respective career field in recent years.  Assuming that DG-status accurately predicts 

superior performance from officers, the 12B and 13SXC career fields should not likely 

expect many superior-performing officers unless the proportion of DG-status officers 

increases.  Given the small proportion of current and expected DGs in these career fields, 

the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC nuclear-oriented jobs may require heavy supervision or 

sufficient backup systems and cross-checking to prevent any critical nuclear accident.  

Additionally, the USAF Nuclear Enterprise needs to provide better incentives to attract 

higher performing personnel for these career fields.262    

4.3 SUMMARY 

 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers’ accumulated education, training, and experience 

can be tracked and identified according to the same nuclear competencies used to 

characterize nuclear-related job requirements.  Each officer’s longitudinal record of 

acquired competencies can be used to assess competency gaps in 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

officer development by comparing the officer’s acquired competencies with those 

demanded by jobs as shown in Chapter 3.  

 Officers in all three career fields acquire a large number of new competencies in 

each officer grade, but the number of competencies typically varies according to the 

career field.  Incumbent backgrounds show that the type of competency acquired is 

correlated with officer grade and career progression.  Officers likely acquire a large 

number of competencies due to frequently changing jobs and are thereby introduced to 

new skills.  However, acquiring a large set of competencies may also indicate an officer 

                                                                                                                                                 
substantially during the same time period, approximately 10 percent of the accessing officers were DGs on 
average.  
262 Further research such as that addressed in Hosek et al. (2004), for example, can address how officers 
might respond to different incentive programs for the Nuclear Enterprise to attract and retain the right 
personnel.  
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is not competent for that job and may perform the job at a lower, more dangerous level.  

Approximately 20 percent of officers in all three career fields held the same job in 

FY2008 and FY2009 indicating that a high turnover rate exists for jobs in these career 

fields.  Given both possible outcomes discussed above, the high turnover rate’s cost low 

job performance by ill-prepared officers being placed in new, demanding jobs may offset 

the benefits of officers acquiring new competencies if enough officers do not possess the 

competencies to adequately perform those new jobs.   

 Each of the nuclear-related career fields utilizes officers from other career fields 

to occupy certain jobs.  After testing if the 11B, 12B, or 13SXC career fields relied on 

these officers to different degrees, the bomber pilot career field appears to more readily 

utilize officers from other pilot career fields as compared to the 12B and 13SXC career 

fields.  The 13SXC career field appears to rarely utilize officers outside of the 13S 

functional area except to occupy more technical jobs related to acquisition or 

engineering. 

 Although undergraduate education is not deemed critical to current or future job 

performance in these three career fields, the majority of 11B and 13SXC officers across 

all grades match the desired academic background for the respective career field.  The 

more senior 13SXC officer cohorts better match the desired academic backgrounds as 

more recent 13SXC officer cohorts appear to contain much smaller shares of officers 

with management and mathematic academic backgrounds.  Both 12B O-2s and O-6s 

show a significant dearth of technical academic background and the smaller share of 

technically educated officers in these grades likely cannot be attributed to officers 

separating for more attractive civilian employment opportunities.  Instead, previous 

USAF officer drawdown programs allowed a sizeable portion of 12B officers to leave 

upon completing their initial service commitments and thereby led to a smaller share of 

technically educated O-6 officers.  The smaller share of technically educated O-2 officers 

can be attributed to those cohorts simply having a much more diverse set of academic 

backgrounds.  The 12B career field should therefore expect much fewer of its colonels 

and lieutenant colonels in 10 to 15 years to possess a technical background.  Although 

these officer cohorts’ future job performance may not be affected, their lack of a 

technical education could further stress these non-technical officers when placed in 
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technical-related jobs and consequently make sufficient job performance much more 

difficult to attain.   

 Regardless of the desired academic backgrounds of the officer cohorts in these 

career fields, smaller portions of DGs are accessing into all three career fields.  DG status 

from a commissioning source predicts outstanding job performance and a higher share of 

DGs accessing into a career field indicates the respective career field should expect 

increased performance from its respective organizations.  Compared to the USAF and the 

respective functional area average, only B-2 pilots currently have a higher share of DGs 

and B-52 pilots contain a higher share of DGs compared to the USAF average.  The other 

bomber pilot functional areas have a higher share of DGs.  Conversely, the portion of 

DGs entering the B-52 navigator, B-52 EWO, and 13SXC career fields has significantly 

dropped in recent years. 

 Officers from each career field acquire a significant amount of nuclear operational 

experience.  As of FY2009, senior 11B officers acquired the most nuclear operational 

experience comparatively, but this can be attributed to flying nuclear-related missions a 

minimum of 144 months before occupying subsequent staff jobs.  Officers from each 

career field acquire operational experience from the various shredouts within each 

respective specialty and typically gain more operational experience from shredouts with a 

similar mission.  Note that the FY2009 nuclear SEI criteria prevent officers from 

acquiring those competencies under normal conditions and the resulting competency 

substantially underestimates the quantity of nuclear operations experience within the 

officer workforce.  If Nuclear Enterprise policymakers do not revise the current criteria, 

both the rated and missile combat crew officer workforce will continue to appear as 

though they lack nuclear operations experience.  Hence, the career field “health” 

variables such as the average competency match will be skewed.  Officers also acquire 

operational experience from both staff and command jobs and 11B officers appear more 

likely to serve in key nuclear leadership positions such as a squadron commander in 

comparison to 12B officers.  O-5 officer cohorts appear to be more likely to gain nuclear 

command experience prior to occupying higher echelon nuclear command jobs as many 

of the officers in these cohorts acquired nuclear command experience as flight 

commanders.  Assuming those cohorts retain the same aggregate competency profiles in 
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the near future, the Nuclear Enterprise operational leadership in these career fields should 

readily meet the competency requirements for command positions and likely attain 

sufficient job performance.  
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CHAPTER 5:  GAPS BETWEEN SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

 This chapter identifies competency gaps in officer career development by 

comparing the competencies required for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC nuclear-related jobs with 

the accumulated competencies of the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers occupying those 

jobs.  To determine where competency gaps exist, this analysis compared the required 

competencies for jobs at each grade with the officer’s accumulated competencies, but not 

including competencies acquired in FY2009.  Competencies in short supply are identified 

in three ways: 1. By each competency category for all jobs, 2. By nuclear jobs within five 

overarching functions within the Nuclear Enterprise, and 3. By comparing officers’ 

competencies to those needed for their FY2009 jobs.   

 Gaps identified in this analysis may be the result of either career development 

gaps or the result of imperfectly assigning officers to jobs.  This assessment 

quantitatively examines whether officers sufficiently developed the competencies needed 

for their nuclear-related jobs as a product of those two concurrent processes.  However, 

the analysis does not address the more qualitative question of whether officers 

sufficiently perform their jobs as noted in section 4.1.5. 

5.1 SPECIFIC BACKGROUNDS IN SHORT SUPPLY 

 In the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officer career fields, many of the competency types 

required for the FY2009 occupied job are missing from the officer’s portfolio in each 

officer grade.  By lacking skills necessary to adequately perform nuclear jobs, the risk of 

either ineffective nuclear operations or a nuclear-related accident increases as officers 

may be too unqualified for a job and their resulting job performance dramatically suffers.    

Additionally, many of the officer’s accumulated competencies are unneeded for the 

respective occupied job.  For example, as labeled in Figure 5.1, 11B O-5 officers 

acquired 30.9 different competencies whereas only 8 of those competencies matched the 

requirements for the job on average.  The resulting gap illustrates that officers lacked 4 

competencies while the same officers did not need 22.9 other acquired skills on average.  
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Assuming similar career path patterns exist and no significant force management policy 

changes occur, similar gaps should result in the forthcoming fiscal years for all three 

officer career fields.  The results may vary due to characteristics particular to the officer 

cohort, officer grade, and career field, however, such as retention or accession rates.    

 Note that from a force-management perspective, the USAF should eliminate the 

missing-competency gap before attempting to diminish the set of unneeded competencies. 

Minimizing the missing-competency gap should prove more productive to properly 

match officer skills to jobs across the company and field grades to thereby ensure 

nuclear-related officers are proficient at the tasks required for their jobs.  If the USAF 

were to diminish the set of unneeded competencies instead of maximizing the overall 

officer-to-job match, officers would likely develop a small set of competencies and 

further lack skills needed for future jobs.  These officer career fields would likely be 

caught short with too few of the right officers to fill jobs.  Officers will undoubtedly 

utilize only a portion of their cumulative competency portfolio for a given job regardless 

of USAF efforts to thwart wasteful, additional training.  The USAF force management 

goal therefore should primarily eliminate competency gaps at the job-level and 

secondarily prevent officers from acquiring an overabundant set of potentially unneeded 

competencies. 
Figure 5.1  
11B Gaps Between Officer-acquired and Job-required Experience, by Grade 
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NOTE: Figure 5.1 incorporates the competency-acquired values from Figure 3.1, but the competency-
required values differ from Figure 4.2 as Figure 5.1 reflects the jobs occupied by officers, not 
authorized for officers.  The numbers include all seven competency categories and competencies of all 
levels of importance (i.e., critical and important). 
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Figure 5.2  
12B Gaps Between Officer-acquired and Job-required Experience, by Grade 
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NOTE: Figure 5.2 incorporates the competency-acquired values from Figure 3.1, but the competency-
required values differ from Figure 4.2 as Figure 5.2 reflects the jobs occupied by officers, not 
authorized for officers. The numbers include all seven competency categories and competencies of all 
levels of importance. 
 
 
Figure 5.3  
13SXC Gaps Between Officer-acquired and Job-required Experience, by Grade 
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NOTE: Figure 5.3 incorporates the competency-acquired values from Figure 3.1, but the competency-
required values differ from Figure 4.2 as Figure 5.3 reflects the jobs occupied by officers, not 
authorized for officers. The numbers include all seven competency categories and competencies of all 
levels of importance. 

 The average competency match percentage generally increases with officer grade.  

For example, 11B O-3 officers met only 45 percent of the demand, but 11B colonels met 
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71 percent of the required competencies on average.263  The 12B officers resemble this 

pattern, but whereas the rated officers initially lack a strong competency match in the 

company grades, 13SXC officers’ accumulated competencies match at least 69 percent of 

the jobs’ required experiences throughout grades O-2 through O-6 on average.  Although 

the missile combat crew company grades match the required competencies at a much 

higher percent (e.g., O-3 = 78 percent), 13SXC officers do not significantly improve the 

overall match in the field grades as the O-6 officers match 81 percent of the jobs’ 

requirements on average.  The decreased competency requirements in the 13SXC field 

grades shown in Figure 5.3 suggests this sustained, high percentage match may be more 

feasible when compared to the larger number of requirements in the 11B and 12B field 

grades.  But, 13SXC officers similarly match a high proportion of the experiences 

required for both nuclear and non-nuclear jobs throughout these ranks.264  The average 

number of requirements for nuclear 13SXC jobs increases to a similar level when 

compared to nuclear 11B and 12B jobs, but the large number of non-nuclear field-grade 

jobs occupied by officers with 13SXC experience in FY2009 skews the requirement 

average in Figure 5.3.  Compared to 13SXC officers, the 11B and 12B officers do not 

appear to match either nuclear or non-nuclear field-grade jobs as well.  Both 11B and 

12B colonels only match 65 percent of the required competencies for nuclear-related O-6 

jobs and none of the other grades, except the 11B lieutenant colonels (73 percent), exceed 

that value for nuclear-related jobs.  

 Certain competency categories tend to match the requirements far more on 

average, however, as shown in Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6.  As expected, the best matches 

for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers were for nuclear SEIs and career field-specific 

experiences in the operations and other categories.  But, 13SXC officers matched the 

functional requirements better than their 11B and 12B counterparts.265  Across all three 

                                                 
263 See Figure J.1  in Appendix J for the average percent match for officer grades O-3 through O-6 in each 
career field and the standard error for the average percent match.   
264 The percent match for both nuclear and non-nuclear jobs in grades O-4 through O-6 differ by no more 
than one percent.   
265 A number of reasons explain this pattern, but one obvious rationale for the discrepancy is that 13SXC 
officers meet the functional demands because fewer competencies are required on average.  Missile combat 
crew officers require approximately one functional competency across the field-grade jobs whereas the 
rated career fields require more than three functional competencies on average.  As discussed later in this 
chapter, rated field grade officers enter certain training jobs for which they can only acquire the required 
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career fields, the poorest matches came from the AFSC prefixes, organizational, and 

command experience. 

5.1.1 Operational Experience 

 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers with experience in the various bomber, missile, 

and space areas largely meet the jobs’ operational demands.  Several 11B and 12B senior 

officers lacked prior B-2 experience for the jobs occupied in FY2009, however.  These 

jobs exist at AFGSC and 8th AF where the officers would benefit from operational 

breadth within the bomber community.  Although dual experience in B-2 and B-52 

operations is not a critical requirement for the jobs, the USAF must be more selective as 

many rated officers only have B-52 operational experience and only small shares of 11B 

and 12B officers have operational experience with both bombers.  Conversely, large 

portions of the 13SXC officers have experience in both missile and space missions and 

easily satisfy the current jobs’ operational demands.  If these officers are allocated 

properly, enough officers should exist to meet the jobs’ preferences at all grades in the 

future.  Although increasing numbers of younger officers are acquiring space and missile 

operational experience, future cohorts will likely have a greater share of officers 

specializing solely in missile experience.  Current career field policies dictate that some 

officers will be retained within the missile community after initial missile tours contrary 

to the prior practice of releasing missile officers to gain operational breadth in grades O-3 

and O-4.  

5.1.2  Air Force Specialty Prefixes 

  Matches with AFSC prefix requirements average 62 percent at best for grades O-4 

through O-6 across the three career fields.  Most of the officer grades match AFSC prefix 

requirements for less than 50 percent of the jobs within the respective grade.  Despite 

11B and 12B officers acquiring plenty of AFSC prefixes throughout their careers (over 

four on average), not enough rated officers with the W prefix (Weapons and Tactics) are 

occupying jobs that require the prefix.  For example, 19 percent of rated O-4 officers 

acquired the W prefix, but only 43 percent of those officers serving in the 19 percent of 

                                                                                                                                                 
skills for the job by serving in the job.  Hence, rated officers initially lack the necessary skills for these on-
the-job training positions.  
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11B O-4 jobs requiring the W prefix actually matched the requirement.  Note that this 

pattern does not improve in grades O-5 and O-6.  The gap is most prevalent in grade O-6 

for 11B officers where only 11 percent of O-6 officers hold the W prefix and the colonels 

achieve a meager 26 percent match for jobs requiring the competency.  Fortunately, 11B 

and 12B officers more frequently match the W prefix requirement at the critical level,266 

but significant match discrepancies still exist.  As a greater share of O-4 and O-5 11B and 

12B officers possess the W prefix compared to O-6 cohorts, future O-6 cohorts in these 

rated career fields may achieve a greater match assuming that career development and 

assignment patterns are not inhibitors. 

 13SXC officers also fall short of the weapons and tactics instructor demands at 

grades O-4 through O-6.  Significant gaps exist because less than one percent of 13SXC 

officers acquired the W prefix.  A lack of a weapons school program for the 13S career 

field until 1996267 likely prevented a large number of current senior 13SXC officers from 

acquiring the prefix.  Additionally, gaps exist at the O-6 level for the K (instructor) and Q 

(standardization and evaluation) prefixes.  The O-6 gaps to not appear to be the result of 

too few officers possessing the K or Q prefix, however, as approximately half 13SXC 

officers in grades O-1 through O-6 possess the K prefix and nearly a third possess the Q 

prefix.   

5.1.3 Organizational Experience 

 As discussed in Chapter 3, organizational requirements are limited to a few, broad 

categories.  Despite the limited requirements, gaps exist across all three career fields for 

officers requiring group-level and wing-level experience.  Colonels typically match these 

requirements best which indicates the officers may be introduced to higher-echelon jobs 

without sufficient prior organizational experience in O-4 and O-5 staff-related jobs, but 

colonels acquire sufficient organizational experience to meet O-6 jobs’ demands.  For 

example, 15 percent of O-4 and O-5 11B officers in nuclear-related jobs above the wing 

level lacked any experience above the squadron level whereas over 60 percent of O-6 

officers assigned to similar jobs had at least group or wing staff experience.  This pattern 

                                                 
266 11B and 12B officers achieve a 57 and 90 percent match at the critical level with the W prefix 
requirements in grades O-4 through O-6 compared to 27 and 35 percent at the important level respectively.  
267 Schmalz, 2007.  
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generally holds for 11B and 13SXC officers, but 12B O-4 officers conversely acquired 

sufficient wing-level experience to meet the O-4 jobs’ demand.  Future O-5 and O-6 12B 

cohorts may therefore better match the organizational requirements as these O-4 officers 

are promoted.  Note that these officer career fields appear to sufficiently match the few, 

joint organizational requirements in grades O-4 through O-6, however.  Although some 

gaps exist in grades O-4 and O-5, O-6 officers in all three career fields perfectly met the 

joint requirements for FY2009 jobs. 
Figure 5.4  
11B Gaps between Officer Experience and Job Requirements, by Grade 
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NOTE: Percentages indicate the percent of 11B officers within each officer grade lacking a competency 
within the respective category when required by a job within the respective officer grade.  Additionally, the 
sum of the columns equals the values shown in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 5.5  
12B Gaps between Officer Experience and Job Requirements, by Grade 
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NOTE: Percentages indicate the percent of 12B officers within each officer grade lacking a competency 
within the respective category when required by a job within the respective officer grade.  Additionally, the 
sum of the columns equals the values shown in Figure 3.1.  

5.1.4 Functional Experience 

 Similar to the dearth of the W prefix, there is a greater need for weapons and 

tactics, plans, support, and some standardization and evaluation functional experience 

across grades O-4 through O-6, particularly at the O-5 level.  Lieutenant colonels 

typically require the greatest mix of functional related experience before shifting to the 

more strategic and leadership-oriented jobs at the O-6 level.  Gaps at the O-5 level range 

from only a few officers missing safety or standardization and evaluation  
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Figure 5.6  
13SXC Gaps between Officer Experience and Job Requirements, by Grade 
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NOTE: Percentages indicate the percent of 13SXC officers within each officer grade lacking a competency 
within the respective category when required by a job within the respective officer grade.  Additionally, the 
sum of the columns equals the values shown in Figure 3.1.  

experience to approximately 20-25 officers for weapons and tactics to well over 30 

officers for plans experience.  Some of these gaps may be reduced without further action 

being taken, however, as a greater share of officers in lower grades already acquired these 

competencies compared to the O-5 level.  For example, 9 more O-4 officers already 

possess weapons and tactics experience compared to the 24 O-5 officers with that 

functional experience.  The entire gap cannot be fully reduced by relying a sufficient 

number of O-4 officers with these competencies to promote to grade O-5, however.  At 
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least 30 11B O-5 jobs would lack an officer with sufficient weapons and tactics 

experience even when the O-4 officers eventually replace the O-5 officers.  Other 

functional experiences, such as operational requirements, likely require better assignment 

matches as few officers acquire that functional experience.   

5.1.5 Nuclear SEI Experience 

 Nuclear SEIs exist to sufficiently track and monitor the nuclear workforce’s 

expertise, but, as discussed in section 4.2.3, two nuclear SEIs, WG and WH (i.e., Nuclear 

Mission Operations Levels I and II), that apply to all three career fields268 are not 

accurate measures of an officer’s nuclear operations experience.269  If the USAF were to 

use the current SEI definition for SEI WG (Level I), significant gaps would exist at the 

11B O-4 level as only 22 of 40 officers met the demand for the SEI in FY2009.  Note that 

the remaining 18 11B O-4 officers would have met the jobs’ demand if the SEI award 

criteria were changed to include officers with decertified and active certified critical PRP 

status codes as shown in section 4.2.3.  In fact, the demand in FY2009 for nuclear SEI 

WG would be met across 11B officer grades O-2 through O-6 if the SEI requirement 

criteria were adjusted.  

 After adjusting the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officer competency profiles to reflect 

the altered criteria for nuclear SEIs WG and WH, gaps are not as prevalent for these 

SEIs.270  Compared to significant gaps at the O-5 and O-6 levels for instance, gaps exist 

for no more than five percent of all 13SXC officers in grades O-4 through O-6 for nuclear 

SEI WG.  Additionally, all rated officers meet the modified nuclear SEI demands 

perfectly for the first nuclear mission operations SEI.  Some mismatches still exist for the 

second level SEI, however, as approximately 1 in 9 O-6 rated officers and 1 in 3 13SXC 

O-4 officers do not meet the demand.  Assigning officers to these sets of jobs should be 

prioritized due to the significant nuclear operations experience required. 

 Regardless of whether the USAF adjusts the criteria for the nuclear mission 

operations SEIs, the USAF should add a nuclear mission operations level III SEI to 

                                                 
268 These SEIs are authorized for any AFSC.  
269 This presumption assumes these SEIs’ purpose is actively to monitor nuclear mission operations 
experience and categorize officers based on their level of expertise.  
270 The overall match for 11B, 12B and 13SXC officers for both the current and modified criteria are shown 
in Appendix J.  See Tables J.1 through J.4. 
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denote a category for more significant amounts of nuclear mission operations experience.  

As of FY2009, more than 75 percent of all rated field grade officers acquired 5 or more 

years of nuclear mission operations experience.271  If the USAF intends to use these SEIs 

to effectively monitor nuclear experience, the measures will not effectively distinguish 

the amount of experience for rated field grade officers as nearly every field grade officer 

will acquire SEI WH.  More than 35 percent of rated field grade officers acquired 9 or 

more years in nuclear mission operations; adding a third level to classify the top third 

percentile of nuclear mission operations would better differentiate the right officers for 

nuclear-related jobs requiring significant nuclear experience.   

 Although some small gaps exist, rated officers largely appear to meet the nuclear 

SEI demands for the three nuclear SEIs used to monitor the 11B and 12B career fields.272  

More specialized nuclear SEIs apply to the 13SXC career field and mismatches indicate a 

very small share of officers do not possess specialized SEIs and that many 13SXC 

officers do not meet the demand when a significant amount of nuclear experience is 

required.  For instance, only half of O-6 13SXC officers acquired more than nine years of 

nuclear experience to meet the jobs’ demands.  This match may improve with better 

assignment patterns for O-6 officers: 65 O-6 13SXC officers acquired more than 9 years 

of nuclear experience but only 13 of 26 officers matched the O-6 jobs’ demands.  

Additionally, unless the USAF pays particular attention to the more specialized nuclear 

SEIs for ICBM officers, those needs will likely go unfulfilled as a small share of 13SXC 

officers acquire such competencies.  

5.1.6 Command Experience 

 Contrary to the 13SXC officers, significant leadership/command gaps exist at the 

O-6 level for 11B and 12B O-6s.  The overall match percentage for command billets 

increases between grades O-4 and O-5, but the match decreases to approximately 35 

percent for both rated career fields.273  Note that command experience is required more 

                                                 
271 As of FY2009, only 50 percent of all 13SXC field grade officers acquired 5 or more years of nuclear 
mission operations experience.  See Figures J.2 through J.4 in Appendix J for the nuclear mission 
operations distributions for field grade officers in each of the three career fields.  
272 This assessment is based on modifying the SEI criteria.  
273 The overall match for 13SXC O-6 officers is 73 percent.  
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often as the grade increases, as shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5,274 and although 11B and 

12B officers simultaneously acquire more command experience in these grades,275 the 

mismatch is significant at the O-6 level.   

 The most frequent leadership requirements are for squadron command, director of 

operations, and flight command for all three career fields.  For 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

officers, there appear to be sufficiently enough officers who have acquired these 

leadership experiences.276  Whereas a large number of officers acquired flight command 

and director of operations experience across all three career fields, the number of officers 

with nuclear squadron command is much more limited.  Although more officers acquired 

nuclear squadron command compared to the number of jobs requiring that command 

experience, career development and assignment patterns appear to be hindering the match 

for these jobs as none of the career fields match this requirement better than 70 percent.  

5.1.7 AFSC Specific SEI Experience 

 Very few gaps exist for officers requiring competencies specifically related to 

their respective career field.  Throughout all of the possible career development patterns 

available for officers to flow through in the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields nearly all 

officers appear to acquire these SEIs.  The small gaps exist due to non-nuclear PAFSC 

officers occupying nuclear-related DAFSCs and those gaps occur because the non-

nuclear officers did not acquire any nuclear-related experience.  Those officers are 

typically proficient with the functional aspects of the jobs, but lack nuclear-related 

experience that assists the officers to better understand the mission context of a job.  

5.2  COMPETENCY GAPS IN NUCLEAR JOBS 

 Understanding where gaps exist in broad, aggregate terms is helpful, but 

analyzing the gaps by a nuclear-related job’s function within the Nuclear Enterprise 

shows where specific, problematic aspects exist.  This analysis categorized jobs into five 

groups based on the job’s function within the Nuclear Enterprise’s overall nuclear 
                                                 
274 11B O-4 officers require 0.3 and O-6s require 1.2 command competencies on average.  12B O-4 officers 
require 0.1 and O-6 officers require 0.8 command competencies on average.  
275 11B O-4 officers acquired 0.4 and O-6s acquired 1.9 command experiences on average. 12B O-4 
officers acquired very little command experience (0.02), but acquire command experience quickly as O-6s 
acquired 1.2 leadership experiences on average.  
276 See Table J.5 in Appendix J for more details.  
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deterrence mission.  Listed by increasing organizational hierarchy, the five functions with 

respective job groups are: 

 Tactical Employment: fundamental jobs responsible for tactically employing 

nuclear weapons. 

 Primary Oversight: jobs responsible for training and monitoring tactical 

operational performance.  

 Auxiliary Support: staff jobs within the nuclear operational units that support to 

the operational commander’s directives and bolsters tactical operations via 

planning, scheduling, and overseeing operations.     

 Operational Command: command jobs within the nuclear operational units. 

 Strategic Guidance: non-AFGSC nuclear jobs providing strategic nuclear 

guidance and non-operational support for the nuclear operational units. 

After categorizing the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC jobs into the five nuclear job categories 

above,277 competency gaps are prevalent in several areas: 
Figure 5.7  
11B, 12B, 13SXC Competency Gaps by Job Function, all Grades (percent) 
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NOTE: Percent match is calculated only for manned jobs within each career field for FY2009. 

Figure 5.7 displays the overall and critical competency percent match for the 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC career fields within the functional hierarchy.278  Because the Nuclear 

                                                 
277 These job categories reflect how jobs within these career fields are fundamentally categorized and 
therefore reflect the primary function for large sets of jobs within each career field.  
278 The percent match is not shown for tactical employment jobs as these jobs do not require a significant 
number of competencies and are fundamental to nuclear operations within each career field.  Each career 
field trains these officers to become proficient at their respective job.  Additionally, the important 
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Enterprise relies on these functions to effectively integrate and provide high-quality 

mission performance for nuclear deterrence, any gaps within these functions increases the 

chances of either ineffective nuclear deterrence or worse, a nuclear-related accident.  

 Significant gaps exist for rated officers in auxiliary support jobs as those officers 

meet less than half of all the auxiliary support jobs’ demands on average. Conversely, 

13SXC officers meet the auxiliary job demands much better with an 80 percent match.  

Although the auxiliary support jobs appear much worse compared to the other four job 

categories, gaps exist in all five categories.  
Table 5.1  
11B, 12B, 13SXC Critical Competency Match Distribution by Nuclear Job Function, FY2009 

Career 
Field Nuclear Job Function Number of 

Officers
Ave. Years of Nuclear 

Experience
Primary Oversight 62 6.4
Auxiliary Support 78 5.8
Operational Command 66 5.9
Strategic Support 32 11.2
Primary Oversight 23 6.0
Auxiliary Support 83 6.9
Operational Command 27 8.0
Strategic Support 40 11.7
Primary Oversight 146 3.5
Auxiliary Support 281 4.5
Operational Command 215 4.4
Strategic Support 184 7.9
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NOTE: Includes all grades. 

Officers appear to match competency requirements at the critical level much better than 

the important level, but many officers lacked at least one critical competency for their 

FY2009 nuclear-related job as shown by Table 5.1.  Missing critical competencies 

appears to be more prevalent within the rated nuclear jobs as approximately three of 

every four rated officers lacked one critical competency in FY2009.    

5.2.1 Gaps in Auxiliary Support Jobs 

 Many of the poorly qualified auxiliary support 11B and 12B officers reside within 

B-52 and B-2 squadron staff jobs where many did not acquire fundamental weapons and 

tactics functional experience or nuclear strike operations.  The former is prevalent for 

both squadrons, but the latter especially applies to B-2 squadrons.  Although most of the 

officers in B-2 auxiliary support jobs are currently classified as bomber pilots,279 nearly 

all transferred to the bomber pilot career field after first serving in another career field.  

Because these officers transferred instead of accessing into the bomber community, none 
                                                                                                                                                 
competency match is not shown as they fundamentally reflect helpful competencies and are not, by 
definition, critical for adequate job performance.  
279 These officers have an 11BX PAFSC.  
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of these officers previously served in a bomber tactical employment job.280  Hence, two 

of three officers serving in B-2 auxiliary support staff jobs do not possess experience with 

nuclear strike operations.  Most of the officers lacking nuclear strike operational 

experience previously operated other aircraft in the 11F (fighter pilot) and 11K (trainer 

pilot) career fields and, after transferring to the B-2 officer career field, immediately 

occupied a primary oversight job (e.g., B-2 Combat Crew Training) before serving in an 

auxiliary support role within the B-2 community.  Two potential problems exist with this 

trend: 1. Officers in primary oversight jobs without nuclear experience do not match the 

jobs’ demands well and may not teach or monitor the tactical employment jobs as well 

compared to an officer with nuclear strike operational experience281 and 2. These officers 

lack any bomber tactical employment experience.  Note that gaps also exist in B-2 group 

auxiliary jobs, but likely occurred due to more junior officers (i.e., lieutenants) without 

sufficient experience occupying the jobs.  Although competency mismatches exist for the 

other auxiliary jobs, these gaps might be resolved with improved assignment matches.   

 More than two-thirds of all officers in 13SXC auxiliary support jobs match at 

least 80 percent of the competency requirements and enough officers exist with the 

required competencies to mend most, if not all, of those competency mismatches.  Gaps 

exist for the remaining third of officers, however.  For example, ICBM officers assigned 

to the 576th FTS do not possess prior codes experience and those officers assigned to the 

625th STOS do not have EWO or plans experience.  Officers occupying these jobs are 

typically senior captains,282 but junior captains usually acquire those missing 

competencies.  Because a small share of 13SXC officers acquire the above skills, the 

13SXC career field should adjust career development patterns to allocate the officers with 

codes, EWO, and planning experience to the respective units requiring those skills.   

 Other broad, nuclear experience gaps exist within the 13SXC squadron, group, 

and wing-level staff jobs.  From FY2007 through FY2009, the share of officers with prior 

combat crew experience that occupied 13SXC squadron auxiliary support jobs steadily 
                                                 
280 This trend applies to both bomber pilots and a solitary 12B officer for FY2009. 
281 This assumes, all else being equal, an officer with prior nuclear tactical operations experience has more 
nuclear-related tactical expertise and therefore more effectively performs his/her role within the nuclear 
deterrence mission because the officer possesses the fundamental competencies required to effectively 
perform the job.  
282 Approximately 8 to 10 years of service and the officers are either eligible for promotion for major or 
already selected for promotion to major.  
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dropped until non-combat-crew-experienced officers occupied more than half of the 

13SXC squadron-level auxiliary support jobs.283  Additionally, as of FY2009, most 

officers occupying similar jobs at the group and wing-level acquired less than four and 

six years of nuclear experience respectively and therefore did not meet the SEI 

requirements for the jobs.284  More experienced officers may need to occupy these jobs in 

the future.  

5.2.2 Gaps in Primary Oversight Jobs 

 As identified above, many of company-grade B-2 pilots responsible for training 

B-2 crews did not acquire nuclear strike experience as of FY2009 as many of these 

officers transferred into the B-2 career field and subsequently occupied a primary 

oversight job.  Accounting for the nuclear-strike-certified field-grade officers, 

approximately half of the B-2 instructor pilots do not have critical nuclear strike 

operational experience.285  This problem is not prevalent within the B-52 or ICBM 

communities as more than 95 percent of primary instructors possess nuclear operational 

experience. 

 Rated and ICBM officers lack functional and AFSC prefix expertise when 

occupying non-instructor, primary oversight jobs above the squadron level.  Field grade 

officers possess the critically required functional experience for the job (e.g., 

standardization and evaluation), but company grade officers assigned to these higher-

echelon primary oversight jobs lack that functional expertise.  Most of the ICBM 

company grade officers leave fundamental combat crew jobs and jump to these higher 

demanding jobs whereas most rated officers leave other staff-related positions.  As 

company grade officers constitute half of workforce in these jobs, the USAF could 

allocate more of these jobs to more experienced officers or alter career development 

patterns to improve the match.     

                                                 
283 In FY2007, nearly 75 percent of the officers in 13SXC auxiliary support staff jobs had combat crew 
experience.  
284 Using nuclear SEIs WQ and WR to indicate the number of years of experience in the Nuclear 
Enterprise, it is important that officers acquire four and six years of Nuclear Enterprise experience, at 
minimum, for ICBM group and wing auxiliary support jobs. See Appendix E for more information 
regarding these nuclear SEIs.  
285 Note that most of the field grade officers occupying these jobs acquired nuclear strike experience 
because the officers began their military careers as bomber pilots.  
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 Even though all of the officers occupying B-2 non-instructor primary oversight 

jobs lacked nuclear operational experience, all possessed prior functional experience to 

augment their competency match throughout all organizational levels.  For example, 

primary oversight jobs at the squadron level do not require prior functional experience 

related to the job (e.g., safety experience for a safety-related job), but B-2 officers in 

these jobs at the squadron level acquired that functional experience in a prior career field.  

The additional functional expertise may allow the B-2 officers to effectively perform the 

job despite lacking nuclear operational experience.  

5.2.3 Gaps in Operational Command Jobs 

 13SXC officers assigned to leadership positions largely meet the jobs’ 

requirements.  Although gaps exist in other nuclear categories such as primary oversight, 

the 13SXC career field seemingly assigns the best officers for its vitally important 

leadership positions.  The few, relatively minor gaps exist at the flight level where none 

of the combat crew commanders acquired nuclear mission operational experience.  This 

“gap” can be attributed to the SEI’s criteria, and if altered as suggested in section 5.1.5, 

the gap is eliminated.  Additionally, commanders within organizations above the 

squadron level generally possess nuclear command experience at the squadron level or 

above.  Some commanders acquired their leadership experience outside of the Nuclear 

Enterprise, however.  Prior command experience may be a major factor for preparing 

officers for subsequent leadership positions, but prior nuclear-oriented command 

experience within the Nuclear Enterprise likely better prepares officers for subsequent 

leadership jobs.  If enough available officers exist to match command requirements, the 

13SXC career field should opt for an officer with prior nuclear command experience.  

 A few, minor gaps persist for rated officers in leadership positions above the 

squadron level.  Whereas most officers acquired fundamental experience relevant to the 

job (e.g., operations, planning), officers in group-level command jobs lack pertinent 

group-staff experience.286  Additionally, every officer gained nuclear command 

experience prior to occupying the above squadron-level command job, but the leadership 

experience may not be as useful for the job.  For example, two of three rated officers 

                                                 
286 These officers only have squadron-level staff experience.  
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serving in group vice-command jobs only acquired command experience at the flight 

level.  Particularly for above-squadron leadership positions, gaps exist across all three 

career fields when requiring relevant nuclear command experience.  Very few of these 

jobs exist,287 but a seemingly sufficient number of officers exist who have held nuclear 

squadron command positions.288  Hence, either career development or assignment 

patterns may be hindering the match.  The demands for these jobs would be better met if 

officers acquired more pertinent command experience. 

 The relatively minor and few competency mismatches that exist for squadron 

commander and director of operations jobs might be resolved via improved assignment 

matches.  Competency gaps for flight commander jobs are more likely the result of career 

development patterns, however, as more junior, inexperienced officers are occupying the 

jobs.  B-52 and B-2 flight commander jobs are authorized for majors and lieutenant 

colonels,289 but approximately 86 percent of these command billets are occupied by 

captains.  Whereas the majors serving as flight commanders match the flight commander 

requirements, at least half of the company grade officers serving as flight commanders 

lack the functional experience necessary for the flight commander job.  Officers acquire 

basic operations and weapons experience from squadron staff jobs (e.g., operational 

support, combat crew training), but these officers did not prior to occupying flight 

commander jobs.   

5.2.4 Gaps in Strategic Guidance Jobs 

 Most rated officers acquire sufficient nuclear-related experience before occupying 

strategic-oriented jobs, but some functional experience gaps persist.  For example, 

approximately half of the rated officers in nuclear-related COCOM-level jobs acquired 

plans experience and only one in five acquired either operational support or requirements 

knowledge.  As of FY2009, some of the competency gaps may exist because too few 

officers within the workforce possess the competency, particularly within the O-6 level: 

                                                 
287 12 operational command and vice-command jobs exist for both the 11B and 12B officers above the 
squadron level and 12 similar jobs exist for 13SXC officers.  
288 35 11B, 14 12B, and 55 13SXC officers served in a nuclear-related squadron commander billet prior to 
FY2009.  
289 FY2009 CMDB data.  
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 68 rated O-6 officers acquired plans experience whereas 76 nuclear jobs required 

plans familiarity. 

 55 jobs needed operational requirement functional experience but only 21 O-6 

officers acquired the competency prior to FY2009. 

 46 officers possessed nuclear operational support skill whereas 36 jobs required 

that skill. 

Because officers cannot acquire these functional skills prior to occupying strategic 

guidance jobs and officers acquire those functional skills in those jobs, strategic guidance 

jobs represent on-the-job-training style jobs.  Hence, officers can only acquire the skills 

needed for strategic guidance jobs by first serving in those jobs.290  Many of the rated 

lieutenant colonels better match the strategic guidance jobs, however, and many of these 

gaps should be sufficiently reduced if enough rated O-5 officers promote to O-6 in the 

near future.  Additionally, 12B officers better match the strategic demands on average as 

12B officers typically acquire many of the limited competencies earlier in their careers.  

Given that the current 11B O-6 cohort is relatively older on average compared to recent 

years,291 more of the 11B O-6 officers should be expected to either retire or promote and 

thereby usher in O-5s to better match the required competencies.  Gaps will likely persist 

for rated O-4 officers unless officers are better matched to jobs, however, as many 

officers are too inexperienced to satisfy the full range of competency demands.  

Fortunately, all rated officers better matched the critical competencies as compared to the 

important skills. 

 Small gaps exist across the many strategic guidance jobs for 13SXC officers, but 

many of the relatively minor gaps might be resolved by improving the assignment match.  

COCOM-level jobs exhibit larger gaps, however.   Approximately half of the 13SXC O-3 

through O-6 officers in nuclear-oriented COCOM jobs lacks staff experience above the 

squadron level and approximately two of three officers lack plans familiarity.  Although a 

small share of senior captains occupied nuclear-oriented COCOM jobs without prior joint 

                                                 
290 This trend particularly occurs for most strategic guidance jobs, but does occur across officer grades 
within each career field category.  See Table J.8 in Appendix J for more details. 
291 See Figure J.5 in Appendix J for more details.  
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operational knowledge, most of the field grade officers previously acquired the necessary 

experience.292 

5.3 UNMANNED JOBS IN CAREER FIELDS 

 Some of the competency gaps can be attributed to an officer career field being 

inadequately manned.    Manning issues are especially important right now as the USAF 

reduced its manpower levels to cut costs293 despite a substantial increase in deployments 

to support full-scale operations for Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom.  

Hence, any career field shortage (overall and by officer grade) and skill-level imbalances 

likely affects far more USAF personnel now compared to more robust manpower levels 

in pre-2001 operations such as in the Cold War.294  Although the USAF typically meets 

its congressionally authorized end-strength levels,295 a given officer career field may not 

be 100-percent manned even if the career field’s end-strength authorizations are 

correct.296  Additionally, manning imbalances may still exist within a career field despite 

being 100 percent manned as different grades may be under- or over-manned.  Officers 

from over-manned grades may therefore bear the burden of accomplishing assigned tasks 

left incomplete by undermanned grades.  Additionally, an excess number of unskilled 

personnel places additional training requirements on the senior, skilled personnel and 

thereby inhibit the unit’s overall capability and performance.  

 Several of the career fields addressed within this analysis are either undermanned 

or manning imbalances exist within the officer grades.  As shown by Figure 5.8, several 

shredouts within the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields appear to be understrength. 

                                                 
292 Historically, approximately one in four officers first acquires joint experience as a captain at the 
COCOM-level.  Hence, some of the mismatch reflects career development patterns.  
293 For example, see Moseley, 2006.  
294 Galway et al., 2003, p. 8.  
295 This analysis assumes the congressional and career field authorizations accurately reflect the career 
field’s need for personnel to adequately perform its respective mission.   
296 Officers awaiting training or in school count against the total end strength, but those officers are not 
present for duty in their respective operational unit. 
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Figure 5.8  
Percentage of Manned Duty Assignments in Nuclear Shredouts for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 
Officers, FY2005-FY2009 
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SOURCE: CMDB data and AFPC historical officer personnel data, FY2005-FY2009. 
NOTE: Manning percentage calculated by the ratio of officers occupying all possible DAFSCs within a 
career field. 

Three of the five specialties addressed in this research were manned approximately 80 

percent or less in FY2009.  Although the B-52 pilot and navigator career fields increased 

manning levels from FY2008 to FY2009, both were only 80 percent manned.  Even 

worse, the B-2 pilot career field manning level steadily declined from FY2005 to FY2009 

and only possessed enough officers for 65 percent manning in FY2009.297  Both the 

13SXC and B-52 EWO career fields were manned over 110 percent in FY2009 largely 

due to an excess number of lieutenants and captains.298  Note that the minimum manning 

levels for each career field varies, and the USAF does not have a precise definition to 

determine if a career field is critically under-strength.299  Although these career fields 

cannot be objectively concluded as under-strength, two problems occur when under-

manning exists within a career field: 1. Too few officers acquire necessary competencies 

and 2. Officers may occupy critical jobs uncommon to typical career development 

patterns to ensure short-term mission capability.  When under-manning occurs, some jobs 

                                                 
297 The overall number of jobs remained approximately the same from FY2005 to FY2009 indicate that the 
loss of personnel is the primary factor leading to under-manning.  
298 See Figures J.12 - J.16 in Appendix J for detailed charts showing the manning levels by officer grade for 
each of the career fields.  Note that the B-52 Navigator career field lacks enough majors but the excess 
number of lieutenants and captains appear to sufficiently supply the career field’s job requirements.  
299 While no precise USAF definition exists, a career field is likely deemed critically understrength 
according to the judgment of career field policymakers as shortages develop and become evident.  
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may be viewed as critical within the officer grade and must be manned despite a potential 

poor competency match between the available officers and the critical jobs.  Less critical 

jobs may be therefore sacrificed and remain unmanned to ensure more critical jobs are 

occupied.  Within the FY2009 snapshot, the undermanned career fields appear to account 

for the second factor above by utilizing officers from both non-nuclear career fields and 

nuclear officers from comparatively junior grades to occupy jobs designated for higher 

ranking officers.300  As suggested in Table 5.2, officers assigned to jobs requiring an 

officer from a higher grade and officers from a non-nuclear career field typically do not 

match the required competencies as well as an officer in the correct officer grade and 

career field assigned to the same job. 
Table 5.2  
Officer-to-Job Competency Percent Match in FY2009, by Job’s Nuclear Function (Percent) 

 
NOTE: The Officer-to-Job Grade Comparison category indicates the job’s authorized or required grade 
compared to the officer’s grade.  The Higher Grade category thus indicates an officer assigned to a DAFSC 
with an authorized and required grade greater than the officer’s current rank. 301  The decimal values show 
the average percent match for the critical competencies in FY2009 and the decimal value in the parenthesis 
indicates the percentage of jobs within the career field category and job category that were occupied by 
officers of the respective type.  The highlighted values within the table show the critical competency 
matches for jobs with greater than 10 percent of officers from the wrong career field or in a lower grade.  

                                                 
300 For example, a captain might occupy a job designated for a major. 
301 Each job lists an authorized and required officer grade to designate the grade of officer that should 
occupy the respective job.  A required grade documents the officer grade that should occupy the job and the 
authorized grade lists an alternative grade if the required grade cannot be met.  The officer jobs and job 
authorizations were linked via their respective position number in FY2009 to determine if an officer’s 
grade matched the FY2009 job’s authorized or required grade.  Because approximately 9 percent of the 
officers occupying nuclear-related jobs were missing position numbers for their respective FY2009 jobs, 
Table 5.2 shows the officer-grade-to-job-grade match for the remaining 91percent of officers. 

NNNONNNNNNNN TEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE:::::: ThTTTTT e eeeeeeee Officer-to-Job Gradde eee CCoooooompmpmpmpmmpppppmpmpmpmpmpmmpmpmmpppppppppppmpppppppppppppppppppppppppppppparararaaarrraaaaarrraaaaa iisiiiiisisiiiiiiiiiisssssssiiiiiisssssssiiiiisonoononnnonnnnnooooonnnnnnnnnnoonnnnn cacaccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc tetegogoryryyyyy iiiiiiiiindndndnnddddddddddddnnnnndddddddddddddddddiciciiiiiccccciiiiiiccccccccccatataaaaaaaaaaaaaaaatttttatataaaaaaatatttttttaaattesesssseseseesssssss ttttttttttttttttthehehhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh jjobob s’s’sssssss aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaautututuuuuuuutututuuuuuuuuuuuuu hohhhhhhhhhohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhooooohoohhhhhhoooooooooooriiriiiiiiiiiiizezezeeeezeeeezzzzzzzeeezezzzzzzeeeeeeeeeeedd oror rreqeqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqquiuiuuuuuiiiiiuuuuuiiiiiuu rererrrrrerreeeeeeerrrrrrrrreeeeeeeeeeeeedd ddddddddd dddddddddddddd grgrggrgrgrgrgrgggggrrrrggggggggggggggggggg adadaddddaddddadaaaadddddaaadddddddddddddee
ccccomompapareredddddddddddd ttoo ththee ofoffificecer’r ss grgradadee TThehe iHiHHiHiHiHHiHiHiHHiHiHiiHiHiHiHHHHHHHHHHHHHHiHiiighhhhghhhhhhhhhhhhhhereeeeeeer GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGrarrrrrrradede cacatetegogoryry ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttthuhhhhhhuhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh ss iiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii didicacatetess anan ooooooooooooooffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffiiiciiiiiiciiii ereeeeeeeeer aassssigignenedddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd tttotottt aa DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDAAFAAAAFAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA SCSC
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Generally, officers in grades O-3 through O-5 who occupied jobs in lower officer grades 

matched the required competencies for the job much better compared to the officers 

whose grade matched the job’s authorized or required grade.  As expected, officers 

assigned to higher-grade-jobs suffered a worse competency match comparatively.302 

Regardless of the potential competency match, however, officers are placed in jobs 

outside their respective rank across all three career fields to alleviate an understrength 

officer grade.303  Although the criticality of the jobs has not been determined, officers 

appear to be allocated to certain jobs within under-strength grades to fill these essential 

jobs.   
Figure 5.9  
Officers Allocated to Under-strength Grades in FY2009 

 
NOTE: Includes all jobs assigned to 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields.  The match category indicates 
the officer’s grade and the job’s required grade match.  The other two categories indicate the number of 
officers assigned to a job where the officer’s grade is lower or higher than the job’s required grade.  The 
bold axis labels indicate an officer grade within a career field that remains under-strength despite officers 
being reallocated to the jobs within the officer grade.  
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer data and CMDB job authorizations data, FY2009. 

Figure 5.9 shows the total number of officers from each career field assigned to an under-

strength grade to potentially ameliorate under-manning.  Officers from either higher or 

                                                 
302 These patterns are not always true when comparing the percent match within each officer grade and 
career field.  See Table J.6 in Appendix J for more detail.  
303 Although the B-52 EWO and 13SXC career fields are fully manned in total, under-strength gaps exist 
within certain grades in all five specialties.  See Table J.7 for more detail regarding the number of officers 
transferred to jobs in lower or higher grades in FY2009. 
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lower ranks may be allocated to a job.  For instance, 11 B-2 majors and 3 lieutenants 

were placed in captain-level jobs in FY2009.  Although officers may be allotted to key 

jobs in under-strength grades to avert poor mission performance, most of the under-

strength grades do not become sufficiently manned despite the additional officers.304  

Furthermore, the reallocated officers typically generate further competency gaps.  For 

example, placing 45 B-52 O-3 pilots into lieutenant jobs created a shortage of nearly 20 

O-3 officers whereas the O-3 jobs would be fully manned without that transfer.305  

Nuclear organizations may temporarily allay diminished mission capability and 

performance by occupying critical jobs despite the resulting poor competency matches, 

but latent problems may persist as typical career flow patterns are altered.  Officers 

occupying jobs outside the typical job sequence may develop unneeded competencies or 

may not acquire needed skills.  Furthermore, the overall strain of removing a more senior 

officer from a higher-echelon job likely impairs the organization’s capability despite an 

improved competency match for those lower-echelon, essential jobs.  Determining the 

tangible effects of low manning is beyond the scope of this research, but the current 

descriptive statistics indicate under-strength job types already generate competency 

problems for these nuclear-related officer career fields.    

5.4 METHOD OF ASSIGNING OFFICERS TO JOBS ADDS TO 

COMPETENCY MISMATCH 

 Prior RAND research found that the USAF process of requesting and 

subsequently assigning officers to jobs contributes to competency mismatches.306  The 

assignment process must consider a myriad of variables to include an officer’s personal 

job preferences, commanders’ requests, job requirements as indicated by the job 

requisition by the requesting unit, and USAF requirements.  At any one time, only a 

subset of jobs and officers are available and assignment managers must use established 

criteria to match officers to jobs.  Hence, the system is complex and not designed to 

optimize the match between job requirements and officer skills.307   

                                                 
304 The bolded grades in Figure 5.9 indicate the respective grade remains under-strength. The other grades 
accrued enough additional officers from lower or higher grades to sufficiently fill all remaining gaps. 
305 Other B-52 O-4 officers occupied the jobs unmanned by the O-3 pilots shifted to lieutenant jobs. 
306 See Vernez et al. (2007) and Brauner et al. (2009).  
307 Brauner et al., 2009, p. 43.  
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 To assess the potential effectiveness of the assignment process in FY2009, this 

analysis compared officers’ accumulated competency backgrounds as of FY2008 with the 

jobs the officers held in FY2009.  Tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 summarize the results.  

Overall, a little more than a quarter of rated officers matched most (80 to 100 percent) of 

the competency requirements whereas nearly half of the 13SXC officers matched most of 

the requirements.  The overall match typically increased with officer grade.   
Table 5.3  
11B Assignment Match to FY2009 Job, by Percentage Category (percent) 

11B FY2009

Officer Skill Meets Job's 
Needs % Category O-3 O-4 O-5 O-6 Total

80-100% 14 26 42 33 26
60-79% 12 23 31 33 22
40-59% 33 21 11 24 23
20-39% 7 4 1 0 4
0-19% 21 12 6 4 13
No Requirements 14 15 9 6 12

Grade

 
NOTE: Includes both important and critical competencies.  
 
Table 5.4  
12B Assignment Match to FY2009 Job, by Percentage Category (percent) 

12B FY2009

Officer Skill Meets Job's 
Needs % Category O-3 O-4 O-5 O-6 Total

80-100% 16 34 41 29 29
60-79% 17 18 22 40 22
40-59% 36 16 17 23 25
20-39% 10 3 3 0 5
0-19% 13 10 3 2 8
No Requirements 9 20 14 6 12

Grade

 
NOTE: Includes both important and critical competencies.  
 
Table 5.5  
13SXC Assignment Match to FY2009 Job, by Percentage Category (percent) 

13SXC FY2009
Officer Skill Meets Job's 

Needs % Category O-3 O-4 O-5 O-6 Total

80-100% 39 41 49 62 44
60-79% 17 13 17 11 15
40-59% 7 6 9 5 7
20-39% 1 1 1 2 1
0-19% 4 10 6 7 7
No Requirements 32 29 17 14 26

Grade

 
NOTE: Includes both important and critical competencies. 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer data and CMDB job authorizations data, FY2009. 

 Unfortunately, very few of the 11B, 12B, or 13SXC officers possess the required 

skills to match a job’s requirements.  Approximately 10 percent of the officers perfectly 
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matched the job requirements in FY2009, and as suggested by Tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, a 

greater share of the senior officers perfectly matched their job requirements.308 Figures 

5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 show the trends.  Although a large proportion of rated officers are 

missing at least one critical competency, more than half of those rated officers are not 

missing any more than one critical competency.  Interestingly, nearly a third of 11B 

officers did not possess two or more critical competencies whereas approximately 15 

percent of 12B and 13SXC officers lacked two or more critical competencies.  Although 

11B officers more often perfectly match job requirements compared to 12B officers, the 

11B assignment match therefore yielded greater competency gaps in FY2009.  
Figure 5.10  
11B Officer-to-Job Match When Critical Competency is Required 
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NOTE: Includes all 11B jobs in FY2009 requiring at least one critical competency.  The Missing 
Important Comps category indicates the number of important competencies not met when an officer 
already matches all critical competencies.  
 
Figure 5.11  
12B Officer-to-Job Match When Critical Competency is Required 
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NOTE: Includes all 12B jobs in FY2009 requiring at least one critical competency.  Additionally, the 
Missing Important Comps category indicates the number of important competencies not met when an 
officer already matches all critical competencies. 

                                                 
308 Colonels in all three career fields perfectly matched 20 percent of the job requirements in FY2009.  
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Figure 5.12  
13SXC Officer-to-Job Match When Critical Competency is Required 
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NOTE: Includes all 13SXC jobs in FY2009 requiring at least one critical competency.  Additionally, the 
Missing Important Comps category indicates the number of important competencies not met when an 
officer already matches all critical competencies. 

 Despite the USAF’s proactive steps to rebuild and monitor nuclear expertise 

within the nuclear workforce, the job assignment process may frustrate these endeavors.  

The job assignment system does not rely on SEIs to match personnel to jobs and the new 

nuclear SEIs may not be utilized to effectively monitor the nuclear experience level of 

available personnel.  Additionally, consolidated longitudinal records for each officer’s 

accumulated competencies are not utilized and the officer-to-job match is typically based 

on prior jobs and AFSC prefixes.  The USAF established the means to track and identify 

relevant nuclear experience and the USAF should ensure those means are utilized when 

requesting and assigning officers to jobs.  

5.5 SUMMARY 

 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers accumulate a large number of competencies by 

serving in a variety of jobs, but officers do not possess all the necessary competencies to 

sufficiently match nuclear-related job requirements.  Certain competency types tend to 

match job requirements far more on average, however.  The best matches for 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC officers were for nuclear SEIs, operations, and career-field specific 

experience.  The poorest matches came from AFSC prefixes, organizational, and 

command experience.  Many of these matches are likely the result of poor assignment 

matches, but career development patterns also prevent enough officers from acquiring the 

competencies needed for certain nuclear-related jobs.   
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 Nuclear SEIs exist to track and monitor the nuclear workforce’s expertise, but a 

criterion should be altered for the SEIs used to track nuclear operations.  Because 11B, 

12B, and 13SXC officers typically occupy jobs rated as PRP critical, these officers will 

not acquire the nuclear SEIs WG and WH until the officers are removed from PRP 

critical status.  Hence, officers could acquire significant nuclear operations experience by 

continuously serving in operational nuclear organizations, but never acquire the nuclear 

SEI to indicate their nuclear expertise.  Additionally, most rated officers meet the criteria 

to acquire the nuclear mission operations SEIs at some point during their careers, but 

many officers acquire significantly much more nuclear operations experience than 

indicated by the recorded maximum of 5 years.  If the USAF intends to monitor nuclear 

experience with these SEIs, the current SEIs do not effectively distinguish the amount of 

nuclear operations experience.  The USAF should add a third nuclear operations SEI to 

classify nine or more years of nuclear operational experience to further differentiate the 

amount of nuclear experience within the nuclear workforce.  The additional nuclear SEI 

provides the additional benefit of tracking more specific aggregate and singular officer 

nuclear experience at the relatively low cost adding a solitary SEI to the 572 other SEIs. 

 Analyzing competency gaps in aggregate form is useful, but this research 

categorized each nuclear-related job into five different groups based on the job’s overall 

function within the Nuclear Enterprise to determine the effect of competency gaps on the 

nuclear deterrence mission capability:  

 Tactical Employment: fundamental jobs responsible for tactically employing 

nuclear weapons. 

 Primary Oversight: jobs responsible for training and monitoring tactical 

operational performance.  

 Auxiliary Support: staff jobs within nuclear operational units that support the 

operational commander’s directives and bolsters tactical operations via planning, 

scheduling, and overseeing operations.     

 Operational Command: command jobs within the nuclear operational units. 

 Strategic Guidance: non-AFGSC nuclear jobs providing strategic nuclear 

guidance and non-operational support for the nuclear operational units. 
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Significant competency gaps exist across the four operational and strategic job categories.  

Many of the competency mismatches in auxiliary support staff jobs result from nuclear 

inexperience and lack of specific functional expertise.  Particularly within the B-2 

community, large shares of FY2009 B-2 officers in auxiliary support staff jobs 

transferred to the B-2 career field from a non-nuclear career field and therefore lack any 

nuclear operational experience.  This mismatch is problematic further when officers 

without nuclear experience serve as the primary instructors for officers in tactical 

employment jobs.  A large share of officers serving in primary oversight staff jobs also 

lack functional experience related to the job’s primary oversight function.  Some 

competency gaps exist for leadership positions, but the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career field 

appear to select the best officers and thereby meet the competency demands for the 

command billets.  Lastly, broad, strategic functional expertise is often missing when 

officers serve in strategic nuclear jobs across all three career fields.  Many of these gaps 

exist at the O-6 level where an insufficient number of officers acquired the required 

functional experience to meet the overall job demands.  

Although a solitary job-category’s competency gaps has not been shown to 

significantly contribute to the type of nuclear accidents the USAF seeks to prevent, the 

current competency gaps within the primary oversight jobs appear explicitly important.  

Because primary oversight jobs are responsible for training and guiding tactical 

employment jobs to adhere to strict operational standards, poor primary oversight job 

performance will likely be magnified in the tactical employment jobs as officers could be 

either trained incorrectly or remain unaware of certain critical operational standards.  

Note that competency gaps across the job categories could collectively contribute to a 

nuclear accident, but the abundant competency gaps within primary oversight jobs in 

FY2009 appear the most problematic to achieve safe, secure, and credible nuclear 

operations in the near future. 

 Career development patterns appear to prevent enough officers from acquiring 

necessary experience because of on-the-job-training style jobs.  Officers must first serve 

in several strategic guidance-category jobs to acquire the competencies required for those 

jobs.  Because officers cannot acquire the necessary competencies from any other job, 

officers do not match the competency requirements during their first job, but 
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subsequently acquire and better match those requirements after serving in that on-the-job-

training style job.  Additionally, the USAF process of assigning personnel to jobs may 

also contribute to competency mismatches.  Only 9.1, 8.8, and 12.5 percent of officers in 

the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields perfectly matched the job requirements in 

FY2009.  Despite the USAF’s proactive steps to monitor nuclear expertise within the 

nuclear workforce, the USAF assignment process does not typically utilize SEIs to match 

personnel to jobs.  If the USAF intends to effectively monitor nuclear experience within 

the nuclear workforce, the USAF must integrate the nuclear SEIs into the assignment 

process. 

 Besides career development and assignment problems, manning imbalances may 

be hindering the competency match.  Several of the officer career fields addressed within 

this analysis are either undermanned entirely or sufficiently manned albeit with manning 

imbalances within the officer grades.  Under-manning creates two competency-related 

problems: 1. Too few officers may acquire competencies and 2. Officers may be assigned 

to critical, under-manned jobs contrary to anticipated jobs within normal career 

development patterns.  Although the second aspect potentially ensures immediate, viable 

mission capability within the career field, officers assigned to these jobs do not typically 

match the required competencies very well.  These poor competency matches result from 

officers assigned to these jobs as either 1. Officers from other, non-nuclear-oriented 

career fields or 2.  Nuclear-oriented officers in the correct career field, but assigned to a 

job designated for a higher-ranking officer.  While key nuclear jobs can be manned with 

an unqualified officer at minimum, the added strain of insufficient personnel or an excess 

number of unskilled personnel places unneeded strain on senior, skilled personnel and 

likely inhibits the unit’s overall nuclear operational capability and performance.   
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CHAPTER 6:  MODELING NUCLEAR OFFICER DEVELOPMENT  

 Many Air Force manpower managerial decisions such as retaining specific 

personnel, altering the promotion rates for certain officer grades and career fields, and 

allocating new officers to career fields are made without a complete understanding of the 

current and potential future impacts on the health of the workforce.  Alongside these 

endogenous variables, the military workforce is affected by exogenous variables/inputs 

such as civilian employment opportunities and military operations.  Because the USAF’s 

closed, hierarchical personnel system prohibits lateral personnel entry into all ranks of the 

nuclear career fields of interest, the USAF must develop lower-echelon personnel over 

time to meet future human capital demands.  This sequential, multi-year aspect and other 

exogenous aspects obscure the effect of USAF force management policies.  As a result, 

latent workforce problems only become visible several years after implementing a policy.  

Because the Nuclear Enterprise cannot afford further, subpar nuclear operations, the 

potential effect of policy choices to sustain nuclear expertise should be explicit and more 

transparent to the policymaker.   

 This chapter introduces a simulation tool309 that models the nuclear expertise 

metrics of the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC workforce to make the effects of current Nuclear 

Enterprise officer development policies more visible.  The model includes hundreds of 

officer records who are individually assigned to the nuclear-related jobs described in 

Chapter 3, promoted, and retired according to the trends inherent to each career field.  

The model allows the records of simulated officers to be analyzed much like the records 

of real officers and enables the assessment of both career field and individual officer 

                                                 
309 The simulation model described in this chapter was developed and used in several prior RAND studies 
including Challenging Time in DOPMA: Flexible and Contemporary Military Officer Management by 
Schirmer et al. (2006).  As documented in Schirmer et al. (2006), further unpublished research extensively 
utilized the model for the Office of the Chief of Naval Personnel, the Army Human Resources Command, 
and AF/A10.  For a thorough review of the model and its processes, see pp. 91-98 in Schirmer et al. (2006).  
Much of the material describing the model’s underlying processes was fashioned from that section.  
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metrics such as career field manning or an officer’s list of assignments.310  The chapter 

subsequently discusses the simulation results of several potential policy changes to 

reduce the FY2009 competency gaps.  

6.1 SIMULATION MODEL OVERVIEW 

 The computer simulation model described in this chapter is a finite-horizon, 

discrete-event model that includes the nuclear-related officer career fields addressed in 

this study alongside B-1 pilots and the other four space officer career fields.311  The 

model loops through a series of personnel management procedures that mirror real-world 

USAF officer personnel management functions and business rules that individually 

access, assign, educate, promote, and retire thousands of simulated officers over a user-

defined period of time.  The model only deals with officers in grades O-1 through O-7312 

and each officer’s entire career history from lieutenant to the highest grade attained is 

recorded and saved for analysis.313  Similar to other time-based simulations, time is 

compressed in the model.  Each time step represents a three-month period and the 

simulation runs for 55 years or 220 quarters.  Because the model does not start with the 

career fields fully populated with officers, the first 35 years allow the simulation to fully 

populate the model and flow several officer cohorts through the entire course of the 

model.  The last 20 years are specifically used for independent replication simulation 

analysis.314  Officers flow through established career field patterns, but the model is 

inherently stochastic as it includes several random elements such as an officer’s 

retirement period or the order in which jobs are filled.   

                                                 
310 This chapter will discuss the model sometimes referring to the officer and sometimes to the record as 
synonymous terms.   
311 Because nuclear-related officers occupy non-nuclear jobs within the same functional area, the additional 
non-nuclear officer career fields serve to reflect this pattern.  Alongside the missile combat crew career 
field, the other four space career fields constitute the 13S officer functional area.  The four career fields are: 
1. Satellite Command and Control (13SXA), 2. Space Lift (13SXB), 3. Space Surveillance (13SXD), and 4. 
Space Warning (13SXE).  Note that model combines these four career fields to incorporate a generic space 
career field.  
312 Including O-7 officers in the model allows the O-6 officers to properly promote and retire according to 
typical USAF career field patterns.  The analysis only addresses company and field grade officers, 
however, as general officers exit the simulation after serving a minimum amount of time as a general 
officer.   
313 Each of these officer records can be analyzed just as real officer career records were analyzed in Ch. 4.  
314 To prevent any initialization bias from affecting the simulation output, the first 35 years of output data 
are truncated account for a model “warm-up” period.   
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 Because the model approximates a finite-horizon system as a function of career 

field policies, the model output does not necessarily reflect today’s officer demographics 

except in some aggregated cases.  The model outputs should not be expected to match the 

existing officer force as the model utilizes several static inputs315 year after year; reality 

demonstrates these variables are much more dynamic.  The model does not predict a 

specific future workforce configuration nor indicates the inputs and policies to arrive at 

an optimal outcome.  The model instead demonstrates a range of likely effects of policy 

changes on individual officers and career fields to enable a policymaker to better 

understand how career field policies may perform when numerous variables interact in 

complex ways within the USAF officer personnel management system.  

6.1.1 Model Characteristics 

 Each military officer, job, grade, and career field is defined by a unique set of 

information.  Most characteristics related to jobs, grades, and career fields do not change 

throughout the simulation whereas some officer characteristics change extensively as 

officers flow through the simulation.  Tables 6.1 through 6.3 list the model characteristics 

for officers, jobs, and career fields and denote whether the characteristics change in the 

course of the simulation.  The model specifically tracks many officer characteristics 

throughout the simulation to include each job assignment, duration and performance at 

the job, the officer’s competency profile, and the competency match when assigned to a 

new job.  The model tracks many of the constantly changing officer characteristics to 

provide macro-level, accounting-related career field characteristics such as manning 

levels or the competency match for nuclear jobs within a career field.  These are the 

broad statistics characterizing the overall “health” of an officer career field. 

 The model utilizes jobs within AFGSC and non-nuclear jobs these officer career 

fields historically occupy.  Nearly all of the job characteristics are fixed throughout the 

simulation as only the number of vacancies and the list of viable officer candidates 

change.  The career field denotes the officer career field responsible for manning the job 

but if a job such as a joint position may be occupied by several different career fields, the  

                                                 
315 For example, school-house rates, career field manpower authorizations, promotion and retention rates, 
and many other constant inputs shown in Tables 6.1 through 6.3 do not change throughout the course of the 
simulation.  
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Table 6.1  
Simulation Model Officer Characteristics 
Characteristic Description
Name Unique alphanumeric identifier
Ability Officer's underlying ability; uniformly distributed integer [1,10]
Career Field Officer's career field: I, S, 1, 2, 5, O, F
Grade O-1 - O-7
Time in Service Number of years since becoming an O-1
Time in Grade Number of years in current officer grade
Time in Job Number of years in current job
Current Job The job the officer currently fills
Next Job The next job the officer is selected to occupy
Promotion Eligible Boolean: indicates whether the officer is eligible for promotion
Selected for Promotion Boolean: indicates whether the officer was selected to promote to the next grade
Promotion Date (by grade) Period in the simulation when the officer will promote
Retirement Date Last period the officer exists in the simulation unless promoted
Assignment Eligible Boolean: indicates whether the officer may occupy a new job
Early Assignment Eligible Boolean: indicates whether the officer may occupy a new job if necessary for the career field
Acquired Competencies List of competencies acquired from prior duty assignments
Job Performance Score Real number indicating the officer's performance in current job  
NOTE: Underlined characteristics do not change throughout the simulation for the respective officer.          
I = ICBM, S = Space, 1 = B-1 Pilot, 2 = B-2 Pilot, 5 = B-52 Pilot, O = B-1 Navigator, F = B-52 Navigator.  

Table 6.2  
Simulation Model Job Characteristics 
Characteristic Description
Number Unique numeric identifier
Duty Title Job-group title from Competency Model
Career Field Job's career field: I, S, 1, 2, 5, O, F
Grade Desired grade of the officer occupying the job: O-1 - O-7
Size The number of positions available for officers to occupy within a job-group
Minimum Time in Job Minimum number of periods an officer must occupy a job before being eligible for early 

reassignment
Preferred Time in Job Number of periods an officer must occupy the job before being eligible for regular reassignment
Maximum Time in Job Maximum number of years an officer can occupy the job before being reassigned or retiring
Vacancies The number of positions within a job-group vacant during each period
Priority Importance-level of the job; integer from 1 to 4 determining the ordinal order which vacancies are 

filled
Nuclear Boolean: indicates whether the job's function is nuclear-focused
Organization Level String indicating the job's organization level. Example: "Squadron"
Key Position String indicating the job's importance type. Example: "Command"
Rotation Boolean: indicates whether the job is occupied on a rotational basis
Competencies The competencies required to adequately perform the job
Candidates List of officers eligible to occupy the job; sorted by prior job performance  
NOTE: Underlined characteristics do not change throughout the simulation for the respective job.  
Additionally, a job may list more than one career fields if the job is eligible for more than one career field.  

Table 6.3  
Simulation Model Career Field Characteristics 
Characteristic Description
Promotion List List of officers selected for promotion in each grade
Manning Level Number of officers in each grade
Promotion Percentage Percent of eligible officers promoted within each grade
Minimum Time in Grade Minimum years officers spend in grade before being considered for promotion to the next grade
Retention Percentage Percent of eligible officers remaining in officer force in each period by grade
Maximum Time in Grade Maximum number of years an officer may remain in an officer grade before promoting to the next 

grade or retiring
Maximum Time in Service Maximum number of years of service an officer may remain in an officer grade before promoting 

to the next grade or retiring
Time in Grade Promotion Zone The range of years an officer is eligible to promote within each officer grade
Below the Zone Promotion Percent of officers selected to promote to the next officer grade below the zone (O-4 and O-5)  
NOTE: Underlined characteristics do not change throughout the simulation for the respective career field. 

job rotates among the designated career fields.  The time-related settings mimic current 

USAF practices.  Although most jobs require an officer to serve three years before 
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becoming eligible to be assigned another job, several special function jobs such as a 

squadron command billet require the officer to serve less time before being reassigned.316  

Upon reassignment, the position priority determines the order in which jobs are filled 

during the simulation.317  Although no USAF policy or AFPC regulation dictates the 

order in which jobs should be filled, some commonsense rules are applied within the 

simulation.  For instance, command billets are priority one, unique nuclear-related jobs 

are second in priority, and the remaining nuclear jobs are third in order.  The remaining 

jobs vary from priority one to four depending on the job’s function.318  The priority value 

allows policymakers to effectively differentiate the jobs that should receive greater 

priority when selecting officers for assignment.    

6.1.2 Model Inputs 

 The simulation model requires numerous inputs to correctly reflect Congressional, 

DoD, USAF, and career field policies that govern how officers flow through career field 

and many of the career field non-changing inputs in Tables 6.1 through 6.3 serve as 

model inputs.  Congress and the DoD set overarching career field limits such as the end 

strength authorizations or the length of time an officer may serve in a grade or in service 

and the USAF and respective AFCFMs manage officer careers within those 

parameters.319  No individual maintains exclusive control over all career field aspects.   

 Some model inputs are strictly quantitative such as manpower authorizations or 

the length of command jobs, but other qualitative inputs governing model processes, 

referred to as “business rules,” determine the nature of underlying personnel management 

                                                 
316 The set of unique jobs includes flight commanders, standardization and evaluation, safety, weapons and 
tactics jobs, various command positions, and PME schools.  For all other jobs, the default minimum time 
served in a job is 8 periods (2 simulated years) and the preferred and maximum times served in a job are 12 
and 16 periods respectively. 
317 Filling certain jobs first provides those jobs a greater variety of eligible officers to select for the job and 
thus a greater probability of matching the job’s requirements.  
318 Because the simulation model focuses on nuclear-related officer career fields, the remaining jobs, 
occupied solely by B-1 pilots or space officers, are priority four.  Jobs in these career fields which are 
eligible for nuclear-related officers may be a higher priority than four. 
319 DoD Instruction 1320.13 defines parameters such as promotion timing and promotion probability based 
on grade.  These parameters are based on the intent of the Defense Officer Personnel Management Act 
(DOPMA), passed in 1980 and codified in Titles 10 and 37 of the US Code, which dictates varying officer 
management policies to facilitate a uniform concept of how an officer should be developed across all 
military services.  See Ch. 2 in Schirmer et al. (2006) for a thorough overview of DOPMA and related DoD 
policies for officer career fields.  
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functions such as which officers are selected for promotion or career field flow patterns. 

Both can be effectively modeled within the simulation. The model includes the following 

input measures which were either calculated via historical data, provided from subject 

matter experts (SME),320 or determined via DoD instructions: 

 Length of different job assignments 

 Prerequisites and competencies for jobs 

 Historical attrition rates by years of service within each grade and career field321 

 Schoolhouse training rates 

 Promotion times for officer grades 

 Promotion rates for all zones and grades322 

 Job billets and groups323 

 Career Paths324 

The simulation reflects DOPMA’s up-or-out promotion system in which officers either 

promote or separate/retire from a service after serving a maximum amount of time within 

an officer grade.325  Officers may both voluntarily or involuntarily separate within the 

model, but the model does not predict attrition nor account for factors contributing to 

retention such as an officer’s real or perceived promotion probability or financial 

incentives in civilian jobs.  Voluntary separations are an input to the model based on 

                                                 
320 From the RAND Corporation.  
321 The model specifically utilizes Cumulative Continuation Rates (CCRs) to determine an officer’s 
retirement date within each grade.  The simulation CCRs indicate the percentage of officers remaining for 
each respective period served in grade.  For example, a 60 percent CCR for B-52 pilots in starting their 8th 
year as an O-4 indicates 60 percent of the officers in that cohort should complete their 8th year as a major. 
322 The USAF does not publish career field-specific promotion rates.  Hence, the model utilizes promotion 
rates aggregated to the utilization field level or above (e.g., pilots, navigators, non-rated ops) which is 
published yearly by AFPC.  
323 The jobs within the simulation reflect the job-groups specified in Chapter 3 and thus reflect the AFGSC 
organizational structure.  
324 Although the number of career paths is virtually limitless within each career field, the career paths 
inputted into the model reflect basic patterns shown in the AFOCPG.  For instance, 11B officers should not 
serve in flight commander or stan/eval jobs until serving as an instructor pilot or being assigned to primary 
flying duty.  See Chapters 2 and 3 for career pyramids and common trends within the 11B, 12B, and 13S 
functional areas.  Figures J.17 through J.19 in Appendix J show the respective career pyramids.  
325 In general, the “up” portion of the system provides that officers should progress through the officer 
ranks and compete for promotion at certain years-of-service points.  The “out” policy dictates that those 
officers not selected for promotion after two attempts must either separate or, if eligible, retire after serving 
a certain number of years depending on each officer grade.  For example, an O-4 twice failed for promotion 
is permitted to serve on active duty until 20 years-of-service and then must retire.  For more information 
regarding the up-or-out system, see Chapter 2 in Rostker et al. (1990).  
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attrition rates by career field within the model whereas the other factors, such as 

involuntary separations, are not direct inputs but instead exist as a function of several 

other inputs such as the time in grade rules defined by DoD Instruction 1320.13.326  

6.1.3 Model Procedures 

 The simulation model is vacancy driven and loops through several officer 

personnel management procedures each period to access, assign, promote, and retire 

officers.  Figure 6.1 outlines the overall process.  Assuming officers already populate the 

simulation model, the simulation first determines the job and grade vacancies due to 

retirement and promotion327 in grade O-7.328  O-6 officers subsequently promote to fill 

the O-7 grade vacancies and the model assigns the remaining O-7 officers and promoted 

O-6 officers fill those job vacancies.  Although the model would ideally optimize the 

assignment of officer candidates to jobs in order to achieve a desired set of workforce 

objectives, the model instead reflects the current USAF business rules when assigning 

personnel to jobs.  Hence, the model utilizes a heuristic to assign the best available 

officer to a vacant job.  The process begins with each vacant job receiving a list candidate 

officers sorted from highest to lowest based on a job candidacy score.  The job score 

reflects each officer’s qualifications and suitability to occupy the job which includes the 

competency match, time in grade, and prior schooling.329  Higher scores indicate a better 

match and jobs are filled by priority with the best available officer.330  The model 

continues the process for each subsequent officer grade until the model commissions new 

O-1 officers based on career field specific schoolhouse training rates to fill any O-1 

vacancies.331 

 
                                                 
326 See DoD, 1996.  
327 O-7 officers may promote to O-8 but subsequently leave the simulation.  
328 The model tracks each officer’s occupied job billet and the number of officers in each grade.  
329 The competency match score is the primary factor determining the overall job score, but the other 
factors play a small, Boolean-type role to differentiate officers.  For example, given two officers with 
identical job scores, the time in grade parameter awards the officer with the correct time in grade a set 
amount of points to prevent the other, less experienced officer from occupying the job.   
330 The best available officer for each job is the officer within a job’s candidate list with the highest job 
score.  Officers assigned to a job are subsequently eliminated as candidates for any other jobs.   
331 The USAF typically meets all its accession goals for officers each year, especially within the rated 
community.  Supplying each career field with sufficient new officers does not therefore introduce much 
potential bias into the model. Career fields therefore do not suffer any from any training delays or 
shortages. 
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Figure 6.1  
Simulation Model Flow 
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 The model uses job performance to distinguish between officers for promotion.332  

An officer receives an ability score uniformly distributed from 1 to 10 upon accessing the 

model and the officer’s job performance scores are normally distributed around the 

officer’s ability score.  Although an officer’s acquired competencies obviously play an 

important role in an officer’s job performance when considering the job requirements, the 

model does not assume a functional relationship between the two.333  After serving 

sufficient time in grade, officers become promotion eligible within each grade and 

officers are ranked on the promotion list according to their recent job performance.  

Hence, job performance determines promotions within the simulation.334  Only the top 

portion of officers is selected for promotion according to promotion rate inputs and the 

model promotes officers two periods in advance to ease assignment decisions.  As a 

result, officers may begin an assignment in a job slated for the next higher grade prior to 

promotion and also finish a job in the next lower grade after a promotion.   

                                                 
332 The model also uses prior job performance to break any ties when two or more officers have the same 
job score as candidates for a job.  Specifically, the officer with the highest prior job performance score 
receives the job out of the set of officers with the same job score.  
333 If yearly officer performance reports could be linked to each officer’s job, a functional relationship 
could be estimated.  Because this research could not acquire USAF officer job performance data nor find 
sufficient literature to indicate an accepted relationship between the two parameters, the simulation does 
not assume a functional form.  
334 Because job performance significantly determines promotion, the average ability score of officers 
increases in higher grades.  Hence, officers with low ability scores are very unlikely to reach higher officer 
grades.  
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 After assigning, promoting, and retiring officers from the simulation, the model 

updates a variety of metrics for each individual officer and career field.  Each officer’s 

competency profile updates to include newly acquired competencies from the officer’s 

current job.  Also, time-based SEIs are updated according to the revised criteria 

suggested in section 5.1.5.  Nearly all competencies can be developed via the competency 

models described in Chapter 2, but real officer job records list a FAC that cannot be 

tracked within the simulation.  Because officers do not acquire one, unique FAC from a 

job-group and jobs are aggregated to the job-group level within the simulation, officers 

acquire FACs from job groups according to the proportion of jobs within a job-group 

with each FAC.  For example, officers gain operations functional experience from 

approximately 8 percent of O-3 ICBM OSS jobs whereas officers acquire weapons and 

tactics experience from the other 92 percent of O-3 ICBM OSS jobs.  To achieve a high-

level of fidelity regarding officer’s competency profiles, the model randomly assigns the 

FAC experience according to the proportion of jobs with the FAC in the job-group.  

Hence, the simulation develops officer competency profiles that replicate real officer 

records.    

6.1.4 Model Verification and Validation 

 The simulation model was verified and validated to ensure the model worked 

correctly.  Verification evaluates whether the model works correctly (i.e., the model is 

built correctly) and, conversely, validation addresses whether the model reflects reality 

(i.e., the model is right for the analysis).   

 The simulation model was verified via a variety of methods to include a series of 

independent test cases, structured walkthroughs of the model, tracing output and state 

variables throughout the model and comparing the simulation output with expert opinion.  

Using baseline personnel policies and parameters, debugging the underlying processes 

within the model consisted of evaluating the following test cases: 

 Competency models were adjusted to ensure competency-match statistics shifted 

as expected and officer competency profiles tracked the correct competencies 

acquired from various jobs. 
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 Accessions were decreased and each career field manning strength reflected the 

dearth of officers for both slight and substantial decreases in accession rates. 

 Officer job histories were reviewed to ensure appropriate career paths. 

 Promotion rates, retention values, and the DoD-governed time-in-grade and time-

in-service values were altered and the model’s personnel end-strength moved in 

the expected directions accordingly. 

 An officer cohort was traced from “cradle to grave” in the simulation. 

 Several analysts and programmers reviewed the model’s underlying algorithms. 

Although each test case and other reviews dramatically increased the model’s accuracy 

and confirmed the model works as intended according to the metrics of interest, a small 

chance exists that some errors remain.  Hence, the simulation output inherent error may 

reflect some internal bias via incorrect modeling.  

 The most important aspect of a model’s validity is to establish that the model’s 

output closely resembles the output expected from the actual system.335  Although the 

model does, on average, resemble some aspects of the current 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

officer demographics,336  the model should not be expected to replicate the FY2009 

officer demographics.  Because this simulation model is designed to mimic the 

underlying, aggregate business rules applied throughout the USAF officer personnel 

management system, the model should instead replicate the expected output of the 

existing officer personnel management system for the nuclear force.  As discussed above, 

actual nuclear officer career field demographics are subject to a variety of endogenous 

and exogenous dynamic effects and a simulation model could be developed to replicate 

those demographics.  However, the simulation model employed in this dissertation 

focuses on the core business rules directly related to career-field policy levers such as 

promotion rates, accessions, time in job (TIJ), or time in grade.  Validation is therefore 

                                                 
335 Law, 2007, p. 259.  
336 For example, within one simulation run, approximately 80 percent of O-3 ICBM officers acquired at 
least four years of nuclear experience whereas 85 percent of FY2009 AD O-3 ICBM officers acquired the 
same competency as shown in Table 4.7.  Note that the accuracy required to validate a model depends on 
its intended use and the preferences of a policymaker.  There is no definitive approach to validate a model, 
however. 
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focused on replicating those business rules.  This dissertation relied on SME review337 

and existing USAF personnel management regulations to replicate business rules.  After 

much review, the model’s inherent business rules accurately reflect core USAF personnel 

management practices. 

6.1.5 Caveats and Concerns 

 The simulation model specifically focuses on overarching business rules at the 

core of the USAF personnel management process and does not attempt to address 

occasional, ad hoc fine-tuning policies introduced in response to suddenly recognized 

problems.338  For example, assignment managers may limit the number of personnel 

assigned to certain non-nuclear organizations if manning shortages or some other reason 

justifies a tweak in assignment policy.  The model instead continues to reflect standard 

practices and assigns personnel to the jobs with vacancies regardless of the overarching 

circumstances.  Although this may not perfectly replicate how the USAF handles 

personnel management issues like the circumstance above, the model indicates how 

career fields should react to changes to macro policy levers given standard USAF 

business rules without any small-scale intervention.   

 Although most of the model inputs are specific to each career field, the promotion 

rates inputted in the model are aggregated at the utilization-field level (e.g., pilot, 

navigator, non-rated ops).  Because career field promotion rates remain a sensitive issue, 

the USAF only publishes aggregated promotion rates.  Hence, the promotion rates within 

the model do not reflect promotion trends within each career field, but at least resemble 

promotion rates for each career field’s respective functional community.   

 If the USAF instituted a personnel policy to assign officers to jobs based on 

competencies such as the simulation demonstrates, the policy effort would require 

additional data collection and personnel analysis.  AFPC would develop competency 

profiles for each officer and develop accurate competency models similar to those shown 

in this analysis.  Even if the USAF observed the advertised competency matches, the 

USAF should ensure those improved competency matches result in improved job 
                                                 
337 Individuals at AFPC and the Rand Corporation.  Each SME has a substantial amount of USAF and 
nuclear-related knowledge regarding both unit operations and USAF personnel management processes.  
338 The model does not capture these, but if such occasional policies were sustained over time, those policy 
interventions would amount to policy.  
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performance.  Because the relationship between competency matches and job 

performance is not well understood, the USAF will need to collect further, accurate job 

performance data and analyze that relationship empirically.339 

6.2 POLICY SIMULATION SCENARIOS 

 Policies affecting each function within the simulation can be changed to simulate 

the effects of policy changes on the breadth and depth of officer experience.  Because the 

“health” of the nuclear officer workforce remains a function of several endogenous and 

exogenous factors, this dissertation examines several scenarios to better understand how 

the Nuclear Enterprise’s human capital changes according to those factors.  The 

simulation model first evaluates a “baseline scenario” using a set of inputs specific to 

each career field and the core business rules that govern the USAF officer personnel 

management system.  Baseline inputs are then changed to examine seven other scenarios 

that change the promotion, retention, and accession rates for each career field as 

summarized in Table 6.4 and the resulting simulation outputs are compared with the 

baseline and other scenarios as appropriate.    
Table 6.4  
AFGSC Simulation Scenarios 

1 - Baseline 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Promotion Rate Status quo MCO PCO Status quo Status quo Status quo PCO MCO
Retention Rate Status quo Status quo Status quo PCO MCO Status quo PCO MCO
Schoolhouse Rates Status quo Status quo Status quo Status quo Status quo Shortage Shortage Shortage

Scenario

 
NOTE: MCO: Major Combat Operations 
PCO: Peacetime Contingency Operations 
Shortage: Career fields start simulation at FY 2009 manning levels and receive expected schoolhouse rates. 
Status quo: Historical values specific to each career field. 

Each deviation from the baseline scenario could be simulated in nearly infinite ways,340 

but every alternative could not be evaluated given time and resources.  The chosen 

                                                 
339 Officer performance reports document whether a company or field grade officer meets the standard 
expectations in the following categories: job knowledge, leadership skills, professional qualities, 
organizational skills, judgment and decisions, communication skills, and physical fitness.  Each factor is 
rated in binary fashion: the officer either meets the standard or does not.  Because all other supporting 
comments describe an officer’s performance in general, non-comparable terms, officer performance reports 
would not be a good source for comparable, standardized job performance data to empirically examine the 
relationship between job performance and competency matches.  See AF Form 707 for more information.  
340 Many of the inputs are real numbers and there is a multitude of inputs governing the simulation.  
Because a representative set of input factor categories could not be easily identified, this analysis did not 
examine the simulations with classical experimental design.  Further promotion, retention, and accession 
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scenarios reflect circumstances different enough from the status-quo model (i.e., 

historical averages) to provide meaningful results without generating unrealistic or 

infeasible circumstances.  Using three career field macro policy levers, the scenarios 

address changes in promotion, retention, and schoolhouse production rates.341  The 

baseline model utilizes FY2009 promotion rates as the status-quo and the scenarios 

deviate by examining promotion and retention rates consistent with peacetime 

contingency operations (PCO) and long-term major combat operations (MCO).342  

Similarly, several scenarios examine how each career field might recover by receiving 

the status-quo schoolhouse rates when initially undermanned.343  To compare the results, 

each scenario is evaluated with several aggregated career field parameters to include, at a 

minimum, competency match by nuclear function, breadth vs. depth in nuclear jobs, and 

manning strength.   

 Each simulation run begins without any officers occupying the career fields and 

the simulation utilizes the warm-up periods to populate and normalize an officer force.  

Because the simulation is inherently stochastic, each simulation’s initial population of 

officers will be different and vary across a spectrum.  Solutions will therefore be 

incomparable using the above output variables (i.e., comparing apples to oranges).  To 

ensure each scenario analyzes the same initial population of officers,344 the simulations 

incorporate common random numbers (CRN) to ensure the scenarios are comparable and 

the effect of changes to policy levers can be accurately determined (i.e., comparing 

                                                                                                                                                 
rate analysis should be completed to generate different and useful levels for an experimental design to 
estimate the effect of these policy levers on the competency matches for each career field.   
341 Schoolhouse production rates represent the number of officers leaving the career field’s initial training 
block to enter the career field fully trained and ready for operations.  
342 These scenarios used historical data published by AFPC from 1996 to 1999 to construct the PCO 
scenario and data from 2003 to 2008 to construct the MCO scenario.  See Appendix K to see longitudinal 
charts showing these values.  
343 Career fields are set to be undermanned according to their manning levels in FY2009 (see Figure 5.8).  
Because the 13SXC career field is not undermanned, the career field is not set to be under-strength.  Note 
that both the 12BXD and 12BXE career field are combined within the simulation model as few differences 
existed between the career fields to justify analyzing them separately.  The resulting B-52 CSO career field 
is set to be undermanned according to the B-52 Navigator career field FY2009 manning level.  
344 At the start of the simulation, the model utilizes Little’s Law ( WL ) to equally access officers by 
period over the course of a simulation year.  This prevents officer surges and allows officers to flow 
through the simulation according to real-world standards.  By using common random numbers, the flow of 
officers through the initial stages of the simulation essentially remains the same and therefore produces a 
career field populated with the same officers and officer characteristics.   
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apples to apples).345  CRN uses the same random number streams across scenarios and 

thereby reduces the variance of the expected output.  CRN is therefore especially useful 

when evaluating alternative system configurations under similar experimental conditions 

because the method provides greater confidence that the observed differences in system 

performance are due to differences in the system configurations rather than fluctuations 

within the experimental conditions.  Hence, the simulation outputs will be much more 

stable and the scenarios become effectively comparable. 

 Note that the overall purpose of this simulation is to examine how numerous 

variables within the USAF officer personnel management system interact in complex 

ways and react to changes.  The AFGSC simulation model provides underlying analytic 

support to enhance policy decisions regarding nuclear-related officer personnel 

management, but the simulations cannot and do not evaluate every conceivable variation 

in USAF manpower policy or career field management.  The following sections outline 

how certain career fields should be expected to change when some personnel policy 

levers adjust with the caveat that real officer management is much more dynamic and 

effects of certain policy changes may be more volatile.  

6.2.1 Scenario 1: Baseline Model 

 The baseline scenario examines historical promotion and retention rates346 for 

each career field when the career field continues to achieve expected schoolhouse 

training rates.  The outputs from the baseline model therefore reflect the long-term, 

steady-state average competency matches for each career field.  Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 

indicate that fewer competency gaps should result if 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers are 

properly developed.347  Compared to FY2009 competency matches, the competency 

match for 11B primary oversight and auxiliary support jobs improves over 28 and 100 

                                                 
345 CRN is a variance reducing technique (VRT) which increases statistical efficiency by reducing the 
variance of an output random variable without affecting its expected value.  See Appendix L for technical 
details.  CRN essentially works because random-number generators reproduce similar numbers if given a 
seed number to start its random number algorithm.  Because the generated random numbers are the same 
when starting with the same seed, scenarios can be comparatively evaluated while still introducing 
stochastic processes to a model.  
346 See Appendix K for a list of these values.  
347 The variance captured within Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 is variance of the simulation’s approximation for 
the steady-state, long-term average. 
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percent respectively.348  The remaining competency gaps for the primary oversight jobs, 

although small, may exist due to poor assignment matches.  11B officers mostly lack 

important-level competencies as over 90 percent of the critical competencies are met on 

average.  When critical competency gaps do occur, most come from approximately 1 in 4 

11B officers occupying group-level standardization and evaluation jobs without that same 

prior functional experience.   
Figure 6.2  
11B Expected Competency Matches, Baseline Scenario 
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NOTE: Thick black line indicates competency match mean; lower dashed line is competency match 10th 
percentile; upper dashed line is 90th percentile.349 

 11B command jobs also improve substantially. 11B officers match nearly 86 

percent of overall command job requirements alongside nearly 90 percent of the critical 

competencies on average compared to 62 and 69 percent in FY2009 respectively.  The 

remaining gaps stem from officers lacking prior flight command or squadron director of 

operations experience when in squadron command billets.  Although every eligible 

officer will not perfectly match the job requirements, the 11B career fields may at least be 

                                                 
348 Refer to Figure 5.7 for the FY2009 competency match values. 
349 Although the mean competency match suggests a relatively constant value over time, the competency 
matches for the four nuclear job categories are steady-state cycles.  The overall competency match cycles 
due to the inherent randomness and constraining nature of placing assignment-eligible officers in vacant 
jobs.  See Figures K.18 through K.20 in  K for an example.  
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fairly selective as over 80 percent of the 11B squadron-level and above command 

vacancies have at least 2 eligible officers to select for those command jobs.350   

 Interestingly, the competency match for strategic guidance jobs remains similar to 

FY2009 levels at approximately 60 percent on average.  As suggested in section 5.2.4, 

several of the competency gaps exist in strategic guidance jobs because too few officers 

acquire the required competencies.  Despite being an important-level competency, 

approximately 41 percent of 11B officers acquired plans experience when occupying a 

higher-echelon job requiring the competency.  Officers likewise lack other functional 

experience as approximately 20 and 25 percent of 11B officers previously acquired 

operations support and operational requirements functional experience.  Whereas 11B 

officers can acquire operations support functional experience in OSS units, 11B officers 

only acquire plans or operational requirements experience in other strategic guidance 

jobs.  Because career paths and the number of jobs limit the overall number of officers 

that can acquire the experiences required for most strategic guidance jobs, the 11B career 

fields should more carefully manage and assign officers with these relatively unique 

skills.  

 FY2009 manning rates show the B-2 career field was 66 percent manned and that 

total included at least 10 percent non B-2 officers.  The baseline scenario utilized 

expected schoolhouse rates for the B-2 career field (30), but as only 46 tactical 

employment-related jobs351 exist within the career field, some officers do not receive the 

chance to gain tactical experience.352  Instead, those officers occupy vacant staff jobs and 

continue on a staff-focused career path.  Because those officers never acquired 

fundamental B-2 and nuclear tactical experience, the officers are ill-prepared for many 

subsequent nuclear jobs which require fundamental nuclear strike knowledge such as 

strategic guidance jobs.  This trend suggests that pilot absorption, not the number of 

accessions, may create a problem for the B-2 career field as limited flying hours cannot 

                                                 
350 On average, 3.5 officers are eligible for each job. 
351 As of FY2009, the USAF’s B-2 inventory is 19 with 1 aircraft designated for test purposes.  With a crew 
of two pilots, the number of jobs resembles the expected number of jobs if one crew existed per aircraft.  
352 Because of the average time in job is three years for these jobs, using Little’s Law, approximately 15 
officers exit these jobs and are replaced by new B-2 officers.  Note that this scenario does not occur within 
the B-52 community.  
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be effectively distributed among both experienced and inexperienced pilots.353  At any 

given time in the simulation, approximately 15 B-2 officers resemble these circumstances 

and each officer lacks many pertinent nuclear skills.  Either the B-2 community assesses 

too many officers or too few tactical employment jobs exist for each new B-2 officer 

cohort.  On average, each B-2 officer grade is 95 to 100 percent manned within the 

baseline scenario which suggests the B-2 community should determine if allocating more 

officers to tactical employment jobs or reducing the schoolhouse rates might deter this 

problem.  

 In contrast to the 11B career field, the 12B career field maintains a comparatively 

high and fairly precise expected competency match for each of the four nuclear job 

categories.  Primary oversight competency matches should improve as much as 33 

percent while auxiliary support jobs should reach a 97 percent competency match on 

average.  Like 11B officers, 12B officers match the critical competencies extremely well 

with a 98 percent match on average.  But, 12B officers lack several important-level 

competencies such as instructor or flying training functional experience for 

standardization and evaluation jobs.  Few 12B officers acquired those important 

competencies prior to occupying primary oversight jobs and the 12B career field should 

expect the critical competencies to be perfectly matched with a few remaining gaps 

within the important-level competencies.  Specifically, 12B officers only lack above-

squadron staff experience prior to occupying jobs within the 608th AOC within 8th AF.  

Regardless of this competency gap, significant gains should be expected for 12B 

auxiliary support jobs.  

 As expected, few competency gaps exist for 12B command billets.  The relatively 

few competency mismatches indicate squadron commanders lacked squadron director of 

operations experience, but 4 in every 5 squadron commanders should possess flight 

command experience.  Approximately 70 percent of officers occupying command billets 

will not acquire the W prefix prior to occupying the job and because relatively few 

officers achieve that important skill, the competency gap either represents a problematic 

shortage or the 12B career field assigns too much importance to this prefix.  

                                                 
353 Taylor et al. (2009) found a similar trend with the fighter pilot career fields. See pp. 54-60 for more 
information.  
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Unfortunately, nearly 6 in 10 officers serving in command jobs at the group and wing-

levels lack prior squadron command experience. The 12B career field should expect to be 

fairly selective for these jobs; approximately 75 percent of the vacancies on average have 

at least two eligible officers to occupy the command billets.354  Although officers match 

most of the remaining competencies and the 12B career field may be fairly selective 

when assigning officers to command billets, the career field should emphasize prior 

command experience for its higher echelon command jobs.  Because every eligible 

officer may not possess the right command prerequisites, the 12B career field could 

consider grooming as one minor alteration to core business rules to further ensure the 

right officers serve in key command positions.  

Similar to the 11B officers, many of the 12B officers serving in strategic guidance 

type jobs lack certain functional experiences.  Because 12B officers often occupy these 

higher-echelon jobs earlier in their careers in comparison to 11B officers, more 12B  

Figure 6.3  
12B Expected Competency Matches, Baseline Scenario 
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NOTE: Thick black line indicates competency match mean; lower dashed line is competency match 10th 
percentile; upper dashed line is 90th percentile. 

                                                 
354 On average, at least one officer should be available to occupy these above-squadron command billets. 
Unfortunately, zero officers are eligible for the jobs during the remaining 25 percent of the time..  
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officers will acquire the rare functional competencies outlined above for rated strategic 

guidance jobs.  On average, only 28 percent of 12B officers lack operational 

requirements, approximately 9 percent are short of operations support, plans is absent for 

35 percent of officers, and nearly 1 in 3 officers lacked above-squadron staff experience.  

Despite the overall competency match improving over 15 percent compared to FY2009 

values, competency gaps remain as too few officers acquire specialized experience for 

strategic guidance jobs.  The 12B career field must therefore more carefully assign 

officers to these types of jobs as only seven percent of officers will possess the required 

competencies for the jobs on average.  

 Compared to the rated career fields in FY2009, 13SXC officers much better 

match the 13SXC job requirements.  Both the command and strategic guidance 

competency matches improve by over 17 and 21 percent respectively when compared to 

the average FY2009 competency matches.  With an overall competency match average of 

96.2 percent, most of the ICBM command positions are filled with officers lacking very 

few of the required competencies, but the average is skewed by the large number of 

combat crew commander and flight commander jobs.  The average match is much lower 

for higher-echelon command positions.  Officers in squadron and group commander 

billets matched approximately 83 percent of the required competencies on average and 

the match for wing commanders is even lower at 73 percent.  For the relatively few 

missing competencies, approximately 34 percent of the squadron commanders lacked 

prior command experience either via flight or combat crew command.  Although each 

squadron commander vacancy had at least two eligible officers to occupy the billets, 

some of the other gaps result from a small portion of officers lacking substantial combat 

crew experience and the instructor prefix (K).  Group and wing commanders also lacked 

prior command experience as nearly half of the wing commanders did not serve as a 

squadron commander alongside 1 in 3 group commanders lacking squadron leadership.  

Additionally, nearly 65 percent of ICBM wing commanders lacked staff experience 

above the squadron level and nearly 55 percent of group commanders lacked a similar 

experience.  Officers occupying these jobs matched many of the fundamental aspects of 

the job, but the gaps within the higher echelon leadership positions suggest the 
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assignment process could be improved as both group and wing command billets had at 

least four eligible officers to choose to fill the job vacancy on average.   

 Similar to FY2009 competency matches, nearly two-thirds of ICBM officers in 

auxiliary support jobs match at least 80 percent of the required competencies and nearly 

60 percent perfectly match all requirements.  The remaining “non-perfect” 40 percent 

suffer from either imperfect assignments or career development gaps.  Consistent with 

FY2009 career development gap trends, nearly 85 percent of officers sent to the 576th 

FTS lacked prior codes experience and approximately 42 percent do not acquire EWO or 

plans experience before serving in the 625th STOS.  These units may not receive officers 

with such specialized training and may therefore either adjust their competency 

requirements or the ICBM career field should more carefully manage and assign these 

officers with a unique skill-set.  
Figure 6.4  
13SXC Expected Competency Matches, Baseline Scenario 
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NOTE: Thick black line indicates competency match mean; lower dashed line is competency match 10th 
percentile; upper dashed line is 90th percentile. 

 The overall ICBM primary oversight competency match does not significantly 

change compared to FY2009 trends.  Most ICBM officers establish fundamental nuclear 

operations experience within the combat crew environment and then build depth by 

occupying primary oversight jobs.  Better officer-to-job assignment patterns may 
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improve the overall competency match as enough officers acquire the necessary skills for 

these jobs.  Specifically, junior ICBM officers often lack functional and AFSC prefix 

expertise from prior squadron level jobs when occupying standardization and evaluation 

jobs at the group level.  Unless absolutely necessary, assigning officers to group level 

primary oversight jobs should come after an officer acquires functional knowledge at the 

squadron level.   

 Despite the overall competency match improving to approximately 85 percent on 

average, the baseline model exhibits similar problematic aspects for strategic guidance 

jobs compared to FY2009 trends.  Specifically, 90 percent of the officers do not acquire 

joint and nearly 70 percent lack plans experience prior to serving in a STRATCOM job.  

As an improvement, approximately 1 in 5 officers lack above-squadron staff experience 

compared to nearly half in FY2009.   

6.2.2 Promotion, Retention, and Accession Rates 

 Each of the scenarios in Table 6.4 was evaluated and the overall mean 

competency match, standard error, and 95 percent confidence intervals were compared 

with the baseline standard scenario.  While each scenario resembled the competency gaps 

discussed in the baseline model, macro-level policy levers significantly changed the 

competency match for some nuclear job categories.  Using a Paired-t test, several of the 

nuclear job categories differed from the baseline scenario at a statistically significant 

level of 05.0 .  Changing promotion rates to reflect peace-time averages and war-time 

averages appears to shift the competency match in varying ways across the career fields 

for some nuclear job categories, but none are statistically different from the baseline 

scenario.355  However, changes to each career field’s retention rates and introducing 

under-strength issues to the career fields generate statistically significant mean 

competency match values for several nuclear job categories as shown in Table 6.5.  The 

USAF personnel system is vacancy-driven and officers occupy new jobs as vacancies 

                                                 
355 For example, 12B command jobs achieved a 90.8 mean competency match whereas changing the 
baseline promotion rates for each officer grade to reflect war-time averages appears to increase the 12B 
command competency match to 91.1.  Because the Scenario 2 12B command mean competency match 
value does not statistically differ from the baseline standard mean competency match, the promotion rates 
do not appear to generate any significant difference in competency match values.  Any resulting changes 
may therefore be a product of some inherent sampling error.  
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exist in jobs or officer grades.  The primary determinant of those vacancies is the 

retention rates and it is no surprise promotion rates insignificantly affect the competency 

match scores.  Promotion rates may inadvertently affect retention rates by altering an 

officer’s real or perceived chances of promotion, but neither peacetime nor wartime 

promotion rates significantly alter the competency matches for these career fields.  

 Both ICBM and 11B officers’ competency matches decrease when subjected to 

war-time retention rates in Scenarios 5 and 8.  Because a significant portion of officers 

from both career fields separate from the respective career field at the officer’s first 
Table 6.5  
Competency Match Performance in Scenarios, by Nuclear Job Function and Career Field (Percent) 

 
Note: Competency match mean in bold text, standard error italicized, and 95 percent confidence interval for 
competency match listed below those values.  Darker colors indicate the mean competency match increased 
with respect to the baseline value for the career field and lighter colors indicate opposite - the darker the color 
the greater the increase and vice versa. 356 
PO = Primary Oversight; AS = Auxiliary Support; CC = Command; SG = Strategic Guidance. 

                                                 
356 Because the difference between the scenario and baseline output is an independent and identically 
distributed random variable and each scenario produced the same number of simulation runs, a Paired-t 
confidence interval can be constructed to determine if the system design of the scenario differs from the 
baseline at a statistically significant level.  See Appendix L for more information.  
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retention point (i.e., 6 to 8 years for ICBM officers, 10 to 12 years for bomber pilots),357 

the career fields retain a small share of officers which is insufficient to adequately man 

the field grades.358  As shown by Figures 6.5 and  6.6, the resulting dearth of officers 

does not match the competency requirements for the jobs they occupy.  As 11B O-4 

officers  
Figure 6.5  
ICBM O-3 Manning and PO & AS Mean Competency Matches359 
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Figure 6.6  
11B O-4 Manning and PO & SG Mean Competency Matches 
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357 See Figures K.7, K.10, and K.13 in Appendix K.  
358 Note that the 11B career field also suffers from another officer exodus when many lieutenant colonels 
reach 20 years of service and retire.  
359 Figures 6.5 and  6.6 show one simulation run during Scenario 8 and the other iterations resemble the 
patterns shown in the figures.  
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and 13SXC officers reach their first retention point and large shares of those officers 

separate,360 the remaining share of officers cannot sufficiently man the officer grade 

despite promotions from the respective lower grade.  11B O-4s reach a steady-state 

manning level of approximately 12 percent within 11 years of the start of low retention 

rates while the 13SXC O-3 officer grade maintains approximately 65 percent manning 

after 6 years.  Although neither career field should expect retention rates to remain low 

for another 6 or 11 years, both career fields should recognize that any progress towards 

these potentially dangerous steady-states must be amended.  These career fields should 

examine methods to induce higher retention such as bonuses or assignments resulting in 

service commitments lasting through the expected retention point.  While this 

quantitative assessment provides these career fields the analytic base to understand the 

situation and make informed policy decisions, ultimately each career field should answer 

the qualitative question why so many officers tend to leave during these periods and 

address that core issue.  

 As shown by the color indicating the relative change in competency match score, 

12B officers’ competency matches do not substantially change regardless of the scenario.  

Although some of the competency match values are statistically different from the 

baseline scenario, the total competency match change differs by no more than a percent.  

Hence, competency matches for 12B officers appear fairly robust to the scenarios 

described in this dissertation.  The competency match scores appear to lie within the 

amorphous realm of “acceptable,” especially for auxiliary support and command jobs.  

As discussed above, some competency development gaps exist for strategic guidance 

jobs, but generally 12B officers meet the jobs’ demands.  The 12B career field does not 

therefore appear to require any further policy intervention to maintain status-quo 

operations.  

 The competency matches for 11B strategic guidance and auxiliary support jobs 

both improve in Scenarios 6 and 7 compared to the baseline competency match.  Because 

the retention rates for B-2 and B-52 pilots are higher during the peacetime scenario 

compared to the wartime retention rates, more personnel remain and manning problems 

                                                 
360 Officers leave the Air Force for specific reasons, but this research does not account for the myriad of 
possible reasons.  
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do not initially occur.  The overall probability of matching officer skills to a job’s 

requirements thereby increases which yields higher competency matches for the strategic 

guidance and auxiliary support jobs.  These benefits are temporary; the B-52 pilot career 

field still suffers from a sizeable portion of officers separating at the first retention 

point.361   Fewer B-52 field grade officers exist within the career field as time progresses 

and personnel gradually separate362 thereby allocating most of the strategic guidance jobs 

to the B-2 officers.  Despite some of the competency gaps discussed in prior sections for 

rated officers in strategic guidance jobs, B-52 pilots are much more qualified for strategic 

guidance jobs compared to B-2 pilots due to the aforementioned limit on available B-2 

tactical employment jobs.  Figure 6.7 shows the overall manning decrease and the portion 

of personnel from the B-52 and B-2 pilot career fields in strategic guidance jobs over the 

course of the simulation.  Note that the auxiliary support competency matches do not 

decrease as officers in grades O-4 and below occupy those jobs thereby allowing the  
Figure 6.7  
11B Strategic Guidance and B-52 O-4 Manning, Scenario 7 
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NOTE: Graph shows one replication of Scenario 7. Other replications resemble these trends as well. 

auxiliary support jobs to remain sufficiently manned.  Compared to Scenario 7, the 

improved competency matches for auxiliary support and strategic guidance jobs do not 

                                                 
361 The retention values during peacetime are not as dramatic compared to wartime retention rates, but 
compared to 96 percent of B-2 pilots remaining in grade O-4 for at least four years, only 72 percent of B-52 
majors remain as long.  See Figures K.11 and K.14 in Appendix K.  
362 The decrease in field grade officers is more gradual with peacetime retention rates compared to wartime 
retention rates.  
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decrease after an initial period as the historical retention rates for B-52 pilots retain 

enough pilots at each retention point to prevent under-manning issues.   

Although promotion rates do not significantly change competency matches as an 

isolated factor, promotion rates can provide slight adjustments to the significant effects of 

retention rates and shortages on competency matches.  For example, comparing the 11B 

strategic guidance competency matches in scenarios 5 and 8 suggests the increased war-

time promotion rates slightly improved the already low competency matches by nearly a 

full percent.  The comparatively higher promotion rates retained a few, extra quality 

personnel to enhance the competency match.  Despite promotion rates failing to 

significantly alter competency matches within these few scenarios, Nuclear Enterprise 

policymakers should recognize the added benefit of adjusting promotion rates alongside 

retention and accession rates.  Promotions provide personnel with monetary and prestige 

benefits alongside command opportunities, but more importantly for the Nuclear 

Enterprise, increasing promotion rates signals to personnel that these career fields are 

important to the USAF.  Specifically, the increasing promotion rates deter personnel from 

perceiving that nuclear personnel are disadvantaged compared to their non-nuclear peers 

for promotion.363  Although the promotion rates do not appear significantly important to 

improve these nuclear career fields’ competency gaps quantitatively, promotion rates 

provide noteworthy qualitative benefits and should not be ignored nor neglected when 

shaping these or other nuclear-related career fields.  

 Both scenarios 7 and 8 examined how quickly under-strength career fields could 

rebuild via expected schoolhouse rates when subjected to either PCO or MCO promotion 

and retention rates.  Obviously, the Nuclear Enterprise could man these career fields with 

officers from other career fields as observed in practice,364 but borrowing from other 

career fields is neither a long-term solution nor likely effective to achieve error-free 

nuclear operations short-term.365  Already under-manned in FY2009,  

                                                 
363 Nuclear-experienced officers widely perceive themselves to be at a disadvantage compared to their 
nuclear peers for promotion.  See the Schlesinger Report, 2008, p. 27.  
364 See section 4.1.2. 
365 Officers from other career fields may be required to serve in jobs outside their respective career field to 
gain “breadth” similar to bomber pilots’ alpha jobs.  Allowing officers to gain unique experiences outside 
their career field may enhance an officer’s skills, but similar competency gaps may occur within that career 
field if large shares of officers leave to support a solitary, under-strength career field.  While small, short-
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Figure 6.9 indicates both 11B career fields will remain under-strength when facing MCO 

retention rates whereas Figure 6.8 shows the B-2 career field can solve under-strength 

manning problems with expected schoolhouse rates over several years with PCO 

retention rates.  Given PCO retention rates, the B-2 career field can restore adequate  
Figure 6.8  
11B Scenario 7 Manning Percentages 
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NOTE: Graph shows results of one simulation but the rest of the simulations reflect the same trends.  

 
Figure 6.9  
11B Scenario 8 Manning Percentages366 
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 NOTE: Graph shows results of one simulation but the rest of the simulations reflect the same trends.  
                                                                                                                                                 
term benefits may allow an under-strength career field to achieve its mission, future arduous problems are 
likely to occur in both the “borrowed” career field and the nuclear under-manned career field.  
366 Note that the B-52 Nav career field will gradually decrease manning to about 10 percent below FY2009 
manning levels in either scenario.  But, as shown above, the B-52 Nav/EWO career field does not suffer 
any substantial decrease in competency matches contrary to the 11B career fields because the career field 
remains adequately manned.  Although the career field gradually loses approximately 10 percent of its 
manning over 25 years in the simulation, the career field maintains enough officers to properly develop 
competencies through expected career paths.  Hence, no significant changes to the competency matches 
occur. 
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manning levels typically within seven years, but the B-52 pilot career field will face 

steadily decreasing manning levels until the career field remains approximately 70 

percent manned.  Because the B-52 MCO retention rates are somewhat worse compared 

to the PCO retention rates, the B-52 career field will experience steady decreases in 

manning to approximately 60 percent if no policy or exogenous shock intervention 

occurs.  Hence, both the PCO and MCO retention rates prevent the B-52 pilot community 

from adequately manning the career field via accessions over time whereas the B-2 career 

field can restore approximately adequate manning levels with either MCO or PCO 

retention rates via expected accessions.  This research did not address the minimum 

accession levels required to achieve adequate manning and acceptable competency 

matches for both career fields in either MCO or PCO scenarios, but Nuclear Enterprise 

policymakers should note that solely increasing accessions will likely prove an inefficient 

and ineffective policy without also accounting for and adjusting retention rates.  

 Despite the changes in some non-command competency matches, 11B, 12B, and 

13SXC command jobs maintain a high competency match regardless of the endogenous 

and exogenous circumstances evaluated within the simulations.  Overall, the mean 

competency matches change by no more than two percent and therefore indicates the 

command jobs should be resilient to changes in the wartime environment.  Because 

comparatively few command jobs exist within each career field and each are the first 

priority for manning purposes, each career field may still be fairly selective when placing 

officers in command billet vacancies.  

6.2.3 Reducing Proportion of Non-Nuclear Jobs 

 Although promotion, retention, and accession rates play a significant role in 

adequately manning each career field, none improve the FY2009 competency gaps.367  

Instead, reducing the proportion of non-nuclear jobs that 11B, 12B, and 13SxC officers 

occupy represents one potential policy solution to reduce the FY2009 competency gaps.  

                                                 
367 Because retention rates significantly affect manning for the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields, this 
dissertation examined if increasing retention rates would reduce the competency gaps.  Specifically, the 
distribution of retention rates for each career field in grades O-3 through O-6 was increased, but the lack of 
substantial change in critical competency matches further suggest retention rates cannot improve 
competency matches beyond the inherent limits of career paths that officers follow. See Appendix O for 
more information.  
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As shown by Table 6.6, large shares of field grade officers in each career field occupied 

non-nuclear jobs in FY2009368 which allow officers to broaden their competency set by 

gaining non-nuclear experience.   
Table 6.6  
Number of 11B,12B, 13SXC Officers Occupying Non-nuclear Jobs in FY2009 

FY2009 O-3 O-4 O-5 O-6 FY2009 O-3 O-4 O-5 O-6
11B 10.5 (15) 38.6 (46) 50.0 (33) 63.1 (12) 11B 137 119 66 19
12B 19.7 (37) 54.4 (43) 59.0 (23) 71.4 (5) 12B 188 79 39 7
13SxC 46.4 (327) 70.2 (111) 62.2 (69) 60.0 (12) 13SxC 704 158 111 20

TOTAL CAREER FIELD END STRENGTHOUTSIDE NUCLEAR BILLETS

 
SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
NOTE: The first number indicates the percent of officers in that grade and career field occupying a non-
nuclear job in FY2009 followed by the total number of officers indicated in parentheses.  The 
accompanying table displays the overall end strength for each grade within each career field.  

Nearly half of the FY2009 11B field-grade officers occupied non-nuclear jobs whereas 

over half of 12B field-grade officers and 2 in 3 13SXC field-grade officers were assigned 

to non-nuclear jobs in FY2009.  Whereas many of the 13SXC non-nuclear assignments 

may be attributed to over-manning within the 13SXC field-grades, non-nuclear job 

assignments are required across all career fields regardless of manning levels.  Several of 

the O-4 and O-5 jobs within the 11B and 12B career field therefore remain vacant 

because of under-manning.369  Instead of allocating officers from other career fields or 

officers from lower grades to vacant jobs, the career fields could reduce the proportion of 

non-nuclear jobs required of each career field.  This policy would reduce the number of 

vacant nuclear jobs or nuclear jobs occupied by officers in either the wrong grade or from 

the wrong career field and thereby allow nuclear-oriented officers to acquire more 

nuclear experience.  Reducing the proportion of non-nuclear jobs thereby should help 

prevent nuclear-oriented competency gaps.  When evaluating this policy within the 

simulation model,370 the results indicate competency gaps can be reduced.  By reducing 

the proportion of non-nuclear jobs by increments of 25 percent as shown in Figures 6.10 

                                                 
368 Although FY2009 represents a snapshot of the proportion of officers occupying non-nuclear billets, the 
proportion of non-nuclear jobs allocated to 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers does not significantly change 
between FY2009 and FY2010. 
369 See Figures J.12 through J.16 for FY2009 job assignments in each career field.  
370 The resulting simulations evaluated the effect of reducing the number of non-nuclear jobs required by 
each career field in increments of 25 percent where 0 percent indicated the FY2009 status-quo job 
assignment patterns and 100 percent indicated that nuclear-jobs were always filled before sending any 
remaining officers to occupy non-nuclear jobs.  Note that the reduced number of jobs can be determined by 
using Little’s Law WL .  
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through 6.12,371 the marginal gain to improve the competency gaps is approximately 10 

percent for nearly all rated job-categories whereas only slight improvements exist for the 

13SXC officers.372  The rated career fields can reduce the proportion of non-nuclear jobs 

up to 50 percent before the marginal cost of reducing the opportunity for competency 

breadth in non-nuclear jobs exceeds the marginal benefit of increasing the nuclear 

competency matches in nuclear jobs.  Hence, officers in nearly all job categories373 will 

match at least 85 percent of the critical competencies on average compared to the 

simulated FY2009 status quo.374  By ultimately reducing the number of alfa tours375 for 

11B and 12B officers, the overall nuclear expertise should increase within those rated 

career fields. 
Figure 6.10  
Competency Gaps When Decreasing the Number of Non-Nuclear Jobs Required of 11Bs 
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NOTE: The x-axis percentage indicates the decrease in proportion of non-nuclear jobs required of 11Bs.  
For example, a 0 percent reduction indicates the status-quo jobs in the model whereas 25 percent reduces 
the total non-nuclear job requirement by a quarter of all jobs.    

                                                 
371 Note that all possible reduction proportions were not evaluated within the simulation, but enough 
increments exist to assess the general trends when decreasing the number of non-nuclear jobs required for 
nuclear officers to occupy.  
372 This assumes the marginal benefit of reducing the proportion of required non-nuclear jobs equals the 
marginal cost of reducing opportunities for officers to develop further non-nuclear competency breadth.  
373 11B auxiliary support achieves approximately an 84 percent match with the critical competencies within 
the simulation.  
374 Because the simulation model instead reflects core business rules for assigning and developing nuclear 
officers, several fine-tuning policies, such as assigning non-nuclear officers to nuclear jobs or assigning 
officers from lower-grades to jobs designated for higher grades, are not reflected in the model.  Instead, 
jobs remain vacant within the model if an eligible officer does not exist to occupy the job.  Hence, the zero 
percent (i.e., FY2009 status-quo) scenario reflects slightly inflated critical competency matches for the 
nuclear jobs when compared to Figure 5.7 because those fine-tuning policies do not exist within the 
simulation to decrease the overall competency matches.  The simulation results thus display the potential 
competency match gains when first resolving the poor assignment patterns exhibited by placing officers 
from the wrong grade or wrong career field into nuclear jobs.  
375 For example, jobs at AETC or Air Liaison Officers jobs.  See DAF, 2002a, pp. 8, 32.  
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Figure 6.11  
Competency Gaps When Decreasing the Number of Non-Nuclear Jobs Required of 12Bs 
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NOTE: The x-axis percentage indicates the decrease in proportion of non-nuclear jobs required of 12Bs.   

Whereas the rated career fields exhibited under-manning problems in some officer 

grades, in FY2009 the 13SXC career field possessed enough officers to sufficiently man 

its jobs.  Note that less than 10 percent of the 13SXC nuclear jobs were occupied by non-

13SXC officers in FY2009 which leaves room for other 13SXC officers to occupy those 

nuclear jobs.  Because the 13SXC career field does not exhibit large competency gaps 

compared to the rated career fields, the marginal benefit of allocating more 13SXC 

officers to the remaining nuclear jobs is less than five percent across all nuclear job 

categories.  The 13SXC career field can achieve that marginal increase in competency 

match, although small, by reducing the proportion of non-nuclear jobs by 25 percent.  
Figure 6.12  
Competency Gaps When Decreasing the Number of Non-Nuclear Jobs Required of 13SXCs 
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NOTE: The x-axis percentage indicates the decrease in proportion of non-nuclear jobs required of 13SXCs.   
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Further reducing the number of non-nuclear jobs for 13SXC officers does not appear to 

significantly improve the critical competency matches for any job category.   

 Although the 13SXC career field can improve the critical competency matches for 

each nuclear job category, the overall critical competency matches do not increase as 

much compared to the rated career fields because the 13SXC critical competency 

matches are already high.  Nuclear Enterprise policymakers should determine if the slight 

improvement in critical competency matches from approximately 90 percent to the low-

90s is worth sacrificing broadening experiences for 13SXC officers.  If the improvement 

to the low 90s is shown to improve job performance, the improvement would be achieved 

by reducing the proportion of non-nuclear jobs by 25 percent.  If the relative difference in 

job performance between the status-quo and reducing non-nuclear jobs by 25 percent is 

miniscule, policymakers are at liberty to choose between the two policies.  Note that 

policymakers should not simply examine the policies in terms of their immediate benefit 

but also consider the long-term benefit of allowing more officers to acquire nuclear 

experience to meet future competency demands in nuclear jobs.   

 Reducing the number of required non-nuclear jobs for the rated career fields 

substantially alters the critical competency matches for each nuclear job category by 

increasing the critical competency match to an acceptable range above 80 percent.376  

Because resolving inappropriate assignment patterns such assigning officers from the 

wrong career field or the wrong grade does not solve all the competency gaps, reducing 

the number of non-nuclear jobs presents a viable policy solution to substantially increase 

the competency matches for the rated career fields.  Most importantly, the policy helps 

resolve some of the problematic aspects of “bottle-neck” type jobs such as strategic 

guidance jobs.  By keeping more officers in nuclear jobs, officers can acquire the more 

rare nuclear-oriented competencies and subsequently utilize those competencies in future 

nuclear jobs as opposed to occupying non-nuclear jobs that do not utilize those unique 

nuclear-related competencies and likewise inhibit officers from acquiring those 

competencies. 

 Although reducing the number of non-nuclear jobs for the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

career fields presents a viable policy solution that decreases critical competency gaps, 

                                                 
376 This dissertation assumed the often amorphous “acceptable” region lies between 80 and 100 percent. 
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some potential side effects could occur.  For career fields already considered to exhibit 

comparatively lower morale and commitment,377 retaining more personnel for nuclear 

jobs could induce further retention problems.  Officers may inherently value the 

opportunity to occupy non-nuclear jobs and reducing that opportunity could produce 

adverse effects on their morale and/or commitment.378  Conversely, morale and 

commitment could improve by adequately preparing officers for their current and future 

jobs.  Officers may experience less job-related stress by possessing the correct 

competencies to adequately perform their job and thereby induce a potentially positive 

effect on retention and/or morale.  Nuclear Enterprise policymakers should be aware of 

these potential side-effects if they choose to reduce the number of non-nuclear jobs to 

increase competency matches for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers.  

6.2.4 Reducing the Time-in-Job for Primary Oversight Jobs 

 As another viable policy, reducing the time-in-job for certain jobs might improve 

the competency match for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers.  By decreasing the TIJ for 

certain lower-echelon jobs where officers acquire more unique competencies, more 

officers flow through those jobs and a greater number of officers thereby acquire those 

competencies.  By specifically reducing the TIJ for jobs from which officers acquire the 

competencies that are in short supply for higher-echelon jobs, competency matches 

should increase.379  For example, 11B officers may acquire several AFSC prefixes such 

as standardization and evaluation or functional experience such as weapons and tactics 

from 11B primary oversight jobs that too few officers acquired in the FY2009 

competency snapshot.  By decreasing the TIJ for 11B primary oversight jobs, more 11B 

officers should acquire those limited competencies.  The preferred TIJ for most jobs is 

three years and by decreasing the preferred TIJ for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC primary 

oversight jobs in increments of six months, Figures 6.13, 6.14, and 6.15 suggest critical  

                                                 
377 See the Schlesinger Report, 2008, p. 54. 
378 Further study could identify whether this potentially problematic aspect could outweigh the benefits of 
improving competency matches by studying nuclear-oriented officers’ choices for leaving the USAF. 
379 As noted by the “first job” problem, some officers will occupy a first job to learn a skill that is required 
by that job.  Hence, some gaps will always exist. 
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Figure 6.13  
Critical Competency Match When Reducing 11B Primary Oversight Time-in-Job 
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Figure 6.14  
Critical Competency Match When Reducing 12B Primary Oversight Time-in-Job 
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Figure 6.15  
Critical Competency Match When Reducing 13SXC Primary Oversight Time-in-Job ( )
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competency matches improve for most job groups.  Whereas the critical competency 

matches improve for primary oversight, auxiliary support, and command jobs, the critical 
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competency match for strategic guidance jobs does not substantially improve.  Other 

primary oversight, auxiliary support, and command jobs utilize many of the competencies 

officers acquire from primary oversight jobs and the increased proportion of officers 

acquiring those competencies improves the critical competency match.  Conversely, 

strategic guidance jobs rely on competencies acquired in strategic guidance jobs.  Hence, 

the only minor improvement seen in strategic guidance jobs for the 11B and 12B career 

fields may be attributed to officers serving shorter tours in primary oversight jobs and 

thereby becoming eligible to occupy strategic guidance jobs comparatively sooner.   

 Decreasing the TIJ for 11B, 12B, and 13SXC primary oversight jobs improves the 

critical competency matches to similar competency-match proportions compared to 

reducing the number of non-nuclear jobs, but the overall quality of the competencies 

acquired when reducing the TIJ may be comparatively worse.  Officers may require more 

time in a job to develop and refine acquired competencies and reducing the TIJ could 

alter current and future job performance if the acquired competencies are not inherently 

similar to the status-quo.  This may already be reflected within the FY2009 nuclear 

workforce as only 20 percent of the officers held the same job in both FY2008 and 

FY2009.380  If Nuclear Enterprise policymakers reduce the TIJ for primary oversight jobs 

or other jobs to induce greater competency breadth within the officer workforce, 

policymakers should be aware that officers could also view substantially shorter job 

assignments as less critical to their development and thereby “check the box” when 

learning certain skills.  Both the quality of the officer’s acquired competencies and job 

performance could decrease.  Nuclear Enterprise policymakers should only reduce TIJ for 

certain jobs if an officer can be expected to acquire similar expertise in a shorter amount 

of time when compared to the status-quo. 

 Job turnover rates present another potentially adverse side-effect of reducing TIJ 

for primary oversight jobs.  If the lead time for officers to learn the skills that are vital to 

achieve for minimum job performance in primary oversight jobs is similar to the total TIJ 

                                                 
380 Because the job-turnover rate for years prior to FY2008 was not calculated, the proportion of officers 
retaining the same job between FY2008 and FY2009 cannot necessarily be deemed as normal for these 
career fields.  While that proportion is subject to numerous factors, the job duration average was 
approximately 15 months as of FY2009.  Whereas the simulation results indicate lower job duration still 
produces high competency matches, low job duration beyond the durations evaluated within the simulation 
could substantially diminish the competency match and resulting job performance.     
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for primary oversight jobs, the overall job performance for those jobs should decrease 

within the officer workforce.  Hence, officers may only serve a small proportion of their 

respective job tour after acquiring certain competencies.  As a potentially ominous fiscal 

problem, reducing the TIJ for certain jobs could induce officers to require a permanent 

change of station (i.e., move to another base) to occupy other, anticipated jobs along 

expected career paths.  Because the cost of moving personnel could substantially increase 

with this policy, Nuclear Enterprise policymakers should ensure reducing primary 

oversight jobs do not induce changes that deviate from USAF policy.381  Although these 

reduced TIJ jobs may deviate from USAF norms, policymakers should ensure available 

jobs exist both at the officer’s same base or further study could examine the impact of 

moving more personnel.  Note that increased moves and/or higher job turnover could 

prompt further retention-related problems as officers may inherently dislike higher job 

turnover enough to consider separating or retiring.   

6.3 SUMMARY 

 This dissertation used a finite-horizon, discrete-event, stochastic simulation model 

to examine the competency matches for several nuclear-related officer career fields.  The 

model loops through a series of personnel management procedures that mirror real-world 

USAF officer personnel management functions and business rules that individually 

access, assign, educate, promote, and retire thousands of simulated officers over a user-

defined period of time.  The model only deals with officers in grade O-1 through O-7 and 

each officer’s entire career history from lieutenant to the highest grade attained is 

recorded and saved for analysis.  

 Policies affecting each function within the simulation can be changed to simulate 

the effects of policy changes on the breadth and depth of officer experience.  Because the 

“health” of the nuclear officer workforce remains a function of several endogenous and 

exogenous factors, this dissertation examines several scenarios to better understand how 

the Nuclear Enterprise’s human capital changes according to those factors.  The 

simulation model first evaluates a “baseline scenario” using a set of inputs specific to 
                                                 
381 To thwart the cost of moving personnel, as of FY2009, the USAF shifted the preferred average 
assignment length from three to four years for most jobs.  The USAF does recognize that some jobs within 
certain career fields may require shorter job lengths contrary to this policy.  See “PCS policy changes 
promote stability, quality of life,” 2009. 
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each career field and the core business rules that govern the USAF officer personnel 

management system.  Baseline inputs for are then changed to examine seven other 

scenarios and the resulting simulation outputs are compared with the baseline and other 

scenarios as appropriate.    

 The baseline simulation results show similar competency gaps exist across officer 

grades, nuclear job categories, and career fields as found in the FY2009 competency gap 

snapshot.  The simulation model demonstrates that if the officer assignment process 

would more clearly match jobs requiring specific competencies to officers possessing 

those specific competencies then the results show the mean competency match for several 

nuclear job categories improves compared to the FY2009 values.  Instituting this policy 

effort would require additional data collection and personnel analysis.  AFPC would need 

to develop competency profiles for each officer and develop accurate competency models 

similar to those shown in this analysis.  Even if this policy is followed, the USAF should 

investigate whether improved competency matches result in improved job performance.  

Because the relationship between competency matches and job performance is not well 

understood, the USAF will need to collect further, accurate job performance data and 

analyze that relationship empirically. 

The simulation results indicate each career field can adequately man and achieve 

fairly high competency matches in primary oversight and auxiliary support jobs, but the 

11B career fields continue to lack adequate competency matches for strategic guidance 

jobs as an insufficient number of officers acquire the necessary competencies for those 

jobs.  The baseline competency matches might be improved further with enhanced 

officer-to-job assignment matches.  Although changes to promotion, accession, and 

retention rates do not appear to substantially change competency matches, reducing any 

of these macro policy levers significantly affects a career field’s ability to man its jobs.  

Because under-manning leads to poor competency matches, lower retention, accessions, 

or promotions quantitatively induce dramatic competency match changes as too few 

personnel acquire the skills necessary for nuclear-oriented jobs.  Specifically, MCO 

retention rates dramatically affect the ICBM and 11B communities by decreasing overall 

manning levels and interrupting stable and proper officer development patterns.  Low 

retention occurs because large shares of ICBM and 11B officers separate at their first 
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retention point leaving relatively few officers to promote to subsequent grades.  The B-52 

pilot community also suffers competency gaps as a consequence from poor retention 

during the PCO scenarios.  Fortunately, command jobs for every career field appear 

resilient to changes in the wartime environment.   

 Reducing the number of non-nuclear jobs required of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

officers or reducing the TIJ for certain nuclear-oriented jobs such as primary oversight 

suggests these policies improve the critical competency match for many nuclear-oriented 

jobs. Reducing the number of non-nuclear jobs required of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers 

allows those officers to acquire and refine their nuclear expertise by comparatively 

serving in more nuclear-oriented jobs.  Reducing the TIJ for primary oversight jobs 

allows more officers within the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields to acquire limited 

competencies and thereby broaden their set of acquired competencies.  Although several 

potential limitations exist with these policies, both represent viable alternatives to 

improve the competency matches beyond the FY2009 competency match snapshot.  
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CHAPTER 7:  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 This final chapter summarizes the dissertation’s key findings and proposed 

methods to improve how the USAF Nuclear Enterprise develops and utilizes its nuclear-

related officers.  The chapter also recommends next steps for the USAF Nuclear 

Enterprise, the USAF personnel community, and other nuclear-related AFCFMs to 

extend this analysis.  Finally, the chapter discusses how this analysis may be improved 

with other analytic methods.  

7.1  CONCLUSIONS 

 This dissertation examines how the USAF can sustain sufficient nuclear skills and 

experience within the USAF Nuclear Enterprise.  When examining both the competencies 

accumulated by the FY2009 11B, 12B, and 13SXC nuclear-related officer workforce and 

the competencies required for effective performance in nuclear-related jobs, this analysis 

indicates that significant skill gaps exist within the nuclear-related officer workforce.  

Both endogenous and exogenous factors contribute to the mismatch and thus inhibit these 

nuclear-related officer career fields from properly developing and utilizing officers’ 

competencies to achieve safe, secure, and credible operations.  Beyond documenting the 

deficiencies, this dissertation examined via simulation how these career fields could 

develop and utilize officer human capital in several potential, future scenarios given 

current USAF personnel management policies.  Although gaps in officer competencies 

change as the exogenous aspects vary in each scenario, certain endogenous factors such 

as officer-to-job assignment and officer development patterns still contribute to human 

capital deficiencies.  The dissertation consequently explores a new methodology to 

determine the effect of improving the officer-to-job assignment match to improve the 

endogenous problems.  

 Using competency models, this dissertation shows that nuclear-related 

competencies can be systematically identified and linked to 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 
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nuclear-related jobs.  Although the USAF does not heavily rely on individual 

competencies listed within its career field classification structure to specifically plan the 

development of its officers, the USAF could utilize this information to proactively match 

officers to nearly 200 job-groups that represent approximately 2,500 11B, 12B, and 

13SXC jobs.  The competency models reflect how fundamental experts (i.e., AFPC 

assignment managers) understand the skill demands for jobs now, but competency 

requirements will likely change as the USAF adapts its nuclear deterrence mission to a 

dynamic security environment.  If the USAF intends to utilize this integrated competency 

framework to develop its nuclear cadre, the USAF should continue to update and refine 

the competency model as the need arises. 

 As expected, jobs in higher officer grades require more competencies.  Lower 

echelon jobs typically require fundamental nuclear experience relevant to each career 

field and higher-echelon jobs require more specific competencies that supplement the 

fundamental competencies.  While the average number of required competencies 

generally increases across grades, different competency types may be required more often 

in different officer grades.  AFSC prefixes, command, and organizational competencies 

are required more often in higher grades whereas functional, operational, and SEIs are 

required early in an officer’s career and are not often required as the officer grade 

increases.   

Beyond knowing the number of jobs requiring each specific competency, 

understanding the combinations of competencies for these jobs is even more important.  

Using hierarchical cluster analysis, the resulting groups appear to characterize jobs 

according to three factors: 1. Command or staff jobs, 2. Organization level, and 3. 

Nuclear-related or not.  Not surprisingly, the number of competencies in each 

combination increases with each officer grade.  Approximately half of 11B, 12B, and 

13SXC O-4 and O-5 jobs merely require nuclear operations experience coupled with 

some other functional or AFSC prefix competency.  Beyond these two competency types, 

the other half of O-4 and O-5 jobs require several more specific functional, command, or 

nuclear SEI competencies.  Most of these jobs require at least four or more competencies 

and exist in higher-echelon staff and command billets such as 8th /20th AF, AFGSC, or 

USSTRATCOM.  Most 11B, 12B, and 13SXC O-6 jobs require four or more 
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competencies in combination with nearly all requiring nuclear operations experience, 

above squadron-level staff experience, specific functional experience (e.g., 

standardization and evaluation), and AFSC prefix.  When matching officers to jobs, the 

USAF should recognize the groups of competencies relevant to certain groups of jobs 

instead of attempting to match officers to jobs based on solitary competencies.  

Understanding jobs according to their broad requirement trends provides greater insight 

into job requirements while also allowing the USAF assignment process to more easily 

find suitable officers to occupy a job.  

 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers’ accumulated education, training, and experience 

can be tracked and identified according to the same nuclear competencies used to 

characterize nuclear-related job requirements.  Each officer’s longitudinal record of 

acquired competencies can be used to assess competency gaps in 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

officer development by comparing the officer’s acquired competencies with those 

demanded by jobs as shown in Chapter 3.  Officers in all three career fields acquire a 

large number of new competencies in each officer grade, but the number of competencies 

typically varies according to the career field.  Incumbent backgrounds show that the type 

of competency acquired is correlated with officer grade and career progression.  Officers 

likely acquire a large number of competencies due to frequently changing jobs and are 

thereby introduced to new skills.  Approximately 20 percent of officers in all three career 

fields held the same job in FY2008 and FY2009 indicating that a high turnover rate exists 

for jobs in these career fields.  The high turnover rate provides officers plenty of 

opportunities to acquire new competencies, but simultaneously may encourage 

competency mismatches as officers may not occupy a job long enough to acquire some 

competencies.  The USAF should monitor this turnover rate and assess whether the trend 

accurately reflects the desired career paths and patterns for officers in each career field. 

 Each of the nuclear-related career fields utilizes officers from other career fields 

to occupy certain jobs.  After testing if the 11B, 12B, or 13SXC relied of on these officers 

to different degrees, the bomber pilot career field appears to more readily utilize officers 

from other pilot career fields as compared to the 12B and 13SXC career fields.  The 

13SXC career field appears to rarely utilize officers outside of the 13S functional area 

except to occupy more technical jobs related to acquisition or engineering.  The high 
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cross-flow rate in rated career fields is likely a byproduct of broadening or under-

manning issues.  If these career fields remain undermanned, officers from other career 

fields should be matched to jobs using the same competency model although those 

officers will not likely possess the necessary nuclear-related competencies.  

 Although undergraduate education is not deemed critical to current or future job 

performance in these three career fields, most officers match recommended academic 

backgrounds.  A decreasing proportion of recent cohorts in some career fields meet these 

academic recommendations, however, and the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields may 

discover problematic aspects if this trend continues for future accessing cohorts. 

Although assignment managers did not identify academic education as a pertinent 

competency, the preferred academic education likely enhances an officer’s job 

performance in certain jobs.  These career fields should reexamine if nuclear-related jobs 

require specific academic education and denote the requirement within the competency 

model.  Regardless of the results, each career field should proactively monitor the 

academic backgrounds of its officers.  

 Smaller portions of DGs are accessing into all three career fields.  Compared to 

the USAF and the respective functional area average, only B-2 pilots currently have a 

higher share of DGs and B-52 pilots contain a higher share of DGs compared to the 

USAF average but the other bomber pilot functional areas have a higher share of DGs.  

Conversely, the portion of DGs entering the B-52 navigator, B-52 EWO, and 13SXC 

career fields has significantly dropped in recent years.  Although the respective collegiate 

order of merit is not known for non-DG officers within the Nuclear Enterprise, this 

pattern suggests these career fields are acquiring fewer top-quality officers compared to 

other, non-nuclear career fields.  While officers can be trained to sufficiently perform 

their duties regardless of DG-status, the nuclear-related 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career 

fields will be at a disadvantage if relatively fewer top-quality officers enter these nuclear 

career fields compared to the USAF’s other career fields.  The Nuclear Enterprise must 

attract and retain more top-quality personnel and the USAF should assess both why fewer 

high quality officers remain in these career fields and whether incentives might retain 

those officers.  
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 Officers from each career field acquire a significant amount of nuclear operational 

experience.  Current senior 11B officers acquired the most nuclear operational experience 

comparatively, but this can be attributed to flying nuclear-related missions a minimum of 

144 months before occupying subsequent staff jobs.  Officers from each career field 

acquire operational experience from the various shredouts within each respective 

specialty and typically gain more operational experience from shredouts with a similar 

mission.  Officers acquire operational experience from both staff and command jobs and 

11B officers appear more likely to serve in key nuclear leadership positions such as a 

squadron commander in comparison to 12B officers.  O-5 officer cohorts appear to be 

more likely to gain nuclear command experience prior to occupying higher-echelon 

nuclear command jobs as many of the officers in these cohorts acquired nuclear 

command experience as flight commanders. Hence, future commanders appear more 

likely than current commanders to have command experience prior to entering higher-

echelon nuclear command positions.  

 11B, 12B, and 13SXC officers accumulate a large number of competencies by 

serving in a variety of jobs, but officers do not possess all the necessary competencies to 

sufficiently match nuclear-related job requirements.  Certain competency types tend to 

match job requirements far more on average, however.  The best matches for 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC officers were for nuclear SEIs, operations, and career-field specific 

experience.  The poorest matches came from AFSC prefixes, organizational, and 

command experience.  Many of these matches are likely the result of poor assignment 

matches and career development patterns prevent enough officers from acquiring the 

competencies needed for certain nuclear-related jobs.  The USAF should more carefully 

plan officer careers to match officers to jobs and vigilantly monitor the competencies 

within these career fields.  

 Nuclear SEIs exist to track and monitor the nuclear workforce’s expertise, but a 

criterion should be altered for the SEIs used to track nuclear mission operations.  The 

SEIs used to track nuclear operations experience (WG and WH) incorrectly track 

officers’ nuclear experience because an officer must leave a PRP critical job before 

acquiring the SEI.  Because many officers remain in nuclear operations jobs for several 

years, the current SEI severely underestimates the amount of nuclear operations 
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experience within the officer workforce and the USAF Nuclear Enterprise should revise 

this criterion to include officers occupying PRP critical jobs.  Additionally, because most 

field grade officers within the rated career field acquire more than five years of nuclear 

operations experience, the USAF should add a third nuclear missions operations SEI to 

classify nine or more years of nuclear mission operational experience to further 

differentiate the amount of nuclear experience within the nuclear workforce.  

 After categorizing each nuclear-related job into five different groups based on the 

job’s overall function within the Nuclear Enterprise, significant competency gaps exist 

across four operational and strategic job categories.  Many of the competency 

mismatches in auxiliary support staff jobs result from nuclear inexperience and lack of 

specific functional expertise.  Particularly within the B-2 community, a large share of 

current B-2 officers in auxiliary support staff jobs transferred to the B-2 career field and 

therefore lacks any nuclear operational experience.  This trend is further problematic 

when officers without nuclear experience serve as the primary instructors for officers in 

tactical employment jobs.  The growing number of officers serving in primary oversight 

staff jobs also lack functional experience related to the job’s primary oversight function.  

Some competency gaps exist for leadership positions, but the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

career fields appear to select the best officers and thereby typically meet the competency 

demands for the command billets.  Lastly, broad, strategic functional expertise is often 

missing when officers serve in strategic nuclear jobs across all three career fields.  Many 

of these gaps exist at the O-6 level where an insufficient number of officers acquired the 

required functional experience to meet the overall job demands which thereby indicates 

problems with officer career development patterns. Gaps will likely persist unless officers 

are better matched to jobs, however, as many officers are too inexperienced to satisfy the 

full range of competency demands.   

 Although career development patterns appear to prevent enough officers from 

acquiring necessary experience, the USAF process of assigning personnel to jobs also 

contributes to competency mismatches.  Only 9.1, 8.8, and 12.5 percent of officers in the 

11B, 12B, and 13SXC career fields perfectly matched the job requirements in FY2009.  

Despite the USAF’s proactive steps to monitor nuclear expertise within the nuclear 

workforce, the USAF assignment process does not typically utilize SEIs to match 
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personnel to jobs.  If the USAF intends to effectively monitor nuclear experience within 

the nuclear workforce, the USAF must integrate the nuclear SEIs into the assignment 

process. 

 Besides career development and assignment problems, manning imbalances also 

hinder the competency match as several of the officer career fields addressed within this 

analysis are either undermanned or manning imbalances exist within the officer grades.  

Because critical nuclear-related jobs cannot be unmanned, officers leave typical career 

development patterns to serve in important billets to ensure mission capability and 

performance.  Generally, officers assigned to these jobs do not match the required 

competencies.  Although the career fields may at least man a key job, the added strain of 

insufficient personnel or an excessive number of unskilled personnel places unneeded 

strain on senior, skilled personnel and inhibits the unit’s overall nuclear operational 

capability and performance.  Hence, the Nuclear Enterprise should emphasize retaining 

and accessing sufficient personnel to prevent manning imbalances as this underlying 

factor significantly affects officer-to-job competency matches.  

 The baseline simulation results show similar competency gaps exist across officer 

grades, nuclear job categories, and career fields as found in the FY2009 competency gap 

snapshot.  The simulation model demonstrates that if the officer assignment process 

would more clearly match jobs requiring specific competencies to officers possessing 

those specific competencies then the results show the mean competency match for several 

nuclear job categories improves compared to the FY2009 values.  Instituting this policy 

effort would require additional data collection and personnel analysis.  AFPC would need 

to develop competency profiles for each officer and develop accurate competency models 

similar to those shown in this analysis.  Even if this policy is followed, the USAF should 

investigate whether improved competency matches result in improved job performance.  

Because the relationship between competency matches and job performance is not well 

understood, the USAF will need to collect further, accurate job performance data and 

analyze that relationship empirically. 

The simulation results indicate each career field can adequately man and achieve 

fairly high competency matches in primary oversight and auxiliary support jobs, but 11B 

career fields continue to lack adequate competency matches for strategic guidance jobs as 
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an insufficient number of officers acquire the necessary competencies for those jobs.  The 

baseline competency matches could be improved further with enhanced officer-to-job 

assignment matches.  Although changes to promotion, accession, and retention rates do 

not appear to substantially change competency matches, reducing any of these macro 

policy levers significantly affects a career field’s ability to man its jobs.  Because under-

manning leads to poor competency matches, lower retention, accessions, or promotions 

quantitatively induce dramatic competency match changes as too few personnel acquire 

the skills necessary for nuclear-oriented jobs.  Specifically, MCO retention rates 

dramatically affect the ICBM and 11B communities by decreasing overall manning levels 

and interrupting stable and proper officer development patterns.  Low retention occurs 

because large shares of ICBM and 11B officers separate at their first retention point 

leaving relatively few officers to promote to subsequent grades.  The B-52 pilot 

community also suffers competency gaps as a consequence from poor retention during 

the PCO scenarios.  Fortunately, command jobs for every career field appear resilient to 

changes in the wartime environment.   

Two scenarios examined how quickly under-strength career fields could rebuild 

adequate manpower via expected schoolhouse rates when subjected to either PCO or 

MCO promotion and retention rates.  Obviously, the Nuclear Enterprise could man these 

career fields with officers from other career fields as observed in practice, but borrowing 

from other career fields is neither a long-term solution nor likely effective to achieve 

error-free nuclear operations in the short-term.  Already under-manned in FY2009, both 

11B career fields will remain under-strength when facing MCO retention rates whereas 

the B-2 career field can solve under-strength manning problems with expected 

schoolhouse rates over several years with PCO retention rates.  

Reducing the number of non-nuclear jobs required of 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

officers or reducing the TIJ for certain nuclear-oriented jobs such as those requiring 

experiences gained via primary oversight jobs improve the critical competency match for 

many nuclear-oriented jobs. Reducing the number of non-nuclear jobs required of 11B, 

12B, and 13SXC officers allows those officers to acquire and refine their nuclear 

expertise by comparatively serving in more nuclear-oriented jobs.  Reducing the TIJ for 

primary oversight jobs allows more officers within the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC career 
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fields to acquire limited competencies and thereby broaden their set of acquired 

competencies.  Although several potential limitations exist with these policies, both 

represent viable alternatives to improve the competency matches beyond the FY2009 

competency match snapshot.  

7.2 RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS 

 The above section outlines many potentially useful changes in the way 11B, 12B, 

and 13SXC officers are developed and assigned, but this dissertation also recommends 

ways to 1. Refine data and develop specific competency targets for each career field, 2. 

Adapt the methods in this analysis to other career fields, and 3. Improve the underlying 

analytic methods employed in this analysis.  

7.2.1 Refining Results 

 The Nuclear Enterprise could achieve even better results beyond the 

recommendations in this dissertation with a few extra steps.  Because the overall results 

of competency-based analysis are only as valid as the underlying competency model, 

refining and verifying the competencies for each career field would substantially increase 

the utility of this method.  Additionally, nuclear-related career fields could also benefit 

from more precise planning and definitive career guidance.  Specific policies to achieve 

both these goals include the following:  

 The NEAP and AFCFMs should refine the competency model in coordination 

with AFPC by reviewing the competencies with senior, expert field-grade officers 

within each of these career fields.  If the competencies are to be refined, these 

offices should utilize focus groups rather than surveys to achieve efficiency, 

consistency, and accuracy for the competency models.   

 AF/A1 and AFPC should review the fundamental nuclear competencies within the 

competency model and add more relevant competencies for rated career fields.  

These can be used to monitor specific nuclear expertise within the 11B, 12B, and 

13SXC career fields.  These offices must ensure the criteria for the new 

competencies accurately allow the competencies to reflect their intended purpose 

and ultimately allow the USAF to track nuclear experience. 
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 Senior leadership involved in the NEAP and AFCFMs should develop specific 

targets for competency combinations within each career field and officer grade.  

These offices should work with AF/A1 to ensure enough officers acquire skills to 

adequately man jobs that require more rare competencies.  Senior leadership 

should also differentiate the skills required for and provided by jobs to 

specifically meet those competency combinations within each career field and 

officer grade.    

 The NEAP and AFCFMs should update and publish specific career guidance for 

the nuclear-focused career fields.  Prior guidance adequately reflects an officer’s 

expected career field path, but the guidance does not include officer development 

related to the nuclear mission.   

 AFCFMs and AFPC, in coordination with the NEAP, should eliminate the 

manning shortages within the understrength career fields to prevent improper 

career development patterns and potential poor job performance due to 

unqualified personnel assigned to demanding jobs. 

7.2.2 Adapting Approach for Other Mission Areas 

 Whereas the above policy recommendations provide added benefits for the USAF 

beyond the recommendations in this dissertation, the methods employed in this analysis 

are equally pertinent for other officer and enlisted career fields.  Using a competency-

based personnel management system may be applied within, and, as demonstrated with 

this dissertation, across career fields.  To employ this method for other career fields and 

mission areas the NEAP, AF/A1, and AFPC could expand the competency-based analysis 

to address other nuclear-related officer and enlisted career fields.  These personnel 

deserve similar consideration and policies should be developed to specifically guide their 

development and utilization.   

7.2.3 Improving the Analytic Methods 

 Although the methods employed in this dissertation contribute new capabilities to 

military CBWM analysis, this analysis could benefit from the following: 

 AF/A1 and AFPC should carefully examine the methods employed in this 

analysis and identify, develop, and evaluate possible extensions to enhance 
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this analysis for the USAF.  Combining simulation with optimization methods 

will likely prove beneficial to achieve specific Nuclear Enterprise goals 

amidst a variety of anticipated future scenarios.  Implementing this research 

may cost substantial upfront time and effort, however.  

 AF/A1, AF/A10, and the NEAP, in coordination with AFPC, could determine 

which career field “health” statistics accurately indicate the capability of each 

career field to contribute to the respective mission area beyond those 

addressed in this analysis.  

 AF/A1 and AFPC should review and improve the job-assignment process 

based on optimizing competency matches across the career field when 

accounting for constraints such as available jobs and career paths.  

 The NEAP, and AFCFMs, in coordination with AF/A1, AF/A10, and AFPC 

could analyze other potentially effective policy levers besides reducing the 

number of non-nuclear jobs to improve the competency match within each 

career field.  For example, senior leadership could evaluate if accessing 

personnel with specific academic backgrounds or instituting retention 

incentives for officers with more rare skillsets might improve the competency 

matches and resulting job performance.  These offices should address whether 

the policy solution is robust by accounting for possible, future scenarios such 

as consistent manning shortages when using more career-field specific data 

such as promotion rates.  If these offices implement a potentially beneficial 

policy, these offices may also prefer to have additional information (i.e., via 

data collection) to follow the officers affected by such a change.  The resulting 

data could be analyzed to reveal subsequent retention, job satisfaction, 

performance, or other effects.    

 AFPC and AFCFMs should better understand the relationship between officer 

job performance and competency matches.  Officer performance should be 

further integrated into simulation analysis to examine how career field policy 

levers simultaneously affect competency matches and officer job performance 

in the future.
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APPENDIX A. US NUCLEAR OPERATIONS BACKGROUND 

 
 

Figure A.1  
US Stockpiled Nuclear Warheads & Delivery Systems, FY1945-FY2009 
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SOURCE: 1. Natural Resources Defense Council (1945-2002)382; 2. Norris and Kristensen, Nuclear Notebook 
(2003-2009). 
 
Figure A.2  
Estimated US Nuclear Warhead Inventory, FY1945-FY2009 
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SOURCE: 1. Natural Resources Defense Council (1945-2002)382; 2. Norris and Kristensen, Nuclear Notebook 
(2003-2009). 

                                                 
382 See data from sections 1. “US Nuclear Warheads, 1945-2002”, 2. “US ICBM Forces, 1959-2012”, 3. “US 
Ballistic Missile Submarine Forces, 1960-2012”, and 4. “US Strategic Bomber Forces, 1945-2012.”  
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APPENDIX B. AFGSC OFFICER CAREER FIELD DEMOGRAPHICS 

 
 
 

Table B.1  
Distribution of Officers by Career Field in AFGSC, April 2010 

 
SOURCE: IDEAS FY2010 file.  
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Figure B.1  
Cumulative Distribution of Officers in AFGSC in FY2010, by Career Field 

 
SOURCE: AFPC IDEAS FY2010 file. 
 
Table B.2  
Cumulative Distribution of Officers in AFGSC in FY2010, by Career Field 

 
SOURCE: AFPC IDEAS FY2010 file.  
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APPENDIX C. OFFICER AFSC EXPLAINED 

 
 

Table C.1  
Officer AFSC Explained by Alphanumeric Codes 
Character Type Identifies (see below) 

1 Numeric Career Group. 
 
1 – Operations                                2 – Logistics                       
3 – Support                                     4 – Medical or Dental 
5 – Legal or Chaplain                     6 – Acquisition or Finance 
7 – Special Investigations               8 – Special Duty Identifier 
9 – Reporting Identifier 

2 Numeric Functional area (combined with first digit). 
 
EXAMPLE:  11 – Operations, Pilot 

3 Alpha Functional area (combined with first and second digit). 
 
EXAMPLE:  11F – Operations, Pilot, Fighter 

4 Numeric Qualification level. 
 
0 – Qualified commander (when used with “C” as 3rd digit) 
1 – Entry (any AFSC) 
2 – Intermediate (pilots, bomber navigators, and missile launch 
officers) 
3 – Qualified (any AFSC) 
4 – Staff (NOTE: only denotes functional responsibility when 
serving in positions above wing level. It does not denote 
additional qualifications.) 
 
EXAMPLE:  11F3 – Operations, Pilot, Fighter, Qualified 
EXAMPLE:  11F4 – Operations, Pilot, Fighter, Qualified & 
serving in staff position above wing level.  

Prefix Alpha Ability, skill, special qualification, or system designator not 
restricted to a single AFSC.  
 
EXAMPLE:  W – Weapons and Tactics Instructor 

Suffix Alpha Positions associated with particular equipment or functions 
within a single specialty. 
 
EXAMPLE:  11F3J – Operations, Pilot, Fighter, Qualified, F-22 

SOURCE: Adapted from DAF, 2004, pp. 11-12.
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APPENDIX D. SEI CODES 

 
Table D.1 Table D.2  
SEI Activity Codes SEI Experience Set Codes 

 
SOURCE: DAF, 2010c. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SOURCE: DAF, 2010c. 

Activity 
Code Title 

A Acquisition of Systems 

B Technical Acquisition of 
Systems 

C Computer Systems 
E Engineering 
H Health 
I Security 
J International Skills 
L Logistics 
M Maintenance 
O Operations 
P Force Support 
R Research 
S Strategic Analysis 
T Tactical Analysis 
W Testing 

X Planning, Programming, 
Budgeting 

Y Not Applicable 

Experience Sets 
AA CD E4 IK LM TW VH X1 ZF 2L 6A 0N 
AE CE E5 IL LO TX WA X2 ZG 2M 6D 0P 
AF CF E6 IM LS TY WB X3 ZH 2N 6L 0Q 
AG CG FA IN MC TZ WC X4 ZI 2O 61 0R 
AH CH FB IP ME T1 WD X5 ZJ 2S 62 0S 
AI CJ FC IQ MF T2 WE X6 ZK 21 63 0T 
AJ CK FD IR MG T3 WF X7 ZL 22 7A 0U 
AK CU FE IS MH T5 WG X8 ZM 23 8A 0V 
AM CY FF IT N2 T6 WH X9 ZN 24 8B 0W 
AN CZ FG JA PN T7 WI YA ZO 25 8C 0X 
AP C1 FH JB PO T8 WJ YB ZP 26 9A 0Y 
AQ C2 FI JC PP T9 WK YC ZQ 3A 9B 0Z 
AR C3 FJ JD PQ T0 WL YD ZR 3B 9G 01 
AS C4 FK JE PS UA WM YE ZS 3C 9H 02 
AT C5 FL JF QC UB WN YF ZT 3D 9I 03 
AU C6 FM JG QQ UC WO YG ZU 3E 9J 04 
AW C7 FN JH QR UD WP YH ZV 3F 9K 05 
AX C8 FO JI QS UE WQ YI ZW 3G 9L 06 
AY C9 FS JJ QT UF WR YJ ZX 3H 9M 07 
AZ C0 FT JK QU UG WS YK ZY 3I 9N 08 
A1 DE FU JL QV UH WT YL ZZ 3J 9O 09 
A2 D2 FW JM QW UI WU YM Z1 3K 9P 00 
A3 D3 FX JN QX UJ WV YN Z2 3L 9Q  
A4 EA FZ JO QY UK WW YO Z3 3M 9R 
A5 EB F1 JP QZ UL WX YP Z4 3N 9S 
A6 EC F2 JQ Q1 UM XA YQ Z5 3O 9T 
A7 ED F3 JR Q2 UN XB YR Z6 3P 9U 
A8 EE F4 JS Q3 UO XC YS Z7 4A 9V 
A9 EF F5 KA Q4 UP XD YT 1A 4B 91 
BA EG F6 KB Q5 UQ XE YU 1B 4C 92 
BH EH F7 KC Q6 UR XF YV 1C 4D 93 
BI EI F8 KD Q7 US XG YW 1D 4E 94 
BK EK F9 KE Q8 UT XH YX 1E 4F 95 
BL EM F0 KF Q9 UU XI YY 1F 4G 96 
BS EN GA KG Q0 UV XJ YZ 1G 4H 97 
BT EO GB KH RN UW XK Y1 1H 4I 98 
BU EP HA KI S1 UX XL Y2 1I 4J 99 
BW EQ HB KJ S2 UY XM Y3 1J 4K 0A 
BX ER HC KK S3 UZ XN Y4 1L 4L 0B 
B1 ES HD KL S4 U1 XO Y5 2A 4M 0C 
B3 ET HE KQ S5 U2 XQ Y6 2B 4N 0D 
B4 EU HF KR TM U3 XR Y7 2C 4O 0E 
B6 EV IB KS TN U4 XS Y8 2D 4P 0F 
B7 EW IC KT TO U5 XT Y9 2E 4Q 0G 
B8 EX ID KY TP U6 XU Y0 2F 4R 0H 
B9 EY IE LA TQ U7 XV ZA 2G 5C 0I 
B0 EZ IF LB TS U8 XW ZB 2H 5D 0J 
CA E1 IG LC TT U9 XX ZC 2I 5E 0K 
CB E2 IH LE TU U0 XY ZD 2J 5H 0L 
CC E3 IJ LF TV VA XZ ZE 2K 5J 0M 
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APPENDIX E. NUCLEAR ENTERPRISE COMPETENCIES 

 
 

 
 

 Table E.1  
AFSC Prefixes and Suffixes Applied to the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC Career Fields 

 SOURCE: DAF, 2010c.  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
383 These prefixes are approved for the respective career field as defined in DAF, 2010c,  pp. 1-19. 
384 See DAF, 2010c, p. 24 for 11B suffixes, p. 37 for 12B suffixes, and p. 59 for other 13S suffixes.  

PREFIXES 
Career Field383 Prefix Description 
11B, 12B, 13SXC A Operational Warfare Instructor 
11B, 12B, 13SXC B Squadron Operations/ Operations Support Officer 
11B, 12B, 13SXC C Commander 
11B, 12B, 13SXC E Electronic Warfare (EW) Support Duty 
11B, 12B F Aircraft Systems Flight Evaluation 
11B, 12B G Automated Systems Program Designer 
11B, 12B H Military Consultant to the Surgeon General 
11B, 12B, 13SXC K Instructor for weapons system designated by AFSC 
11B, 12B L Life Support 
11B, 12B M Medical Service Specialist (Physiological Training Instructor) 

11B, 12B, 13SXC Q Standardization or Flight Examiner for Weapon system designated 
by AFSC 

11B, 12B, 13SXC R Contingency/War Planner 
11B, 12B, 13SXC S Safety 
11B, 12B, 13SXC T Formal Training Instructor 
11B, 12B, 13SXC U Information Operations 
11B, 12B, 13S3C V Automated Functional Applications Analyst 
11B, 12B, 13SXC W Weapons and Tactics Instructor 
13SXC X Nonrated Officer Aircrew Duty 
11B, 12B Y Analytical Studies Officer 
SUFFIXES 
Career Field384 Suffix Description 

11B B B-22 
C B-52 
U Air Liaison Officer (ALO) 
Y General 
Z Other 

12B D B-52 EWO 
E B-52 Navigator/Radar Navigator 
U ALO 
W EWO, General 
Y General 
Z Other 

13S C Missile Combat Crew 
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Table E.2  
SEI Activity Codes and Experience Sets Applied to 11B, 12B, and 13SXC Career Fields 

SPECIAL EXPERIENCE IDENTIFIERS 

ACT. 
CODE TITLE DEFINITION 

A Acquisition of Systems 

Identifies officers who are directly or indirectly involved with the System Program Office 
concerned with the acquisition of Air Force systems.  Officers are qualified for this activity code 
through all phases of system life, from initial development of an approved system through the 
actual point where that system is turned over to the user and the logistics supporting system have 
been developed and are operational. 

O Operations 

This activity code identifies officers directly involved in the employment of weapon and 
supporting systems to accomplish the primary operational mission of the Air Force.  Officers may 
be designated this activity code if they are flying, controlling, directing, launching aircraft or 
missiles, or planning, controlling, or employing Information Operations (IO).  The operations 
activity code will also apply to officers serving in staff or commander positions associated with 
these activities. 

W Testing 
Identifies officers at the field or staff level who are involved with the testing for acceptance or 
operability of Air Force systems. 

X Planning, Programming, 
Budgeting 

Identifies officers involved in Planning, Programming, Budgeting activities at any level in the Air 
Force. 

EXP SET TITLE EXPLANATION 

AIRCRAFT AND RELATED EXPERIENCE SETS 

BA B-2 Requires 12 consecutive months of experience with the aircraft (10 consecutive months of 
experience for individuals serving 12-month short tour areas). BI  B-52 

B6 Flight Commander and 
Flight Commander 
Primary Crew Members 

Requires 2 months of experience as a flight commander or flight commander primary crew 
member assigned to a key management or supervisory position in an operational flying or strategic 
missile squadron.  May be designated on assignment to duties by recommendation of the SQ/CC. 

B7 Training Flight Instructor Requires 2 months in a training flight instructor position.  May be designated on assignment to 
duties by recommendation of the commander. 

ET Weapons Safety 
(Explosives and Nuclear) 

Requires completion of Weapons Safety Officer Course (G30ZR4054X) or 6 months of 
consecutive experience in explosives and/or nuclear weapons safety functions. 

SPECIALIZED SYSTEMS/MISSILES EXPERIENCE SETS 

PN LGM-25C Requires 6 consecutive months of experience with Titan II. 
PO WS-133A Requires 6 consecutive months of experience with Minuteman I. 
PP WS-133B Requires 6 consecutive months of experience with Minuteman II, III. 
PQ WS-133A/M 
PS AGM-65/MAVERICK Requires completion of a formal training course or local in-unit upgrade in accordance with 

appropriate training syllabus and a training certification signed by the unit commander. 
QC Radar Sensor Operations/ 

Maintenance Evaluation 
Requires 6 consecutive months of experience plus formal or informal training and recommendation 
by supervisor. 

QQ ICBM 
Manpower/Personnel 

Requires 12 or more months in a manpower/personnel position (e.g. AFPC, AF/A1).  Authorized 
for use with AFSCs 13SXC. 

QR ICBM Plans/Programs/ 
Requirements/Policy  

Requires 12 months experience in a Plans, Programs, Requirements, Policy and Strategy position 
(e.g. AF/A5, AF/A8, SAASS).  Authorized for use with AFSCs 13SXC. 

QS ICBM Inspections Requires 12 months or more experience in a NAF/MAJCOM level inspection position responsible 
for assessment of operational missile wings (e.g. 20AF DOMV/AFSPC IG).  Authorized for use 
with AFSCs 13SXC. 
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EXP SET TITLE EXPLANATION 

NUCLEAR EXPERIENCE SET 

WD Nuclear Strike 
Certification 

Requires (1) 12 months experience performing aircrew duties related to employing nuclear 
weapons after completion of training and certification, and (2) supervisor’s recommendation.  
Authorized for use with AFSCs 11BX, 11FX, 12BX and 12FX. 

WE Primary Nuclear Airlift 
Force (PNAF) 
Certification 

Requires (1) 6 months experience performing aircrew duties related to airlift of nuclear weapons 
after completion of training and certification, and (2) supervisor’s recommendation.  Authorized 
for use with AFSCs 11MX and 12MX. 

WG Nuclear Mission 
Operations or Support 
(Level I) 

Explanation:  Requires (1) Personnel Reliability Program (PRP) status code of “D” or “J” and (2) 
Nuclear Experience Identifier (NEI) code of “E” or “I” plus (3) 12 months (minimum) performing 
or supporting nuclear activities (not otherwise identified by SEI) at installations tasked with day-
to-day nuclear operations, (4) Commander’s formal recommendation, and (5) certification.  
Authorized for use with any AFSC. 

WH Nuclear Mission 
Operations or Support 
(Level II) 

Explanation:  Requires (1) Personnel Reliability Program (PRP) status code of “D” or “J” and (2) 
Nuclear Experience Identifier (NEI) code of “E” or “I” plus (3) 60 months (minimum) performing 
or supporting nuclear missions at installations tasked with day-to-day nuclear operations, (4) 
Commander’s formal recommendation, and (5) certification.  Authorized for use with any AFSC. 

WJ Nuclear Experience #10 Requires (1) 6 months experience performing duties related to nuclear weapons or performing 
duties in work centers where personnel reliability certification (PRP) is required, and 
(2) supervisor’s recommendation.  Additional award criteria are under development. 

WK ICBM Codes Requires 12 or more months in a codes position at an ICBM Missile Wing (e.g. OSB).  
Authorized for use with AFSCs 13SXC. 

WL ICBM EWO Training Requires 12 or more months in a EWO training position at 20AF or a Missile Wing (e.g. OSK).  
Authorized for use with AFSCs 13SXC. 

WM ICBM EWO 
Plans/Targeting 

Requires 12 or more months in an EWO training position at 20AF, a Missile Wing (e.g. OSK), 
STRATCOM Air Room, Trajectory Analysis, etc. 

WN ICBM OT&E Requires 24 months of experience as an operational tester assigned to 576th or AFOTEC 
responsible for the conduct of OT&E, completion of the Air Force Operational Test and 
Evaluation on ICBMs and associated hardware and software.  Authorized for use with AFSCs 
13SXC. 

WO ICBM PPBE Requires 24 months or more in a PEM or A8P/J8P position at MAJCOM/COCOM/HAF.  
Authorized for use with AFSCs 13SXC. 

WP ICBM Acquisitions Requires 24 months or more in a 63XX Duty AFSC or completion of APDP level 2 certification.  
Authorized for use with AFSCs 13SXC. 

WQ Nuclear Enterprise 
Experience Level 1 

Requires minimum of 4 years experience in Nuclear Enterprise position.  Authorized for use with 
AFSCs 13SXC. 

WR Nuclear Enterprise 
Experience Level 2 

Requires minimum of 6 years experience in Nuclear Enterprise.  Authorized for use with AFSCs 
13SXC. 

WS Nuclear Enterprise 
Experience Level 3 

Requires more than 9 years experience in Nuclear Enterprise.  Authorized for use with AFSCs 
13SXC. 

WT ICBM Technical Requires one or both of the following (1) completion of technical bachelor’s or AAD in a 
technical discipline or (2) 12 months or more experience in a 61XX or 62XX Duty AFSC related 
to nuclear weapons development.  Authorized for use with AFSCs 13SXC. 

SOURCE: DAF, 2010c. 
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APPENDIX F. 11B, 12B, AND 13SXC JOBS BY ORGANIZATION 

 
 
 
 
Figure F.1  
11BX(B or C) O-1 through O-6 Positions by Organization in FY2010385  

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data. 
 
 

 
 

                                                 
385 There are 582 total authorized jobs. 
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Figure F.2  
12BX(D or E) O-1 through O-6 Positions by Organization in FY2010386 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
386 There are 615 total authorized jobs.  
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Figure F.3  
13SXC O-1 through O-6 Positions by Organization in FY2010387, 388 

 
SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data. 
 

                                                 
387 There are 1,344 total authorized jobs.  
388 All jobs listed have a duty AFSC related to the specific officer career field (e.g., 13SXC, 12BXD, 
11BXC) or a duty AFSC for a senior officer in that career field without a shredout (e.g., 13S4, 11B4).  
Additionally, other jobs with DAFSCs related to the specific job such as “91W” (Wing Commander) are 
listed as eligible for officers in the respective career field if the officer would likely occupy a job in that 
organization.  For example, the 91W DAFSC job in the 509th Bomber Wing is not listed as a potential job 
for a 13SXC officer as the 13SXC officer would not likely occupy a command position within 8th AF. 
Although each job has an authorized grade that may list an officer grade less than or equal to the required 
officer grade for the job, this data shows the required officer grade.  
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Figure  G.1 
AFGSC Organization Structure with FY2010 Jobs 

SOURCE: USAF FY2010 manpower authorizations data. 
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APPENDIX H. JOB GROUP CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

 
 
 
 
 
 Cluster analysis is an exploratory analysis that classifies observations into a finite, 

small number of groups based on two or more variables.389  When conducted with 

dichotomous variables, the standard method calculates the similarity between 

observations based on the observed binary variables.  Two observations are similar to the 

degree that the observations share a common pattern of attributes among the binary 

variables.390  The similarity value is calculated by first categorizing the presence or 

absence (a 1 or 0 outcome respectively) of a set of N variables for a single observation 

i and j , where ji .  The resulting 22  similarity matrix for both observations is 

shown in Table H.1 below. 
Table H.1  
2 X 2 Cluster Analysis Similarity Matrix 

 Observation j  
Observation i  1 0 

1 a  b  
0 c  d  

SOURCE: Romesburg, 2004. 
Cell a represents the total number of N  variables for which the variable is present for 

both observations i and j .  Cells b and c  respectively characterize the number of N  

variables for which observation i  has the variable but observation j  does not, and vice 

versa.  Cell d counts the number of N  variables for which neither observation has the 

variable.  A number of similarity measures exist for dichotomous data and, as an 

example, one of the most common similarity measures, the matching coefficient, 

determines overall percentage where observations i and j  have both variables present 

and both variables not present as shown in Equation H.1: 

 
dcba

da  ( H.1 ) 

                                                 
389 Finch, 2005, p. 85.  
390 Kaufman and Rousseeuw,  2005.  
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The resulting similarity value is then subtracted from one to determine the “distance” 

between observation i and j .  Smaller distance values indicate higher similarity between 

the observations.  Once calculated, all distance values are combined into a matrix and 

then entered into a standard clustering algorithm such as average linkage to determine the 

natural clusters of observations.  

 Choosing a similarity measure for binary data depends on whether the joint lack 

of an attribute between observations provides useful information to determine the 

similarity between those observations.391  If so, the zero-zero matches (i.e., cell d ) 

should be included in the similarity measure analysis.  One example is gender as both 

categories are useful measures to evaluate the similarities between observations.  

Conversely, given the large number of competency categories and comparatively small 

number of required competencies per job-group, counting what competencies job-groups 

lack as a basis for their similarity makes job-groups very similar to one another.392  The 

decision to include the zero-zero matches is critical as similarity coefficients that do or do 

not include the zero-zero matches can produce very different results.393 

 Although the decision to include the zero-zero matches does not appear to change 

clustering results, the nature of the binary competency requirement variables used in this 

analysis prevents the zero-zero matches from being included in the similarity calculation.  

Not requiring a competency does not necessarily provide significantly useful information 

regarding the job-group and this analysis employs a similarity measure that does not 

utilize the zero-zero matches.  The often-used Jaccard coefficient394 is the proportion of 

1-1 matches in a set of variable comparisons between observations i and j  which ignores 

the 0-0 matches and is calculated via the following equation:  

 
cba

a   ( H.2 )  

When comparing the simple match coefficient (0-0 matches inclusive) and the Jaccard 

coefficient (0-0 exclusive), the hierarchical clusters are different as shown below: 

                                                 
391 Everitt et al., 2001, p. 36. 
392 Romesburg, 2004. 
393 Everitt et al., 2001, p. 38. 
394 The Jaccard coefficient is especially common to analyses where the joint lack of a variable should not be 
allowed to contribute to the similarity between observations. See Romesburg (2004), p. 143.  
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Figure H.1  
Cluster Analysis on Job-Groups Using Matching Coefficient 
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SOURCE: Competency Model Cluster Analysis. 
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Figure H.2  
Cluster Analysis on Job-groups Using Jaccard Coefficient with cut-line 
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SOURCE: Competency Model Cluster Analysis. 
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A large number of clusters exist in both Figure H.1 and Figure H.2.  Assuming that the 

Jaccard coefficient best fits the analysis as the measure removes zero-zero matches, the 

tree must be cut at a point to illustrate meaningful clusters.  One method is to cut the tree 

over a large range where the similarity measure remains constant.395  A wide range 

indicates the clusters are well separated in the variable space.  When analyzing a large 

hierarchical tree such as Figure H.2, cutting the tree becomes more difficult as the new 

clusters are formed often over small intervals in the Jaccard similarity measure.  Without 

consolidating the tree into too few clusters, the tree was cut with 11 clusters at the 0.5 

similarity measure value.396  The resulting 11 clusters are shown below in Figure H.3. 
Figure H.3  
Cluster Analysis on Job-groups Using Jaccard Coefficient, 11 Clusters 
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SOURCE: Competency Model Cluster Analysis. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
395 Romesburg, 2004, p. 213.  
396 The number of clusters remained constant over the largest amount of similarity values when the number 
of clusters equaled 24.  
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APPENDIX I. OFFICER COHORT SURVIVAL ANALYSIS 

 
 
 
 

Figure I.1  
Survival Curves for 12B Officer Cohorts (1983 - 1989) with Engineering Education 

 
SOURCE: AFPC Officer Personnel data, FY1975-FY2009. 

The survival curves397 above show the survival functions of several 12B officer cohorts 

with an engineering undergraduate degree.  As the officers progress through subsequent 

years of service, officers separate from the USAF and the portion remaining out of the 

original cohort decreases.  These trends should be similar across cohorts and therefore 

indicate that officers across cohorts steadily and smoothly progress through the career 

field.  The 12B cohorts entering the career field from 1985 through 1987 with an 

engineering academic background do not follow this pattern, however, as nearly 30 

percent of the officers in each of these cohorts separate from the USAF in years of 

service seven through nine.  This substantial loss of personnel likely reflects the DoD 

drawdown initiatives during the early 1990s and thereby created a dearth of 12B colonels 
                                                 
397 These survival curves are Kaplan Meier curves that display the survival of officer cohorts as a function 
of the proportion of officers from these cohorts remaining on AD in the USAF.   
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with a technical academic background in FY2009.  Note that remaining officers with an 

engineering background from these cohorts subsequently separated from the USAF at a 

similar rate when compared to the cohorts not experiencing a large-scale personnel loss.  

 Officers with any type of technical education similarly separated from the USAF 

during this time periods.  Although not as significant a loss of personnel, about a quarter 

of the officers in the 12B cohorts entering the career field from 1985 through 1987 

separated during the drawdown period as shown in Figure I.2.  After the loss of personnel 

these cohorts appear to retain officers at the same rate as other 12B officer cohorts 

entering before and after the “drawdown” cohorts thereby indicating that these cohorts 

progressed through the 12B career field without further exogenous loss of personnel.   
Figure I.2  
Survival Curves for 12B Officer Cohorts (1983 -1989) with Technical Education 

 
SOURCE: AFPC Officer Personnel data, FY1975-FY2009. 
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APPENDIX J. COMPETENCY GAP STATISTICS 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure J.1  
Competency Match Percentage FY2009, by Career Field and Officer Grade 
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NOTE: Percent Match includes competencies of all types of criticality.  The error bars show the standard error for 
the respective average percent match. 
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Table J.1  
11B Officers' Competencies Matching Required Competencies, by Grade (percent) 

Backgrounds Acquired O-4 O-5 O-6
Operations

B-1 -- 100 100
B-2 80 83 33
B-52 93 100 100
Non-bomber Pilot 100 -- --

AFS Prefix
B = Sq Ops/Ops Sppt Off -- 70 --
C = Commander -- 67 83
E = Electronic Warfare (EW) Support Duty -- -- --
F = A/C Systems Flight Eval -- -- --
K = Instructor -- 60 100
Q = Stan & Eval 100 67 100
R = Contingency/War Planner -- -- 100
S = Safety 100 100 --
T = Formal Training Instructor 86 -- --
W = Weapons and Tactics Instructor 43 39 26

Organization
Group 12 33 67
Wing 32 28 64
MAJCOM -- -- --
8th AF -- -- --
20th AF -- -- --
Other NAF -- -- --
Air Staff -- -- --
OJCS/OSD -- -- --
STRATCOM/SAC -- -- --
ACC -- -- --
AETC -- 86 100
AFIA -- -- --
AFOTEC -- -- --
Joint 58 89 100
Interagency -- -- --
Combatant Command -- -- --
Combat Support Agency -- -- --
Center -- -- 67

Functional
Nuclear Operations 97 100 100
Flying Training 55 82 100
Combat Crew Training -- -- --
Education and Training 100 100 100
Operations 60 91 99
Test 100 60 --
Stan/Eval 100 67 100
Plans 30 43 47
Weapons and Tactics 33 40 35
Operational Requirements 9 8 7
Safety 100 100 50
Operational Support 16 31 15
Inspections -- -- --

Nuclear SEIs
WD = Nuc. Strike Certification 86 88 93
WG = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl I 55 85 80
WH = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl II 71 46 71

Command
A/C CC 33 46 0
Flight Command 71 71 55
Any Director of Operations 0 70 --
Nuc Squadron -- 0 33
Squadron (non-nuclear) -- 50 56
Nuc Group -- -- 0
Group (non-nuclear) -- -- 0
Nuc Wing -- -- --
Wing (non-nuclear) -- -- 0
Nuc MAJCOM -- -- --
Nuc NAF or Joint Command -- -- --
Nuc Center -- -- --
Center (non-nuclear) -- -- --

g g q p , y (p )
Grade

 
NOTE: A dash indicates no officer of the specified grade required the competency for a job.  All data as of 
FY2009. 
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Table J.2  
12B Officers' Competencies Matching Required Competencies, by Grade (percent) 

Backgrounds Acquired O-4 O-5 O-6
Operations

B-1 100 100 --
B-2 29 0 0
B-52 100 100 100
Non-bomber Pilot -- -- --

AFS Prefix
B = Sq Ops/Ops Sppt Off -- 60 --
C = Commander -- 50 82
E = Electronic Warfare (EW) Support Duty -- -- --
F = A/C Systems Flight Eval -- -- --
K = Instructor -- 100 100
Q = Stan & Eval 67 60 100
R = Contingency/War Planner -- 0 --
S = Safety -- 33 --
T = Formal Training Instructor 0 -- --
W = Weapons and Tactics Instructor 59 36 42

Organization
Group 32 55 52
Wing 71 42 43
MAJCOM -- -- --
8th AF -- -- --
20th AF -- -- --
Other NAF -- -- --
Air Staff -- -- --
OJCS/OSD -- -- --
STRATCOM/SAC -- -- --
ACC -- -- --
AETC -- 80 80
AFIA -- -- --
AFOTEC -- -- --
Joint 64 82 100
Interagency -- -- --
Combatant Command -- -- --
Combat Support Agency -- -- --
Center -- 100 67

Functional
Nuclear Operations 100 100 100
Flying Training 100 78 80
Combat Crew Training -- -- --
Education and Training 100 100 100
Operations 71 88 97
Test -- 100 --
Stan/Eval 100 60 100
Plans 45 45 44
Weapons and Tactics 49 60 50
Operational Requirements 18 25 18
Safety -- 17 0
Operational Support 28 42 39
Inspections -- -- --

Nuclear SEIs
WD = Nuc. Strike Certification 93 89 86
WG = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl I 68 86 40
WH = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl II 79 64 50

Command
Flight Command 80 69 47
Any Director of Operations 0 60 --
Nuc Squadron -- 0 50
Squadron (non-nuclear) 0 22 38
Nuc Group -- -- 0
Group (non-nuclear) -- -- 0
Nuc Wing -- -- --
Wing (non-nuclear) -- 0 --
Nuc MAJCOM -- -- --
Nuc NAF or Joint Command -- -- --
Nuc Center -- -- --
Center (non-nuclear) -- -- --

Grade

 
NOTE: A dash indicates no officer of the specified grade required the competency for a job.  All data as of 
FY2009. 
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Table J.3  
13SXC Officers' Competencies Matching Required Competencies, by Grade (percent) g g q p y (p )

Backgrounds Acquired O-4 O-5 O-6
Operations

Missile 95 99 100
Space 84 93 100

AFS Prefix
B = Sq Ops/Ops Sppt Off 0 36 43
C = Commander 100 64 98
E = Electronic Warfare (EW) Support Duty -- -- --
K = Instructor 92 89 56
Q = Stan & Eval 67 72 33
R = Contingency/War Planner 0 0 0
S = Safety 100 67 100
T = Formal Training Instructor -- -- --
W = Weapons and Tactics Instructor 6 5 6

Organization
Group 45 52 71
Wing 28 29 76
MAJCOM 36 33 50
8th AF -- -- --
20th AF -- -- 100
Other NAF -- 0 0
Air Staff -- -- --
OJCS/OSD -- -- --
USSPACECOM -- -- --
STRATCOM/SAC -- -- --
ACC -- -- --
AFSPC -- -- --
AETC 100 97 100
AFIA -- -- --
AFOTEC -- -- --
Joint 68 85 100
Interagency -- -- --
COCOMs -- -- --
CSAs -- -- --
Center -- -- --

Functional
Nuclear Operations 98 99 100
Combat Crew 94 100 100
EWO 25 0 0
Codes 29 0 0
Education and Training 94 100 100
Operations 89 92 86
Weapons and Tactics 100 -- --
Test 100 73 0
Stan/Eval 75 33 --
Acquisitions -- -- --
Plans 26 46 57
Operational Requirements -- 0 --
Safety 100 67 100
Operational Support 85 0 --
Inspections -- -- --

Nuclear SEIs
PQ = WS-133A/M (6 mos. exp. w/ Minuteman III) 98 98 100
QR = ICBM Plans/Programs/Reqs/Policy/Strategy 50 100 100
QS = ICBM Inspections -- -- --
WG = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl I 94 69 67
WH = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl II 63 76 78
WK = ICBM Codes 0 -- --
WL = ICBM EWO Trng -- -- --
WM = ICBM EWO Plans/Targeting 50 0 --
WN = ICBM OT&E 0 20 0
WO = ICBM PPBE -- -- --
WP = ICBM Acq. -- -- --
WQ = Nuc. Enterprise Exp. Lvl 1 85 98 100
WR = Nuc. Enterprise Exp. Lvl 2 32 52 70
WS = Nuc. Enterprise Exp. Lvl 3 8 19 50
WT = ICBM Technical -- -- --

Grade
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Table J.3 — Continued 

Backgrounds Acquired O-4 O-5 O-6
Command

Combat Crew CC -- 50 --
Flight Command 59 66 67
Any Director of Operations 0 36 43
Nuc Squadron -- 0 70
Squadron (non-nuclear) -- 63 83
Nuc Group -- -- 50
Group (non-nuclear) -- -- 100
Nuc Wing -- -- --
Wing (non-nuclear) -- -- --
Nuc MAJCOM -- -- --
Nuc NAF or Joint Command -- -- --
Nuc Center -- -- --
Center (non-nuclear) -- -- --

Grade

 
NOTE: A dash indicates no officer of the specified grade required the competency for a job.  All data as of 
FY2009. 

 
 
 
 

Table J.4  
11B, 12B, and 13SXC Modified Nuclear SEI Match Results, by Grade (percent) 

Career Field Nuclear SEIs O-4 O-5 O-6
WG = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl I 100 100 100
WH = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl II 90 96 88
WG = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl I 100 100 100
WH = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl II 96 93 83
WG = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl I 97 98 100
WH = Nuc. Mission Ops or Sppt Lvl II 65 89 89

Grade

13SXC

11B

12B

 
NOTE: All data as of FY2009. 
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Figure J.2  
11B Nuclear Mission Operations Distribution, Grades O-4 through O-6 

Years of 
Nuclear 

Operations 
Experience # of Officers Percent

Cum. 
Percent

Years of 
Nuclear 

Operations 
Experience

# of 
Officers Percent

Cum. 
Percent

Years of 
Nuclear 

Operations 
Experience

# of 
Officers Percent

Cum. 
Percent

0 2 1.25 1.25 0 2 1.53 1.53 0 3 3.57 3.57
1 2 1.25 2.5 1 3 2.29 3.82 1 2 2.38 5.95
2 2 1.25 3.75 2 7 5.34 9.16 3 2 2.38 8.33
3 12 7.5 11.25 3 5 3.82 12.98 4 6 7.14 15.48
4 20 12.5 23.75 4 8 6.11 19.08 5 4 4.76 20.24
5 17 10.63 34.38 5 8 6.11 25.19 6 8 9.52 29.76
6 25 15.63 50 6 16 12.21 37.4 7 6 7.14 36.9
7 31 19.38 69.38 7 12 9.16 46.56 8 9 10.71 47.62
8 19 11.88 81.25 8 12 9.16 55.73 9 1 1.19 48.81
9 10 6.25 87.5 9 15 11.45 67.18 10 9 10.71 59.52
10 13 8.13 95.63 10 12 9.16 76.34 11 4 4.76 64.29
11 5 3.13 98.75 11 8 6.11 82.44 12 4 4.76 69.05
16 1 0.63 99.38 12 7 5.34 87.79 13 7 8.33 77.38
21 1 0.63 100 13 3 2.29 90.08 14 9 10.71 88.1

Total 160 14 5 3.82 93.89 15 7 8.33 96.43
> 5 years 76.29 15 2 1.53 95.42 16 1 1.19 97.62
>= 9 years 18.77 16 3 2.29 97.71 17 1 1.19 98.81

17 1 0.76 98.47 18 1 1.19 100
20 1 0.76 99.24 Total 84
21 1 0.76 100 >= 5 years 84.49

Total 131 >= 9 years 52.36
> 5 years 80.91
>= 9 years 44.27

11B O-4 Officers 11B O-6 Officers11B O-5 Officers

 
NOTE: Data as of FY2009. 
 
Figure J.3  
12B Nuclear Mission Operations Distribution, Grades O-4 through O-6 

Years of 
Nuclear 

Operations 
Experience # of Officers Percent

Cum. 
Percent

Years of 
Nuclear 

Operations 
Experience

# of 
Officers Percent

Cum. 
Percent

Years of 
Nuclear 

Operations 
Experience

# of 
Officers Percent

Cum. 
Percent

0 3 2.26 2.26 0 7 3.29 3.29 0 3 2.91 2.91
1 2 1.5 3.76 1 4 1.88 5.16 1 1 0.97 3.88
2 9 6.77 10.53 2 9 4.23 9.39 2 6 5.83 9.71
3 13 9.77 20.3 3 12 5.63 15.02 3 9 8.74 18.45
4 8 6.02 26.32 4 21 9.86 24.88 4 5 4.85 23.3
5 9 6.77 33.08 5 13 6.1 30.99 5 9 8.74 32.04
6 10 7.52 40.6 6 17 7.98 38.97 6 8 7.77 39.81
7 20 15.04 55.64 7 23 10.8 49.77 7 7 6.8 46.6
8 16 12.03 67.67 8 29 13.62 63.38 8 8 7.77 54.37
9 12 9.02 76.69 9 21 9.86 73.24 9 11 10.68 65.05
10 18 13.53 90.23 10 11 5.16 78.4 10 17 16.5 81.55
11 6 4.51 94.74 11 16 7.51 85.92 11 8 7.77 89.32
12 3 2.26 96.99 12 14 6.57 92.49 12 5 4.85 94.17
16 2 1.5 98.5 13 5 2.35 94.84 13 5 4.85 99.03
19 1 0.75 99.25 14 3 1.41 96.24 15 1 0.97 100
20 1 0.75 100 15 4 1.88 98.12 Total 103

Total 133 16 3 1.41 99.53 >= 5 years 76.7
>= 5 years 73.68 19 1 0.47 100 >= 9 years 45.62
>= 9 years 32.32 Total 213

>= 5 years 75.12
>= 9 years 36.62

12B O-6 Officers12B O-5 Officers12B O-4 Officers

 
NOTE: Data as of FY2009. 
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Figure J.4  
13SXC Nuclear Mission Operations Distribution, Grades O-4 through O-6 

Years of 
Nuclear 

Operations 
Experience # of Officers Percent

Cum. 
Percent

Years of 
Nuclear 

Operations 
Experience

# of 
Officers Percent

Cum. 
Percent

Years of 
Nuclear 

Operations 
Experience

# of 
Officers Percent

Cum. 
Percent

0 64 7.21 7.21 0 14 1.64 1.64 0 6 3.05 3.05
1 16 1.8 9.01 1 14 1.64 3.27 2 7 3.55 6.6
2 49 5.52 14.53 2 26 3.04 6.31 3 7 3.55 10.15
3 163 18.36 32.88 3 104 12.15 18.46 4 32 16.24 26.4
4 290 32.66 65.54 4 190 22.2 40.65 5 58 29.44 55.84
5 216 24.32 89.86 5 275 32.13 72.78 6 27 13.71 69.54
6 48 5.41 95.27 6 108 12.62 85.4 7 19 9.64 79.19
7 22 2.48 97.75 7 66 7.71 93.11 8 18 9.14 88.32
8 6 0.68 98.42 8 30 3.5 96.61 9 9 4.57 92.89
9 6 0.68 99.1 9 14 1.64 98.25 10 5 2.54 95.43
10 6 0.68 99.77 10 9 1.05 99.3 11 5 2.54 97.97
11 1 0.11 99.89 11 3 0.35 99.65 12 2 1.02 98.98
12 1 0.11 100 12 3 0.35 100 13 2 1.02 100

Total 888 Total 856 Total 197
>= 5 years 34.47 >= 5 years 59.35 >= 5 years 73.62
>= 9 years 1.58 >= 9 years 3.39 >= 9 years 11.69

13SXC O-6 Officers13SXC O-5 Officers13SXC O-4 Officers

 
NOTE: Data as of FY2009. 
 
 
 
 
Table J.5  
11B, 12B, and 13SXC Command/Leadership Experience Gaps, by Grade (total Number) 

Career Field Command Experience

Officers 
Acquiring 

Experience

Jobs 
Requiring 

Experience

Officers 
Acquiring 

Experience

Jobs 
Requiring 

Experience

Officers 
Acquiring 

Experience

Jobs 
Requiring 

Experience
Any Flight Command 94 7 78 34 46 11
Any Director of Operations 6 3 61 20 36 --
Nuc. Squadron Commander -- -- 11 2 24 10
Any Flight Command 85 5 117 32 31 15
Any Director of Operations 6 1 72 15 40 --
Nuc. Squadron Commander -- -- 4 2 10 10
Any Flight Command 461 34 503 156 75 3
Any Director of Operations 94 7 195 114 50 7
Nuc. Squadron Commander -- -- 23 3 32 10

O-6O-4 O-5

11B

12B

13SXC

 
NOTE: Officer data as of FY2008 and Jobs data as of FY2009. 
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Figure J.5  
11B O-6 Average Years of Service 
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SOURCE: AFPC Officer Personnel data, FY1994-FY2009. 

 
Figure J.6  
11B Manned Jobs by Nuclear Function in FY2009, by Grade 
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NOTE: Includes only manned, nuclear-related jobs within the 11B career field in FY2009. 
SOURCE: AFPC Officer Personnel Data and CMDB Job Authorizations Data, FY2009. 
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Figure J.7  
12B Manned Jobs by Nuclear Function in FY2009, by Grade 
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NOTE: Includes only manned, nuclear-related jobs within the 12B career field in FY2009. 
SOURCE: AFPC Officer Personnel Data and CMDB Job Authorizations Data, FY2009. 

 
Figure J.8  
13SXC Manned Jobs by Nuclear Function in FY2009, by Grade 
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NOTE: Includes only manned, nuclear-related jobs within the 13SXC career field in FY2009. 
SOURCE: AFPC Officer Personnel Data and CMDB Job Authorizations Data, FY2009. 
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Table J.6  
Competency Percent Match for Nuclear-related Jobs in FY2009, by Officer-to-Job Grade 
Comparison, Career Field, and Grade (percent) 

Job 
Category

Officer 
Grade

Officer-to-Job Grade 
Comparison B-2 Pilot B-52 Pilot B-52 EWO B-52 NAV 13SXC

Lower Grade 36 55 53 76
Match Job Grade 50 70 45 58 76
Higher Grade 67 57 60 54 75
Lower Grade 55 81
Match Job Grade 80 80 93 68 89
Higher Grade 81 64 100
Lower Grade 88 50
Match Job Grade 62 75 93
Higher Grade
Lower Grade 29 50 50 99
Match Job Grade 32 44 38 60 85
Higher Grade 53 0 75 69
Lower Grade 55 52 71 90
Match Job Grade 53 47 63 100 93
Higher Grade 50 63 70 100
Lower Grade 88 50 63 100
Match Job Grade 94 100 0 88
Higher Grade 95
Lower Grade 38 86
Match Job Grade 57 55 69 75 77
Higher Grade 65 67 75
Lower Grade 73 58 89
Match Job Grade 80 100
Higher Grade 96
Lower Grade 58
Match Job Grade 82 79 59 85 88
Higher Grade
Lower Grade
Match Job Grade 45
Higher Grade 38 52
Lower Grade
Match Job Grade 70 25 81 80 70
Higher Grade 25 67
Lower Grade 92 71
Match Job Grade 80 69 92 83
Higher Grade

Primary 
Support

O-3

O-4

O-5

Auxiliary 
Support

O-3

O-4

O-5

Command

O-3

O-4

O-5

Strategic 
Guidance

O-3

O-4

O-5

 
NOTE: Includes only manned jobs with non-missing position numbers in FY2009.  Because some FY2009 officer 
data is missing the officer’s job position number, only 91% of officers occupying nuclear-related jobs in the four 
nuclear categories are included in the table.  
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Figure J.9  
11B Officers in Primary Support Jobs Matching Critical Competency Requirements, by Number 
of Critical Competencies Required in FY2009 Job 
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NOTE: Includes only manned 11B primary support jobs in FY2009.  Percentages indicate the percent of officers 
within the category that match all critical requirements.  

 
 

Figure J.10  
US Air Force Total Officer End Strength, FY1949-2009 
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SOURCE: AFPC IDEAS, FY2009. 
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Figure J.11  
US Air Force Total Personnel End Strength, FY1949-2009 
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SOURCE: AFPC IDEAS, FY2009. 
 
 
 

Figure J.12  
B-2 Pilot Assignment Patterns, FY2009 
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NOTE: Officer rank does not indicate the required or authorized rank of the job occupied by the officer. 
SOURCE: APFC officer personnel data & USAF manpower authorizations data, FY2009. 
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Figure J.13  
B-52 Pilot Assignment Patterns, FY2009 
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NOTE: Officer rank does not indicate the required or authorized rank of the job occupied by the officer. 
SOURCE: APFC officer personnel data & USAF manpower authorizations data, FY2009. 

 
Figure J.14  
B-52 EWO Assignment Patterns, FY2009 
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NOTE: Officer rank does not indicate the required or authorized rank of the job occupied by the officer. 
SOURCE: APFC officer personnel data & USAF manpower authorizations data, FY2009. 
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Figure J.15  
B-52 Navigator Assignment Patterns, FY2009 
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NOTE: Officer rank does not indicate the required or authorized rank of the job occupied by the officer. 
SOURCE: APFC officer personnel data & USAF manpower authorizations data, FY2009. 

 
Figure J.16  
13SXC Officer Assignment Patterns, FY2009 
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NOTE: Officer rank does not indicate the required or authorized rank of the job occupied by the officer. 
SOURCE: APFC officer personnel data & USAF manpower authorizations data, FY2009. 
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Table J.7  
11B, 12B, and 13SXC Officers Allocated to Jobs Outside Respective Rank in FY2009 

11BxB Match Lower Higher Total
Remains 

Undermanned
O-2 0 -- 0 0
O-3 36 3 11 50 X
O-4 17 9 11 37 X
O-5 12 2 -- 14 X

11BxC Match Lower Higher Total
O-2 17 -- 45 62
O-3 50 0 29 79
O-4 24 5 6 35
O-5 18 5 -- 23 X

12BxD Match Lower Higher Total
O-1 9 -- 0 9
O-2 36 0 21 57
O-3 47 3 1 51
O-4 7 8 1 16 X
O-5 6 1 -- 7

12BxE Match Lower Higher Total
O-1 2 -- 0 2
O-2 27 0 20 47
O-3 76 1 12 89 X
O-4 17 11 8 36 X
O-5 9 5 -- 14

13SxC Match Lower Higher Total
O-1 140 -- 0 140
O-2 190 3 29 222
O-3 365 164 4 533
O-4 33 47 2 82 X
O-5 35 4 0 39  

SOURCE: AFPC historical officer data and CMDB job authorizations data, FY2009. 
NOTE: The number indicates the number of officers.  

 
 
Table J.8  
11B, 12B, and 13SXC Competency Match in First and Subsequent Jobs by Officer Grade 

FY2009 1st Job 2+ Jobs 1st Job 2+ Jobs 1st Job 2+ Jobs
O-3 0.438 (0.1) 0.54 (0.9) 0.340 (0.06) 0.701 (0.94) 0.882 (0.34) 0.783 (0.67)
O-4 0.642 (0.27) 0.695 (0.73) 0.702 (0.17) 0.749 (0.83) 0.826 (0.14) 0.896 (0.86)
O-5 0.729 (0.24) 0.787 (0.76) 0.828 (0.14) 0.736 (0.86) 0.919 (0.18) 0.901 (0.82)
O-6 0.818 (0.05) 0.75 (0.95) 0.762 (0.21) 0.810 (0.79) 0.878 (0.15) 0.882 (0.85)

11B 12B 13SXC

  
NOTE: Decimal value indicates the critical competency match for officers in their 1st job within each respective 
officer grade compared to the critical competency match for officers in their second or greater job within each 
officer grade.  The decimal value in parenthesis indicates the proportion of officers in each category by officer 
grade. 
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Figure J.17  
11B Career Path Pyramid 

 
SOURCE: AFOCPG, p. 7. 
 
Figure J.18  
12B Career Path Pyramid 

 
SOURCE: AFOCPG, p. 7. 
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Figure J.19  
13SXC Career Path Pyramid 
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APPENDIX K. SIMULATION SCENARIOS 

 
 

K.1 SCENARIO PROMOTION RATES 
 

Figure K.1  
Major In-the-Zone Promotion Rates, FY1989 – 2009 
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SOURCE: Air Force Personnel Statistics, 2010.  

Figure K.2  
Lt Col In-the-Zone Promotion Rates, FY1989 – 2009 
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SOURCE: Air Force Personnel Statistics, 2010. 
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Figure K.3  
Col In-the-Zone Promotion Rates, FY1989 - 2009 
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SOURCE: Air Force Personnel Statistics, 2010. 

 
 

Figure K.4  
Lt Col Below-the-Zone Promotion Rates, FY1989-2009 
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SOURCE: Air Force Personnel Statistics, 2010. 
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Figure K.5  
Col Below-the-Zone Promotion Rates, FY1989-2009 
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SOURCE: Air Force Personnel Statistics, 2010. 
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K.2 SCENARIO RETENTION RATES 
 
 

Figure K.6  
13SXC Retention, Historical Average 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

 
Figure K.7  
13SXC Retention, MCO Average (2003-2008) 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
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Figure K.8  
13SXC Retention, PCO Average (1996-1999) 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

 
 
Figure K.9  
B-52 Pilot Retention, Historical Average 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
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Figure K.10  
B-52 Pilot Retention, MCO Average (2003-2008) 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  

 
 

Figure K.11  
B-52 Pilot Retention, PCO Average (1996-1999) 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data.  
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Figure K.12  
B-2 Pilot Retention, Historical Average 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data. 
 
 
Figure K.13  
B-2 Pilot Retention, MCO Average (2003-2008) 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data. 
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Figure K.14  
B-2 Pilot Retention, PCO Average (1996-1999) 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data. 
 
 
Figure K.15  
B-52 EWO/NAV Retention, Historical Average 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data. 
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Figure K.16  
B-52 EWO/NAV Retention, MCO Average (2003-2008) 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data. 
 
 
Figure K.17  
B-52 EWO/NAV Retention, PCO Average (1996-1999) 
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SOURCE: AFPC historical officer personnel data. 
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K.3 SIMULATION MEAN COMPETENCY MATCH STEADY-STATE CYCLES 
 

Figure K.18  
11B Steady-State Cycle Competency Match in One Simulation, Baseline Scenario 
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Figure K.19  
12B Steady-State Cycle Competency Match in One Simulation 
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Figure K.20  
13SXC Steady-State Cycle Competency Match in One Simulation, Baseline Scenario 
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APPENDIX L. COMPARING SYSTEM DESIGNS TO A STANDARD DESIGN 

 
 To accurately compare each of the seven alternative scenarios 8,3,2 ki  to the 

baseline “standard” scenario, seven different paired- t  confidence intervals are constructed for 

the 1k  difference in output means 1ijz  with total the confidence level at 1  where 

05.0  for 1,,2,1 kj .  Note that iji XE  is the sample simulation output mean for 

the set of independent and identically distributed simulation output random variables 

inii XXX ,,, 21  for n  simulation replications.  Because this analysis compared multiple systems 

to a standard system (i.e., the baseline scenario), this analysis applied Bonferroni’s inequality to 

ensure each of the confidence intervals for the differences simultaneously cover the true 

difference in mean with overall confidence 1 .  Each confidence interval for the difference in 

means is therefore calculated at confidence level 
1

1
k

.  Hence, each of the seven confidence 

intervals is constructed at the 28.99  percent confidence level for an overall 95 percent 

confidence level.  Note that Bonferroni’s inequality is especially useful as the method is valid for 

both equal and unequal simulation sample sizes and does not require the comparison systems to 

be independent.  If the jz ’s are normally distributed when constructing the paired- t confidence 

interval, the confidence interval is exact.  Otherwise, the central limit theorem implies the 

confidence interval will be near 
1

1
k

 for large n  and 30n  should be sufficient.  If the 

resulting confidence interval does not include 0, system i ’s mean is statistically significant from 

the baseline mean with 99.28 percent confidence.  
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APPENDIX M. SIMULATION OUTPUT DATA ANALYSIS 

 Six fundamental methods exist to estimate the steady-state mean for stochastic simulation 

output data,398 but this dissertation utilizes the replication/deletion approach for three reasons: 1. 

The method provides reasonably good statistical performance, 2. The method can be applied to 

all types of output data, and 3. The method can be used to compare several different simulation 

system designs within the same underlying simulation model.  Let mXXX ,,, 21 be a set of 

m simulation outputs where X is the steady-state random variable of interest with distribution 

H .  During the initial, transient stages of the simulation, estimating the steady state mean 

XEb  is significantly biased because the initial observations tend to misrepresent the steady-

state output due to the model’s initial conditions. Therefore XEb  during this initial transient 

stage.  The replication/deletion method is the most common method used to account for this 

problematic transient stage and the method deletes several output observations from the 

beginning of a simulation run to remove the initial bias.  The remaining observations are 

consequently used to estimate b .  Given l  initial-transient stage output observations where 

11 ml , 
lm

X
lmX

m

li
i

1),( provides an unbiased estimate of the expected value of X  based 

on the simulation output observations.  Note that several methods exist to quantitatively 

determine the value of l  that effectively ends this “warmup” stage.399  But, after reviewing the 

nature of the steady-state output after the model fully populates with officers, this dissertation 

assumes 35l  years (140 quarters) provides an effective warmup period.   

 Because of the stochastic nature within the model, several simulation replications are 

needed to accurately estimate X  to account for the stochastic elements within mXXX ,,, 21 .  
                                                 
398 Law (2007) provides a very good review of these methods and their specific uses in Ch. 9.  Note that all of the 
equations show in Appendix L are adapted from Ch. 9 in Law (2007).  
399 See, for example, section 9.5.1 in Law (2007).  
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By calculating iX  for mi ,,2,1  output values for nj ,,2,1  simulation replications, 

lm

X
Y

m

li
ij

j
1  where jY  only uses observations from the thj simulation replication.400  The jY  

values are independent and identically distributed random variables and approximately unbiased 

to estimate bYE j .  Hence, an approximate 1100  percent confidence interval for b  is 

calculated with 
n

nStnY ln

2

2/1,1  where nS  is the standard error and the sample 

variance is defined by
ln

nYY
nS

n

li
i

12 .   

 Some steady-state outputs cycle instead of converging to a single value.  Given 

,, 21
CC YY  where C

kY  is the random variable in the thk cycle.  Estimating b during a cyclical 

steady state works exactly as described above except the mean and confidence intervals are 

calculated with over values kg ,,2,1  instead of over the m  values where mk .  Note that 

instead of calculating the average output for each simulation replication over the k  values in the 

cycle, calculating the mean involves calculating the average of the output for each g  across all 

j  simulation replications: 
n

Y
Y

n

j

C
gj

C
g

1 .401  These means are then used to determine evaluate the 

overall steady-state mean and associative confidence interval.  

 
 
 
 

                                                 
400 See Law, 2007, p. 518.  
401 See Law, 2007, p. 534.  
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APPENDIX N. COMMON RANDOM NUMBERS 

 CRN reduces the variance of an output variable without affecting its expected 

value.  As a variance-reduction technique, CRN aims for statistical efficiency to obtain 

greater precision such as smaller confidence intervals.  Specifically, CRN can produce 

greater precision with the same number of simulation runs or equal precision with fewer 

simulation iterations.   

 CRN is particularly useful when comparing two or more alternative simulation 

system configurations as the alternative system configurations can be compared under 

similar experimental conditions (i.e., the random input variables used to drive the 

simulation).  When comparing the results of the alternative system designs, CRN 

provides greater confidence that the observed differences between the system designs is 

due to the inherent differences between the systems and not the stochastic variation of the 

experimental conditions.  

 Because most random number generators within simulation models produce a 

deterministic, reproducible series of numbers with seemingly no pattern and therefore 

appear random, starting the generator with the same, random seed produces the same, 

seemingly random, number sequence.  By comparing two alternative system designs 

when using the same random number sequence (i.e., the CRN method), the variation 

attributed to the model’s stochastic elements is reduced to derive a more precise estimate 

for the observed difference between system designs.  Note that using the same random 

numbers does not change the probability distributions, mean, or variance of the 

alternative systems in question.402  For example, given two output observations jX1  and 

jX 2  from two of the scenario designs from the jth simulation iteration for nj ,,2,1 ,  

the true mean difference between scenarios 1 and 2 can be estimated via 

jj XEXEE 2121  with n total replications.403  The difference between 

                                                 
402 Law, 2007, p. 579.  
403 The equations used in this paragraph come from Law (2007), p. 579.  
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each jth simulation iteration becomes jjj XXD 21  and given n total replications, 

DE  so that the observed mean difference 
n

D
nD

n

j
j

1  becomes an unbiased 

estimate of .  Because each replication output is an independent and identically 

distributed random variable, the variance for the expected value of the difference in 

system outputs is 
n

XXCovXVarXVar
n
DVar

nDVar jjjjj 2121 ,2
.  If two 

system designs are run independently of one another (i.e., no CRN), 0, 21 jj XXCov .  

Otherwise, the two system configurations are positively correlated when CRN occurs 

within the simulation.  Hence, 0, 21 jj XXCov  and the overall variance for the 

estimator D is reduced and the observed value of D  becomes closer to the true estimate 

.404 

  

 
 
 

                                                 
404 See Law, 2007, section 11.2.1 for a thorough discussion.  
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APPENDIX O. INCREASING RETENTION RATE DISTRIBUTION 

 
Because retention rates significantly affect manning for the 11B, 12B, and 13SXC 

career fields, this dissertation examined if increasing retention rates would reduce the 

competency gaps.  Specifically, the distribution of retention rates for each career field in 

grades O-3 through O-6 was increased by 10, 20, and 50 percent to assess the overall 

impact of changes to the retention rates.405  Figures O.1 through O.3 suggest that 

increases to retention do not alter the competency gaps for 11B, 12B, or 13SXC officers. 
Figure O.1  
11B Critical Competency Match After Changing the Retention Rate Distribution 
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NOTE: The Baseline value indicates a zero percent increase in the retention rate distribution. 

Figure O.2  
12B Critical Competency Match After Changing the Retention Rate Distribution 
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NOTE: The Baseline value indicates a zero percent increase in the retention rate distribution. 

                                                 
405 Each value in the distribution was increased by a relative percent across all grades in each career field.  
For example, 82 percent of 13SXC Majors remain at least 2 years in grade.  Increasing the retention rate 
distribution by 5 percent would increase the 2 years in grade retention value to 86.1 percent.  
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Figure O.3  
13SXC Critical Competency Match After Changing the Retention Rate Distribution ( )
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NOTE: The Baseline value indicates a zero percent increase in the retention rate distribution. 

Although some variation exists with the overall critical competency matches for each 

nuclear job category in each career field, none of the values substantially differ.  Even 

when increasing the retention rate distribution to a practically infeasible 50 percent, none 

of the critical competency matches substantially increase.  Conventional wisdom suggests 

increasing the retention rates should retain more officers and therefore keep more quality 

officers to occupy jobs.  Instead, increasing the retention rates keeps the same underlying 

distribution of officers; both low and high quality officers remain longer.  Hence, simply 

retaining more officers does not remove the competency gaps as the quality of the subset 

of officers available to occupy jobs in each assignment period essentially does not differ 

as retention rates increase.  
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